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DEVELOPING VISIONARY, TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP
WITHIN THE SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY ANNUAL CONFERENCE

By
Lewis James Hiserote

The purpose of this

study was

design, implement,

to

process for pastors in the Southem New

Methodist Church which would

training process

ignite

a

help develop

did not intend to

desire in each

on

their

seek

a

how to become

visionary leadership

training

awareness.

leaders for

This

but did attempt to

and corporate vision for

personal

visionary

a

Conference of the United

impart vision to pastoral leaders,

participant to

provide understanding

Jersey Aimual

and evaluate

ministry

and

twenty-first century

ministry.
Twenty pastors
interviews,

Participants

two

were

selected to

participate

training seminars, assigned readings,

were

selected based upon the

ministry experience;

full

or

part-time;

following

and

during

entrance and exit

observations during seminars and

Major findings

include:

a

commitment

awareness can

to

regimen

and

of entrance and exit

spiritual disciplines.

criteria: Five
church

analysis

interviews,

participants'

as

as

years of

ministry within

focused

well

or more

the

predominately upon

the researcher's

written evaluations.

(1) visionary leadership training process is feasible for

traditionally trained clergy; (2) transition

requires

a

appointed to

Southem New Jersey Annual Conference. Data
responses made

in

fi*om management to

leadership paradigms

lifelong leadership development; (3) vision and leadership

be increased;

(4) spiritual disciplines

are

essential for Christian

visionary

leadership;

and

(5) transitioning clergy must find support

among themselves and their

connectional system.
This research addresses the

spiritual disciphnes,
course

of spiritual

biblical and
with

a new

discipline,

two seminars

paradigm
were

and

on

prescribed

vision and transformational

leadership,

a

assigned readings, participants

of pastoral

leadership.

challenged

and

of vision,

twelve-week

leadership development. Through

theological teachings,

group of clergy
process.

and

integration of a theological understanding

were

confronted

This dissertation describes how

responded to

this

a

select

visionary leadership training
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CHAPTER 1

Understanding
A

Every

following

from Frustration to

June I leave the Southem New

United Methodist Church

membership

Journey

dismayed by the

loss continues.

church

.

."

,

membership

the Problem

Hope

Jersey Annual Conference session

conference statistician's report; "Our

According to the conference joumals,

and

1965

1975
1985
1995

1996
1997

of the

weekly worship

attendance at the

we

claimed the

year's ending:

Church

Average Worship

Membership
113,777
98,996
86,507
77,702
74,947
72,568

Attendance

43,591
not available

35,910
35,562
35,516
36,456

TABLE 1

SNJ ANNUAL CONFERENCE VITAL STATISTICS

In 1986, Southem New

Jersey pastor and historian Robert Steelman commented:

Decline has been

a

permanent feature of the Conference since 1966. In

spite of celebrations and the merger with the Evangelical United Brethren
Church, every year since 1966 church membership has decreased. Sunday
School decline has been even more dramatic. We changed our Conference
stmctiu^e, added two districts then took one away, welcomed new bishops,
raised a lot of money for worthy causes, but still declined. Yet, this is
God's Church. The work is His. If we are faithful we will again see what
God will do.
Eleven years

members later,

our

(298)

following

Steelman's

publication and approximately 13,900

membership hemorrhage continues. Thankfully,

attendance appears to have

improved slightly over the previous

year.

Steelman's words hold tme. "If New Jersey United Methodism is to

1997

fewer

worship

Nonetheless,
move

forward

once

Hiserote 2

again,

we

need to know

of necessity, must have

John

Wesley,

our

roots. We must have a

strong faith in Christ for today. We,

vision for the future of a world

a

in his 1786 tract called

bemg won for Christ" (298).

"Thoughts Upon Methodism,"

wrote

prophetically:
I

am

not afraid that the

people

called Methodists should

ever cease

to exist

either in

Europe or America. But I am afraid, lest they should only exist
dead sect, having the form of religion without the power. And this
undoubtedly will be the case, unless they first hold fast both the doctrine,
as a

spirit,
mine]
John
Methodist

leading edge

discipline with

which

also

would sustain the

a

passion propelling them

He

hoped the

to win hearts for Christ.

realist, acknowledging that Spirit-less Christianity would dull the

of Methodism.

The United Methodist

membership hemorrhage reflects

all mainline Protestant denominations. While

slowing,

they first set out. (Emory 315) [Italics

Wesley, visionary leader, stimulated the evangelical revival.

people

Wesley was

and

should

we

still be concemed? Yes,

Denominations have been

some

national trends

crossing

signs indicate this dovmward spiral

according to

is

Kennon L. Callahan.

preoccupied with institutional welfare

and have

adopted

a

"squozilogical" understanding of leadership (which means "our thinking has become
squeezed, tiny,

and

frozen")

of the nature of leadership"

rather than

(18).

an

"eschatological

Our fond reflection upon the

of the 1940s and 1950s must be surrendered. We

and

a

mission field is "neither

missionary

(78).

who draws

on

are now

peaceful nor secure"

challenging, uncertain, chaotic,

and missional

and hostile"

(17).

"powerful imagination,

and is

immersed in

a

churched culture
mission

field,

"frequently noisy, disturbing,

The effective
unusual

long-lost

understanding

pastoral leader is

discernment,

and

a

foresighf

'

Hiserote 3

Since Christ defined his church
1

:8), it is

with their

new

upon the

gathered believers, there

was no

Immediately, boldly,

empowerment.

and

daily those who

effective, while

we are

availability

question what they were to

do

obediently they proclaimed the

Why?

being

saved"

God cannot be

Holy Spirit,

nor

(Acts

2:47b

MV). This church was

blamed; time has

has God

no

effect

a new

heritage.

a

paradigm, necessitating
Ten

or more

years

a

slow yet radical

breaking

away from their

elapsed before the fledgling church

feh able to accept

influence of the

and the

Spirit-led

church. Under the

visionary leadership, early believers

Holy Spirit's enabling

lived with

a

natural abilities. Given this historical

workable solutions to

our

axe

recast under the

apostles'

vitahty and purposefiilness transcending

precedent,

I

am

convinced there

are

current dilemma.

Who is most to blame for

proverbial

the

clue. The Book of Acts reveals diat the followers of Christ

was

own

on

in midstream.

changed plans

Gentiles, but the painfiil transition proceeded and the world's friture

oiu-

present situation? We might begin by laying the

at the root of the tree. Our churches

are

what

we as

have made them. As Weems claims, "The decline of effective

key

Holy

element, then, is responsible?

History offers
embraced

not.

were

and the power of the

What human

their

Acts

and the Acts 2:42-47 church witnessed remarkable resuhs. "And the Lord added

to their number

Jewish

missionary movement (Matt. 28:18-20;

natural to expect its leaders to be missionaries. At Pentecost when the

Spirit descended

Gospel,

as a

pastors and leaders

leadership

is

one

of the

factors behind the malaise and decline of mainline Protestant churches in the last

generation" (28).
First, clergy

no

Callahan says

longer possess

a

professional
fimctional

ministers

are

understanding

struggling

for two

of leadership.

reasons.

They were

Hiserote 4

trained to deal with matters inside the church, but
with matters outside in
and

A

complex.

unchurched culture.

an

now are

called to

Second, life

missionary mentality is required to

move

out and deal

out in the world is

ambiguous

deal with the confusion, disturbance,

disorder, and disarray evident today (20). Few pastors possess this mental model.
A church

years, it is

now a

growth author said,

"If you have

reflection of who you

ministry, I rejected this

are as a

complex problem that they

intentions

or

been"

This

especially

as

with Bill Easum that

study was
who

church.
I

am

initiated
seem

aheady

upon

on

pastors for

responsibility for creating.

But

a

now

decline is not the result of bad
are

good

we are

and

we

desire to be

is who

today

we

have

19).

partly out

of a

sense

of fiiistration with

to lack enthusiasm toward

Many months later,

immersed in what I

battered and bmised

reaching people

that jfrustration has taken

now

acknowledge is

a

a

some

of my

for Christ

or

compassionate tum,

complex issue. Clergy

are

by ministry. Emotional tensions, flagging faith, inadequate kingdom

theology, insufficient leadership training,

personal

our

or more

For at least ten years of my

ourselves that who

with Dinosaurs

church for five

reductionist, shoving blame

to have little direct

merely convinced

(Dancing

clergy colleagues

growing the

concur

seem

a

responsibility

intentional unfaithfulness. Our intentions

faithful. "We have

always

pastor."

notion. It casts far too much

overburdened pastors. It is judgmental. It is

I admit it is true. I

pastored

and low commitment all

conspire against

our

vision.

Such vision is the heart and soul of
must know which way he

drift aimlessly and may

or

even

she is

give

a

leader. For

one

to be

an

effective leader

leading others, odierwise unenthusiasdc
up

altogether.

Vision is like

one

followers

magnetic North, drawing

Hiserote 5

and

human energy to

directing

to unfold. The

leader

visionary

inspiration connects disparate
level in life.

Unfortunately,

Peter

as

focusing

our

an

few

a

a

shared

bom with such

are

of the heart and

language

followers with

leadership.

a

never-ending process
if that

organization

encourage

and

of leaming

reality waiting
and

through image

significant new

a

It must be leamed.

describes

deepening

and of seeing

patience,

reach

path to

marketplace perspective,

of developing

energies,

organizations

the

attractive yet invisible

some

discipline of "continually clarifying

Personal mastery is

within

toward

speaks

Senge, writing from

the

mastery"

move

"personal

our

personal vision,

reality objectively" (7).

required of every individual

organization is to be innovative. Senge discovered that

personal growth

in their

of

people.

He quotes Bill

few

O'Brien, CEO

of Hanover Insurance, who observes:

People

enter business

bright, well-educated, high energy people, fiill of
energy and desire to make a difference.
By the time they are 30, a few
are on the "fast track" and the rest "put in their time" to do what matters to
as

...

them

on

the weekend.

They

lose the

and the excitement with which
of their energy and almost
One

they

none

of their

might wonder if visionless leadership

self-centeredness of fallen human nature. While
enter

ministry with

deficiencies

(though

not

sincerity,

mixed

are more a

healthy)

to

corporate growth, the results

are

same.

Carl F.

.

little

giving

in to the

that

our

leadership

don't know how!", normal

misimderstanding

of culture,

misguided

theology rather than outright

of what the exact

the

.

indicates that individuals

assume

benign mixture of "I want to but

negligence. However, regardless

of mission,

We get.

spirit. (7-8)

experience

lack of intimacy with God, and deficient

sense

careers.

is the result of simply

motives, perhaps it is best

loss of enthusiasm,

the Future, comments:

commitment, the

started their

reason

George,

is for
in

our

lack of personal and

Prepare

Your Church for

Hiserote 6

As

a

consultant who deals with churches

across

several-dozen

denominations, I rarely encounter laziness or insincerity. Most church
leaders, both lay and professional, are highly motivated, faithful, gifted,
hard-working people. Why, then, has their problem not yielded to their
their whole hearts into

putting

wrong trees in the
John Maxwell claims that

the Leader Within You

experience
never

church. The

brings

one

rapidity

or

her

ability to

constant in

mind and heart to his
our

today's

so

world is

success

change.

exceptions

milieu of cultural

not

of any

or

make excuses, but

good

cope with

change,

an

escalation

but to master

by providing visionary leadership

Only God knows

the future and

are

either

change

arises the

plateaued

or

distressing

he

only

can

that

reveal his

statistic that 80 to 85 percent

dying (Malphurs Vision 37).

majority of pastors within this nadon?

leaders? Should the

surprisingly,

every

none are

leam

or

Are these

visionary leadership skills diat

die ecclesiastical

exclusively

organization whether religious

experienced similar cultural dynamics and has faced the need
stmggling pastors

What

finger of blame pomt toward the persons

systems ordaining them? All three bear responsibility yet
Not

any leader will

predict only

ministry, toward the educational institutions training them,

blameworthy.

or

organization, including the

Futurists

only to

is to "live in the future"

does this hold for the

pastors, then,

Can

leadership" (Developing

people.

of American churches

called to

on

lead and influence others, and vision is cmcial to

determines the

direction out of confusion.

implication

seek

tempted to

of change. Leaders must leam not

only way to do

In

and falls

validates Maxwell's assertion. The effectiveness of a pastor

rise above his

it. The

"everything rises

The pastor is

ii).

leadership ability. Leadership

in the

find that

they've misread the difficulty. They're
ministry, but are giving attention to the
forest of possible concems. (153)

Frequently I

efforts?

or

not has

for transformation

will

produce

or

burial.

tumaround
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churches? Do

Are these pastors

Scripture?
as

regard

the

theology of hope

even aware

and the future orientation

that vision

casting is

one

permeating

of their primary roles

leaders?

pastoral
In

they recognize

an

to the

electronic mail

possibility

He v^ote back

dialogue with Bill Easum, I posed

of training pastors to become

several

questions

in

transformational leaders.

visionary,

saying,
Lewis,

you pose interesting questions to which I don't know the
I'm sure someone does. The subject is the most

answers.

important issue facing most denominations. Freidman says all one
needs to do is take their Bible and go off into the desert until they
get a vision. I know you can't teach a vision, but you can grow
leaders who

importance

see

the need for vision and

of being

1997 19:28:27

Easum' s response resonates with my
a

vision worth

dying

for.

they

can

be trained in the

vision worth

caught by
dying
(EDT) From: Easum@aol.com)
a

own

Early Methodism was

desire to train

well

for.

(14 May

willing pastors

to

capture

with this kind of

acquainted

passion.
Methodism arrived in New
of Southem New
which have
years old.

Jersey

around 1 769.

Today there

stagnated within growing populations.
or

will at least

Most of these churches

barely maintain

of significant

congregations

transition themselves with

mind and heart to reach the imchurched

a

are

capable

their churches. While this represents

leadership

our

conference.

growth

to the

100

if they

populations

a common concem

denomination and beyond it, little attention has been paid

are over

themselves within the

next several decades. Some

pastor within

large number

Jersey United Methodist churches, including urban, suburban and mral,

Many of them will fail

surrounding

are a

both within the

leadership

role of the

Most pastors have not been trained in transformational

skills and all too many do not

see

die value of lifelong

leaming.
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I

interested in

am

frustration of pastors
cannot tackle such

a

as

maximizing the leadership

germinating�it
hope that

Goliath-sized task, histead, my purpose is to aim at the heart and

a

vision that

never

does not matter. Most

is limited

reducing the

agents of change within the church. This project, however,

soul of leadership�vision. Whether this becomes

dreams, establishing

effectiveness and

was,

or

a

process of reawakening dormant

maturing the

seeds of dreams

clergy desperately need

only by the Holy Spirit

an

now

infiision of Christian

and the purposes of God. Vision arises out of

hope.
Analysis
The issues

really building

always

are

Individuals with

and attitudinal. If Christ is

theological, relational,

his church then institutional maintenance

acceptable option.
will

confronting us

of the Problem

a

or

preservation

kingdom ecclesiology

evaluate the church, the culture, and themselves

and

a

relationship with God,

in his work. Such

a

relationship

growth. Thought pattems
wineskins for

new

then he

exerts

a

and attitudes

wine. The

or

she has

positive

ought to

no

effect

reflect

through the

eyes of the Great

enjoys proper

choice but to desire to join God

on

a

an

healthy eschatology

Commission and the purposes of God (Henderson 55). If the individual
and intimate

is not

one's

passion

for

ministry

and

willingness to adopt new

risk-taking flexibility of the early church

established the

pattem for confronting the existing culture with the claims of Christ. Kingdom pastors
are

visionary pastors living with

immeasurably

more

within us, to him be
ever

than all

glory

and ever! Amen"

we

the
ask

promise,
or

"Now to him who is able to do

imagine, according to

in the church and in Christ Jesus

(Eph. 3:20-21).

his power that is at work

throughout

all

generations,

for
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Jesus Christ models vision. John's

ministry

he faced

from the

hostility

that he had

Christ's relentless

push

come

18:31). Christ displayed

no

in Jesus'

cross

muddled

to set

and purpose. He stated

identity

to do his Father's work

toward the

early on

religious establishment, yet stubbomly refiised

aside his mission. He remained clear about his

unequivocally

demonstrates that

gospel

(John 5:17, 19).

Luke relates

awaiting him in Jemsalem (9:31, 51-53; 13:22;

thinking

dulled

or

His vision of accomplishing the Father's will remained

passion in reaction to resistance.

razor

sharp through his

last

breath.

Christ's

type of vision
world

(perhaps

complete dedication to

a

pastoral

more

leader

frequently than

growth. Visionary pastoral
result in
the

nothing more

leaders

than the

only appropriate vision,

heart of the Father

might

through

seek. Vision is

in the

can

church),

rally people

growth of one's

and the
his

the Father's work established boundaries

one

Spirit,

alone. This is the vision modeled

I seek to

term tossed about in the

vision for

around

little

study,

a

profit

or

kingdom

on

is that which

the

corporate

corporate
vision that may

spiritualized

the vision which seeks to

by many Old

motivated Christ and which drove the

own

a

a

on

earth. However,

from the

comes

accomplish his purposes

and New Testament leaders which

early church expansion,

the

only one

suitable for

Christian pastors.

Beyond

the biblical

record,

two authors have affected my

thinking.

introduced to the writings of CS. Lewis. I discovered diat in either story
Lewis'
the

apologetic

for the Christian faith exudes

introductory pages of his address entitled

a

In

or

1974, 1

was

essay,

strong future orientation and hope. In

"The

Weight

of Glory," Lewis bemoans the

modem habit of diluting the joyful tmths of the New Testament. God has

given

every
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a

person

"pointer to heaven,"

of the rewards

promised

strong, but

too weak

in the

that many elements have

proclaims

spiritual longing

"If we consider the

experience.

too

a

human

good

is

Gospels, it would

We

are

far too

conspired to
only to be

Lewis identifies
It is the

people
for,
of

a

.

.

gift

as

us.

our

glory." Glory

for

it

Ancient

means

something

is the

we are

substituted

gods

and

and the work of Christ.

for us, and the
is

a

beauty

goddesses, nymphs

ancient

myths, Lewis

says, may be false

God intends and all

outside of this world. "We cannot

we

are

mstling

history but

humanity longs

purity of a coming day,

day, God willing,

made for

or

.

destiny

of his

splendor we

yearn

to become

part

.

a

acceptance by God (11).

peoples

of the New Testament

Lewis suggests

far greater than the

gift of God

Glory

grace, and power witnessed in nature and their

freshness and

not

satisfy this yearning which

can

beauty,

splendor which

deshes,

inner voice" which

wish to be united with and receive into ourselves, "to bathe in.

(13);

our

(5).

appreciation

who shad be with and hke Christ himself

."

staggering nature

Lord finds

"shy, persistent,

happiness

of his presence, the mark of his

that

and its witness that

passion

No natural

"the desire for

seem

found in heaven

a

of reward and the

easily pleased" (Lewis 1-2).

silence the

heaven, there resides within each of us

reahty now before

something beyond current human

unblushing promises

Considering the promises of Scripture

current

for

but the

the

rumour

explain

perception of the divine.

imagery point to

for. The human

splendors we

see.

that it will not

shall get /�" to diat world of glory

the

The

the future

spirit can

day remains beyond our reach

mingle with
with the

as

and elves to

sense

on

the

the

But all the leaves

always be

so.

Some

experienced only in the presence
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of God

(13).

Even now, inanimate natm-e

"drink joy from the fountain of joy"

before

hope

us

faith and naive, I
Heb.

(Phil.3: 14;

12:2).

of glory and smother the

a

future

Weight

expected

of Glory,"

every Christian to be driven

Little did I know that

passionate striving for God's

and

realized how sheltered my life had been.

I

soon

rejection of hope

or

the

by the joy set

future.

attitudes of battle-scarred

cynical

helpful.

Freedom for Ministry. This became
its leaders, and the
In

it is and my

as

January of 1995,

1 read Richard John Neuhaus'

a

defining moment

in my

I read comments such

about the Church and

ministry we

for the way things are, holding
the tightest tension with existing

I

clergy

In

necessity of vision.

talking

the

Entering ministry,

For years I have felt discontent with the effectiveness of the church

attitude remained less than

of

ministry itself could obscure

see

laity.

shall

during the idealistic days

did not expect to

the

reality in which we

(14).

I first read Lewis' essay, "The

college. Young in

points to

understanding

of church,

as:

should show

a

healthy respect

visions of the way things ought to be in
reality. (5). The Church in all its

our

.

.

profoundly inauthentic; it is made authentic
only by the judgment of a gracious God. And each person within this
community is a center of mystery deserving of our respect~no, of our
reverence. (9)
forms and manifestations is

Then Neuhaus says whatever the church

is, institutional

or

otherwise,

other church of historical or social significance.
(10). The
this
Church transformed in the
tme Church is the Church tmly seen; it is
perspective of hope, based upon divine promise. I do not look for the
.

.

.there is

no

.

.

of this so-called institutional Church. It bears through history,
however inadequately, the apostolic witness to the Risen Lord. (11)

collapse

The Church,

no

matter how

imperfect,

is Christ's and is not to be surrendered to

the powers that be. The Church is tme to its vocation

only

if it

anticipates

the

destiny

of
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all

humankind; it is

the

a

coming kingdom

profoundly eschatological community pointing
of God.

Someday it

to and

celebrating

shall be the radiant bride of Christ.

The transition fi-om what the Church is to what it will become will be

but smooth. One must view the church in terms of possibility and
from

reality but to

with and
and

so

help

inseparable

rightly

from this

dissatisfied

it become what it is"

you would

than

encompass the greater

they

empirical, existing

(15).

Church with which

He quotes Martin Luther

in themselves if we

are

to

help

see

"not to

The real church is in

(15). Neuhaus then comments,

you must first love." We must

change

see

reality" (14).

promise,

anything
depart

continiuty

we are so

deeply

"To love the Church, then, is to

King,

Jr.

as

saying,

"Whom

greater potential in other people

them become what God wants them to be

(16).
In

reordered

fi-ustrations abound,

ministry
or

transformed to

perhaps because expectations

correspond with what

Neuhaus reminds the reader: While Jesus has

kingdom power is
the

kingdom

without

indeed here

ambiguity until

is and aim toward what shall be.

inaugurated the kingdom

through the Spirit,

of God. The Church will not be

need to be

of God and

the Church is not to be confused with

satisfactory

the world of which the Church is

and cannot be embraced
a

part is satisfactorily ordered in

the consummation of God's mle.

Happily we
to seek

a

are

restoration of first-century

Christianity directed
are

closer in time to this

Our

Christianity,

but

a

first

apostles.

perspective

bridging

should not be

one

into the

Our

goal

meaning.

twenty-first century, obeying

of restlessness

is not

renewal of twenty-first century

toward the end time in which all centuries find their

called to be the faithful Church

now.

reality than the

over

We

Christ

die distance from ourselves
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to the historical Jesus in the first

century but

of God to which the Church is

Kingdom

The Church is

community

a

the distance between ourselves and the

over

now

called to witness.

of hope that will be vindicated

modeled this future orientation when he looked at
could

become,

renamed

This

not what

Simon,

son

they were.

A

Cephas,

denied Christ three times

or

future. Jesus

eye toward what

an

noteworthy example of this

of John, and called him

vacillating man who

people with

by the

they

occurred when Jesus

Peter, meaning rock (John 1 :42).

hardly

seemed able to live up to his

new name.

Neuhaus reminds

"All churches

perfect

one.

church

claiming

of God. "The

coming

us

there is

are

no

"model Church"

exemplary in part,

to be the model church is in

only

Absolute to which

of his mle~that is, the

is

be

who goes

through

to some abstract

will

never

of my

points
life

of God"

to the root of cynicism

working

Christianity

really be

We

(57).

was

commitment

common

ought

us

is God and the
commit ourselves to

claiming

to be devoted

divorced fi-om the institution that embodies the

able to believe in what he
me

or

she is

doing" (61).

is the parent of an

Church "for die sake of the

kingdom

among pastors: "The minister

Kingdom"

acknowledgment of the scandal of historical Christianity

abstraction,

I admit that because

ugher cynicism)

drifting toward this mentality without realizing it.

to the

to

the

to be.

for the Church, while all the time

growing skepticism (which to

Church, I

exemplary in whole" (49). Any

absolutely devoted

the Absolute in the process of becoming what he intends
Neuhaus

should not look for the

danger of equating itself with

we can

Kingdom

none

�so we

about the

Neuhaus comments that

allows for the "candid

in the

lively hope

that the

grand
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things

affirm about the Church will be vindicated in the

we

coming

of the

Kingdom"

(61-62).
Perhaps

one

of Neuhaus' most instmctive

teachings

appears in the

chapter titled

"Reconciliation Against Resignation." One of the greatest temptations of the battered
church

or

pastor is

of reconciliation

hold

to

seek"

to contain

tolerable,

(73). My

"promise

own

experience with

cannot be satisfied with

We

a

a

"earthshaking

and

Neuhaus

reconciling
now

(75).

seem

forget that we

to

are a

our

ministry

of trying to
to make

we are

their

declme into this "let's

points

to God

as

and the world to

His desire is to

as

the

it is"

himself,

move us

resurrection of Jesus Christ.

the way

example.

(75),

nor

life

not

or

future in which all

God has not

has he

come." I

are.

personal" (74).

find

consolation;

things

shall be

resigned himself to

adjusted his original

reconciling himself to

reality already

a

transformation,

means

imposed by human nature

to the

they

transformation both cosmic and

hope in the promised

to

community premised upon

helping people merely endure

to fit within the limitations

us

of reconcihation

ministry

than

"this botched creation

expectations

five churches testifies to

heavenshaking change,

moving them to place

accepting

it is. The

accommodation for the consummation

an

ministry resigned to keep things

Ministry is significantly more

new.

as

ministry supported by the prayer "your kingdom

Neuhaus claims that the

made

the world

of what is to be" and the shalom of God. I need this reminder: mine is

ministry of reconciliation,

it is

merely coping with

profoimd conflict under the veneer of harmony,

to substitute

just try to get by" mentality.
the

into

given by Christ deteriorates toward the "superficial business

things together,

the intolerable

degenerate

or

history.

God is

the world the way it is

established in the

life, death,

and
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from
the

coping needs

apologize
make
an

Even in

myself

for

for him

Clergy

are

her. "The most

of that person

to be

on

motivated

as a

given the ministry

the

My passion is

cutting edge

stifling

merely to help meet

her character. I need not

for another person

pastoral

requires

reconciliation, and transformation.

God-given

and

given hope through

ministry,

are

those

are we

Are

we

not

dream?

pastors in developing

leaders who

influences of everyday

or

responsible agent" (Neuhaus 94).

of hope,

of a

I lead and

explain away a person's behavior,

nor

elementary respect

to assist traditional

for

or

people

who should be held accountable? As leaders

by kingdom ecclesiology

desperate need exists
the

or

responsible agents

expected

should not be

of an individual, but in the formation of his

acknowledgment

not also

pastoral counseling my agenda

lovingly trying to shape character,

excuses

from the

right to expect more

If this is true, then I have every

a

a

visionary mindset

profound eschatology.

dreamers, those who

unwilling to accept

can

dream

A

beyond

the status quo view

of the church.

Every pastor

ministry.

was

probably a dreamer to

That dream may

harsh realides of ministry
human nature

conspire

to

or

may not

snuff out all drive toward
a

extent at the initial

correspond with

(criticism, busyness, pain)

mode kicks in and survival becomes

dying

some

priority.

stages of

God's purposes. Nonetheless, the

and the downward

achieving

Henderson

a

pull

of fallen

dream. Maintenance

pictures

the

wreckage

of

dreams this way:

prince of darkness cleverly fdters out the radical odiemess, the
eschatological nature of the kingdom of God. This leaves the church and
pastoral ministry with the form of Chrisdan faith but not its power,
making the church an expression of this evil age rather than serving the
age to come, which is God's reign. (Henderson 22)

The
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The church's servant leaders must recall the church to
be

willing to

"redefine

redemptive warfare,
of death

of the

"

a

be built that allow
new

people

leaming process.

accomplished

in the

boundary between the

recalling the church to

Peter

leam

together (3).

a

dump

progressive
it

on

create the results

affair for his

into the church and its

people

study was

to

design, implement,

pastoral leaders;

vision for

training process attempted to ignite

is the

people

be

pastoral

impartation

all at

once

(Bama

study,

study sought

to

leadership

training

did not intend to

impart

ministry can only be given by God himself
a

desire in each

I assumed that vision is

and that such

a

Jersey Aimual Conference which would help

participant to

corporate vision for ministry and provide understanding

This

so

and evaluate

develop their visionary leadership skills. This training process

leadership,

and

can

Purpose Stated

process for pastors in the Southem New

In this

they desire,

13).

The purpose of this

leaders.

age

kingdom

If this type of leaming process

the hearts and minds of his

The

vision to

its

a

Senge believes "leaming organizations"

marketplace, surely it can fmd its way

of vision. God does not
Vision

of conflict in

martyrdom,

be nurtured and shared vision is set free, and where

can

leaming how to

leaders. God's revelation is

Tuming

of walking the

people to expand their capacity to

pattems of thought

continue

of deliberate

and

(22).

This involves

where

thrilling adventure

and the age to come, and of calling and

consciousness

can

pastoral ministry in terms

kingdom consciousness

is

required

a

key

on

a

personal

how to become

and

visionary

element of transformational

for effective

determine whether visionary

seek

The

twenty-first century ministry.

leadership training

is feasible and, if so.
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which components of the
as a

foundation for

"little has

changed

In

paradigm.

a

helpful.

as

clergy

resident

We must become

for

This

study should be viewed

clergy.

Nelson observes that

are

content

leaders emerge

pastoral

theologian, teacher, counselor,
working

complex, ever-changing world, this

required by transformational

paradigms

most

since the seventeenth century in terms of the overall

Far too many

(19).

are

possible lifelong retooling process

when the pastor served

paradigm"
manager

a

training process

over

is

a

out of a

fading ministry

for failure.

recipe

Complex

decades (Kotter Leading

lifelong leamers, always looking forward

and

and church

willmg to

skills

Change 165).
shift

ministry

when the old becomes ineffective.
Statement of Research

The

following research questions

are

Questions

addressed in this

study.

Research Question 1
What

the pastors

are

the

prior to

leadership characteristics

the

and the

visionary leadership

awareness

of

training process?

Research Question 2

What attitude
and have these

changes,

changed

if any, result from

attitudes affected

traiiung in visionary leadership skills,

ministry practices?

Research Question 3

What

training components

visionary pastoral

were

most effective in

creating the

desire to become

a

leader?

Methodology
This

(1)

A

was an

mailing

was

evaluation

study

in

descriptive mode,

sent to all 482 Southem New

and used the

Jersey clergy

on

following steps:

the conference

mailing
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list.

Response

solicited from each

was

Process. A retum form

Leadership Training

acceptance parameters below)
mailed

a

be retumed before the

leadership

were

invited to

information request

preliminary

information

provided requesting

acceptable respondees (see

participate. (2)

Selected individuals

packet containing: a)

pre-seminar interview) requesting

and

awareness

was

The first twenty

participant selection.

necessary for

requesting participation in the Visionary

previous training experiences;

a

and

b)

a

facts form

personal

information

were

(to

regarding visionary

covenant

form to be

signed by researcher and participant that specifies mutual expectations during the project.
Once the

(3)
materials
the

personal

mailed upon

packet was

Experiencing

God:

Blackaby and Claude
In

facts form and

Knowing

V.

addition, instmctions

King)
were

and

as a

a

telephone;
(5)

developed

future
each

growth.

was

The first
the

case

detailing

Interviews

was

a

copy of

(by Henry

duration of this

a

T.

project.

training process.
interview in order to

This interview

assess

provided a baseline

conducted in person when

possible,

or

by

recorded and transcribed.

(of two)

for

five-hour seminar

change in the

pattemed

participant received

the

or awareness.

were

contained

Will of God workbook

pre-seminar (entrance)

way

we

biblical basis for vision. The pastor's role
This seminar

packet

self-study course during the

visionary leadership knowledge

forjudging

of the above. This

Doing the

included

(4) Participants received
current

receipt

participant's covenant were retumed,

a

as

do

(October 13, 1998):

This seminar

church, and defined the theological and

transformational leader

was

introduced.

around needs discovered in the first interview. Each

notebook filled with lecture notes and other handouts.
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(6) During
were

expected

to the

to

seminars, participants received and

read. The Second Coming of the Church (by George Bama) in addition

The second five-hour seminar

the biblical and

topics
(8)

(9)

participants

theological

related to

An exit

in person when

entire

one-month interlude between

daily work previously assigned in Experiencing
(7)

Other

a

A

or

God.

(November 10, 1998): This seminar examined

foundation for

vision,

and described how to lead with vision.

visionary leadership were considered.

follow-up

possible,

or

interview assessed progress. Interviews

by telephone;

each interview

Visionary Leadership Training

conducted

recorded and transcribed.

Process evaluation form

in mid-December 1998. The form solicited

training

was

were

participants'

was

mailed to all

responses to the

process.

Definition of Terms
The word vision is
vision

important

within

a

to this

generic

project.

particular cultural

and Christian

a

leadership

as a

encompassing

three non-exclusive types of

Contextual vision refers to the type of vision formulated

and historical context. The term vision

as

used in corporate

materials most often refers to contextual vision. In

terms, contextual vision represents
contextual terms

term

"clear and

theological

subjective revelation. George Bama defines vision in

precise mental portrait of a preferable future, imparted by

God to His chosen servants, based

on an

accurate

understanding

of God, self and

circumstances" (Tuming Vision 35-36).

Contextual vision is the type of vision most commonly addressed in leadership
discussions within this study. Any future usage of the word vision references contextual
vision imless otherwise noted. For the purposes of this

study, I define vision

as a

clear
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picture

of God's

change.

future, appealing

Vision represents

from the Holy

a

destination,

Spirit flowing

hi Christian

to the heart and

from

theology,

a

Eschatological
judgment

and

contextual vision is

Ezekiel,

well

vision represents revealed

of sinners and the salvation of the
as

with the present, "because the present

can

eschatological

and

understanding.

informed human intuition

that found in the

apocalypse.

righteous.

Aune notes that

always
can

serve as

one

must

be dravm into the present

inauguration

through ritual

as a

temporal

almost

subset of

interpretation.

images imparted by means beyond normal

marketplace

terms of dreams and visions. In the

Revelation.

the stage for the

the frailities of human judgement and

Some
as an

as

vision informs and at times converges with

Mystical vision refers to mental
senses

such

of God's future and his actions in the

contextual vision. Contextual vision could be described

eschatological vision, subject to

gift

a

fliture event somehow linked and in tension

drama and the future

anticipation" (594). Eschatological

to take us. It is

for

hope.

the Christian

portraits

imderstand the realization of salvation

of the

as

catalyst or force

closely allied with eschatological

objective revelation

as

as a

place wheiQ God wants

a

foundation of faith and

vision. This type of vision represents

prophets Isaiah, Daniel,

mind, serving

authorities consider vision

"mystical" experience;

others

arising through

speak

Bible, dreams and visions represent

human

a

in

spiritual

mode of divine

revelation.
The various types of vision mentioned in

example:

The

mystical visions

restoration of Israel;

preaching the gospel

a

scriptiu^e frequently

of Ezekiel blend with

mystical vision

in Macedonia

an

eschatological

for Paul coimects to

(Acts 16:9-10).

converge. For

a

vision of God's

contextual vision for
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Kingdom

kingdom ecclesiology
eschatology.

It is

a

and who possess

kingdom

Individuals

possessing kingdom vision

purposes rather than the

compelling vision

clear and

to

guide

followers toward

a

parochial

transformation who,

With

procedure

an

agenda different

and

objectives

Transformational
a

so

inspiration,

shared vision and act

of its work

as

God's

and

or

help

she serves, and then seeks

define

leaders

reality

agents of

are

empowering

and manage

the church for

provide.

plans, organizes,

an

leadership

a

and sacrifice who casts

fi-om that of a leader, the manager is

that

and

of traditional churches.

Leaders

through building relationships

oriented person who

goals

pursue

compelled to pursue

of a better fiiture for those he

financial, material, and otherwise), attempting
fulfill

feel

person of influence,

pursue the future God will

profound

promised (Snyder Communitv of the

concems

realizing the vision.

a

reality of the Kingdom of God"

(Bennis "Managing the Dream" 25). Chrisdan

the dream

ministry,

enduring hope through

about what he has

bring

The term leader refers to
a

an

"consciousness of the present

confidence that God will

King 27).

visionary mindset of individuals motivated by

vision refers to the

and controls

to make

organization's

is

a

style

things

vision

a

resources

work

detail and

(human,

efficiently. Managers

might be reahzed.

of leadership which empowers

people to

if personal and corporate transformation is at the heart

(Easum Transformational Leadership 10-11).

The term visionary

leadership,

with

Christian is

one

leadership

particular emphasis
who

appreciates

is

practically synonymous

on a

with transformational

future orientation. Bama says, "the

visionary

the past, lives in the present, but thinks in the future"
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(Tuming

Vision

36).

It aims to be

to the purposes of God"

leadership favoring

a

"complete subjugation

(36-37).

Joel Barker defines

unwritten)

selfless

a

that does two

paradigm

things: (1)

"a set of mles and

as

it establishes

or

regulations (vvritten

defines

boundaries;

you how to behave inside the boundaries in order to be successful"

could also be understood

organize new
A

ideas"

paradigm

major adjustment
7). It introduces
VLTP is

given to

the

as a

a

in the way

a

one

paradigm is

change

of seminars,

a new

a

it tells

paradigm

game,

and

mental model.
a new

perceives, understands,

abbreviation for

regimen

A

"change to

flindamental

an

A

(32).

(2)

large mental "framework by which we perceive reality

(A. Nelson 19).

shift is

and

or

set of mles"

and

interprets

(Barker 37)

the world

or a

(Lewis

in mental models.

Visionary Leadership Training Process,

readings,

and

the

name

spiritual disciplines administered to

clergy participants.
Qualitative Sample
The
New

study sample was composed

Jersey Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church.

sample

of respondents in order to reflect the racial and

conference. I also tried to maintain

an

equal

districts. Given these parameters alone,

participation. However,

if responses

selection of twenty. A 5 to 6 percent
number of participants.
'

of twenty' self-selected

The first

Clergy who

I

I

planned to

positive response
fell into the

filter the

gender composition of the

respondents would be

minimal,

from the Southem

attempted to

distribution of participants

some

were

clergy

use

across

aimual

all five

eliminated from
the best

possible

rate would ensure a sufficient

following categories

would constitute

twenty-three or twenty-four qualified clergy were actually selected, allowing
attrition which might occur due to participant schedule conflicts or need to

for any
withdraw.
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the

study pool: (1) Five

years of ministry

or more

guaranteed that the participant had
a

traditional environment

may be

must

have been in

order to test leamed skills in

ministry.

This

principles

derived may

study

The idealism of inexperienced

a

(2) Currently active, hill

active

an

for the harsh realities of ministry in

appreciation

unsympathetic to change.

for vision.

easily mistaken

participant

some

This condition

experience.

relationship

or

part-time pastors.

The

within the SNJ Aimual Conference in

ministry setting. (3) Currently appointed to

is limited to

clergy

pastoral leadership within

apply to leadership situations

a

local church

local church
even

though

elsewhere.

Variables

The

change

primary dependent variable

and their commitment to

variables exist which I

ministry experience, practice
intervening variables

and

and

of spiritual

educational

to

The

participants' understanding
independent variable

response to it.

control to

limited extent:

a

of

is the

Several

participant

disciplines, gender and ethnicity.

could not be controlled in this

previous

is the

participant's

sought to

convictions, understanding of the call

training,

study

visionary leadership.

Visionary Leadership Training Process

intervening

of this

age,

Other

project: spiritual gifting, theological

ministry, personality type, previous leadership

experiences.
Instrumentation

Four instruments

supplied background
sufficient for
data

on

were

used:

information

participant

was

used.

each

two

researcher-designed questionnaires

participant.

selection. A second form

selected clergy. Second,

interview

on

First,

Third,

a

a

One

questionnaire supplied data

requested more specific background

researcher-designed,

semi-stmctured entrance

post-seminar (exit) semi-stmctured interview was
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administered (in
to

improve

researcher

VLTP.

the

content similar to the

questions

designed,

hiterview

and interview format.

mailed to

(See appendixes

first),

for

participants,

copies

questions were pre-tested in order

Fourth, written evaluations were

and solicited

of all the

participant responses

to the

above.)

Data Collection
Data collection

progressed using the following methods: Responding clergy

provided minimal information to
enlisted into the

interview
and

participant selection; qualified respondents

study provided additional personal data;

(either face-to-face

subsequently transcribed

notes after each

aid in

or

by telephone) was conducted;

for later

comparison with

was

recorded and transcribed for

interview; interview results

were

analyzed

in

Delimitations and
Numerous factors affect the

light

skills

training.

was

closing interview;

comparison

of the research

or

recorded

observation

by telephone);

with the first

questions

in this

study.

Generalizability

ability of individuals to

focused upon the traditional United Methodist

leadership

the

the interview

seminar; closing personal interview (either face-to-face

the second interview

study

pre-seminar personal

a

be

pastor's

visionary

leaders. This

visionary

response to

This delimitation does not discoimt the effects of personality

type, ministry experience, practices of spiritual disciplines, view of the authority of

Scripture,
training
Is the

or

can

other

a

elements. The purpose of this

stimulate vision and

training

vision is

pertinent

visionary leadership

effort worthwhile and which

primary

study is

characteristics in

training components

element in transformational

to determine if

leadership,

it is

are

today's pastors.

most

only part

helpftil?

While

of a mixture of
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leadership
this

traits

required.

study. Only

Other traits will be mentioned, but

vision will be examined

considered incidental to

are

carefiilly.

It will be demonstrated in the literature review of Chapter 2 that vision is
common to

creativity

traits

are

However, vision

marketplace

unique

can

be

to

person is Christian

not. Just

to those creatures made in the

heightened

doing

or

increased in

only

God's work, vision

separation

differences between
Just

or

fi-om

imagination or

image of God,

so

is vision.

magnitude

and dimension, hi the

regards

temporal significance,

in

assumes

to

etemal

as

the

one

is made in this

study

significance.

level of (time-bound,

kingdom of God is

or

God, vision

can

be

employed

It is not

good

to

vision and another

marketplace)

here and yet not here

for

hi

for purposes of understanding the

fiiUy,

vision must reflect the worldliness and other-worldiness of the

gifts

as

gift

separate reality into the realms of secular and sacred since all belongs

God. An artificial

(etemal).

a

vision is discussed and treated

the realm of faith and

appropriate

whether

humanity,

a

or

gift.

the discussion of
In

addidon, like all

twisted for evil both in the church

or

in the world.
I believe that the

pastors who desire

teaching gift

practices,

findings

to become

of this

exploratory study apply to

visionary leaders. Admittedly,

and skills affected the outcome of this

and

hope

that the

general conclusions

effectiveness of currently established clergy
be

recognized

drawn.

study. Also,

daily follow-through of each participant

desired results. I

across

the

either

a

study

content and my

the motivation,

negated

drawn will

larger number of

help

or

the

affirmed the

leadership

denominational boundaries. It should

that the small number of participants delimits the value of any conclusions
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This

leadership
to

a

study was initially undertaken

results will

a

definitive solution lies

guide

in

me

I must make

numerous

assumptions

while not

leadership abilities,
annual conference

are

broad

not

to most

model

are

by

not limited to one

types. In addition,

no

theology
is not

a

can

a

assume

substitute for

nature

not all

assume

was

(is)

pastors

act as

not

taught

are

measure

of

Most churches within

chaplains,

reality may or may not result

more

to the

managers,

our

or

fi-om choice. The

in most seminaries and is thus

and

that certain

not all

pastors

is God bound to

an

gift given

intimate

are

and

using

relationship

and enhanced

visionary leadership

intimacy with God

be leamed.

nor

clergy maintain

passion

first,

visionary.

visionary than others. However,

personality type,

not all

of vision. Vision is

is

that

evidence supports

may not be the ultimate

growing. Many pastors

leadership

hope

clergy.

personality types

I

growth

I

study; ample

certainly a major consideration.

Second, and closely connected

Third,

in this

proving them. First,

maintainers of the status quo. This

transformational

It is my

Assumptions

assumptions

Numerical

but it is

project may point

worthy of fiuther exploration.

direction

a

transformational leaders.

are

solution for the lack of visionary

beyond the reach of this study.

Current

foreign

a

in the Southem New Jersey Annual Conference. While this

solution,

these

to seek

Some

the ranks of clergy

certain

personality

with God, the

source

by the Holy Spirit (Joel 2:28).

skills

can

be leamed. While there

hearing his voice, certain methodologies

Personality may have

critical limitadon. Little research exists

an

on

effect

this

on

and

visionary characterisdcs, but

subject.
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Fourth, rapid cuhural changes will continue and ministry within the twenty-first
century will require distinctly different methodologies and thought pattems than those
Vision will increase in

required today.

ultimately
of God's

is "the presence of the

Holy Spirit

Spirit" (Bama Tum Around

the heart of God will stimulate

importance. Fifth,

the

key to spiritual

revival

and the openness of people to the

Churches

lasting growth

42). Only

and make

an

a

vision which

working

proceeds from

etemal difference.

Overview

Chapter 2

In

three

major streams of hterature

from corporate

are

literature

mostly

literature

produced by Christian leadership authorities;

leadership

and

sources

eschatological passages

and

examined: First,

marketplace

leadership training organizations; second,

from the Bible

and

third,

a

survey of visionary

accompanied by theological

commentary.

Chapter
offers

an

3

analysis

observations

provides greater detail explaining
of data collected

during seminars,

the

design of the study. Chapter 4

during pre-and post-seminar interviews,

and written evaluations retumed

my

by participants. Chapter

5

reports the major findings of this study and suggests practical applications that may issue
from the

findings.
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CHAPTER 2
Review of Related Literature
In this

style

chapter

of Christian

required

The

leadership.

of pastoral leaders to

congregations ready

subtopics

such

vision, the

one

a

for

study

types of literature pertaining

I review three

objective

important characteristics

uncover

twenty-first century mhustry. Considering the breadth

of leadership

might involve,

vision is the fundamental

source

minds of people and thus

serves as a

leadership

profound

catalyst
upon

leadership,

as

all

as

and

and force for

the

positive change.
appeals

on

Some believe

to the hearts and

change (J. Quigley 3-14).

key component

I consider

of

this literature review focuses

of transformative power since it

generally agreed

force within transformational
transformational

transformational

about transformation of traditional churches into

bring

key trait which motivates

Given that vision is

is to

to the

and

long-term driving
and

visionary leadership

synonymous.

I will discuss the role of vision in the context of marketplace and Christian

leadership.

While the discussion may

seem

exclusive, the origins and role of vision

expressed differently in the marketplace than
isolated from the other; both systems

economic, sociological,
In the 1960s

a

or

speed of change
change which

psychological

venue

by most

problems

developed

all

expectation.

in quantum

of the

same

pohtical,

into the fabric of the American

of the world became too

beyond

of the Church. One is not

realities.

The conventional wisdom for

accelerated

had

affected

pervasive mistrust crept

Authority was challenged.
many leaders. The

are

in the

are

physics

leadership

complex,

The

too

lost

psyche.

credibility,

as

did

interrelated, and the

theory of chaotic, discontinuous

seemed to describe the

new

mentality.
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People

cried out for solutions, solutions cried out for

church~a
that

leadership

helped

that

Such

goals.

leadership requires

when the way remains uncertain. The need for such
the Church

society (Shawchuck

or

In this literature

the

early 1970s,

incremental
massive
a new

Lead

business

and Heuser

leadership

improvements

leadership has not subsided

15-17)

few called

organizations

became

to

impossible

die. Little

was

even

in either

.

in the

practices.

global business

developed:

the

it) charismatic

or

strategic visionary (Conger Leaming
able to

transformational

were

knowTi about the transformational

leadership experts began

formal

study of the

by

environment in the 1970s and 1980s,

develop

leadership

compete successfully in the world market. Business

for American firms who

gradual,

Out of the turbulence created

44). Stimulated by intense foreign competition, leaders
a

vision and courage

theories and research centered around

in business

breed of business leader

of (as

in both world and

review, I first survey the literature of corporate America. Until

competitive changes

paradigm
their

leadership

relational, exemplary, inspiring, stood for something, and

was

set and achieve

us

new

forced to either

to

a new

skills enabled
as

usual

dramatically change

leadership style until

or

academic

issue around 1977. Bemard Bass, Warren

Bennis, Burt Nanus, Jay Conger, R. J. House, John Kotter, James Kouzes, and Barry
more

popular authors

among many who have

visionary leadership

to our attention

(Behling

Posner

are

the

byword of the business

and McFillen

brought transformational,
163). "Vision" became

the

world in the mid-1980s.

Second, I survey the literature of the Church and visionary Christian leadership.
The

subject

of vision has not

escaped the Church.

In his 1967 classic called

Spiritual

Leadership. J. Oswald Sanders initiates the discussion of vision two decades before it
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became popular. Ted
a

chapter to motivation but

a

chapter or two

Bama's

a

Christian

regarding visionary

1976 book, The Making of a Christian Leader, devotes

Engstrom's

to the

Marketing the

scant three

leadership

paragraphs

until the mid 1980s, when

of vision

importance

to vision. Little more

Church). In 1991,

(such

as

John

of transformational

Jesus Christ. That

Harding

plaiming guide

year Joe

for churches

striving

Haggai's

written

few authors devoted

Lead On! and

and

leadership with the leadership

Ralph Mohney published

to discover

a

Dallas

Theological Seminary professor Aubrey Malphurs published Developing

sequel, Tuming Vision into
of visionary Christian
While not

a

and write about the

Phillip

V.

Lewis,

The Power of Vision. In the

publications,

Action

leadership

(1996),

are

TumAround Churches

important

additions to the

and transformational

and

practices.

developing

Leadership,

a

Christian model for

Vision

understanding

and

a

now

recognize

In

1996,

University,

transforming leadership,

This book and recent others represents

sound

a

growing body

leadership.

Dean and Professor of Management at Azusa Pacific

strategies,

year

material.

significance of vision

Transformational

same

(1 993) and vision

tidal wave. Christian authors of leadership materials

published

toward

recent

a

vision for the next century. In 1992,

published his groundbreaking volume,

more

of

Vision 2000.

Bama

for Ministry. Bama's

George

Leighton Ford published Transforming

Leadership, comparing principles
same

a

was

an

encouraging trend

theology of transforming biblical

leadership.
Third,
mandate

I survey and evaluate the future orientation of the Bible and its

supporting transformational leadership.

**vision" in the

sense

current

literature

employs it,

While the Bible

rarely uses

implicit
the word

nonetheless the concept of visionary
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leadership rests on

a

sohd

theological foundation.

discussions of noted scholars

regarding the concept of hope

At the conclusion of this

for this

theological

and the future

chapter, these three sections will

analysis. Implications

summary and

I will also evaluate the

(eschatology).

be drawn

together by

project and the visionary leadership training

process under consideration will be discussed.

Marketplace Concepts
The

following

of Vision and Transformational

Leadership

survey of corporate American views of transformational

and vision is divided into four

major sections: (1)

The need for

change

leadership

in the way

business; (2) Transformational leadership: definitions and characteristics; (3) The
of vision;

(4)

Can

transformational/visionary leadership

be leamed

or

we

do

nature

taught? Sections

two and three will be further subdivided.

The Need for

Change

in the

Way

We Do Business

The bottom line for American

Why change?

1970's, those dollars began shpping
Hammer and James

Champy,

corporations

is

away into the hands of foreign

gums of the

profit

and in the

competitors.

Michael

"reengineering the corporation" concept,

explain:
perform badly because-as some critics have
claimed--American workers are lazy and American managements are
inept. The American record of industrial and technological
accomplishment over the past century is proof enough that managements
that American
are not inept and workers do work. The ironic tmth is
because
they used to
companies are now performing so badly precisely
perform so well.

Corporations

do not

himdred years, American entrepreneurs led the
world in creating business organizations that set the pace for product
development, production, and distribution. No wonder that these
models for businesses around the
served as
For

more

than

companies
globe.
.

.

one

organizational

.

That these

companies

isn't because of some

and their descendants

no

longer perform

well

intrinsic flaw; it is because the world in which

they
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operate has changed beyond the hmits of their capacity

adjust or evolve.
were superbly suited to the
organized
principles
conditions of an earlier era but can be stretched only so far.
Advanced technologies, the disappearance of boundaries between
national markets, and the altered expectations of customers who now have
more choices than ever before have combined to make the goals, methods,
and basic organizing principles of the classical American corporation
sadly obsolete. Renewing their competitive capabilities isn't an issue of
getting the people in these companies to work harder, but of leaming to
work differently. This means that companies and their employees must
unleam many of the principles and techniques that brought them success
for so long. (10-11)
The

What

once

on

worked

change will continue;
corporation that

even

trying to

are

given

a

a

spiritual
inspire

a

fresh

that hard work

Shifting paradigms

we

have is that dramatic

change.

usual will slide toward failure. The

of its direction and

profound changes

then intellectual
or sense

realize

(Naisbitt

The

corporation

strategies

to

get

necessary to

alone will not suffice.

comes

And you must have

vision"

a

strategies

of purpose that

people's hearts.

required to

out of an intuitive

people's

and Aburdene 20,

or

hearts to

22).

Leadership
studies have

enjoyed

considerable ferment in the last two decades.

and the constant drive to

discover ways to motivate

people,

effectiveness

compel

leaders to

Leadership. Stephen R. Covey observes,

undergoing revolutionary changes

companies operate. People, products,

improve

flexible, and increase profit.

remain

Rationale for Transformational

world is

only guarantee

understanding

real mission

dimension will capture

Leadership

The

to be motivated to embrace the

company with

Transformational

are

maintain the status quo results in

as

accomplish grovth and profitability,
"Only

they

longer does.

continues business

must be reinvented and

there. If people

no

which

to

and

that will alter forever the way many

companies

changes will fast become obsolete" ("Keys

"The

to

that

are

not in touch with these

Transformation" 3). We live in

a new
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world where work is information intensive. The economy is

longer driven by

no

material-intensive production (the comfortable territory of the manager). We have
become

an

idea-based, informational society. Intellectual capital

people with ideas
what

are

those who make

a

difference. Because of this

the domain of management

was once

leadership style
and know-how

and

now

style leaders requires

thinking. Leaders, not managers,
expected

in the

now

a

creates

wealth;

major economic shift,

paradigm

offer the intellectual

marketplace (Bennis, "Creating

shift in

capital, ideas,

Leaders" 5; M.

Quigley, "Transformative Leadership" 19).
Global

competidon has

businesses. In order to be

altered the pace,

compeddve

in

intensity,

today's frenetic world

fiiture before other contenders. We get to the fiiture first
first. We look forward, not
Landen claims this is

a

backward, outward,

paradigm shift that

required

a

"to

whereas

leading

in

the fiiture

not downward.

(18).

a

strong differentiation between

organizations have changed over

organizations, particularly those which are failing,

and underled." In
to have

dictionary fashion they define managing

charge of or responsibility for,

to

accomplish,

is

"influencing, guiding in direction,

contrast is cmcial.

do the

see

few decades ago.

overmanaged

bring about,

to

arrive at the

Managers. Leadership literature from

Leadership requirements

Bermis and Nanus observe that
"tend to be

by leaming

inward, and upward,

not

corporate America in the last fifteen years emphasizes

those

we must

escapes many managers

The Differences Between Leaders and

leaders and managers.

and stakes for American

"Managers

are

people who

right thing" (21). Management keeps

do

course,

conduct,"

action, opinion." The

things right and

current

to

as

leaders

are

people who

systems functioning with efficiency;
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leadership implements change to gain effectiveness. Management perpetuates
organizational cultures; leadership
More

focusing
of the

specifically,

attention

organization,

contrast, operates

skills,

on a

raw

on

on

creates new cultures

physical resources

are

and mle books, whereas

empowerment, tmst, mission, and

of the

organizations anticipate

markets, and responsive

an

a

well-led

follows:

the emotional and

aspirations.

organization,

organization

overarching

future

and

strives for

changes,

spiritual

The manager,

its

on

"By

capital,

resources

by

human

more

concemed with

compelling vision (Bennis

stability, leadership

are

flexible in

a

thrives

adapting

on

crisis.

changing

to

leader's power lies within

interaction with followers. Kouzes and Posner define
others to want to

According

is

to the needs of all stakeholders.

manager's power lies within position;

mobilizing

as

overly concemed with policies, practices,

"Introducing Change" 10). Management

or

86).

materials, and technology" (92).

procedures,

A

on

its values, commitment, and

Overmanaged organizations

Well-led

Nelson

Bennis and Nanus describe the difference

vision, the leader operates

the

(A.

stmggle

for shared

leadership

as

relationship

"the art of

aspirations" (Leadership Challenge 30).

to Bennis:

The manager administers, and the leader irmovates. The manager is
copy; the leader is an original. The manager maintains; the leader
develops. The manager accepts the status quo; the leader is always

a

The manager focuses on the
systems and stmcture; the leader focuses on people. The manager relies
on control; the leader relies on tmst. The manager has a short range view;

questioning

and

challenging the gospel.

long range perspective. The manager imitates,
originates. (Bennis "Introducing Change" 10)

the leader has

Leaders pursue

vision to

point Z;

a

visions; managers implement. Leaders think

managers

are

imcomfortable with such

thinking

about

and

the leader

pursuing

prefer to

a
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concentrate

on

how to get from A to Z

do what he wants but encourages them to want what he

force

people

into

change they resist.

persuades people that they want to

enthusiastically, accept the pain

A leader does not make

(Hickman 65-66).

A leader

become

a

develops

or

a

she wants. A leader does not

vision, articulates it, and

part of it. People then willingly,

and frustration in

people

even

making the vision reality (Hammer and

Champy 105).
The leader's role is to take
quo, to create
so

leaders

are

new

by nature

36). Visionary
their

ability

positive

processes and

us

new

to

new

things.

future oriented

places,

to discover ways to break the status

Leaders do what has not been done before

(Kouzes and

leaders occupy themselves

thinking

Posner The

Leadership Challenge

about the future and must

to envision the future at least three to five years ahead

about the future and communicate

organization

acts as its

magnetic

positively to

north. It possess the

human energy. It invites and draws others to it
Definitions of Transformational

(Leadership 1978) popularized the names

by the

(100). They must

force of its

own

attract

appeal" (118).

MacGregor Bums

Leadership.

James

for two

forms of leadership

existing

American corporate stmctiu-es: transactional and transformative. Transactional
involves

and

a

day-to-day management

concems, that

feel

others. "The vision of an

extraordinary ability to

major

sharpen

is, the transactions between

follower in order to get work done. Transactional leaders

a

in

leadership

manager

promise rewards

in

exchange for performance. They respond to employees' needs if die response helps get
die job done. Such leaders

(Phillip Lewis 7).
leader

a

are

reactive and

use

tactics to stimulate worker

Given their task orientation, it is

"leader." He

or

she is in

reality

a

manager.

a

misnomer to call

a

productivity

transactional
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Transformational

(i.e. transformative) leadership involves "defining

organization's future, articulating and communicating that vision

challenging them to pursue the vision,
costs"

and

to

the

stakeholders,

insisting the mission/vision be met

at all

(Jacokes 15). Transformational leadership encourages human potential and pulls

follov^ers into the future

present. The goal is
and minds and

by creating

to transform

an

image of a future more compelling than the

people

and

orgaiuzational systems by changing hearts

by making behavior congment with beliefs, principles,

leader who intends to be

a

change agent must

soluble"

current

problems

simple

mles of human behavior:

are

(Theobald 59).

aim to
In

so

and values. A

"provide people with

doing the

a sense

that

leader must deal with two

First, people operate in their perceived self-interest, given all the
circumstances of which they are aware at the time they make their
decisions. Second, people change their thinking, action, and behavior
when they see the possibility for more satisfying choices. (Theobald 59)
Transformational leaders empower
the benefit of the

organization. They change

human need for purpose in life. This

and

enduring principles (Phillip

emotional

as

Lewis

"the fundamental

rethinking

reinvent

leadership

and

speed" (32).

have

As Hammer and

and radical

reality by constmcting
leader focuses

in

surfaced, such

Champy

is

define it,

as

as

on

on

the

values

much

measures

nuances

"reinventing"

reegineering

redesign of business processes to

Whatever term is used

reinventing), despite slight variations

self-interest for

qualitative study (Bass 295-300).

dramatic improvements in critical, contemporary

quality, service,

own

6). Transformational leadership

it is rational and at times defies

"reengineering" the corporation.

or

transcend their

proactive, people-oriented

Other terms for transformational

or

people to

is

achieve

of performance, such

as

cost,

(transformation, reengineering,

of meaning, the concepts

are

similar-an
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organization
of a

is reoriented and

preferred

emphasizes

future state. If there

a more

what should be.

already

in

.

.

and

radical

degree

.[It means]

but

place,

procedures

redesigned

throwing

not

are

people

are

motivated

any differences to be

of change. "It

ignores

away the old.

.

.

inventing completely new ways

by a powerful vision

noted, reengineering

what is and concentrates

making superficial changes

The bottom line is to

Champy 33).

and

or

on

fiddling with what is

disregarding all existing

stmctures and

of accomplishing work"

point the organization toward

a

(Hammer and

better,

more

profitable

future.
Who is the transformational leader? A transformational leader is

change.

In

norm was

fix it." When

stability

more

was

"Globalization.

.

.

Change

is

a

merely

being

and

globalized

"if it ain't broke, don't

inlfrequently.

to

driven

compete but

by

a

international economic

developed countries,

and the

powerful

integration,

managerial

economy has created

improvements

to survive. John Kotter

broad and

A

more

and

explains,

set of forces associated with

domestic market maturation

collapse of worldwide communism" (Leading

18).

Now
create

day was

Businesses must make dramatic

opportunities.

technological change,
more

not so now. A

effective;

strive for excellence, not

within

and the maxim for the

changes occurred, they came incrementally

of leadership

hazards and

agent of

1960, the business environment moved slowly and little global competition

existed. The

style

an

our one

clear

constant is

understanding

shared vision of a desired

motivated

to achieve that

change. Therefore,

of�and

a

future, and

to remain

competitive

healthy dissatisfaction with�the
an

environment in which

vision" (Marrioti 108). Once

people

sufficiently

"a leader must

current

are

reality,

a

constantly

dissatisfied with the
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status quo, individual stakeholders will invest energy in movement toward

vision and

willingly experiment

with

Bennis says he used to think

conducting

a

symphony;

in

improvisation emerges
create

an

he is

a

now

new

approaches

mnning

an

and behaviors

environment that embraces

(Miles 7).

organization was equivalent to

convinced that it is

world of constant

compellmg

a

and

changes

change not

as a

more

like jazz. More

surprises.

threat but

as an

"Leaders must

opportunity"

("Introducing Change" 10).
The transformational leader is
As Bob Nelson
do to them"

leadership
doing,

a

change agent but he

points out, "Management today is what you
A leader

(12).

today

leads

encourages followers to

by vision
their

develop

or

she is not

do with

manipulative.

people,

not what you

and values, not commands. Effective

own

skills and

aptitudes to

excel. In

so

the leader taps into the energy, ideas, and initiative of each follower.

Transformational
A

leadership

composite

variety of sources.
(1) is

a

seeks to build

people rather than to

sketch of transformational leader traits

A transformational leader.

direction setter with

a sense

.

can

them.

use

be

developed

from

a

.

of purpose, with vision

as

the

driving

force

for all the leader does. Vision is the heart of the transformational leader and

road map for status quo

clearly

and

challenging

action. He

frequently articulatmg the vision,

or

she

and is

can

inspire

others

fully committed to

a

by

it

him/herself

(2) embodies

the vision and lives it in all he

or

she does, is

a

skilled

spokesperson

and chief advocate for the vision for both intemal and extemal constituencies.
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(3) is

value and

resources

principle centered, operating

within the

perseveres and is

(4)

a

willing to

change agent helping

(6) is self-aware.

He

or

(7)

thirsts for

reinvent themselves

(9) is

a

as a

strong bias toward action.

a

others

see

human

the need for

being,

and

as

they

go

along. They

work. Work is viewed

concemed, empathetic listener,

a

capitalizes

lifelong

a

as a

and

on

weaknesses,

strengths

while

role model for others and is

learner. Effective leaders

grow in

knowledge

and character.

labor of love.

treats others with

perspectives,

responsibilities widely. Through caring,
is

change.

personal strengths

and desires to be

sensitive to followers' needs and

(10)

long

weaknesses.

knowledge

(8) tmly enjoys

spiritual

invest the work and time necessary to realize

she understands

knows who he/she is

minimizing

the emotional and

organization.

term solutions. Leaders have

(5) is

on

tmsts

dignity and respect,
people,

and

is

delegates

transformative leaders generate tmst.

frequently,

if not

unconsciously,

imitated

by

subordinates.

(1 1) is

a

risk taker who views mistakes

in the transformational leader's

(12) always keeps
(13)

is

a

coach,

a

organization.

a

as

opportunities

for

growth.

Failure is not

vocabulary.

greater good in mind which replaces self-interests.

mentor, and

a

team builder who empowers others within the

The transformative leader converts followers into

who also become agents of change.

new

leaders,
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(14) projects self-assurance demonstrated through relationships with others.

(Buhler 24-26; Bennis and Nanus 3, 92;

Behling

and McFillen,

Nanus Visionary

Leadership 12-14;

168-170; Bennis "Leading for Resuhs" 9; Bennis

"Introducing Change" 10).
Vision: the

key

majority of business
as

the

new

world authorities advocate
In addition to

paradigm.

leaders face

a

decrease in power in

or

motivate. Given these

insufficient power to

enough,

nor are

of a

rising

move an

opposing forces,

Kotter contends that

a

plays

direction

of "confusing,

or

a

a

(Leading

a

vision,
and

profits

sufficient motivators.

desired future state; this is the role
and Johnson

should be

change

effort will

93).

element in successfiil

important

and

inspire

disintegrate

actions"

into

a

go in the wrong

7).

to create a vision for the

implementation to

change initiative

a

ability to

A leader's charisma is not

time-consuming projects that

Change

Top management is responsible

driving

the leader's

key role by helping to "direct, align,

incompatible,

nowhere at all"

the vision, then insure its

restricting

the leader alone possesses

sensible vision is the most

of large numbers of people. Without

menagerie

authority. Laws,

compelling vision (Hersey, Blanchard,

and

transformations. Vision

are

organization toward results.

pull the organization toward its

powerful, shared,

foreign competition,

cultural disdain for

financial incentives and increased

else must

Something

and intense

globalization

a

the

visionary or transformational leadership

social norms, and other factors

regulations, changing
influence

leadership. With resounding clarity,

to transformational

organization,

achieve the desired results

explainable

in five minutes

immediate understanding and interest in the hearer (9).

or

(92).

articulate
A vision

less and create
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The Nature of Vision

Because vision is

definitions vary

as

much

a

soft concept,

as

the authors

an

intangible commodity hard to quantify,

proposing them.

Definitions of vision. Reed defines vision

as

"the fuel

through which

information is converted into creative energy" (Reed 143). Senge says vision is

(142)
what

related to one's idea of purpose
one

("an individual's

done.

.

.

their hands and wallets"

Covey

imagination

are.

Vision

gives
can

and the

impetus

us

be

.

Tme

148)

and

matter of heart and soul. As Kouzes and Posner

to

into

to be their

people's hearts

vision

as

of human action. It is the

live out of our

imagination instead

more

ability to

of our

future

we

make.

orientation,

.

or

.

ifs the fire within.

.

successful future than what

(Visionary Leadership

merely

see

8). Kouzes and

currently

as

Posner define vision "as

the fundamental

source

."

we

not

yet

memory" (103-104).

." and "the

compelling

(105).

our

exists for

image of the future" (Leadership Challenge 95). While

Quigley understands vision

.

beyond

Nanus beheves vision is "a

proactivity.

realistic, credible, attractive fiiture for your organization." It is
greater and

and minds, not

the "best manifestation of creative

forcefiil that it "becomes the DNA of our lives.

means

best; "What is

create, to invent what does not yet exist, to become what

behind every decision

Vision

picture

primary motivation

capacity to

so

leadership taps

are

(Leadership Challenge 40).

and the Merrills

present reality,
It

a

intrinsic motivation must be present if people

rewarding gets

our

of why he is alive"

truly wants (149).

All authors admit that vision is

point out,

sense

calling

a

not

verbalization of a

our

an

organization.

ideal and

unique

offering a clear definition,

of a leader's power. A corporate
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vision "is the most fundamental statement of a

goals.

It is

an

appeal

corporation's values, aspirations,

to its members hearts and minds. It must

indicate

understanding of where the corporation is today and offer a road map
In all definitions is the

(Quigley, Joseph 5-6).
present and

an

emotional

or

imphcation

it is not

as

important what the vision is,

There

also

are

some

for the future"

A vision

imagines

a

getting there. Senge indicates

but what the vision does

things that vision

clear

of dissatisfaction with the

spiritual appeal to move forward.

desirable future state but does not describe the process for

a

and

(154).

should not be, self-centered for

example.

Jay Conger wams

that

includes

aims but does not match the needs of constituents, the vision becomes

liability.

personal

a

dark side exists within

visionary

It will fail when followers do not subscribe to vision which excludes their

interests. Self-centered vision also blinds the leader to
environment. The most serious

paramount and he
venture.

For

or

or

she

instance,

ignores

the

error occurs

problems

when the leader's

and

a

market may be
or

unwilling to

expectations.

costly imphcations

um-easonable and minous expense

("The

receive

A leader

can

of the vision. A
Dark Side"

therefore, consider the needs of all those who hold

a

a

a

stake in the

visionary product that
so

driven that

victory may be achieved

44-55).

own

needs become

also become

at

an

Successful visions,

stake in the outcome of

organizational activity.
Qualities

of effective vision. If a vision is to become

articulated that others "see in it the

reality

it must be

possibility of realizing their own hopes

a

in the

opportunities

personal

she is insensitive to the needs of those who hold

does not meet customer needs
he

leaders. If the leader's vision

so

and dreams"
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(Hersey, Blanchard,
all

participants

and Johnson

to the same

An effective leader

future state.

543). If many people

What composes

picture of success.
uses

strong imagery and metaphor

Participants picture what the organization will

like. A strong vision generates and focuses human energy,
team make the proper choices toward the future

and Johnson

(Hersey, Blanchard,
about

more

than just survival.

stretching beyond what

is

They

easily

are

about

achievable"

To enable everyone concemed with

of them, leaders must have and convey

suggest four attributes of vision

desired futures.

represent

and
our

They

hope.

are

vision, it must lead

compelling vision?

to describe

look

a

desirable

like, feel like,

guides

the way,

and be

helps

work

a

relates, "Compelling visions

being great, going

for the

gold,

are

and

(13).

are

an

like lenses that focus unrefracted rays of

enterprise to

focus"

see more

clearly what's

ahead

(Leadership Challenge 109). They

summarized below:

The Pursuit of Excellence

(1) Ideality:

optimism

as

a

a

a

state, and encourages peak performance

As Jesse Stoner

544).

Kouzes and Posner believe "visions

light.

to share

are

Visions

~

are

about

possibilities,

ideals, standards of excellence. They

Our ideals reveal

"ultimate economic,

our

are

about

expressions

of

higher-order values preferences. They

technological, political, social,

and aesthetic

priorities."
(2) Uniqueness:

Pride in

Being Different

singular and unequaled; they
differentiate

us

from others

set

us

~

Visions communicate what makes

apart from everyone else. Visions

enabling us to

volunteers, customers, clients, donors,

or

attract and retain

investors.

employees,

us
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Looking Forward

Future Orientation:

(3)

forward

looking

~

and have direction. Visions

People want their leaders to
are

statements of destination, of the

end result of our labor; and must be future oriented and made real

(4) Imagery:
draw

on

Pictures of the Future

In addition to the

certain other

.

."

above, Nanus says

an

It clarifies the purpose and direction of the

(7)

It

(8)

It is well articulated and

(9)

It is ambitious

for the

appropriate

inspires

organization and suitable

we

and Posner

has

positive forces

effectively: (1)

are

organization;

emphasis.
at the

An

a

vision is

"attracts commitment and

(3) "establishes

adds another

It is shared. This is

unleashed when the

such

from the present to the future

Leadership 1 5-18). Covey

demands

times;

stakeholders;

(Visionary Leadership 25-29).

in the lives of employees;

bridge

for the

easily understood;

carefully articulated. Creating

The proper vision

(10)

that

"right" vision)

enthusiasm and encourages commitment from all

Nanus indicates that

a

time.

properties:

(6)

provides

requires

images (Kouzes

effective vision (the

It is

significance

over

15-16).

(5)

selected and

the future

Envisioning

that very natural mental process of creating

"Envisioning Your Future.

be

implied

a

people

and

gain deep buy-in to

creates

the nine hsted above:

preceding properties listed,
vision

(4)

status quo (Visionary

key attribute of vision to
from the

is

leadership.

energizes people"; (2)

transcending the

effective, compelling

make it

test of great

standard of excellence"; and

top. The challenge leaders face is

two

a

appropriate vision

but

usually begins with one

to share that vision

reality ("Shared Vision" 9).

or

widely
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Common acceptance of a vision motivates and coordinates the kinds of activity

required

to create

positive change (Kotter 85). Acceptance

tmst exists between

leadership

and

followers; authenticity is

the message if they cannot believe the messenger

"top-down" visions, commonly understood
successfully

shared if they

for

and

"inquiry

vision"

testing

never

as

materialize

at every level so that

four

Kotter

keys

the "official"

people
not as

feel

toward

gaining

a sense

through meaningful involvement.

of what is

When

creating

synergize.

important (Covey

their

own

"in

questions,

mission to that of the

Third,

ensure

harmony with

a

and

own

the

the wide acceptance of
future may

to

develop

invented, that they

a sense

of vision

develops

one

can

have

their

own

personal

out of the common

vision, "consistent
and

organizational."

raise concems, present altematives, and relate

organization (Covey

"Shared Vision"

that your vision and mission statements

imiversal standard." One must be

are

9).

principle

ready to improve

a

must think

9).

with the overall vision, and fmd coimections between the
need to be able to ask

opportunity

superordinate, metaphysical."

A vision

"Shared Vision"

Second, allow people the opportunity

People

There must be

as

that

not be

they understand

that vision has been discovered and not

to understand and

will believe

of shared vision: First, "involve

need to

awareness

one

52).

People

win-win, seek first

vision, will

important

in the creation of the vision that is transcendent,

voice

only occur if

(Crossland 14). Senge cautions

people

see

must. No

"strong guiding coalition;" otherwise the hoped-for

(Senge 214,

Covey offers

a

ignore people's personal visions.

(213-214). The origin of the vision is

it and the synergy of a

of the vision will

centered and

the economic
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well-being

and

quality of life

of all stakeholders, everyone who has

a

(4) "Encourage people

at the

identify with principle-centered
"Shared Vision"

(Covey

To be

means

Stakeholders will
reason

top

to model the mission and allow

leaders."

Acceptance is gained

must be

sharing the

communicated

same

picture

participate in the vision

leaders show the way

as

if it

widely, frequently,

of success which all

gives them meaning

and

can

and

a

A

creatively.

enjoy.
compelling

to do so.

Sources of vision. In the

mid-1980s, vision became

a

source.

speculate

that

of creating

Most authors

envisioning

images.

to

seem

stmggle

the future

Visions

are

the

for

an

explanation.

requires drawing

constituents

synonymously)
is

While intuition

is not

a

or

vision

mystical process, neither is

complex, mysterious,

the least articulated of mental

and draws

processes."

of these

images

images

Intuition "is the

produce new insights."

on

it

exists

or

logical.

impressions

use

This

for vision

sequential."

comes

the terms

"key managerial

the most vague informadon while
a

in

in concrete terms to

and Posner

It appears to be

"more rational and holisdc than ordered and

quantify (104).

(Kouzes

study

Kouzes and Posner

(Leadership Challenge 102). They believe the raw material

through intuition.

process"

scant

upon the natural mental processes

conceptualizations

the mind and become real when leaders express these

in

leadership byword

corporate America. It is described in almost metaphysical terms, but

or

people to

9).

shared, vision

vision

common

its

success

organization (Covey "Shared Vision" 9).

of the

on

stake in the

"using

right-brain process that is

It is difficuh to

bringing together of knowledge

Visions flow "from the reservoir of our

and

study, explain,

experience to

knowledge

and
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experience. They

They

mix with

take form when

we

Nanus compares

and judgment, and

organizational

conviction and

are

leaders with

visionary

interpreters

stmcture at their

(109).

artists, being "astute and perhaps

of the real world"

(33). They

and "a

disposal. Vision then arises

healthy dose

emerging trends

in the

combine instinct

processes, and

from

foresight, insight,

of chutzpah." The leader's mind and dreams

must be saturated with a lifetime of leaming and

and

through our assumptions.

artistically arrange the materials of people,

imagination, judgment,

developments

filtered

open the doors of opportunity"

observers and

idiosyncratic

om-

experiences,

and attuned to

surrounding environment (34).

Naisbitt and Aburdene contend that vision "comes out of intuitive
says

logic

is not

everything,

dream and action"

mission

as

(21). Covey contributes

something

oneself offers it

"detected

(Covey

synthesis

seems

intuition. It is

Can

Visionary Leadership

taught?

says

a

It would be

personal

to

be Learned

invented,"

fact to memorize and

as

if an

of vision and

entity

arising

apply.

a

outside of

or

a

product

a

conscious and

of the leader's

self-centered.

Taught?
a

useflil to say that vision

vision is intrinsic,

speaking

personal experience,

matter of heart and mind and

more

nuance

suggest that vision arises from both

discover, clarify, articulate, and share
one more

Vision is the link between

spiritual
not

it

9).

mysterious process, but

Since vision is
or

a

discovered,

of knowledge and

own

a

or

"Shared Vision"

Corporate literature
subconscious

that it is not all numbers

knowing;

from within

can

be

sought,

(147). One

vision, but no

How then

slippery concept,

can

one

can

not

can

it be leamed

taught. Senge

be trained how to

dares say it

can

visionary leadership

be

taught

like

be leamed?
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Until 1950,

only

leadership studies focused on

"trait

theory,"

that is,

arise from those individuals blessed with certain inherent traits at birth.

then would

only

benefit those with

Peter Dmcker stmck

blow at trait

Training

1967, management expert

theory by claiming that there

is

no

"effective

and that executive effectiveness is leamed. Effectiveness is

personality"

"complex

a

In

naturally occurring gifts.

could

leadership

of practices" in which anyone with normal endowments could

a

habit,

a

acquire

competence (21-23).
Now there is limited agreement that

development

of leadership abilities, but

(Conger Leaming
abandoned

an

and remains

lurking

adding weight
have average

to the

19). While professionals

indicates there is

intelligence.

some

leaders

Some leaders

no

are

most leaders

are

good;

are

quite

some are

time and

place

Trait
to

leadership

role in the

to limit that role

still claims

some

proponents

(Kotter 176).

Some leaders
some are

and ideas

average

some

leadership study have generally

theory

outgoing;

looking.

are

shy.

geniuses;

some

Some leaders

Some leaders

across.

Some

leadership traits,

are

educated;

are

are

some

bad. The conclusion? Numerous elements

leader. Leith Anderson beheves that leaders

a

play

definitive list of consistent

stmggle to put their words

context, and followers. One's

myth

in

leadership-is-leamed argument.

uneducated. Some

make

arguments exist

in the minds of almost everyone

analysis

physically attractive;
are

numerous

exclusive leaders-are-bom notion, trait

Carefiil

articulate;

to Lead

and childhood

genetics

are a

skills may prove

complicated mixture
good

or

bad

of traits,

depending

upon

(A Church for the 21st Centurv 223).

theory

dies hard. Bennis believes it to be the most

think that leaders

are

bom

possessing

some

genedc

dangerous leadership

factor to

leadership.

This
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myth

assumes

leaders

are

that

a

chosen few

are

made rather than bom.
and mentors teach

experience,

given

leadership,

not a

Change," 10; "Leading Change" 6; Conger Learning to
not

denigrating the

Both authors

value of training

acknowledge

that

or

every

opportunity to

for Results" 8; Kotter

experiences,
way

even

leam about

people

fired,

by on-the-job training with

see

themselves

is

leam and get feedback from valued

leadership

by being placed

sources

and agony of difficuh

into situations from which

around them"

or

thirty years

once

believed leaders

were

bom,

they

can

mentoring (Bennis "Creating

not made. His reversal stems from

of study and observation. He expects that

for individuals and to economic

they

leaming,

only

(Bennis "Introducing Change"

as

the rate of cultural

increases, "the willingness and ability to keep developing become central

when

the

5).

John Kotter

success

incubators

leadership training. "Ultimately,

10). Leadership talent is developed through coaching
Leaders"

as

people (Bennis "hitroducing Change" 10; "Leading

can serve as

leadership

Lead 29\ Kotter agrees. While

is best nurtured

leadership

empower

college degree ("hitroducing

skills take years to emerge.

165-166). Bennis thinks the pain

of being

The tmth is

college, leadership

appropriate role models. Organizations must
taking

quahties.

Life, adversity, education, role models, job

about

us

certain charismatic

leam to

for

organizations."

"outgrow their rivals" (178). Competitive

which increases

greater ability

success

leadership

to deal with

changing

knowledge levels,

situations

(178).

experimenting with new ideas; (2)

-

to

career

Leaders

can

drive motivates

skills and

support lifelong leaming: (1) Risk taking

change

excel

lifelong

which then results in

Kotter lists five mental habits that

pushing beyond comfort

Humble self-reflection

-

zones

by

honest evaluation of
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personal
and

successes

opinions

Openness
are

to

of others;
new

ideas

ambitious, and

Conger,
leaders,

in

are

a

(4) Careful listening

(182-183).

potential

training industry has

personal growth.
touch with their

Leaming

to lead"

is: take

spmng up

approaches
This

now

approach

45-46).

leamers set

high standards,

(183).

on

the

assumption that many

Few leaders stand among
or

the

experiences.

A

"leadership-is-leamed" theory.

leadership training. First,

is

training through
are

deeply

(Conger

Eastem

are

religions (Leaming

largely

to Lead

156-160).

Second, is training through conceptual understanding. This approach attempts
train leaders

of management and

Third, training through feedback,

uses

Indicator and other feedback instruments to
weaknesses in

acquire

of leadership. An

through the cognitive understanding

distinguishing between concepts

leadership

skills.

in

philosophy behind personal growth programs

and in your life. These program

by hmnanistic psychology and

us

leadership

dreams and talents and who will act to fulfdl them"
The foundational

for the ideas

feedback; and (5)

that leaders "are individuals who

assimies

responsibility in your work

influenced

for

seeking

of transforming managers into

right opporttmities

exist in

looking

lifelong

31).

taking advantage of

active

~

school operates

Lead

(Leaming to

~

of mission

a sense

"leadership-is-leamed

personal

to Lead

Kotter adds that

compelled by

because most of us do not have the

Four basic

to others

study examining the feasibility

states that the

possess the

(3) Solicitation of opinions

and failures;

example would be

leadership (Leaming

processes such

as

the

to Lead

are

then

absent skills, and operate out of strengths

48).

and

urged to develop weak skills,

(Leaming to

Lead

the

Myers-Briggs Type

help participants determine strengths

Participants

to

50).
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Fourth, training through skill building, is the
attempts
too

to train

participants

Christian
The

Concepts

following

is divided into four

Transformational

key leadership skills which

in

be

can

training method

of Vision and Transformational

major

sections:

(1)

The need for

pastoral leadership, definitions,

leadership frequently builds
discussion attempts to

on

but not repeat what

parallel

Change

in the

Way

The

it

admitting

changing values

of both

laity

skepticism

and

or

and

characteristics; (3)

clergy.

of followers.

People have

host of other cultural issues fuel

God, however

lost

a

changes,

hope

to understand God

the church

four

stated.

human culture
are

changes continuously.

influenced

by

social context.

and

answers

escaped the

to

an

and behaviors

distmst and

profound hurts

the

negative bias

rising cynicism toward organized

a more

Anderson reminds us, the Church is not
the culture

previously

popular religious authorities,

The trend is toward

one cares

through

vision and

on

impose massive pressure upon the thoughts

and

religion.

change,

never

coming.

mainline

two

literature, therefore this

Leaders within the Church have not

Scandal among

The nature of

We Do Church

forth

a

was

not, the Church and its leaders

of society

and vision

leadership

change in the way we do church; (2)

what exists in corporate

While God and his Word

Whether

are

Leadership

survey of Christian views of transformational

further subdivided. It should be noted that Christian literature

The Need for

Some skills

taught.

vision; (4) Can transformational pastoral leadership be taught? Sections
are

and

(Leaming to Lead 51).

to teach

complex

most common

are

not

of media,

and

especially

individualized, personal relationship with

(Shawchuck

and Heuser

18-19).

As

island isolated from the rest of society. "As

changes" (Dying

for Change

43).
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Loren Mead is convinced that the

force

changes

on

the Church that will not be

inconveniences. Cosmetic changes
Transformation must

occur

generations will stmggle to
together,

analyzes

undergoing
increase in

upheavals

us.

those

incredible

core.

changes

as

are

we

more

(2) Institutions

as

is

no

people of God,

experience
more

to leam how to live

really is (70).

at any other time in

no

provided

idea where

for

but the mle. The
and corporate

history.

we are

much

fi-agmentation of the

(4) Leadership paradigms

have

changed.

more

extended

difficult.

postindustrial

age, is

being replaced by

interdependence, sensitivity to others,
relational and less autocratic
and fewer rewards. A

help

a

The Great Man

theory,

perception

a

a

now

leadership

outmoded in

a

gentler leadership involving

sharing of information

leadership style. (5)

is

(20-21).

kinder and

and

Leadership

(3)

family system makes

hierarchical, top-down, and authoritarian, and is

more

Leaders

heading.

leadership training. Seminary leadership

difficult and less of a leamed skill

style that was

While the pace of

ordained ministers with outmoded management models.

and the

Alan

Our civilization is

(1)

longer the exception,

fi-agmentation of society has made leadership

leadership

temporary

church program will not suffice.

summarized below:

change than

have not

culture will

Mead believes that the next several

identity

travel faster but have

generally prepare

communal

or

our

forcing modification within the church system.

changes. Change

producing

in

occurring

discoveries, social transitions, technological inventions,

change increases,

The

tinkering with the

discem their

are

shifts

simple adaptations

and to understand what the environment

E. Nelson

courses

or

at the very

Extemal social pressures

direct

paradigm

Leaders

are

and ideas. It is

a more

feeling higher demands

exists that the rewards of ministry do not

outweigh

the
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costs. Leaders

They
to

are

by nature

lightning rods

become

forced to make difficuh decisions and the pay,

balance out v^ith the

elements

negative

Intemal pressures also force
own

interactions in

a

same

become trainers of leaders.

ministry of recmiting
more

and

size of these churches
for

Massive social

They must move

equipping.

requires

The
foimd

pastor

a

want

from

yet,

In many

recognition rarely

seem

21-22).

in

our

churches, stressed by their

leader who will

a

mentality

only in larger,

to move

beyond

Nelson

demands of a

to become

apathetic.

effective

places,

more

the

help

lead them out

to a

of Baby Boomers creates

a

resourced churches. The

personal ministry model

and

25).

changes wreak havoc with pastoral

or worse

or

hands-on, caregiving ministry

consumer

expanding ministry (A.

mentally unprepared to confront the

ignore change,

change. People

perks,

time, the rise of the lay movement requires pastors to

specialized ministries

provide leadership

Nelson

(A.

rapidly changing society,

of the wildemess. At the

need for

for criticism and adversarial encounters.

new

leaders who

are

spiritually

and

world. The easiest route is to

Shawchuck and Heuser comment:

religious leadership

has been

replaced by

management of the status quo. Managing to get by does not seem to be a
bad altemative to the heavy demands placed on a pastor who chooses to

spirit and pattem of Jesus. Pastors can eventually wind up as
caretakers, or settlers-insipid and lukewarm� a pecuhar clergy disease
lead in the

which the desert fathers called acedia. Described

as

the "devil of the

malady
noonday sun" or "spiritual sun stroke," acedia
under
the
desert
sun.
who
hved
and
laypersons
among monks, priests,
a
loss
of
passion,
They were persons who experienced spiritual boredom,
in
mind.
with
no
about
goal
listlessly
wandering
Acedia, as a clergy condition, still afflicts many rehgious
leaders-those who have lost their passion. No longer does the "fire bum
in the belly." With hardly more than a whimper, such pastors settle down
to get by until a better appointment or call comes along, or until their
pension kicks in.
Colleagues who succumb to acedia should be neither
scolded nor scomed; they need our compassion. Ministry is a tough,
lonely vocation with few immediate rewards. (20)
was a common

.

.

.
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In the Middle

Ages acedia

to death. Such is the result of faded

might
to

both the Church and its
churches

either not

are

a

troubled

hves. His

vision for

it

and

spirit,
is

leadership

sin

a

a

Lack of vision in

(20).

85 percent of American

explains why churches have

study indicates

churches around the nation

attracting

act on your vision can lead

critical attitude"

major reason why

which led

This notion

thought (Moltmann 23).

was

that

new

indisputably

people

such

a

small

only 4 percent of all pastors

ministry (Bama Today's Pastors 117, 122).

elements to

against the Holy Spirit

growing or in decline (Malphurs Vision for Ministry 37).

argues that lack of leadership

people's

hopes,

a

Haggai observes, "Failure to

not be far from the tmth.

personal stagnation,

considered

was

He

impact on

can

articulate

claims, "Studies.

indicate that vision with

passion

to the church and to faith in Christ"

Bama

.

are

.

a

clear

of growing

two central

(Bama

The

Frog

in the Kettle 46).

Transformational Pastoral

Leadership

Who is the formulator,

that those who have most
those who
are men

are

and

promulgator,

powerfully

"seers," those who have

women

Network studied

growing

must live out

a

of the vision? Sanders wrote

seen more

and farther than others. These

(55).

In die late

are

people

1980's, Leadership

large congregations (1000+ in attendance) in order to determine

The first

congregation.

guardian

permanently influenced their generation

of faith, for "faidi is vision"

characteristics of the pastor that

church

and

and

are

question

most

asked

important to developing

was:

"What must be

a

large,

vital

happening to keep

and effective?" Of several responses, the top

answer

a

large

was, "The church

vision, which originates with the senior pastor and leaders, and is

annoimced and advocated by the senior pastor, that keeps the church focused

on

Christ
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and generates

a

attitude of enthusiasm and defines the

pervasive

church" (Shawchuck and Heuser 1 13-1

uniqueness

of that

14).

William Easum claims that the process of church transformation almost

begins

with the pastor (Sacred Cows Make Gourmet

the role model,

willing to

leamer.

she must

He

or

abandon obsolete

help

abreast of enviromnental

Burgers 142).

leadership styles

the Church become

a

unintentionally
vision

so

vision that
a

place without

it becomes

a

a

(Lewis 18).

Like it

congregation gets moving; second,

hfelong

or

not, church

overcome; and

culture within the church. (Sacred Cows
Rationale for Transformational

a

fourth, often leads

"can do" attitude and

the

begins

or

articulates

vision; third, gets enough people

quick and decisive victory that develops

Nanus

a

pastoral leader who: First, intentionally

shared

organizational inertia is

non-religious organizations,

and become

The church which leams to flourish in constant

changes.

decides it is time the

clearly that

The pastor becomes

leaming organization, always keeping

transition will be the Church of the twenty- first century
tumaround will not take

always

a new

to share the

congregation
to

reshape the

142-143).
Leadership.

most churches

are

Just

as

over-managed

in business

or

and underled

(Bennis

and

21). Well-managed churches function well until significant environmental

changes

force them to ward off influences that

cause

decline in the church.

Enviromnental influences may include, among others,

surrounding neighborhood
outreach.

or

cultural shifts

requiring

Changing times require vision centered

minded managers

(A. Nelson 81).

in

changing ethnicity in the
different

leaders

as

styles

of worship and

opposed to

maintenance
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Easum says that

calls

"change itself has changed"

it, has changed the mles by which we

the Industrial

reigned

Age,

a

machines and

change.

organizational

analyzed part by part.

our new

Quantum Age,

or

In this era, Newtonian

otherwise,

Linear cause-and-effect

were

physics

understood

thinking

episodic,

discontinuous quantum

as

leaps.

not

coming in incremental steps but

Now systems

are

understood

Understanding relationships between the parts

of the parts.

as

dominated and

hierarchical stmctures and bureaucracies worked well. In the 1950's, quantum

began describing change differently,

he

as

must hve. Protestandsm was estabhshed in

time of slow, incremental

supreme and all systems,

and

physics

in random,

as more

than

a sum

is critical. As the twentieth

century advanced, rapid complex change took the place of slower, incremental change.
Established

organizational

longer produce
discontinuous

stmctures and

the desired results,

change (Sacred

Leaders

are

about

change.

As described above,

leadership

is

Cows

change

Great Commission mandated

nor

is

styles

of leadership that

working

and every

congregation is

by Christ himself,

marketplace

control what is,

and tmst

leadership

influences others to pursue

is

a

(P.

in

a

no

world of

churches

Lewis

about

are

change. Through the

places where people

literature indicates that transformational
can

only take place in the

context of

46-47). Unlike management which attempts

future-oriented relational process in which

change (Malphurs 191,

The Differences Between Leaders and

experiencing change

answer

worked well

19).

strongly relational. Genuine change

positive relationships

harder the

once

A. Nelson

one

no

person

49).

Managers. Every segment

in the concept of leadership. It is

to

surprise that

of society is

a new

pastoral
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paradigm

is

emerging which requires pastors

to act

more

hke leaders than

mere

spiritual

technicians and church administrators.
Lewis contrasts management and

Phillip

and

organizing, budgeting,

controlling; leadership

relationships, creating strategies,
Haggai contends,

change because
requires

vision

it

moves an

organization towards goals

Leadership, however,

the

as

is not

a

to control the

complementary.

a

by

modem

future

possible

only

Leaders

phenomenon,

are

is

and

seems to

of permanent benefit.

demands

Leadership

in

spiritual

sense,

terms

are

committed

in order to

but until

practices,

product quality.

recently

was

eclipsed by

the

and management should be

agents of change, managers help leaders cope with

inherently a spiritual

Vision for Ministrv

endeavor.
less

190).

Leaming the ways
on

of leadership is

effort, education,

or

experience,

values, and intuition. This kind of discernment

(Weems 22). Leadership

for all involved which

values to which all

goals

change; leadership

Without such management

organization. Leadership

judgment, feeling,

be understood

agenda of each is different,

chaos and inconsistent

undoubtedly important, but real leadership relies
more on

The

vision, building

relatively recent phenomenon, developed

complexity change produces (Malphurs

Leadership

and

a

(16-17).

would be jeopardized

perceived need

setting

motivating" (43).

complex twentieth-century organizations.

organizations

viewed

and

is

because management does not encourage

Modem management is
control

leadership: "Management is plarming,

exists to make

a

naturally reflects the heart of die mission

(25). Management exists

objectives prescribed to accomplish the

distinguish between leadership

to set up the

vision of the

can

better

and

machinery

of

organization. Scripture

and management in terms of spiritual

gifts.

Paul
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includes

leadership

in his Romans 12:6-8

the Corinthian Church
as

(1 Corinthians 12:28). Malphurs thinks administration is the

management. He believes that

leadership

and administration,

or

an

individual

possess

one

Definitions of Transformational

marketplace

ownership

of Christ in this world

fulfill

compelling,

a

systems in

by Christ himself

and

(P.

accountability
Lewis

leadership.

to

give

assist

birth to the

people

on

their

for the

Leaders carry

leader is

well-being

and

spiritual joumey and not to

depends

vision and

meeting

leader has

one

of the church" and die mission

in

'What

are we

trying

changed lives

priority task.

(1) exist

take

(4)

and

practices.

care

people

to set

are

care

(3)

of

encouraged

people fi-ee; (2)

of them;

do not take

primary task

exist to

act as if

of people, but

The leader must "see

to do for whom?'"

a

help

vision which

(McKerma 78).

communicate this vision to followers. His

upon how well he

real needs

empowers others to

Leadership 10-11).

specific responsibilities.

question,

die

of leadership may be

Easum beheves that the

within." Such leaders:

responsible to accurately

effectiveness

style

(Ford 14-16) which resuhs

kingdom purposes

grow (Transformational

addresses the

This

on

His servant-leader model attempts to get others

transformation is at the heart of their work; and

people

Ministry 192).

Christian literature builds

to "create an environment of change in which

potential

same

gifted with the combination of

without the other (Vision for

Who Is the Transformational Leader?

leadership today is

be

31). Transformational leadership

shared vision

tune with God's

can

Leadership.

definition of transformational

closest to that modeled
"to accept

hst and administration in his list to

spiritual gift

or

(Haggai 17).

It is to

keep

she

moves

followers toward

or

The
her

fulfilling

the

McKeima believes "an incamate Christian

the strategy for the Christian

organization

on

the
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razor's

edge

of being

(McKenna 79)

glory

vision-directed, mission-minded, and environmentally tuned"

Bama writes that

.

and have surrendered

visionary pastors

personal

ambitions and

are

leaders driven to seek God's

self-aggrandizement (Bama Power

33).
Agent

of Change. Alan Nelson defines

whereby individuals grant special
the group to pursue intended

influence to

changes" (49).

influence with collaborators and not

a

leadership

one or more

Authentic

that pastors cannot

is not derived from
assume

they

responsibility or authority.

are

official

position

actually have
The

adversarial

leader if he

a

churches

or

to

in the church

or

or

stay the

one

(56).

course

and

one

as

chaplain, preacher,

catalyze

relationship

people

of

Nelson calls
who

actually

(50).

one

is

placed.
a

Nelson claims

position

relational influence

over

of

others.

or

without

This person may not be the pastor and may
with the pastor.

change things, therefore

attempting change.

Leaders

are

good management,

manager,

a

pastor

a

cannot

not needed in

change is not necessary or desired.

good chaplaincy,

resolution to maintain what remains. A pastor ministering where
must act

tum

who possesses the most influence with

where intentional
need

a

m

manipulation.

passive,

in which

give

of leadership is to

she is not

organizations

position

is

leading just because they occupy

relationship

primary objective

be called

desiring

an

a

Position does not

indicates that the leader is

Reality
an

persons, who

in to the leader's vision become active in its fulfilhnent

Leadership

"a relational process,

leadership

matter of coercion

followers "collaborators," since the word "follower" is

buy

as

and

change

a

Churches

strong

is not needed

consultant, public relations person, teacher, and
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employ

whatever other skills that person

brings to

But such

use.

a

church caimot expect

significant growth (50-52).
"build

Change agents

They

care

deeply

about

people

instead of churches"

people by helping them to

burning passion to change the way things
They remain

focused

on

are

(Easum "Change Agents" 19).

grow. Such leaders

instead of just take

transformation and persevere

care

have, "a deep,

of people"

(19).

when others cry out for

even

chaplaincy (21).

Leadership
What

change.
"not

us

change has strong theological foundations.
matches God's ultimate will for

we are now never

yet" quality,

pulling

for

or an

incompleteness

about the way

into the future which calls for

a

we or

state of being far

As

us.

things

Christians,

we

must

There remains the

are, and God is

greater than the

status quo

(Weems 38).
Pastoral

this

study

Leadership

involves the

Traits

leadership

Important

traits

from

a

or

denominations. His purpose

was

transformation of traditional,
a

a

(17).

a

wide

of

transitions in

on

thirty
ranged

spread of Protestant

to discover characteristics critical in the successfiil

dying

churches. Bama does not claim that the results
into the tumaroimd process. He observed that when

nosedive in attendance

comeback. Once
size

positive

George Bama reports

3,300 and included

comprehensive perspective

churches take

about

significant aspect

tumaround churches he studied in sixteen states. Church sizes

current attendance of 135 to

provide

One

Change.

required to bring

traditional churches. In Tumaround Churches.
transitioned

for

losing momentum,

or

membership, they generally do

the church either dies

or

not make a

stabilizes at

a

much smaller
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Bama identified eleven factors present when

health. First, and

key to spiritual revival

and the openness of the

do the

people to

effort to influence others'

of any

a

dying church was

kind, "is the presence of the Holy Spirit

working

of God's

Spirif (Tumaround 42). Any

and behavior will fail without this condition.

thinking

Numerous factors involve the pastor. The most basic
was

the pastor

estabhshing

the pastor must also

a

bond of tmst with the

"radically

love his

managers,

us

that

administrators, teachers

(Tumaround

organization� they require

tme

common

and

authority

as

in

imique to

builders failed to
are

gain ground"

like any other

he

or

she

successfully leading more

tumaround pastors, traits
a

portrait

clearly

and

encourager

by recognizing what people

the successful pastor is

much

people to

take

responsibility

constantly

this leader is

doing, acknowledging them,
a

to the

casts

a

commitment to the inner

spiritual retreat. Fourth,
are

as

articulates and

spiritually by showing

of meditation, prayer, and

delegates

stable

common

team builder who prepares

ministry activity,

disciplines

growth. Fifth,

a

churches that hired caretakers, healers,

with other pastors

possible. Second,

vision. Third, this pastor grows

their

bond of

of tumaround pastors he studied, Bama's

successful pastors studied. First, the pastor is

responsibility and authority

a

43);

of transformational leaders. He notes that these

churches. He also discovered traits

on

Tumaround

leadership.

descriptions

pastors possess traits in

"declining

he says that churches

Noting the personal attributes
soimds very similar to

congregation (Bama

for tumaround

The successful tumaround pastor must be

or consensus

50). Explaining why,

requirement

people" (Tumaround 45), creating

credibility and tmst within the congregation.
sh-ong leader. Bama reminds

restored to

strategic thinker who

sees

an

and
the

celebrating

big pictiu-e
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and

provides people

with direction and tactical concepts that will

forward. Sixth, this pastor takes risks,
necessary and takes swift,

aggressive

Bama also noted traits

propel the

understanding that intelligent risk taking

tumaround pastors,

unique to

reached the age of forty-five. The task
that

only

a

youthfiil

church.

was so

first, youth, hi his study,

physically, emotionally,

person could endure it.

workaholic. A church transition

seeking

an

intimate

requires total commitment to

relationship

with God

pastor recognizes that revival of the church could only

"strength, wisdom,
"pinnacle

grace,

of urgency" (Tumaround

strong personality. He
make

guidance

tough

or

and

power."

70). Fourth,

they had

and

spiritually

Second, the tumaround pastor is

"The

on a

must be an unusual

regular basis.

come

a

the task of reviving the

Third, intense spiritual commitment is required. There

devotion to

is

action when the moment calls for it.

almost all tumaround pastors assumed the pastorate of their church before

draining

church

The tumaround

by relying fiilly

on

God for

pursuit of God" becomes the

the tumaround pastor must possess

a

she must be self-assured and self-confident and not afraid to

decisions and to

forge unusual trails

for the

congregation to

All successful pastors

this pastor must be

a

tumaround pastors

generally had not given prior evidence

potential visionary.

are

of being

follow.

Finally,

visionary leaders,
visionary

but

(Tumaround

61-72).
One

speaks

infer from Bama's research that the tumaround

pastor's example

far louder than his words. Such is tme of the transformadonal leader. Easum

notes that

say

might

people will begin to

see

(Easum Sacred Cows 155).

the vision

more

by what

leaders hve than

by what they
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Vision:

Key

to Transformational

overwhelming number of authors

affirm that vision is the first

Nelson 35;

Haggai 12;

emphasizes

that those who have "most

generation"

for Christ

Miller

were

Leadership. Aside

In his

29).

from

concem

a

vision caster,

minds of followers. That

"guides

a

pilgrimage

an

success

is

Sanders

it

(55).

(Leadership Jazz 39).

unforgettable, ahnost photographic image in the

image infuses enthusiasm, helps people
goal

(A.

powerfiilly and permanently mfluenced their

projects" (Miller 29,

center of human modvation. It induces action and

Where

of leadership

"seers" who allowed their vision to lead them forward

placing

to the

an

leadership classic. Spiritual Leadership.

"Vision is the basis for the best kind of leadership," notes DePree
A leader is

integrity,

A. Nelson

see

their potential and

35). Vision is in

die

destroys complacency (Haggai 14).

found, vision has created it (Miller 29).

The Nature of Vision

Vision is not mentioned
of the

Festus and

King Agrippa,

these words, "I
the faithful

.

.

was

a

offered his

Spirit (Gal. 5:22-23)

1, 28; Eph. 4:1 1)

God-given motivator of heart
testimony and

as

hsted

and soul. Paul,

on course.

As Martin and Mcintosh

Definitions of Vision.

ministry as

we

become"

chosen servants and is based upon

an

circumstances" (Power of Vision 28).

image

trial before

summarized his faithflilness with
a

claim, "Our vision shapes

gift that keeps

us.

.

.

controls

(57-58).

In Christian terms, what is vision?

"a clear mental

or as one

by the Aposde

on

not disobedient to the vision from heaven." Vision is

determines who and what

vision for

of the fi-uits of the

1 Cor. 12:4-1

spiritual gifts (Rom. 12:6-8;

Paul. However, vision is

us.

as one

of a

accurate

preferable

future

understanding

George

Bama defines

imparted by

of God, self and

God to His
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Episcopal priest Terry Fullam
in

us.

.

.

.

to

of God

product

working

Vision arises out of our burden to know the will of God, to become whatever it

is God wants

goals

contends that "vision is the

to become." Vision is not

us

Vision

accomplish.

answers

the

a

matter of one's own

question,

self-perceived

list of

"Where does God want to take me?"

(13-22).
"Vision represents
Plan for the Future"

individual. John
and hate

destination," observed Lyle Schaller ("How Your Church Can

23). Vision becomes

Wesley declared, "Give

nothing but sin,

to be

me a

force of a

himdred

men

Spirit-filled church

who love

nothing but

.

.

proudly

wears

becomes
and

a

bold

reason

for

out of faith

(Power of Vision

courageously"

to see those

God-given gift,

(Hebrews 11:1).

things

which

are

not

"A vision is the

as

It is

living.

vision, is inspiring, exciting, and infectious. A vision from God is

change which arises

it is"

driving

or

God

and I will shake the whole world for Christ." Bama describes

visionary passion this way, "Vision.
purpose that the bearer

the

yet becoming

a

badge

of

98). Vision,

vision for

a

abihty,

a

or

reality.

the

.

.

long before

(Galloway 29).
A vision

can

belong

accomplish significant
personal

vision

"clear and

deeds

serves as an

one's mission in life

to an individual or be shared

are

driven

intemal

vision to which

a

defines

ministry

image the

are

committed. This

as

vision

an

organizadonal

its

leadership believes

it

as a

can

31).

clear picture of what the leader

From that

they

Leaders who

guidance system giving direction toward fulfilling

of the fiiture of a

and must be" (Vision for Ministrv

(Haggai 12).

a

(Cueni 34). Aubrey Malphurs

challenging picture

"A vision is

by

by a group.

sees

his group

being

or

leader plans how the vision will become

doing"

reality.

The
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vision of a leader is not the

same as

that of a scientist v/ho works alone. The leader works

through other people.

The commitment to act

is

upon" (Haggai 13).

vision acted

simply

Weems quotes United Methodist

on

the vision is called mission. "A mission

Bishop Rueben P.

Job who summarizes and

describes vision in this way:

gift from God. It is the reward of disciplined, faithfiil, and
patient listening to God. Vision allows us to see beyond the visible,
beyond the barriers and obstacles to our mission. Vision "catches us up,"
captivates and compels us to act. Vision is the gift of eyes of faith to see
the invisible, to know the unknowable, to think the unthinkable, to
experience the not yet. Vision allows us to see signs of the kingdom now
in our midst. Vision gives us focus, energy, the willingness to risk. It is
our vision that draws us forward. (39-40)
Vision is

Vision is what

a

a

person is

willing

to die

for, Easum maintains. Not

program, it is "an energy in one's heart that permeates

community, giving

what is

it

is

important because (1)

uphfts people's aspirations

it

provides

and creates

objectives
Vision is

a

Body" (Transformational
the focus and energy for

spark; (3) develops

dream. Dreams

much broader than visions. A vision is not
are

cold, abstract

warm

a

answers

the

statements of how

and carries die

purpose and

between

question.

or a

courage

beyond

a

long term (12).

A vision should not be confused with

so are

idea

and creates

normal; (4) encourages risk taking and experimentation; (5) enables

commitment to become

and

organization

coherence to all the diverse parts of the

Leadership 12). Vision

leaming; (2)

an

an

a

potential

strategic

goal

or

the initiators of vision,

objective.

visions will be

Goals

or

implemented.

to melt the coldest heart. A subde difference lies

vision. A purpose

What?

a

are

answers

the

question, Why?

A vision
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Qualities of Effective Vision. An effective vision possesses
facets (in

composite

a

does not motivate

form

people

as

if it is not

primarily responsibility of the
has

derived from

communicates it

that

so

Weems). Fhst,

clearly understood. Making

leader of the

the vision from God

caught

and

Malphurs

(and

ministry.

it is not

a

people understand what

it is clear. It

vision clear is the

The leader must be

self-manufactured),

important

numerous

he

sure

or

she

understands it, and

God desires of them.

Second, the vision must be challenging. It must energize and catalyze others into
action and aim at

a

target

not

easily attainable.

It should set

a

high

standard and issue

from the strongest heart-felt values and commitments.

Third, it is

attractive, inviting mental picture.

and stimulates visual

imagination
Visionaries

an

see

representations

what others cannot

see

and must

A

good

vision

in the mind of an

paint

a

probes

appeahng

picture that inspires

the

fiiture.

the hearts

and minds of people within the Church.

Fourth, it is the futiu-e of the ministry.
view of exciting
a

knowledge

perpetual

possibilities.

base for

Wise visionaries honor and

springboarding

are

too

large

and

can

challenge.

be. The vision rests

A vision must

provide

are

a

use

not

of tomorrow,

a

fiiture

the past and the present

long-term visions

are

as

in the

open-ended.

intimidating, issuing

fulfilled. Most visions, however,

picture

into the future. Broad,

state of becoming, and tend to be

Fifth, it has potendal~it
visions

It is mental

in

the bedrock of reality. Some

discouragement when they

large enough

reasonable

on

and reveal

hope of success.

a

are

not

lack of faith and
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Sixth, it is unique. Unhke
from

one

church to another,

moment in

a

a

mission statement which could

vision fits

only

one

particular

easily be transferred

church at

a

particular

history.

Seventh, it

inspire hope.

must

A vision represents

a

behef that

people

can

make

a

difference.

Eighth,
dominate one's

it must create

thinking

of the vision. It is
in it;

b)

a sense

of urgency; it must

grab

and refiise to allow rest until the

guided by

and not let go. It must

ministry moves

several variables in its conviction:

the view that God has chosen this

in the direction

a) the belief that God is

particular person or group

to

accomplish

vision; and c) that the vision will benefit people. (Malphurs Vision for Ministrv
Weems

the

3 1-39;

41-45).

Creating

a sense

of urgency for

the present state of affairs. Cueni adds

compelling

vision

personal lives,

what the church has to offer.
earn

a

Putting

the tmst of the

their present location before

a

The wise pastor listens

a

road map for the future

Gospel.

The

seek God's will for what he intends die Church to be

pastoral

John

Haggai contends,

"It

as

feelings

about

(38).

and to determine

Most

importantly,

leader

gathers people to

which

so

(39).

worthy vision generates "direction, order, devotion"

desperately need.

carefully

a

critical information allows

people without sounding judgmental

drawing

list; Ninth,

their faith, dieir church, and their

positive spin on this

the best visions seek to be faithfril to the

A

dissatisfaction with

necessary caution to the above

appraises reality positively.

members talk about their

the pastor to

change implies a justifiable

overcomes

many churches

aimlessness, chaos, lawlessness.
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.

.

.

The greatest vision
and

evangelism

a

leader

explains to

can

have is

the group how it

from mental

dreams of the

a

congregation,

creates

deep

nightmare (Easum

God wants for them

thinking

and

It must capture the

body (Easum

dovm in the gut of the

Transformational

(Easum

always

and enables

Sacred Cows

eventually the doing

hopes

of the

and

soul, and is spread
a

stream of energy

Sacred Cows

and

A vision

82).

majority of the leadership"

gives

can

Leadership 29).

a

liberating

force

they

empowering people

spirit.

It

people to believe they can create

80). By offering vision,

congregation.

to be

should be. Vision releases

authentic power and

paralysis, giving them

beyond what is normal

courage

top-dowai mandate

community, destroys competition, organizes

what God created them to be and not what others think

from bureaucratic

a

and hard work. A shared vision becomes

Easum contends that vision is

people

It cannot be

matter of heart and

a

coherence to all the diverse parts of the church

become

in God's will for world

accomplished" (19).

reality.

a

Shared vision is

congregation.

that does not "resonate

participates

images of an inspiring leader.

through dialogue, prayer,
that fills the

be

can

The vision must be shared to become

originating

that

one

Vision

leaders

compels

the fiiture

can

shape the

shapes behavior (Cueni

40-41).

Ultimately,
future is not

the piupose of vision is to create the future. We must "realize that the

something

that just

happens;

it is

a

to exert control over their environment.

enough

dirough

Him to those who

are

driven to

shape

reality that
.

it"

.

is created

.The future

(Bama

by those strong

belongs

to God and

Power Of Vision

48).

Sources of Vision. In corporate America while vision is at times described in

almost

metaphysical terms,

all

marketplace

authors find the

source

of vision in the
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impressions arising within the

individual's

own

heart and mind. This results from the

intuitive synthesis of leaming and life experiences.
James 1:17

Citing

from the Father of the

Haggai

believes any

not, and whether

Augustine,

or

("Every good

heavenly lights,

worthy vision

Christ

about the Father, ".

on

the

of mankind and
For the

righteous

gives

and the

see

shiftmg shadows."),

causes

a

spiritual

God who is therefore the

his

yield beneficial

acknowledges
sun

to rise

on

imrighteous" (Matt. 5:45).

vision

Referencing

it

or

not"

God mles

or

St.

source

of all

permanence

As

(14-15).

the evil and the
over

and

good,

the affairs

understanding.
must first start with an

dependence upon him. Secondly,

their

somebody,

personal potential

as

God

sees

Christian leaders must
it.

"He must

see

and then he is to fulfill the vision God gave him"

must be sensitive towards other

good

vision is not the

people

and

understanding

that

(17).

of their real

product

of a committee

or

the

brainstorming resuhs

(Easum Sacred Cows 82). Cueni remarks, "Although the congregadon

consulted, committees do
done

like

(15-17).
A

group

belongs to

Christian, John Haggai contends that vision

God created him to be

needs

.He

.

wisdom and

understand themselves and

Third, leaders

above, coming down

from God, whether it is

from God whether the leader

of God and one's

understanding

change

"A vision for the kind of change that will

comes

sends rain

is from

not the person with the vision is a Christian.

for the group

taught

perfect gift

who does not

comes

he comments that all tmth

worthy visions.

and

by

not

duplicate the

status quo. The

must be

generate visions. When vision-building becomes

the present stmctures, finstradon resuhs.

Egalitarian

group visions

responsibility of codifying the vision

falls to

of a

a

process

normally

leadership.

.

."
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leaders of a

(42). Thus, primary
Their

visionary nature

vision is

developed,

the vision and feel

insight
final

and

is what

it is

some

creativity

created

living

qualifies them to be leaders in the

presented to

others

personal ownership.

begins

Vision for

at your full

with what

"leadership

seed

Haggai

calls

on

all

and women, I will pour out my

studied

United States. He identified

are now

as an

challenged by the

and where you could be
a

to see the need for

The

Spirit

people.

Your

men

Spirit

will

person from

making

growth. Ultimately

to the group, then motivates

comes

The

sons

see

in those

upon his

people

seven

major elements

in the lives of visionary leaders.

or

and

daughters will prophesy,

visions. Even

days" (see

my servants,

on

also Acts

2:17).
as a

from around the

axioms that indicate the

First, visionary leaders do

"idiosyncratic" or "slippery" process.

and

prophet Joel (2:28-29)

thirty visionary Christian leaders

single prescribed route toward catching God's vision.

formulation

inject theh own

doctoral dissertation entitled "The Christian Leader

Spirit-Driven Visionary,"

Holy Spirit

over

(19).

will dream dreams, your yoimg

a

all

dissatisfaction." This is

will, clarifies it

imparted by the Holy Spirit.

Tim Barton, in

a

you

thoughts of visions and dreams (Galloway 31).

men

men

of the

"inspirational

one

grasps God's

declares, "I will pour out my Spirit
your old

Once the

place their fingerprints

potential. Inspirational dissatisfaction prohibits

the group to act upon it"

Vision is

can

At this juncture, others

by realizing the difference between who

vision arises when

both

they

place.

first.

Ministry 34).

peace with the status quo and instead urges

plants

so

first

into the process, and become enthusiastic and

product (Malphurs
Vision

ministry must walk through the envisioiung process

operation
not follow

Barton describes vision

No formulas and

no

definite
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steps

are

to be followed in

for God to

speak

specific

in ways that

(172-173). Second,
a core

a

God

order. One must, however, "remain open at all times

are new

and different fi-om

uses numerous

of common elements for

elements to

imparting

previous experiences"

impart vision.

The

vision to his servant leaders:

Holy Spirit uses
Scripture,

prayer,

circumstances, people, the still, smaU voice, reading, and study (173). Third, living
of personal

discipline

Intimacy with
lives and
God

God is essential for

vision is formulated best in

(176-177;

develops incrementally. Vision formulation
something
static

or

which evolves

sudden

over

is

weeks, months,

(Barton 178-179;

Bama

Bama

a

and is seldom discovered with all the details

carried out

(180). Seventh, God "transmhs vision along

continuum."

Disengagement

Scripture,

and

Vision

years rather than

Vision

a

enlarged

75). Fifth, vision
revelation,

something that

13). Sixth,
or

vision

to God.

of needs,

people, circumstances,

of God's

visionary impulses

is

comes as

how the vision is

the

going to be

Disengagement-Engagement

fi-om the world is necessary in order to pursue

listening

for their

community with others.

process of progressive

or

Tuming

Tuming

big picture,

prayer.

visionary will

vision "to individuals and this vision is confirmed, refined, and

the contributions of others"

life

visionary leaders.

God increased the likelihood of discerning God's

ministry (176). Fourth,

gives

through

intimacy before

and

a

solitude,

Engagement with the world gives understanding

and situations. "These encounters.

.

.become the

avenue

if one is open and sensitive to what God wants to say

dirough them" (180-181).
Barton concludes his

own

unique style

of vision

reliably duplicated by

study by advising

making (200).

another.

Becoming

that Christian leaders must discover their

The methods of one individual cannot be
a

visionary

is

a

leamed process. He
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recommends that the

accomplishing
of God's

plan

relationship

visionary leader gain

a

thorough understanding of what God

seeking

a

miiustry vision.

in the world before

for

saving

with God

a

the heart of God for his

This vision must flow out

lost world. The Christian leader must pursue

through spiritual disciplines.

ministry vision,

sees

style. Visionaries

providing

a

must leam to collect and arrange the

path

for the

going to

the heart of God must first be foimd."

"in ways that allow them to conceive of new and

is cmcial in

intentional

an

"If a Christian leader is

Barton agrees with Bama's observation that visionaries leam to think in

eclectic

is

unseen

Holy Spirit to clarify the

same

find

(200)

fi-eeform,

data everyone else

phenomena" (201). Prayer
leader's

perception

and

thought processes (202).
Can

Visionary Leadership

Be Learned

or

Marketplace authorities have largely
leaders

are

and those

bom. Some

qualities

of leadership

can

will

be

on

the

bom with what

eventually

iii).

theory which

to be the raw materials for

is

leaders

can

a

developed,
leader is

develop

not discovered"

key.

On the

one

hand

leadership

and should be culdvated and

electric

quality"

Joseph (in Genesis)

skills

are

(Developing

leaders who

develop

writing

other leaders.

"Surely,

both"

"distributed widely among every community

developed" (29).

of leadership is

leadership

Much of Maxwell's

Sanders wrestles with the bom-or-made debate and concludes,

(29).

believes

surface. John Maxwell claims, however, that the traits

The desire to be

premise that

abandoned trait

seems

acquired. "Leadership

the Leader Within You

is founded

are

Taught?

On the other hand, the "elusive and

given directly by God. Sanders

most often receive hidden

believes that

training that makes them

people

fit for

like

leadership.
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In any case, the

prerequisite

for

and foremost to be full of the

leaders in Acts

choosing

(6:3)

a

A person of vision is available to the

Holy Spirit, believes

in the presence of God's

believer should have faith and

by the way

God

challenge

world

be

can

As will be demonstrated later in the survey of the Bible and

Bama claims that

hope,

the

building blocks

"becoming visionary is

designed the human being.

is to release that

experiences

"first

Spirit-given predisposition toward being visionary.

future, and embraces the words of Paul, "If God is for us, who

8:31).

they were

Spirit" (31).

For Christian leaders there is

The

that

was

capacity

a

against us" (Rom.

theology,

every

of vision.

leamed process that is made

We have the mental and emotional

and to tmst that God will

and hearts for service to arrive at

practiced

use our

possible

capacity.

natiu^al

talents,

and laudable conclusions"

(Tuming Vision 109).
Some obstacles hinder vision. Maxwell claims that when vision is hindered, it is
a

"people problem." Vision

by

an

can

be frustrated

individual who refuses to think

dogmatic,

who fear

risk,

enamored with tradition

or

who

or are

outlook,

or

who seek self gain

Personality type
Unfortunately,
leaders

creatively.

crave

a

adept

leader who is unable to cast

Vision is wasted

comfort and

willing to

Other vision busters include those

by

security in

embrace vision
at

on

those who

life. Some

only when

seeing only problems,

the

are

vision

a

or

are

too

majority will.

who have

a

gloomy

(Developing the Leader Within You 150-153).

factors do tend to limit the

degree

of vision within

few have researched this issue. Oswald and

using Myers Briggs Type

Indicator

typology,

unconscious imaginative processes that allow

us

to

an

individual.

Kroeger, analyzing religious

assert that intuition draws

hope.

This

personality trait,

on

the

above
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others, gives the abihty
personal letter,

to

envision

a

possible

fiiture

(104). Aubrey Malphurs, in

a

wrote:

My view is that God has "wired"

people to be visionaries and some
either a visionary or you are not. The Myers
some

Consequently, you are
Briggs Indicator is the best tool that I am aware of to determine who may
or may not be a visionary (the N or intuitive
preference). This does not
mean that the S or sensing person cannot catch a vision.
They simply go
about it in a different way.
(May 6, 1997)
not.

.

I caimot

yet I

am

agree with

fully

.

.

Malphurs given that I myself am

most concemed about vision and find

possibilities.
typology,

a

One must note that in the

strong Sensing type

individual. I

am a case

in

score

point. Malphurs

strong Sensing type,

myself frequently dreaming

Sensing

does not

a

-

about future

Intuition continuum of Myers

erase

Briggs

all intuitive characteristics in

admits this when he told

me

an

about the

Sensing type.
Since

they operate through their five senses, they have to see, touch, etc. to
For example, if I (as an N and a visionary) want my board (that is
it.
get
made up of Ss) to "see" my vision, I would need to take them to a church
that models my vision. By actually seeing it, they catch the vision.
Sensing types (Ss) see what is; Intuitives types (Ns) see what could be. Ss
through one of the five senses; Is see things intuitively in their heads (a
kind of sixth sense). (May 6, 1997)
see

Easum suggests that

Myers-Briggs NTs

transformation of churches, and SJs
may be tme. However, I
had

some success

sense.

am

As

an

SJ and also

personality type

seems

SJ, I

the least suited

are

the pastors best suited for

(Easum Sacred Cows 145).

greatly concemed

This

about the issue and have

in transformation.

I believe that

being visionary

am an

are

and NFs

am

willing, however,

important to

does influence

me

supposed to be

in this

one

day

visionary tendencies.

of constant

For

change because

instance,

it makes

of the most traditional persons of the bimch. I

to be untraditional in order to move the Church back to

apostolic
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ministry. My strong
useful.

simply

SJ tendencies

Personality type,
color

overpower
more or

or

ensure

rather than

flavor the vision.

that my visions issue in

mitigating against vision

Many

other

capable

of

capturing

a

significant reason why individuals

The

vision and

create.

communicating it,

and

hope,

While

some

humanity
God's

may be
no

cannot be trained to seek it.

Reaching Toward the Future:
Biblical and Theological Background

necessary result of Christian faith and
a

can

there appears to be

of Vision

The purpose of this third section is to demonstrate that vision is

present. Vision is

and

in certain persons, may

factors, including faith

visionary limitations that personality type may

less

something real

hmction of the

hope

and the

inbreaking

Holy Spirit working

and all of creation. As such,

a

a

natural and

of God's future upon

out God's

plan

visionary mindset ought to

our

of redemption for

characterize all

people.

Necessity

of

Hope

CS. Lewis

spoke

of hope

as a

theological virtue, meaning that

looking forward to the etemal world is not (as some
modem people think) a form of escapism or wishfiil thinking, but one of
the things a Christian is meant to do. It does not mean that we are to leave
the present world as it is. If you read history you will find that the
Christians who did most for the present world were just those who thought
7/ is since Christians have largely ceased to think of
most of the next.
the other world that they have become so ineffective in this. Aim at
.

.

.a

continual

...

Heaven and you will get earth "thrown in": aim at earth and you will get
neither, (italics mine) (Mere Christianity 118)

Lewis goes

training,

on

to say that

we

find it difficuh to want heaven because of our

"our whole education tends to fix

our

minds

when the real want for heaven is in us,

we

do not

buried in the stuff of die

us.

Our

reality

around

on

this world."

recognize

Unfortimately,

it and that desire becomes

spiritual hunger, however,

will

never

be
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satisfied

this earth. "If I find in

on

the most

satisfy,

myself a desire

probable explanation

is that I

was

which

no

in this world

experience

made for another world"

can

(120).

Lewis died in November of 1963, twenty years before the concept of vision

became

The Christian

popular.

Christian's

hope

visionary experience.

Spirit-given rudiments

for

vision;

of which he writes forms the foundation for the

In

fact, every hopeful Christian possesses the

as

Lewis

infers, the desire for heaven is God-given

self-generated.

not

Vision caimot

Paraphrasing

precede faith

and

hope.

Without its parents, the child cannot exist.

Charles SwindoU (Quest for Character

by faith, sustained by hope, sparked by imagination
(100).
The

am

Faith that God

can

of Christian

ground

and will

hope

includes the

98),
and

accomplish what

comes

he

Ford

writes, "vision is spawned

strengthened by

This is God's ultimate

heavenly throne.

promise,

throughout the Bible (Rottenberg 2).

destiny of humanity (Rev. 21:3-4),

enthusiasm"

promises makes hope possible.

fi"om the One seated upon the

making everything new" (Rev. 21:5)!

of the essential vision found

The

and

began to

davm in the first

coming of Jesus Christ (Mark 1:15;

world and will be consummated when all

together under the headship
flow to this

point.

reincarnations
rests

on

as

of Christ

This stands in

summary

new

covenant

living

in heaven and

on

Luke

4:43) into

earth

are

(Eph. 1:10). God ordained that

opposition to

imagined by Hindu

the foimdation of the

things

the

God's

new

the

brought

all events of history

meaningless cycles

and other Eastem

"I

creation

new

the consummation of the

a

(Rev. 21:3), and the liberation of creation from death and decay (Rom. 8:21). This
age

and

of history and

thinking. Cosmic redemption

sovereignty (Isa. 44:6-7)

and his

ability

to
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save

humanity and

purpose of God to

Hope is

3:15)

1 Cor.

its

'cutting edge'

Vision

rooted in Old Testament

as

The entire Bible is

reality of the

one

who

God

hope "was

As

Moody states,

futuristic book

The future is veiled

or

"all

is

proclaimed

one

we were

saved.

.

."

of the chief factors which gave
was

its mission field." It

somewhere worthwhile

(Lawson 236-237).

promise

"anticipates

hope that the high

Christiaruty. Hope

contends, "For in this hope

and

hope.

looking

toward the last

things

and the

living

the secrets of the future and establishes the events

past" (Moody 14). Consequently, eschatology

theology.

as

last

a

to the

(Moody 237).

history was actually going

guiding

mighty

fail"

in the pagan world which

remarkable to think that human

hand of a

"chngs

13:13; Eph. 4:4; Col. 1:27; Heb. 6:19; 1 Pet. 1:3,

John Lawson believes this

under the

(15).

glory will not

of the clearest marks of authentic

(Rom. 5:4, 5;

early Christianity

of the

into

and for the future of the world. Paul

(Rom. 8:24).

was

bring His creation

one

for the individual

its environment from obhvion. Faith

theology

and

is not

Christology

an

are

appendix

to biblical

ultimately eschatology"

hidden in the character of God, but grows

more

conspicuous

he makes his person and purpose known in Christ.

Authors of the Bible

provide.

The

promise

and human

immediately following the

future God would

Fall. In response to the

disobedience, God said, "And I will put enmity between

the woman, and between yoiu"

strike his heel"

people captivated by a vision of the

of God is not exclusive to New Testament believers. A strong

future orientation is initiated

deception

were

offspring

(Gen. 3:15). This divine

deliverance and the judgment of evil via

serpent's

you and

and hers; he will cmsh your head, and you will
utterance set in motion

a

himian

offspring of

an

expectation

woman.

of human

In the story of
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Noah

(Gen. 6-9) God demonstrates his intention to judge the wicked and dehver the

righteous.
In the old covenant

hope was based

on a

threefold

promise given to

Abraham at

his call:
The LORD had said to

Abram, Leave yoiu" country, your people and your
father's household and go to the land I will show you. I will make you into
a great nation and I will bless you; I will make
your name great, and you
will be

a

I will bless those who bless you, and whoever curses
peoples on earth will be blessed through you.

blessing.

you I will curse; and all

(Gen. 12:1-3)
God first gave to Abraham the
and his descendants would receive

God

promised that Abraham's

countless

as

the

particles

a

promise

homeland,

Thirdly, God promised Abraham

the earth

on

a

blessing

In this covenant, God fulfilled the

sign that

a

guaranteed

a

relationship:

Secondly,

great nation, their number

the stars in the

as

sky (Gen. 13:16; 15:5).

himself, his descendants, and through

repeated the promise to

promises aheady made,

were

that Abraham

land then full of Canaanites.

God's covenant

Abraham

(Gen. 17).

and in tum demanded that

obey God's will. Circumcision

the Israelites

business contract but

or

upon

them all the nations of the earth. Later, God

to be the

a

descendants would become

of dust

Abraham and his descendants

of land. God

people.

"I will be their God and

of their male children
The covenant

they

was

shall be my

not

was

a

people"

(Gen. 17:7) (Travis 12-14).
Abraham received God's

God

requested

a

promise

as

tmstworthy and responded

in faith. When

major relocation to Canaan,

By faith Abraham. obeyed and went, even though he did not know
where he was going. By faith he made his home in the promised land like
a stranger in a
foreign coimtry; he lived in tents, as did Isaac and Jacob,
who were heirs with him of the same promise. For he was looking forward
.

.
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whose architect and builder is God.

city with foundations,
11:8-10)

to the

(Heb.

Of Abel, Enoch, Noah, and Abraham, the writer of Hebrews concludes:

people were still living by faith when they died. They did not
receive the things promised; they only saw them and welcomed them from
a distance.
People who say such things show that they are looking for a
of
their
own.
country
they were longing for a better country a
heavenly one. Therefore God is not ashamed to be called their God, for he
has prepared a city for them. (11:13-16)
All these

.

.

.

�

.

Anticipation of God's

future

.

pulled these people forward; their relationship to

God nurtured their faith and vision. "I will be their God and
This summarizes God's purpose for

humanity.

We

are

built for

Creator. The descendants of Abraham "looked back to him

begun

the task of leading

To him God had

and

people

given promises,

from

a

they

relationship

the

as

shall be my

man

people."

with

in whom God had

dark and chaotic world towards their tme

and these

promises became the

our

source

destiny.

of Israel's life

expectations" (Travis 13).
Remarkably,

of good and bad.

empire,

we are

During

the forward

promises

to be

Abraham's descendants

favorable times such

yeamings were not

fulfdled, thinking, "We

full of divine

hung on to

blessing."

as

are now a

failure,

a

God had

a

plan

promises through

seasons

of David and Solomon's

people

great nation,

abandoning hope

for the future continued to flourish. In bad times

believing that

period

abandoned. The

Rather than

B.C.), God's promises enabled the

the

God's

did not consider God's

we

possess the land, and

as no

longer needed, hopes

during the Babylonian Exile (587-539

Jews to maintain national

identity

for them in their promised land.

faithful God in his grace would restore his

and continue

Despite

disaster and

people (Travis 13-14).
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In the darkest moments of Israelite

the

promised future of the

faith became focused
Exodus in

Lord. Their message

largely

Egypt, back

to the

on

the past.

reign

neck and insisted that the event which

Travis

containing

words of judgment and

positive

negative experience, depending

laziness of God's

people.

Amos declared the

The

desperately needed when Israel's

writes, "People looked back to

promise.

The

Lord would be

a

coming day of the

upon either the

were

the

building of the Temple in

prophetic proclamation was

For those who

day of the

revive the vision of

they most needed to reckon with lay

day

(15).

arose to

eighth century B.C., took them by the

future--the

of the Lord"

was

of David and to the

Jemsalem. Amos, in the middle of the

or

history, prophets

tmsting

in the

two-sided coin,

Lord would be

faith

at ease and refused to

doomsday "Woe to

scmff of the

or

a

apathetic

obey God's will,

you.

.

.

."

(Amos 5:18,

6:1, 11).
In

proclaiming the futiu*e,

time of national

widespread

the

prophets

prosperity Amos proclaimed

unfaithflilness to God, moral

23f). Isaiah scomed attempts

neighboring nations,

to find

rather than

denounced false

imminent

decay,

seciuity in

tmsting in

hopes.

Even

catastrophe because

and social

during

a

of

injustice (Amos 2:6, 5:18,

alliances with

more

powerful

God.

"Woe to the obstinate

children," declares the LORD, "to those who carry
mine, forming an alliance, but not by my Spirit,
plans
heaping sin upon sin; who go down to Egypt without consulting me.
This is what the Sovereign LORD, the Holy One of Israel, says: "In
repentance and rest is your salvation, in quietness and tmst is your
strength, but you would have none of it." (Isa. 30: l-2a, 15)
out

that

are

not

.

Jeremiah
was an

exposed the self-deception of the people

impenetrable haven protected

believes that this exposiu-e of false

from attack

hopes

by

of Jemsalem,

God himself (Jer.

indicates "God's

.

thinking the temple
7:4-7). Travis

opposition to

all attempts to
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find satisfaction and

security

in

anything

However, certain and catastrophic
that this is

people

no

chance of real

So the

promises
"The

the judgment

God's final word. "The

never

Lord's way of pointing his
there is

as

less than himself and his will for mankind"

people

to a fresh

might be,

the

prophets

assured the

crashing of false hopes becomes
Until false

beginning.

hopes

(17).

are

the

put aside,

hopes to be grasped" (Travis 17).

of God remained.

coming," declares the LORD, 'Vhen die reaper will be
by
plowman and the planter by the one treading grapes. New
wine will drip from the mountains and flow from all the hills. I will
bring
back my exiled people Israel; they will rebuild the mined cities and live in
them.
."(Amos 9:13-14)
days

are

overtaken

.

Restoration would
even

nature

the

.

come

only

not

for God's

people,

but would include other nations, and

(Amos 9:7, 14). Isaiah describes the promised kingdom of peace in

nature.

The wolf will live with the

lamb, the leopard will lie down with the goat,
yearling together; and a little child will lead
them. The cow will feed with the bear, their young will lie down
together, and the lion will eat straw like the ox. The infant will play near
the hole of the cobra, and the young child put his hand into the viper's
nest. They will neither harm nor destroy on all my holy mountain, for the
the calf and the lion and the

earth will be full of the
sea.

a

period

refused to reform and Jemsalem

people continued

to dream of a

new

LORD

as

the waters

cover

the

(Isa. 11:6-9)

Jeremiah describes

covenant

knowledge of the

to

of catastrophic events when Judah,

was

captured by Babylonian armies,

inscribed

on

cormpt nation

and when God's

put their tmst in pohtical process. Even

covenant when God's law would be

as a

so, Jeremiah dared

the hearts of his

people.
declares the LORD, "when I will make a new
covenant with the house of Israel and with the house of Judah. It will not
"The time is

coming,"

be like the covenant I made with their forefathers when I took them

hand to lead them out of Egypt, because
was a

they broke my

by the
covenant, though I

husband to them," declares the LORD. "This is the covenant I will
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make with the house of Israel after that

put my law in their minds and write it
and
Ezekiel

Only by
Isaiah

will be my

they

spoke

about the

time," declares the LORD.

on

theh hearts. I will be their God,

people." (Jer. 31:31-33)

people

of Israel in terms of a

the power of God could death be transformed into

prophesied

about the

people (Isa. 52:13-53:12),

Suffering

and the

"I wiU

valley

new

life

filled with

(Ezek.

dry bones.

37: 1-14).

Servant of the Lord who would bear the sins of the

new

heavens and

new

earth that God would create

(Isa.

65:17; 66:22).
In all

prophetic

emerges. The

utterances

of God will not be established

kingdom

God himself (Rottenberg
the end of her

God's

Israel's

6).

relationship

passionate

regarding the promises

with him

love cannot

persistent

by human

failure to

(Amos 5:1-2; 8:1-2;

give up

on

his

of God,

obey

a common

effort but

thread

by the

hand of

God should have meant

Hos. 1

:4,6,9). Nonetheless,

people.

can I give you up, Ephraim? How can I hand you over, Israel? How
I treat you like Admah? How can I make you like Zeboiim? My heart
is changed within me; all my compassion is aroused. I will not carry out

How
can

my fierce anger, nor will I tum and devastate Ephraim. For I am God, and
not man
the Holy One among you. I will not come in wrath. (Hos.
�

11:8-9)
When Jemsalem

Lamentations remained

lay

in mins after the exile of 587 B.C., the author of

hopeful

that God's love would

persist.

So I say, "My splendor is gone and all that I had hoped fi-om the LORD.
." Yet this I call to mind and therefore I have hope: Because of the
LORD'S great love we are not consiuned, for his compassions never fail.

.

.

every moming; great is your faithfuhiess. I say to myself,
"The LORD is my portion; therefore I will wait for him." (Lam. 3: 18-24)

They

The

prophets cite other reasons why hope is possible. Isaiah preached that hope

rests on God's

die

Temple:

are new

faithfulness to his

"I will defend this

promise,

city

and

his commitment to the house of David and

save

it, for my sake and for the sake of David

to

my
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servant" (Isa.

for his

own

prophets

37:35)! Ezekiel mentions that hope was possible because of God's

honor

(Ezek. 36:22-23; cf

LORD says

�

as

."'

.

Israel. Israel, then, still had
also make you

a

light

a

for the

to find

also inconceivable to the

If God's

bring

way to

a

task to carry out, to

Gentiles, that

to be the

catastrophe

original promise to

fulfillment

bring blessing to

you may

bring my

through

a

Abraham

renewed

the Gentiles: "I will

salvation to the ends of the

(Isa. 49:6) (Travis 19).
The basis of hope for Israel

which he revealed to his

was

rooted in the character and purposes of God

people through historical

certain elements of Israel's past will be renewed

David;
God's

was

Jacob, he who formed you, O Israel: 'Fear not, for I

(Isa. 43:1; cf 40:27-31).

stand, then he would need

earth"

It

creator and deliverer of Israel: "But now, this is what the

he who created you, O

have redeemed you.
to

1).

that God who created Israel and all the world would allow

last word. Isaiah links God

was

Isa. 48:1

concem

a

descendant of the great

promise

to David

(2

Sam.

(Travis 20-24).

king would mle
7:12-16)

events. It is not

surprising then,

One

hope was

that

ded to

in peace and justice. This would fiilfdl

that his throne would last forever

(Isa.

9:6f ; cf

11:1-9; Jer. 33: 15f ; Zech. 9:9). The renewed expectation of a new Jemsalem connected
with this

hope. Isaiah prophesied that Jemsalem would no longer be threaten by

and would become the focus of worship for many nations

65:17-25; Jer. 33:16; Zech. 14:1 1, 16ff),

prosperity (Mic. 4:4;

well

as a

a new

temple

in which the

cf Isa. 12:5;

place of peace, safety,

cf Isa. 65:21; Ezek. 47:12; Joel 3:18; Amos

40-48, Ezekiel foresaw

48:35).

as

(Isa. 2:2-4;

glory

of God

9:13-15).

was

enemies

and
hi

chapters

present (Ezek. 43:2;
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The

prophets speak

of a

new

Israel and

with him. A humbled and

relationship

penitent people will

God's judgment and exile. '"At that time I will
home. I will

give you

honor and

your fortunes before your very

praise

eyes,'

future in which all his

a

gather you;

among all the

a new

emerge from the survivors of
at that time I wih

peoples

says the LORD"

people have

bring you

of the earth when I restore

(Zeph. 3:20;

see

also: Hos.

2:14-16, 19; 3:5; Isa. 1:4, 25-27; Jer. 30:8f ; Amos 9:1 1-15; Mic. 4:6f). Jeremiah speaks
of the renewal of the Mosaic covenant in enhanced form
Ezekiel repeats the
new

same

promise

in different words,

(as cited above, Jer. 31 :3 1-34).

saying

God will

give his people

a

heart.
I will

clean water

you, and you will be clean; I will cleanse
you from all your impurities and from all your idols. I will give you a new
heart and put a new spirit in you; I will remove from you your heart of

sprinkle

stone and
move

give you

a

on

heart of flesh. And I will put my

in you and
laws.
You will
keep my
will
be my people, and I will
you

Spirit

you to follow my decrees and be carefiil to

live in the land I gave your forefathers;
be your God. (Ezek. 36:25-28; cf 18:30-32)

Travis concludes from Old Testament
purpose of God is that

reladonship
The

men

and

women

goal

history.

was

Exodus event and his

migrations

die Northern

(23).

prophet's

convictions and

God acts in

through historical process.

He

history
was

as

the Philistines and

for its sinfulness

Syrians.

a

vision of the

expectations.
and controls

responsible not

people's delivery from Egyptian slavery,

of other nations such

Kingdom

is achieved"

prophet's diinking that

He works out his purposes

only for die
the

fimdamental to the

over-riding

listened to God and received from him

future. Travis draws three conclusions about the

First, it

passages that "the

should be in whole-hearted and obedient

to him. He will not rest imtil that

prophets were men who

prophetic

but also for

The Lord

destroyed

(Amos 9:7f), and he used the Assyrians

to

punish
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Judah

(Isa. 10:5-1 5). Isaiah reports that God would intentionally choose the pagan king

Cyrus

to restore the Jews to

Second, the prophets

discontinuity between
purposes

but

are

renege

on

were

convinced that "there is both

God's actions in the past and the future"

steadfast. His

through methods

(Isa. 41:2-4; 44:28; 45:1) (25).

Palestine

plans

promises. Since

by remembering the past

and

(Isa. 45:1).

participate

in

In

a

blessing

9:1 1-15; Isa. 1 1:6-9;

because God~so often

and

an

referring to

the pagan

radical break from their present world

security

far

end to present

disobeyed

closely related to

the

or

Israel is

(Isa. 51:lf).

past. He is free

king Cyms

experience,

as

his

to do

his

people

beyond what they ever knew before (Amos
salvation will be fresh,

and

glorious

anxieties, injustices, and imperfections,

does not

necessarily

point just cited,

expected to

rigid pattem of precise prediction

love and justice to Israel and the

do

the

new

prophets

things

and literal fulfdhnenf

in clear

'

envision

and is not

(Travis 28).

fulfdl die letter of the

a

future in

"strait-jacketed
In

nations, God interacts in human affairs "in

revealing his

a

way which

previous prediction or expectation, but does

maintain the forward movement towards fulfillment of his
God

direction

dimly perceived in the present-will be

and

terms of expanding horizons. God is
a

as

fashion

(27).
Third and

in

such

things,

65:17-25) (26). "God's

permanent. It will bring

focus"

new

God's

history,

at all costs

not bound to the

and

arbitrary

change

God reveals himself within

However, because he is the Lord of history, God is

will

(Travis 26).

for the world will not be worked out in

told to take instmction and comfort

"anointed"

continuity

consistent with his past actions. He will not

his covenantal

surprising, dramatic,

a

originally promised David that through him

overarching

intentions"

divine power would be

(28).

displayed before
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the nations. Isaiah reports God's
Israel: "I will make
David.

.

.

.

an

can

be

everlasting covenant with you,

Surely you will

you will hasten to you.

misleading

.

summon

."

to the

promised

to

seem

to

develop

and

of God's word

expand in interaction with

instance, God promised protection for Jemsalem.

century-old promise,

had removed his

nadon of

nations you know not, and nations that do not know

since God's purposes

in the Lord's house"

my faithful love

(Isa. 55:3-5). Over-literahstic interpretations

human events and choices. For

Clinging

plan would be fulfilled through the whole

the

people

of Jeremiah's

(Jer. 7:10). Jeremiah declared that

protection because

of the

"We

day clauned,

such words

persistent disobedience

were

are

safe

deceitfiil; God

and apostasy of his

people.
The

witness that God acts

prophets bore

intentions yet does
of where he is

new

faithfiiUy to accomplish his

"unexpected things which

leading" (Travis 29).

phrases: (1) God will come:

invite his

Travis summarizes the

in judgment

(Isa. 2:21;

people
hopes

declared

to widen their vision

of the

prophets

in three

cf 2:10-21; 26:21; 63:1-6; Zech.

14:3, 5) and in deliverance (Isa. 59:20; cf 35:4; 40:9; Zech. 2:10-13). His coming will
cause

Gentiles to become

a

part of his people (Zech. 2: lOf; cf Isa. 66: 18ff). After his

coming, (2) God will be with

his people

Ezek. 37:27f; 43:1-9; 48:35; Joel

(Isa. 12:6; Cf

2:27; 3:16f ; Zeph. 3:14-20). (3) God will rule. The prophets affirm diat God already
mles

(Jer.

46: 18), but

acknowledged

object

and its

of prophedc

they

look forward to the

blessings fully experienced.

The

mle will be

coming mle

of God

completely
was

the

hope (Travis 30-31).

Carter suggests the Old Testament

revealing

day when God's

the omniscient mind of God

prophets,

or

conceming the

seers, moved

future.

beyond simply

"Apparently

when under
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the influence of the

future,

as

Spirit's inspiration they were often transported mentally

time is known to man, and thus shared

knowledge

of God"

(see

2

Kings 17:13;

temporarily

II Chron.

in the transcendent, timeless

Isa.

33:18-19;

into the

29:10; 30:10; Mic. 3:7)

(59).
Joel; vision

reference to the
his

people

as

might

abroad. The

new

covenant

that all the Lord's

special

Spirit-filled

leader

be the domain of a

daughters.

.

.

men.

recognize

Joel

.

.

newer

full

The

of surrender to Him

that

While the

your yoimg

Spirit" (Payne 176)!

startling

news

average person

"all of God's

(Acts 5:32)

voice

was

as

possessives

would

special

receive

not to

in Joel 2:28

indicate the

men")

on

mediated

spiritual illumination

through

no

("Your

sons

prophet himself was not

adopts

a

broader

people who would be willing

to pay the

and who would pray the Father in faith
yea, commanded

Aside fi-om this limited

hope given by the Spirit.

a

longer

limited to the Israelites. In the

that all barriers of birth, sex, and social

the influence and

Spirit to special people

the New Testament

believing (Luke 11:13) would be enabled,
with the

plan with

reproduces the noble wish of Moses

obey God's

Spirit's outpouring would not be

dispensation of Pentecost,

price

and

proclaims

looking beyond the Israelite community,

interpretation.

Joel

God gave his

days

spiritual aristocracy.

your old

new

Jeremiah referred to God's fiiture for

responsibility of the

but to

(Cole 723).

of God's

people might be prophets. Risking oversimphficadon,

tasks. The

special guidance personally,

and

(Jer. 31:31-34).

say that in Old Testament

occasions for

prophet Ezekiel spoke

hfe-giving Spirit (Ezek. 37:1-14).

the

(Num. 11:19)
one

spread

(Ephesians 5:18)

perspecdve,

to be fiUed

Joel reports the

standing would be removed

from
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At Pentecost the

apostle Peter recognized immediately the fulfdhnent of Joel's

prophecy (Acts

2:

16f). Robinson comments

exhausted. It is

a

promise which was

that Joel's

prophecy was fulfilled

destined to receive

a

and

repeated

"but not

ever-increasing

fulfdlment" (45).
While

plagues

and

Spirit upon

giving hope to

all believers

(2:32)

(2:28)

in the

become normal for God's

prophetic

with

coming kingdom of grace.

people,

and not

conditions of the times, God's

future�God's futiu-e.

Vision

God

(2)

a

outpouring of the

(4) Vision for the

of a select few.
lesson to all

loves his

people

give hope to

live in obedience to him.

people always strain

(3)

forward with

future is the

and the fulfilhnent of

profound

passionately

God will

of locust

Divine illumination would

merely the province

(1)

he is faithful.

given that they choose to

by years

the broad

voice of the Old Testament should be

despite their unfaithfulness,

of God's

devastated

visionary experience (2:28-29)

leaders. We should leam these lessons:

receive it,

were

drought, Joel, wittingly or unwittingly, links

God's purposes

The

those whose lives

common

and

whomever would

No matter what the

hope

for the

mentality

and

expectation

people.

as

proclaimed

in the New Testament

The future orientation of the Bible is

Kingdom preaching

of Christ,

hope of glory

magnified

in the New Testament, first in the

secondly in the theology of Paul,

and

finally in the works

of other New Testament writers which will not be reviewed here.

Jesus, his Vision, and the already/not yet Kingdom. A thirty-year-old rabbi
gave his first

sermon

in

a

Nazareth synagogue. The scroll of Isaiah

was

handed to him,
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and he read from it what would become

a

vision statement

personal

as

well

as a

mandate

for his followers:

Spirit of the Lord is

"The

me, because he has anointed

preach
good
proclaim
prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to release the oppressed, to
proclaim the year of the Lord's favor." Then he rolled up the scroll, gave it
back to the attendant and sat down.
"Today this scripture is fulfilled in
your hearing." (Luke 4:16-21)
news

to the poor.

on

He has sent

.

At first

people were

about who this is
Jesus

a

prophet

making

and

are

me

.

and the

The

kingdom

amazed at what Jesus said. Then wonder tums to

such

pretentious messianic

enraged when

he

claims.

They fail

his

implies the gospel would eventually go

about the

by God

in the

kingdom,

motivating

theme of his

and his

[Old Testament]

ministry of Jesus,"

kingdom recording that "after John was put in prison,

proclaiming

of God is

the

good news

of God. 'The time has come,' he

Repent and beheve the good news'" (1:14-1 5). Luke

kingdom

(as well

Acts) emphasizes that promised eschatological

"I must

while

"eschatological promises

have been fiilfilled in the hfe and

said. 'The

fulfilled in Christ (Aune

in the synagogues,

parousia and the coming judgment of Christ (Aune 604). Mark,

the imminence of the

Jesus went into Galilee,

as

to the

teaching. Matthew,

healing ministry (4:17, 23). Matthew,

Church is the tme Israel and that the

also looks forward to the

emphasizes

in

reject him (Luke

"kingdom of heaven," reports Jesus' preaching

understanding that the
made

recognize

synoptic gospels emphasize that Jesus began his ministry proclaiming the

the words

teaching

to

question

kingdom he was inaugurating.

of God; it became the central

preferring

to

.

Gentiles. In their unbelief they refuse to embrace his vision, and

4:28-30)

me

freedom for the

to

605).

preach the good news

near.

He writes that after

of die

Kingdom

events have been

ministering

in

partially

Capemaum,

Jesus said,

of God to the odier towns also, because
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that is

God"

was

imagery,

Ps. 145:
the

I

why

13).

sent"

even

Most of Jesus' audience

(4:43).

though the

The Old Testament

destiny of nations.

God is

In the fourth

shifts the other

gospel,

is

rarely

used in the Old Testament

scriptures throughout refer to

a new

heaven and

John steps

gospels' emphasis

a new

God's

(cf

Ps.

103:19;

sovereign mle over

earth

(Rottenberg 8-9).

beyond Luke's concept of partial fulfillment

fi-om future

expectation

reality of the Spirit. "Whoever believes

3:36, italics mine). John, while

to

eschatological

synoptics.

and

fulfilhnent in

in the Son has etemal life"

not devoid of eschatology, chose to

presence of the fiiture of the Lord than the

remarkable

of "kingdom of

pictured not only as the Lord of our lives, but as the Lord

of the universe who will create

the present

term

cognizant

were

(John

emphasize more the

John's Revelation

supplies

imagery combining the Spirit's illumination, kingdom conflict,

and final

arrival of God's fiiture.

Rottenberg
Bible

agrees that the

kingdom

motif constitutes the

unifying theme

in the

(11):

Throughout the Scriptures we meet the God of Promise who confronts us
with the claim of his kingdom, a God who establishes the kingdom in our
midst through the power of his Spirit. Thus the fiiture of the Lord is
manifested among us. Those who participate in the new reality of the
kingdom can tmly be described as people "upon whom the end of the ages
has come." (1 Cor. 10:11) (11)

Pannenberg writes

that it is the "mark of Jesus'

God that future and present

fiiture oriented,

stemming

(Nickelsbiu-g 591).

are

proclamation of the Kingdom

inextricably interwoven" (53).

fi"om the belief that God's justice

Jesus' message differed at this

point,

Jewish

was

an

eschatology was

absent in the present

"Jesus underscored the present

impact of the imminent future" (Pannenberg 53). The present is
fiiture. Instead, the futiu-e has

of

not

independent

from the
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claim upon the present, alerting all men to the urgency and
exclusiveness of seeking first the Kingdom of God. As this message is

imperative

proclaimed and accepted, God's mle is present and we can now glimpse
his fiiture glory. In this way we see the present as an effect of the fiiture,
in contrast to the conventional assumption that past and present are the
cause

The

provides

the foremost model toward
that Christ

was

explains,

it, touched life

thinking

making vision real

in

and

practice of Christ

everyday

life. This is to be

God incamate and his very presence would

"Vision for Jesus

Jesus hved if

as

activities of his life. Ford

asking, "Father,
Out of his

intimacy

Jesus

and

(104).

imagines

how do you

how God wanted

see

relationship

people

a

(114).

imply

played

his Father showed

out in the normal

standing in the Temple court

Only then would he

with his Father ".

dynamic

.

of the Gentiles

act to cleanse the

God opposes the
and set his

.Jesus the Son and servant

a

battleground,

a

stage where historical

of this world and the

or

the

a

of this world. Ford says Jesus

way of perceiving

everyday world

visionary may

see

kingdom

coming of his kingdom would bring good news

Mark

portrayed this

The

of

for

kingdom

sense

of

of conflict

13:33-37) (114-115).

reality. Reality may be

in which

saw

tension between the current moment and the

vision, history is

priorities accordingly (cf

Vision is

a

kingdom

Temple.

(106).

dynamic conflict of the kingdoms

Jesus knew that the

was

as

believed, and stmggle and strife for those who rejected him.

those who

from God

seeing how the tmth,

God's vision

and the world to be"

perceived reality as

events reflect the

was

Jesus

this?"

presence of the fiiture: "In Jesus'

prophets,

and fiiture in the

manifestations of God's power and will.

Ford

God"

(54)

intermingling of present

expected, given
physical

of the fiiture.

we

a

supematural

revelation

live. In the pattem of Old Testament

extraordinary things

never

witnessed

by human

eyes
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before,
not

or

unique perspectives

may envision

indicate the ecstatic

appears firsthand

(Mark 1:10-11;

9:18-36; Mark 13:26).
stories, such

as

experiences

In his

of the

prophets, his knowledge

Luke 10:18; Matt.

profound

and

and

forgiving them,

unique vision of what is

vision allowed the etemal to touch the

everyday

real

While Jesus did

of supranatural events

Mark

16:13-17:13;

parables Jesus touched everyday hfe.

eating with sinners, healing

tree, he lifted up his

commonplace things.

on

and

8:27-9:13; Luke

In his acted-out

withering the fig

(Ford 102-103).

and to live life in the

His

reality of God's

presence.

The

gospels portray

entire world, all

Jesus' vision

as

wide in scope and

and all of creation. Yet his vision

humanity

demonstrated in the individual way he called each

Christ's

global-personal perspective

compelling, including the

was

intensely personal

as

disciple (Mark 1:16, 19; 2:14).

is apparent in the Great Commission:

All

authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Therefore go
disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey
everything I have commanded you. And surely /a/w with you always, to
the very end of the age. (Matt. 28:18-20; italics mine)
and make

The vision of Jesus

the

potential

for

good.

not entmst himself to

hearts,

both realistic and

John remarks that

was

come

in

evil

a

man"

radical; he knew the power of evil and

despite people beheving

them, for he knew all

man, for he knew what
out of men's

was

men.

sexual

him, "Jesus would

He did not need man's

(John 2:24-25).

thoughts,

in

testimony

Mark quotes Jesus: "From

a man

the moral outcast

or

'unclean'"

disreputable,

(Mark 7:20-23). On the
hated

within,

immorality, theft, murder, aduhery, greed,

malice, deceit, lewdness, envy, slander, arrogance and folly. All these evils
inside and make

about

tax-gatherers

come

from

other hand, Jesus could

like Levi

or

Zaccheus

see

(Mark 2:14;
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Luke 5:27-29;

looked at the
called

and call them because he envisioned what

19:2-8)

rough fisherman, Simon,

Cephas (which,

when

and said, "You

Simon

are

the past and

never

lay

at the heart of their

believed that tradition

establishment allowed tradition to create

legalism

and

son

He

of John. You will be

translated, is Peter)" (John 1:42).

The radical nature of Jesus' vision "enabled him to

institutions to what

they could become.

cmelty to people,

original

was

a

intent"

bad in itself

through tradition and

see

(Ford 1 12).

Jesus reverenced

However, when the religious

system that twisted law and resulted in

he did become angry.

Stephen Neil

comments:

Jesus, the realist, is troubled by the way in which they [Pharisees,
Sadducees, etc.] have allowed their system to come between them and
The whole of the ministry of Jesus is filled with an urgency.
reality.
to
He could see with
trying get men to see things in their stark reality.
dreadfiil clearness the doom his people were preparing for themselves.
(Ford 149)
.

.

.

.

.

...

While Jesus cherished the past, he

light

vision of reality. He

saw

through

from God's initial purposes

(e.g.

Mark

of his

departed

own

Jesus' vision

was

hopeflil,

Christ's vision

history

willingly criticized the existing

are

but not

was

characterized

as

not

order in the

the system and judged how it had

12:41-44) (Ford 1 14).

Ford contends

optimistic (114).

culturally bound. Jewish

and Christian

linear, meaning that this world had

ending. Contrasting with the cyclical view of history

a

perspectives

beginmng

on

and must also

extant in ahnost every

have

an

other

culture, Jews and Christians alike believed that God was shaping the historical

process to

bring

about

a

triumphant

Bebbington 307). Early Old

conclusion in the last

Testament

about judgment and salvation within

prophets

history;

things (Aune 594-595;

looked for divine intervention to

such

optimism was

later

eclipsed by

apocalyptic "hope of a final resolution of history, whereby God would banish evil

bring
the

and
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establish

a

permanent age of salvation, peace and righteousness" (S. H. Travis 228).

Jesus assumed elements from both

differences

kingdom

as

cited above�the

restore their national

the

kingdom

as

Isa. 9:6-7;

the

kingdom

"ethnic and national

11:10-12).

of God

asked

him, "Lord,

Jesus

patiently

has set

by his

own

come

For

Even then the

you at this time

firmly replied:
authority.

resisted anyone's

going to

his

disciples

could not

restore the

interpretation of
prevailing

past glories

to Israel

him.

comprehend

kingdom to

But you will receive power when the

Israel?"
or

They

(Acts 1 :6).

dates the Father

Holy Spirit

comes on

Jemsalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and

were

and

resurrection, Christ taught about

(Acts 1 :7-8) (Harding and Mohney 17-18).

to the

Even if God had fiirther

not the concem of the messengers of Christ."

the

good news

of God's grace in

(Bmce 38).
At Pentecost and the

Christ

(Aune 601)

He refiised to accept the

kingdom they were "commissioned to proclaim was
'

of Israel

"It is not for you to know the times

for the nation of Israel, "these

Chrisf

and the

widely held expectation that God

to restore the ancient boundaries and

forty days following

(Acts 1 :3).

are

and

ends of the earth"

The

was a

imperialism."

you; and you will be my witnesses in

plans

there

independence. Jesus, however,

hope that Messiah would
(cf

day,

decisively by visiting and redeeming the people

act

with the cmcial

apocalyptic thinking,

(228).

was near

soon

and

long-awaited day of salvation had arrived,

In the Judaism of Christ's

would

prophetic

were

Spirit's outpouring,

enabled to make the mental and

the Church and

Peter and the

attending

spiritual leap, accepting

essentially abandoiung the expectation

followers of

Christ's vision for

of an imminent

political

theocracy. While the remainder of the book of Acts does indicate the early church's
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struggle

with the

faithful to their

implications

of the

kingdom Christ proclaimed,

kingdom was not limited to his

band of his earliest followers. Instead he

kingdom,

but is the

Church is

obliged

Church has
the

(Acts 1 :8).

"In obedience to Jesus, the church is called to
and fiiture

sign of God's reign

a

sign

to

dual character,

coming kingdom

in this evil age,

As

Harding

reign over all things" (18).

and live the life and

straddling

life

or

fellowship

two ages. We

responsible to display the

and

to the small

Church

Mohney

be, and increasingly to become,
church is not the

Ladd says the

of the age to

come.

The

simultaneously the people

are

and sinfiil mortals of this earth. While

we are

earthly

victory. Following Jesus' lead, the

of God's fiiture

anticipate

own

promised that the Spirit-empowered

would witness to him "to the ends of the earth"

the

remained

disciples

task.

new

Jesus' vision of the

point out,

the

life of the

we

will not attain

perfect

of

perfection

order in the

coming

Kingdom ofGod(115).
The

teaching

eschatology of Paul.

centers

on

glory of God. On

The whole of the

the fiilfillment of God's

one

Apostle

Paul's

redemptive purposes

preaching

in Christ and the fiiture

hand, through Christ's death and resurrection he

(2 Corinthians 6:2).

of salvation"

is the

day

godly

life in this world "while

we

On the otiier

wait for the blessed

and

can

declare "now

hand, Paul speaks of living

hope~the glorious appearing

a

of our

great God and Savior, Jesus Chrisf (Titus 2:13). This hope in the appearing of Christ is
die

distinguishing mark

"already"

and "not

taught by

Christ

of die Chrisdan hfe

yet" duality

in Pauline

(Rom. 8:24; Gal. 5:5) (Ridderbos 488).

theology reflects

the nature of the

The

Kingdom

as

(Ladd 550).

Paul advocates

living

a

life of expectadon for at least two

of the

approaching parousia of Christ, God's people

world

(1 Cor. 1:8; Titus 2:13; Phil. 1:10; 3:20-21;

are

reasons.

called to live

1 Thes.

First, in view

godly

lives in this

2:12; 3:13; 5:23), and

to wake
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up and

no

Second,

longer participate

the

coming

in the sins of darkness

of the Lord is to be the

(Rom. 13:11-13;

Thes! 5:2-8).

1

grounds for comfort in the present

"affliction," meaning the setbacks and difficulties faced in this present

coming
and

of Christ. It is this
it

suffering

Eph. 1:18;

hope

2:13; 3:7). The aposde

that

"sparks shoot,

accentuates the "not

all the

glows through

yef

it were, to and fi-o between two

as

16-18) of present and future expectadon.

this

(Rom. 8:18;

1 Cor.

15:43; 2 Cor. 3:18; 4:17;

Phd. 3:4; Col. 1:5; 1 Thes. 5:8; 2 Thes. 2:14; 1 Tim. 1:1; 2 Tim. 1:10; Titus

1 :2;

4:

preceding the

of glory that enables the Church to endure the distress

finds itself experiencing

now

age

A

living

of the present. Ridderbos maintains

poles" (Rom.
and "fervent

8:18ff ; 2 Cor.

longing supports

preaching of the apostle" (Rom. 7:24, 25; 8:23) (488-489).

and

It is "in

hope we were saved," writes Paul (Rom. 8:24).
Paul does not restrict this earnest

longing to humanity ("the

sons

of God" Rom.

8:19, 23). He speaks of hope that penetrates the whole of creadon. Creadon (the material

world)

groans for

redemption

labor

pains preceding

to be

escaped,

but is

a

a

birth

and yearns for freedom from

(Rom. 8:19, 20, 22). Creadon

good corrupted

and distorted

decay,

was

created

organic unity

is

redemption that

as a

so

living

by sin; it has

does not include all of physical creation

and the animals

Renewed

people

widi God

(Travis 88).

will need

a

been

nor

is it

something

subjected to

destmctive

the

bondage.

soul from the dust of the earth and the breath of God. This

strong that biblical theology is imable

humanity

if in the travail of

is not evil

empty and meaningless processes of this age and suffers imder
Man

as

(Moody 246;
a new

see

to conceive of a

(Rom. 8:22),

also Ladd 567;

complete

earth

as

well

as

Moody 237, 244-245).

environment in order to live

eternally

in the

kingdom
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With this

hope

expectadon of creation (Rom. 8:19),

and the

type of thinking about the world;

corresponds

sufferings
purpose,

to the Christian

and

we

ambiguities

have the

Moltmann calls

as

to face the

to all this? If God is for us, who

things we

are more

can

be

disappointments

able to separate

than conquerors

The stmcture of Paul's

He

names a

through him who

loved us"

upon God's

was

in

environment, in the presence of Christ himself

a

recreated

obliged to

live out this

hope

the

perfecting

in the power of God's

(Rom. 8:9, 12). While sharing in the suffering
worth

been

given to

receive what God has

distinguishing mark
8:23-24).

God's

promised to

people

his

of the Christian

as

glorification

in us"

As God's children

or

of God made available to

us

we are

our

sufferings

"are not

guarantee that
The

we

will

Spirit is

the

show that the present age

waiting but of

(Travis 97).

Does the historical process evolve out of the past

history shaped by die power of the fiiture?

The

The

ground of our hope (Rom.

age of fiiistrated

experiencing the gifts

people

before Christ retums

Spirit's presence

comings

an

and the

of God's

(Rom. 8:18) (Travis 88).

the first fiiiits

between Christ's two

is

(Rom. 8:31-39).

of this present age,

(Rom. 8:9)

is not to be

say in response

series of foes that may

people (Rom. 8:23; Eph. 1:14).

The effect of Christ's work and the

Theological Perspectives.

and

Spirit now,

comparing with the glory that will be revealed

Holy Spirit has

necessary

accomplished work in Christ,

who died and

goal is

are

from the love of Christ. "No, in all these

us

hope is founded

resurrected. Its

we

the

on

redemptive

and trials which

"What, then, shall

against us?"

a new

expectation-thinking that

of this present life. Assured of God's love and

resources

nothing will be

"an

Paul is able to put the proper perspective

hope" (35).

elements before the retum of Christ. Paul writes:

face us, yet

it,

Paul demands

"aheady"

and "not

yef kingdom

or
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coupled with Paul's attitude of "forgetting what is behind

teaching

of Christ,

straining

toward what is ahead"

fiiture. God is
new

redemptively present in this world to bring

earth he has

renewal

life is

a

promised,

joumey

and thus

and not

an

the

of the eschaton,

Church falls short,

about the

and

shapmg power of the
new

heavens and

us now.

God's

through the Holy Spirit

end in itself The Christian hfe is

kingdom

and

fiiture to bear upon

Word of God and the powers of the

eamestly seeking

anticipation

brings his

and the presence of kingdom power

promise

goodness of the

in

(Phil. 3:13) affirms the priority

one

ensure

that

having tasted of "the

coming age" (Heb. 6:5),

righteousness (Matt. 6:10, 33).

watching the fiiture now

and

We

are

and also of

people living

in process. Here is where the

Rottenberg claims. Agreeing with the thoughts

of CS. Lewis

(see

quote, page 75), Rottenberg writes, "So much of the Church's conservatism and lack of

dynamics

in its life and mission is due to

adequate kingdom theology would help
future and live out the vision of the

leadership�God
think, feel, and

is

act

always
as

loss of the vision of the fiiture"

a

the Church

coming

ahead of us and

if God's future is

age

recover

the biblical

(27). Herein

calling

us

lies the

(26-27).

An

priority of the

key to visionary

forward. Christian leaders must

primary.

Breaking through the despair in the

"Death of God"

theological movement

of the

1960s, Jurgen Moltmann published his far more reahstic and upbeat Theology of Hope.
In what

might

serve as a

"From the first to last.

forward

moving,

.

.

usefiil summary statement of the volume, Moltmann contends,

Christianity

and therefore also

Moltmann suggests that the

Christianity, but

is

eschatology,

revolutionizing

eschatological

it is the soil in which

is not

everything

is

hope,

and

looking

and
'

transforming the presenf (16).

merely
else is

forward

one

ingredient

planted,

or, to

in the mix of
use

his

metaphor,
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the

"glow

that suffuses

eschatological outlook
the

in the dawn of an

everything here
filters

through

every aspect of Christian

Pannenberg
God in his very

understands the message of "the

being

indirectly, related

is the fiiture of the world. All

to God himself

(61).

The world

something new

16).

The

Apostle

He is

in his

promises

of a future

as

calling him

his essential nature"

for the fiiture in which

proper

hiture," God "dominates

theology can only be

Eschatology begins

in the definite historical

He is

(16).

we

or

the "God of hope"

"can

only

the present.

of glory

to the

(Col. 1:17),

light of the

the present

through the hope

aheady

it awakens"

annoimces

Pannenberg

insists

Moltmann

Because Christ is

our

point others

Because of the

on

(18).

stands in stark contrast to future

The Chrisdan

as a

us,

itself and exerts its influence

glory

experience

(Rom.

Christ and his death

(17).

us

Because of the influential pressure future

realm of present

us

fiiture.

reality of Jesus

future he will share with

us, "the hidden future

least

await in active

look at the world in terms of promise and

expectation of an outstanding

promises given

reality

we can

at

always before

pasf (62).

resurrection, and proclaims the fiiture reality of the risen Lord.

hope

is,

God" alone (Moltmann

the remotest

constmcted in

that

implies

witness, however, "confronts

given us by

None of this excludes God from the past

that "as the power of the

and

hope

Paul reflects this view of God,

God with "fiiture

a

encountering us

a

and

provides ample reason to suggest that

with

and with the

of God

of the future

experience

cannot be found in it. The Old and New Testament

thinks

preaching, teaching,

coming kingdom

hope

hope" (16).

The

affairs of both individual and Church.

everyday

15:13).

expected day" (16).

promise.

god-forsaken,

exerts

transient

on

the present, current

hope

reality that

"brands the visible

is to be left behind"
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The fiiture

(18).

contradicted the

glory

glory contradicts

it proposes and guarantees stands

unrealistic. It is

things

a

passion

manifest

world,

or a

resignation.

It is

in him the future of the very

coming.

hope in Christ judges

It leads

status quo. It

contradict it

society,
One

no

current

such

light rather than

might conclude, then,

tme nature and

reality

the

a

be

(at

an

one

hope

is not

expectation

of those

day be made

escapism,

a

fleeing of the

which the

cross

stands. It

sees

(21).

and

reality which

is

hoped-for transformation

unrest and

God

impatience with the

it is but suffers under it and attempts to

the Church to be

stabilizing

a

constant disturbance in human

force in the midst of current

reality (22).

that the church which embraces the status quo is

violating its

calling.

as

God;

resignation, inertia,
statements

sin and death. This

and illuminates the

promised

Moltmann believes there is great sin in

wanting to

It is

an

the fiiture hfe and

in the resurrection of Christ not

on

hope, instigates

longer tolerates reality as

(21). This hope causes

salt and

sees

for which he died"

existing reality towards

(18). Faith, enlivened by

intends

hope, saying it is not

historic future. "It

humanity

the resurrection

Christian

God and will

but the future of the very earth

etemity of heaven,

This

an

(18).

possible.

promised by

Moltmann defends this

(20).

not sin

for what has been made

which faith believes have been

as

opposed to that offered by

dissension; righteousness,

not

reahty, just

hope is resurrection hope,

Because Christian

cross.

hope brings peace,

the

and judges present

on

and

the other

melancholy (Revelation 21:8).

God has exalted
but

man

one

hand, human sin is

project),

In

one

of his most

profound

Moltmann declares:

the prospect of life that is wide and
back and lets himself down. God promises a new

man

hangs

On the

hand, such pride shows itself in hopelessness,

least for purposes of this

free,

despair.

and

given him
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creation of all

everything
promises,

things

v^ere as

in

righteousness

and peace, but man acts as if
as before. God honours him with

before and remained

does not believe himself capable of what is required
of him. That is the sin which most profoundly threatens the believer. It is
his

but

man

evil he does, but the
omissions, that accuse him.

not the

Hell is

hope

hopelessness,

good he does not do, not his misdeeds but
They accuse him of lack of hope. (22-23)

says Moltmann.

Hope is essential

which does not embrace and transform the

ineffective. Christian

hope

inadequate,

as

will be

right

until "all

hopes

or

Utopian

freedom, of successful living, of justice and dignity for

because in Christ

things

Christian

living.

thinking and actions of people is

should render judgment upon all other

schemes of improved human

people

for real

his

are

we

have "better

become new"

promises" (Heb. 8:6). Nothing

(Rev. 21:6) (33-35).

Christian

hope

therefore, bears the responsibility and the empowerment to bring creative transformation
to

society

as we

know it

(35).
Summary, Analysis

Summary

and

Analysis.

have examined three streams

literature

phenomenon of the

new

of a

environment

leadership

leadership paradigm

"Review of Related

so

and

and its

leadership.

many

but intensive

and cultural

rising

leadership

influence of the

upheavals have

Old forms of leadership

no

longer work

authors, both in the marketplace and the Church,

crisis. This literatiu-e review has

shift towards

I

vision.

key component,

(Gen. 1 :28),

corporations,

Literature,"

biblical-theological) of

last quarter of this century. The

the need for competent

well in this

Implications

(marketplace. Christian,

social sciences, the emergence of large

magnified

a

has existed since the dawn of humaiuty

are a

complain

chapter,

relating to transformational leadership

Leadership
studies

In this

and

attempted to

visionary leadership which is

corporate world. This shift enables many corporations

now

discuss the

occurring

to become more

major

in the

profitable

and
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effective in

an era

global change.

of rapid

and

leadership development,

have not.

more

many

and assumed to be the

inflicted

more

to be mere

on

Interestingly,

and

The

new

a

one

spiritual technicians

have treated the modem world
rather than

older management

point

might realize.

yet older models encourage laity

accommodation to the culture. Willimon

adjust,

thinking,

continuous

cautiously assimilated the transformational leadership

the church than

status quo,

chaplains

forward

paradigms long

only Christ-like way of pastoral leadership,

damage

perpetuating the

emphasizes

lifelong leaming.

Some church leaders have

style;

It

as

if it

No merit lies in
to be

rather than world

fact,

of view with which

we

conceptualization of leadership

a

reality to

adopted

may have in fact

spectators and clergy
Our sin is in

changers.

remarks, "Unfortimately,

were a

ago

too often Christians

which

we are

obligated

to

might argue" (30).

offers considerable

appeal, given the

New Testament claims that transformation is both the will and work of God's grace in

hves

(cf

Rom.

will carry it
with Christ

the

gift

3:10;

on

to

1 John

plan to

1

:9),

raises

us

and will

move

so

transforms

doing he

us

finally raise our bodies

(Packer CD-ROM Chapter 21). With
leaders to

In

that he who

fi-om death to life

Spirit (Eph. 1:13-14),

3:2),

save means

completion (Phil. 1 :6).

(1 Cor.

of his

God's

12:1-2).

us

into

(Eph. 2:1-6),

into Christ's
in

a

good work

in

seals

us as

image (2

his

own

1 Cor.

15:47-54)

mind, Paul encouraged church

maturity through personal development

leadership

forums that

through experience, reading,

pastoral leaders who embrace

and

a

by

Cor. 3:18; Col.

(Eph. 4:11-15).
I have observed

us

living fellowship

glory (Rom. 8:30;

such realities in

believers toward Christ-like

calls

began

participation on Intemet

visionary

or

our

transformational
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leadership paradigm tend to
only

occur

see

significant church growth.

through the power of the Holy Spirit

God, the evidence suggests that pastoral leaders
instruments available for his

use

in

a

and

While

participation

genuine growth can
in the will and work of

must become better

culture that demands

a

equipped, sharper

future oriented,

missionary

mentality.
Marketplace literature
and

practice,

a

demonstrates

shift that borders at times

Vision is considered

leadership.

a

on

a

remarkable

adjustment in leadership theory

what could be

matter of touching the

a

Christian view of visionary

heart;

some

authors consider it

attractive force which unleashes human energy and motivates

spiritually

key component

of transformational

vision, tmsting that

leadership;

even

to

leader

develops

It is

a

and articulates the

shared vision will motivate others to endure the frustration and the

a

pain of making something usefiil happen.
fixture first,

a

change.

shape

it at will. In

a

Vision allows

an

organization to

limited and humanisdc sense, the

reach the

marketplace

concept of vision and reaching for the fiiture mimics the eschatological orientation of

Scripture.
Transformational

(transactional) styles

of leadership which

achieve results, focuses

approach

to

generation

vivid

leadership

and at the

imagery

of a

on

as

of leadership

aspirations,

leadership theory and practice,

emphasized

artful

developing human potential.

it is

rational, thus is

practices.

same

time

a

more

unlike

previous management

manipulation

It is

as

much

wholistic than the

Vision becomes the

rally cry,

an

emotional

previous

the target of ftiture

statement of dissatisfaction with the

preferred fiiture motivating all participants

of personnel to

present. It paints

to make it real.

a
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The

edge

marketplace view of vision and transformational leadership

of spirituality and

in the shadow

plays

teeters on the

projected by a better future promised in the

Bible, but limits itself to human potential and this earthly life. One might

marketplace
some

view of vision is

authorities like

believe it to be

a

settling

for less than the real

Covey consider vision creation

flmction of accumulated lifetime

with human intuition and
enter into the

a

imagination.

As

one

an

say the

While

God-given thing.

almost

experiences

might expect,

mystical experience,
and

most

leaming interacting

neither God

nor

his will

equation.

While

marketplace

vision, their hterature

sources are

imderstandably weak in defining the

vision and transformational

on

leadership has much to

source

of

commend it.

Authorities like Bennis, Nanus, Kotter, Kouzes and Posner, and others offer usefiil and

often

inspirational

change. They

advice

excel in

on

how to

articulate, cast, and share

a

methodology. Unfortunately, hypocrisy thrives within

corporate world. Human development is emphasized, yet those
victim to
no

personally devastating corporate downsizing

longer any guarantee

employees

has

transformational
and

practices.

leadership

the

length of employment,

or

Often this

and the

which encourages

no

the

humans may fall

efforts. There is

general anxiety

level of

lowered.

gums embrace most of the

seems

same

reengineering

marketplace perspectives

leadership by pasting biblical references onto

intends. Tmth is tmth

support.

on

heightened while tmst has

Christian

vision and how to lead

transformational

reasonable if Scripture is not strained to say

matter where it is foimd. As mentioned

on

theory

more

than it

earlier, leadership

personal and cultural transformation boasts significant scriptural
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However, Christian leadership thinking breaks dovm
to

marketplace authorities. Christian

major weaknesses
with the

impression that

will unlock human

Spirit-enabled
bored

God-given vision is

a

to make

potential

vision will

kingdom vision but

vision, and while affirming the vision

accomplishments

Tommy Barnett:

"Human dreams

hves and purpose to

our

ring tme (and typify many
We will

always

are

It is

They rise

other

tied to

a

authors)

never

as

key that

if this

and enthusiasm to stimulate

a

into action and God's

people shape the

fiiture.

sanctified version of marketplace

in God, it

gives undeserved dignity

exemplified

always subject to

be able to achieve

never

hope

and mental

in

a comment

made

to

by

the ebb and flow of life's ups and

above trials and tests:

They give direction to
Bamett's comments

plans'' (italics mine, Multiphcation 43).

Authentic Christian vision is
receive and is

source

and purposes. This is

downs. But not God's dreams.
our

God-given spiritual

In essence,

I find two

many authors leave the reader

newly energized congregation will spring

This is not authentic

human

imparts vision.

something positive happen.

by their deeds.

will be blessed

a

First,

the pastor to drum up

equip

That

congregation.

kingdom

authors affirm that God

in many of the Christian authors.

regard to vision. Contrary

m

up to the last unfortunate

phrase:

our

plans.

anything of etemal significance on our own.

something we propose or achieve,

it is

kingdom purposes. Blackaby admonishes us

a

gift to

to maintain

perspective:
asking persons to dream up what they want to do for
sit
down and dream what we want to do for God and
We do not
then call God in to help us accomplish it. The pattem in the Scripture is
that we submit ourselves to God and we wait until God shows us what He

You

never

Him.

.

.

find God

.

is about to do,
Him.

(66)

or we

watch to

see

what God is

doing

aroimd

us

and join
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An authentic vision is linked with

kingdom ministry

resurrected Jesus confronted Peter and said to

interprets this
who

was

as

Peter's call "to

responsibility to

lead

called to join Me in

you" (77).

now or

to carry on the work I

ministry is not

menu

of the

formulating

existed from which

began.

follow Jesus, "h is not your

I will go before you. You

we were

are an

extension of the

We join with him in his work and the

a

leadership

vision is like

authorities is related to the

discovering a potential fiiture,

capable of choosing.

real. John calls the miracles of Christ

pointer to kingdom reality.

As Christ

come.

Many misread the signs

view of reahty distorted.

picture

hope, both gifts

Every authentic

more

"signs,"

of his

given

a

of the whole. This slice of reality, small
from God. If faith and

hope

as

of etemity

are

minute slice
one was a

touching

the

identity and the purposes

leader

as

a

if to say every

and considered Christ

vision

if a

as

Vision formulation is

provided more signs

present�or slices of future reality�he revealed
which he had

are

ministry dirough

the fiiture. It is real; every leader's vision~if it is authentic~is

unseen

but real

ministry of the One

bring.

Some infer that

discovering

hfe and

ours, but Christ's. We

A second weakness evident in Christian

first.

The

plans.

Stephen Seamands

and to let Me carry out that

incamadon, of Christ's ministry and practice.
fiiture he chooses to

our own

me."

responsibility now is to

My ongoing ministry

The Chrisdan's

him, "Follow

participate in the ongoing

alive forevermore." Peter's

and not

an

for

enemy and his

by God represents

a

small

it is, arises out of faith and

weak, the vision

may be missed

or

warped.
Genuine vision is
our

a

present. He will bring

mental and
to

us

spiritual image of God's kingdom breaking into

his fiiture. When Christ

proclaimed the Kingdom

of God
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he declared that the

imminent future
modest

present and the fiiture
the present

impacts

improvements God cares

invasion of a fiiture
it is up to

us

to

within

They

of realized

restricted to the

environment; it is none

are

instead

are

not just

"redemptive

as we are.

events

are

simultaneity in which past, present,

distinctions between them"
take

a

(688-689).

slice of the fiiture and reveal it
We should then

humanity

are

people of the

under the rule of God and his

somewhere in

the great I AM

unfold

noteworthy

(Exo. 3:14) is

not

He is not restricted to the succession and

In other

now

surprise.

aheady begun to

"possesses time

and fiiture coinhere without the

words, it is

to the

expect God's fiiture

God's chosen instrument

lying

no

the two most

division of time into past, present, and fiiture. Colwell says God
pure

followers,

visible.

and present is

speculative

The death and resurrection of Christ

space-time world

unseen

events that have

eschatology. God Almighty,

other than the

in Christ. As obedient

in his work to make the

events

and that the

Authentic vision does not relate to

already deeply impacted our past

eschatological

history" (551).

examples

to make in our

kingdom reality that aheady exists

That the fiiture has

the distant fiiture.

"inextricably interwoven"

(Pannenberg 53).

participate with God

Ladd writes that

are

no

in that

blurring of the

big thing to expect God

prepared heart of a servant.

to flood into the

present. The Church

future. The Church is to model the

Spirit. Blackaby would concur with

as

new

CS. Lewis

(see above pages 10, 75), reminding the reader that God created people for etemity,
time. Time enables

us

to

get acquainted with God. It gives him time

character into his likeness. If we live just for time
the real purpose of creation.

Our lives

as

Living

to

develop

(the here and the now),

for time allows the past to

children of God must be

to

shaped by the future,

shape

what

we

our

we

our

will miss

lives

will be

not

today.

one

day.
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"God
in

uses

present time

your

to mold and

shape your future usefiilness here

earth and

on

etemity" (56-57).
Implications.

the Christian
leader is

a

as

The mdiments of the

part of who

~

by adapting themselves and

the

proclaimed

that the

optional;

toward the

kingdom

heaven and

the world. Christian

pulled by

in their

In this

project,

for

new

push

a

our

the

an

multiple reasons;
Some have

many pastors

are

of

battered and

forgotten or ignored the

and thus suffer from lack of vision. Jesus

of God behind all

earth God
means

leaders who accommodate to this

promises.

being

history

Vision

in touch with

and the strong

pull

transformation of

implies

reality while being powerfiilly

two five-hour seminars were offered. The

need for

what

high

(Miller 29).

two reasons:

b)

the

present realization of fiiture things. Vision is

presented although not necessarily in this
First,

people who cling to

early Church understood itself as

pastoral

theology,

of God is

leadership

God's fiiture

for

by ministry.

it is linked with the

new

natural that the Christian

gospel message to reduce the disturbing nature

Kingdom. Compromise may exist

eschatological underpiimings

that the

aheady implanted within

are

commuruty of high expectation and hope (74).

a

bmised and thus disillusioned

not

us

theological justification exists

No

seem

be the mindset of God's

Pannenberg reminds

eschatological community

the

in Christ. It should

visionary. Hope ought to

purposes of God.

world

we are

visionary nature

change

a)

what

we are now

kingdom

order:

in the way

we are now

doing

following ideas were

we

do church. We must

doing no longer works;

does not

of God and Christian

change

but

more

for at least

importantly

correspond with the disturbing reality

hope.

In other

words,

our

of

practices betray
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our

accommodation to the culture rather than

not

being

Second,

we

call to transform it. We

are

faithfiil to the vision of God.

examined the concept of vision

Marketplace sources

casting,

our

and

sharing.

a

carry

currently used in corporate America.

wealth of usefiil methods for vision

This source,

however,

cannot

provide help

articulation,
for vision

formulation.

Third,

we

examined the

agent of change; i.e.

strength

in:

overwhehning biblical
a

fi-esh look at

(1) developing

eschatology by reviewing

a

mandate for the Church to be

ecclesiology. Weary clergy will

kingdom consciousness,

(2)

a

find

renewed

the strong fiiture orientation of Scripture.

Fourth, the concept of transformational leadership

compared with

and

an

older management forms.

was

defined, illustrated, and

Clergy were given

to evaluate their own status and leam how to

adopt

a

the

opportunity

visionary leadership

paradigm.
Fifth, the concept of vision was defined and illustrated, and

an

effective vision

described.

Sixth, participants leamed
This entailed

a

ways to discover the vision God intends to

survey of spiritual

disciplines.

give them.
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CHAPTERS
of the

Design

of the

Purpose
Bama beheves that "the

indicators of the current health and

America"

The Second

vision for the fiitiu-e

leaders

approaching millennium,

fiiture of the Church

of the most

of the Church in

rapidly changing times
a

leader

(34). Unfortunately, there is no guarantee

visionary or a leader, yet the

one

potential influence

To succeed in the

Coming 29),

characteristic of today and the

Study

quahty of pastoral leadership is

significant
(

Study

depends

a

must cast a

pastor is either

a

upon the emergence of such

(34).
This

since many

traditional

study seeks

leadership

clergy to

the usefulness

Spirit,

it is

vision

can

or

to address our

traits

become

(or skills)

a

(or cast),

by exploring this question:

be leamed, is there

training process.

for anyone to

be witnessed to

can

dilemma

visionary or transformational

merits of a such

impossible

leadership

impart

a

productive way to

leaders? This

Since vision is

a

gift

vision to another. Like the

gift

is God's

emotionally
This

prerogative;

a

of the

gift

Holy

of salvation,

and that witness will touch the heart and mind and

leader's

given.

The

responsibihty is to be spiritually, mentally,

and

available to receive it.

study describes

process will be considered

and

analyzes

minimally

die results of

successfiil if it

participants to become visionary pastoral
effective

train

study explores

affect the hearer's attitude and openness to God, but vision itself cannot be
vision

powerfiil

leaders.

training process which retools pastoral

a

can

training process.

simply ignite

My ultimate goal is

a

The

training

desire in most

to

develop

leaders with the attitudes and

an

practices
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necessary for
may be

twenty-first century ministry.

unrealistic

an

both in the

Given the

for effective

leadership.

components

are

and the Church
As

a

modest

most usefiil toward

beginiung, I sought to

leadership thinking

groimd work

a

benefits.

fresh

of the

objective

(See Appendix

B for this

imderstanding

this

training process,

that

a

such

as new

essential

trauiing

It is

list)

develop

hfelong leaming in

hoped that this study will lay

the

clergy.
Process

an awareness

of visionary

seeking participants I advertised the specific

These benefits
in

skills

claims reflected my

untenable management

an

pastoral leadership.

leadership

or

or

paradigm

If any other benefits

other

methodologies,

own

arose

into

from

I considered

bonus.
In the

simplest explanation of the VLTP I said,

visionary leadership." I hoped to
my

foundation for

for established

to

was

discouragement

of visionary

now

determine which

Visionary Leadership Training

of the VLTP

and joumey from

a

practices.

in United Methodist pastors. In

awakening
a

and

long-term retooling process

Objective

is

inspiring the deshe to become visionary and which

transformational

leadership

this

goal represents,

recognize that lifelong leaming

components, when fiirther expanded, might build

The main

task this

expectation for this project alone. Nevertheless, leadership experts

marketplace

for

large

owTi

joumey

participants

achieve this

by

first

"I want to put you

helping participants to

and what I discovered about vision and

aware

of their urgent need to

on

leadership; second,

change; third, imparting

the

path to

connect with

in

making

information about

shifting paradigms and management-leadership differences; fourth, helping participants

develop

a

kingdom

eschatology

and

consciousness

ecclesiology.

through teaching

about God's purposes and

a

renewed
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Statement of Research

This

study revolved around three research questions that

stated purpose.

Research

Question

comparison

and

creating

characteristics and the

a sense

visionary

Bama)

have trained pastors in

experience

awareness

skills

do not

or

clergy

recognize the need.

ministry leadership,

to the

leadership

indicates that many

are

of the pastors

skills

theologically liberal

or

base line for fiiture

the

leadership

prior to the training process?
like Dmcker, Easum and

unaware

of transformational

Are there ways to introduce

change,

if any, result from

attitudes affected

leadership

visionary paradigm

a

and enable pastors to embrace

change

is

of

new

deep-seated within clergy,

conservative.

Question 2 explores potential paradigm shifts within participants:
changes,

above

beyond management paradigms. My

either

break down resistance to

a

are

testimony of authors

forms of leadership? I suspect that resistance to
whether

by establishing

of healthy discontent: What

Few, if any, seminaries (according

emanate from the

1 addresses the need for current United Methodist

to break free of the status quo. It does so

pastors

Questions

training in visionary leadership skills,

ministry practices? Training

and behavior. A shift to transformational

What attitude

and have these

changed

is useless unless it affects mental models

leadership requires both.

An attempt

was

made

to measure discemible progress.

Question
which elements

creating

3

attempts

are

most

to sift

helpftil:

the desire to become

a

through the proposed traiiung process
What

training components

visionary pastoral

leader? Which

should be eliminated in the fiiture and which should be
should be added that

were

were

most effective in

training components

expanded?

previously missing? Training

and determine

Which components

elements considered included
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reading assignments, daily devotional work,
individual

topics

addressed within each

and the two five-hour seminars

(including

seminar).

Qualitative Sample
Three criteria

pool: (1) They had
that

were

five

established to select

or more

years of mimstry

participants possessed more realistic

serve.

an

active

relationship

to test leamed skills in

a

study

experience. This condition ensured

people

they

and situations temper the idealism that

their work.

(2) They were currently active,
have

the

assessments of miiustry and the churches

The harsher realities of dealing with

inexperienced clergy bring to

clergy who would constitute

full

or

part-time.

within the Southem New

ministry setting.

The

study

Each

Jersey

participant was required to

Annual Conference in order

included both local licensed and

ordained pastors.

(3) They possessed
limited to

pastoral leadership

apply to leadership

are

fiiU/part

appointments to

within

a

local church,

local church
even

This

ministry.

though principles

study was

derived may

situations elsewhere.

The Southem New
whom

current

Jersey Annual Conference includes

time local pastors and 404 of whom

probationary members. Considering
the time restraints for

the

are

482 active

fiiU/part time

high costs of training materials

clergy,

elders
and

78 of

or

mailing,

pre-and post-seminar interviews, the study sample was

and

limited to

twenty (or approximately 5%) self-selected clergy from the Southem New Jersey Annual
Conference of the United Methodist Church.'
'

Jersey Annual Conferences will
merge, thus creating a new entity. All clergy statistics quoted in this study reflect only
the membership of the Southem New Jersey Annual Conference. The merger will not
be effective imtil the Northeast Jurisdiction mandates it in the year 2000. This study
was not affected by the merger since my completion date was December 31, 1998.

It should be noted that the Southem and Northem New
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It should be noted that "self-selected"

the invitation to join the
reflect the ethnic and

gender proportions

I

study.

means

attempted to

those

filter the

clergy who

sample of respondents

gender composition of the conference.

are

chose to

The

respond to
in order to

followmg ethnic

and

determined fi-om conference records:

Gender/Ethnicity
Female Clergy
Male Clergy

No. of

%of

Clergy

Total

Number
Needed
for

Study

78

16.2%

3-4

404

83.8%

16-17

Asian

15

3.1%

1

Afiican-American

39

8.1%

2

8

1.7%

420

87.1%

Hispanic
White

1

16-17

TABLE 2

SNJ ANNUAL CONFERENCE CLERGY STATISTICS

I also tried to maintain

conference districts

alone,
were

some

I

plaimed to

use

prepared

designed

and

conference

invited

possible

across

and mailed

supplied.

mailing

a

The

first

days

participation. However,

list. It contained

a

As

an

obtained in the

of September 1998, the SNJ Annual Conference

using

sent to all Southem New

creative advertisement

participation in the VLTP, suggested benefits

expectations of participants.

if responses

selection of twenty.

four page VLTP annoimcement

mailing was

all five

fi-om each. Given these parameters

be eliminated fi-om
the best

of participants

Visionary Leadership Training Process participants were

following manner. During the
office

equal distribution

by choosing four participants

respondents would

minimal,
The

an

to be

a

master copy that I

Jersey clergy

(see Appendix B)

on

die

that

derived, and disclosed

added enticement for participation, the

Visionary
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Leadership Training Process was offered
addition, participant

through

costs were

conference ministerial education funds.^ A retum mail

ministry status,

required to
15

select

September

or

1998.

electronic mail,

or

and

etlmicity.

Clergy were

The first response

September
response

for the

study.

twenty-seven responses,

experience,

came

the

A response deadline

selected

1998.

a

5.6 percent rate of response

Most responses arrived via
two did not fit

telephone

study parameters,

one

decided not to

one

on

the aftemoon of 1 7

(N=482).

call

or

covenant

The

single

an

1998. The

mailing

informadon form

included:

seeking

(1)

a

letter

late

facsimile. Of the

could not squeeze the

participate

due to his

the

physical

study.

twenty-three respondents received a second mailing (see Appendix B)

September

study, (2)

set for

Twenty-six responses

handicaps. Twenty-three (4.8%; N=482) respondents were accepted into

23

was

first-come basis if they matched

on a

moming of 4 September

second seminar into her schedule, and

All

current

requested only the information

deadline, the twenty-seventh response appeared

accepted.

enclosed which

gender/ethnicity/district proportions.

1998. This represents

was

hi

given the opportunity to respond by telephone,

Participants were

the established criteria and the

arrived before the

also

piece was

age, years of ministry

This response form

reject the respondent

fax.

giving 4.0 CEUs.

greatly reduced by a per person scholarship provided

requested basic information regarding gender,
active

education

continuing

as

sent on

welcoming the respondent into

fiirther personal

details, (3)

a

VLTP

sheet

explaining

a

few details of the

outlining mutual expectations,

and

(4)

a

participant's

training process.

^

estimated to be aroimd $45 per participant. This includes cost of books,
photocopies, notebook binder, mailing expenses and refreshments. Expenses were

Costs

were

reimbursed by the ministerial

continuing education

the

fimds within the conference.
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Following this mailing,

two

respondents withdrew citing time constraints, leaving

twenty-one clergy (4.36%; N=482) in the study. On the last days of September,

postcard and electronic mail reminder went

out to all who had not

a

yet retumed the above

materials.
Weakness in the Process. There

Clergy who

selection process.

As those who tend to be

seek

personal change.

needed

more

change

tend to be

considered in data

at least one inherent weakness in the

visionary may have been the

first to

respond.

early adopters, visionary people often demonstrate the drive to

Those who

are

to transformational

invasion of their

was

personal

not

by nature visionary and wish to

shun the

leadership might have considered this study as

space and

privacy.

This

potential difficulty

one

was

analysis.

Content and

Description

of the

Visionary Leadership Training

Process

Narrative of VLTP Procedures and Activities
As the twenty-one
covenant and

the

personal

Experiencing

instmctions for
and

(4)

an

On

retumed their VLTP

information form, I mailed each

God workbook,

Experiencing

address and
or

remaining respondents

phone

(2)

a

God (see
nimiber

memorandimi

participant

packet including: (1)

explaining the packet's

Appendix B), (3)

listing

a

of all VLTP

faxed, e-mailed

or

mailed

a

copy of the

contents and

directions to the seminar site,

participants.

about 2 October 1998, my administrative assistant and I

pre-seminar interview times with each participant.

participant's

began arranging

On 5 October 1998,

participants were

pre-seminar interview questions (Appendix C).

Approximately one third of the participants did not look at or receive the questions prior
to our

interview.
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began 6 October 1998 and were completed the moming of

Pre-seminar interviews

October 12. Nine interviews
person. Each interview

was

were

completed by telephone,

was

held

United Methodist Church, Marlton, New

meeting times

attended. Two individuals

(Participant C)
1998, both
absentee:

(1)

a

were

were

9:00

absent;

could not reconcile

were

a

on

memorandum

Tuesday,

a.m.

and

(4)

a

13 October

1998,

until 2:00 p.m. Nineteen

one was

ill

(Participant Q)

schedule conflict. The

in

at the Marlton

giving details

on

how to

participants

and the other

following day,

to remain in the

study.

14 October

I mailed each

proceed through the study, (2)

book. The Second Coming of the Church. (3)

developed Vision Awareness Inventory (later ignored
Appendix D),

completed

Jersey. (See Appendix D for seminar notes.)

contacted, and both desired

copy of George Bama's

were

tape recorded.

The first VLTP seminar

The scheduled

and twelve

a

researcher

for purposes of this

notebook binder filled with researcher

a

study) (See

designed notes

and

handouts for the first seminar.

On 5 November 1998, 1

regarding
seminar

mailed, faxed,

was

9:00

held

a.m.

(participants
attend;

e-mailed

a

reminder to all

participants

the second seminar scheduled for 10 November 1998. The second VLTP

on

Tuesday,

10 November 1998,

Church, Marlton, New Jersey. (See Appendix
were

or

one

participant;

until 2:00 p.m.

P and

again

D for seminar

Eighteen participants

T) left telephone

messages that

explained his need to

notes.) The scheduled hours

attended. Two absentees

moming explaining their inability to

absentee remained unaccoimted for. The
he

at Marlton United Methodist

following day I called this

absentee

withdraw from the VLTP due to time constraints.
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Several

days later,

I sent both

absentees the second seminar notes and handouts

remaining

they requested.
Post-seminar interview

last

days

of November. On

or

questions (see Appendix C) were mailed out during the
about 2 December 1998, my administrative assistant and I

began scheduling post-seminar interviews.
December 1998, and the last

the

on

The first interview

moming of 21

was

completed on 4

December 1998. Four interviews

completed in person, sixteen were completed by telephone.

All interviews

were

were

tape

recorded.

During the

second week of December,

mailed to all

Questions" (see Appendix E)

was

another

including: (1)

for

mailing was

sent

participation with

"Further Evaluation

continuing

a

out,

plea for retuming

Questions," and (3)

Vision is

intimately coimected with him.
and

Doing

spiritual discipline
foundation for

a

I chose

evaluation forms

a

On 21 December 1998,

participants.

memorandum

explaining my thankfiilness

promptly, (2)

different evaluation form

for

participants.

a

second copy of

asking how much

(See Appendix E)

from God and

possible.

can

only be

formulated when

Blackaby and King's Experiencing

This

understanding vision.

as soon as

gift

the Will of God workbook

of their "Covenants of Participation."

self-study

form entitled "Further Evaluation

of the Process

Experiencing God.

a

a

printed

education credit each individual should receive.

Major Elements

Knowing

a

as a

resource

Each

God:

twelve-week, five-day-per-week

provides important concepts that build

participant was mailed a book upon receipt

They were expected to

start the

Experiencing

God
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Seminar One. The first seminar

grab participants' attention and ehcit
session described the

Each

Seminar One

a

developed

as

well

13 October

notebook

and basic concepts

Coming

of the Church,

the church and culture. He

Appendix D contains

sense

a

a sense

(Leading Change 36).

a

examined.

of notes and

description of

of urgency must

Bama's recent

provided the required jarring

specifically

Participants received

church.

was

notes distributed in the notebook.

in order to create acceptance

The Second

relating to management,

containing approximately fifty pages

for the first seminar.

as some

designed to

was

dissatisfaction with the status quo. This

Barna between seminars. Kotter claims that

change

1998)

and vision. The role of the pastor and the church

participant received

other materials

healthy

a

leadership crisis,

leadership, paradigms,

(Tuesday,

addresses the

precede

publication.

look at the crisis

desperate leadership

copy to read between seminars in order to

facing

needs of the

solidify the

of urgency fostered in Seminar One.
Seminar Two. The second VLTP seminar

designed to point participants

toward

authentic

visionary leadership.

theology

of Christian

hope

and vision formulation
The VLTP

was

was

did in fact

a

kingdom

sigruficant portion of session two

was

and the fiiture orientation of the Bible. The

1998)

was

devoted to the

source

of vision

also discussed.

self-study

in

Experiencing God

complete their work, I provided

total number of continuing education units

retumed (see Appendix E).

10 November

consciousness necessary for

not concluded for the purposes of this

finished the twelve-week

participants

A

developing

(Tuesday,

they

an

study until

all

participants

In order to discover if

evaluation form to

should receive. That form

Eighteen out of twenty (90%) retumed dieir

tally the

was

then to be

CEU evaluation
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forms;

of those

eighteen,

(6/20, 30%) completed

10%) participants

ten

(50% of the total group) completed

most work

and

assigned

retumed CEU forms but

all work

requested partial credit.

Six

assigned.

Two

(2/20,

requested no credit.

Researcher's Evaluation of the VLTP Seminars.
I have

a

modest

teaching gift which compensated for my

format. Soon after the first seminar commenced, I reahzed how
that two five-hour seminars could

imagine

significant visionary leadership
schedule

a

confirmed

to attend our

for

share his

required to build

first seminar, I

testimony.

He

was

attempted to

willing but

the second seminar I

discussion, and skirted around details that participants could read for themselves in

adjustments

made

during

the second seminar increased

flawed

presentation was

would be to add at least two
VLTP

concluding

VLTP sessions

clergy

an

more

participation considerably.

excessively conceptual approach,
seminars and

were

the last

more

the

only

While

solution

experiential components

into the

seminar, it was the group's unanimous opinion that two

insufficient. I confessed my

to consider more than two sessions. I

case

more.

by

but the

design.
In

my

unable

adjusted my approach slightly, allowing more time

provided notes. Participants remained responsive throughout both seminars,

my

lecture

scheduled second seminar.

already

During

visionary pastor to

Following the

on a

foolhardy I was to

convey the mformation

ever

awareness.

reliance

over

for

visionary leadership,

We covenanted

as

well

together to plan

as

more

skepticism that I

could convince

underestimated the time

the

himger driving

sessions.

each

busy

required to present

participant to want
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Instrumentation
Four instruments^

used

were

during this study: First,

questionnaire supplied background information
asked

regarding

the

leadership training,
preparation

on

each

a

researcher-designed

participant. Questions

were

participant's education, ministry experience, present ministry,
and mentor

relationships.

of training seminars

This

questionnahe: (1) aided

by highlighting strengths

ministry and leadership preparation;

and

or

in the

weakness in die

(2) provided personal

participant's

context and clues for

interpreting pre-and post-seminar interviews.
Second,

Appendix C).
vision; (2)

a

researcher-designed semi-structured "entrance"

This interview

current

paradigm

and future of ministry;

willingness

to embrace

Third,

first)

was

a

interview

was

used

attempted to determine the participant's: (1) concept of

of pastoral

leadership; (3)

attitude toward the past, present,

(4) concept of the purpose of the Church (ecclesiology);

change

and be

a

and

(see Appendix C). Questions were

participant's: (1) appraisal

of the

(5)

change agent.

post-seminar (exit) semi-stmctured interview (in content similar to

administered

(see

added

seeking

training process; (2) perceived changes

the

each

in

attitude; and

(3) self-assessment of leadership behavioral changes. This interview sought to ascertain

^

It should be noted that I

designed

clergy participants. Since no

a

such

Vision Awareness

inventory

seems

Inventory to be administered

to exist in

either the

to

marketplace

or

the Church, there was no precedent to follow. I pre-tested the inventory with local
clergy and my Colleague Reflection Group. I also administered the inventory to

twenty-one initial VLTP participants, but abandoned efforts

to include this data

for this

project. After contacting a colleague who is a imiversity professor. United Methodist
clergy, and a specialist in psychometrics, it was determined that over 300 data samples
would be required to properly revise the instrument. The Vision Awareness Inventory
will be further developed, but die resuhs with die participants in this study will be
ignored.
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the effects of seminar

training, assigned readings, and personal sphitual disciplines (as

prescribed in Experiencing God).
All interview

order to

questions were pre-tested by my Colleague Reflection Group

improve the questions

and interview format. I followed interview

listed below in order to remain consistent

in

guidelines

during interviews:

Read the

(1)

to the initial

questions exactly as worded. (2) If the respondent's answer
question is not a complete and adequate answer, probe for

clarification and elaboration in

non-directive way; that is, in a way that
does not influence the content of the answers that result. (3) Answers
a

should be recorded without interviewer

discretion; the answers recorded
respondent says. (4) The interviewer
communicates a neutral, nonjudgmental stance with respect to the
substance of answers. (Fowler 33, as summarized by Barton 92)
should reflect what the

Fourth,
month

asked

two

researcher-designed VLTP

(mid-December) following the

seeking

each

training process,
revisions)

for

a

participant's.

.

.

evaluation forms

second seminar

(1)

were

mailed out

one

(see Appendix E). Questions

level of involvement;

(2) impression

and evaluation of quality and usefiilness; and

were

of the

(3) recommendations (or

fiiture VLTP.
Data Collection

Data collection assumed several forms: two

evaluations

following

the two

questionnaires; my subjective

seminars; pre-and post-seminar interviews; and two

training process evaluation forms.^*"^^
The first

questionnaire ("VLTP Response Form,"

constituted the retum mail

piece

matched entrance criteria and

sent back

was

mailed to the

participant.

Appendix B) was brief,

by interested respondents.

accepted

detailed background questionnaire ("VLTP
was

see

into the

training process,

Participant Information,"

Included with this

mailing was: (1)

If the
a

respondent

second

see

and

more

Appendix B)

A formal note of
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welcome into the

training process along with

covenant of participadon

and what the

a

schedule for the two

seminars; (2)

a

(Appendix B) outlining what I hoped to give to the participant,

participant was expected

to do. The covenant

was

to be

signed and

retumed.

The

significant
selected

pre-and post-seminar interviews (Appendix C) constituted

data collection device, hi addition to the materials sent

clergy were

contacted either

pre-seminar interview
the

study

and the role

interview time

participant
The

interview

upon,

a

copy of the interview
or

last

Each interview

a

last

approximately thirty minutes.
was

a

a

pre-seminar

forwarded to the

or

by telephone.

Each

A cassette recorder recorded

transcribed into written form.

conducted similar to the first. Each

copy of questions several

days before.

participant

The actual interview

was

approximately thirty to forty-five minutes.

post-seminar responses

to similar

to which research

questions.

question was

Two post VLTP evaluation forms

collect

questions were

conducted either in person

Pre-seminar interview responses from each

according

negotiate

her for the actual interview.

post-seminar interview was

to receive

expected to

expected to

in order to

interview and seminar process. Once

pre-seminar interview was

each session.

was

played by the

agreed

(as listed above),

During this personal contact, I reemphasized the purpose of

in order to prepare him

was

The

was

time.

by phone or in person

the most

participant's

The

findings were then categorized

addressed
were

by the participant.

mailed in mid-December in order to

overall reaction to the VLTP

Further Evaluation Questions" in the

participant were matched to his or her

(see "VLTP Fall 1998" and

Appendix E).

"VLTP
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Variables
The

primary dependent variable of this qualitative study was
to the

participants

training design

and process, and the

process, and material covered

design,

Intervening

were

subjects taught.

entirely within the

variables included the action of the

she listened and interacted with the material

the response of
The

training

control of the researcher.

Holy Spirit upon the participant

as

considered include: age,

were

ministry experience, spiritual gifting, theological convictions, understanding of the
ministry, practice of spiritual disciplines, personality type
and

mentoring,

and

previous

First, age and ministry experience represent either

visionary leadership.

physical

drain is too

67-68). Also,
many

attack

as

a

pastor

In

do

high for those who

so

over

older

leaming style, gender,

educational
a

positive

experiences.

or

negative

force in

are

after their mid-forties. The emotional

much older (Tumaround Churches

Shawchuck and Heuser noted, acedia is

passion (19-20).

the years. On the other

considerable wisdom and

Spirit.

foolhardy to

at any age, it often results from an

disappointment

importantly,

are

leaders who lose their

religious

and

call to

Bama indicates that those who invest themselves in tumaround

attempts in dying churches
and

or

presented or read.

A wide range of independent variables which

previous leadership training

he

ability to

participants

a

clergy condition affecting

While this condition

can

probably

accimiulation of hurt and

hand, years of experience

can

add

deal with the harsh realities of ministry. More

may be better

practiced at discerning the voice of the Holy

addition, Joel prophesied that vision would be imparted by the Spirit to both

yoimg and old alike

(Joel 2:28).
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No

however,

age and

question,

that

experience
and

personal attitude

experience by restricting participants
are

in

active

an

study minimally controlled the

to five

or more

relationship with the

Second, in this study there

I

believe,

years of pastoral

effects of age and

ministry,

and to

SNJ Annual Conference.

attempt

was no

participant's spiritual gifl:ing, personality type,

or

the individual outcomes in the

training process.

distinctives, and therefore

forced to

was

project.

receptivity to the Holy Spirit overshadowed any

influence each variable may exert. This

those who

influenced the outcome of this

I

speculate

to control variables such

leaming style.
was

as

Each

as a

inevitably colored

not able to test these

personal

to their effects.

Third, reflecting United Methodism's plurahstic nature, theological convictions
vary

widely

and thus affect this

the Bible, and one's

personal

study.

one

this variable

Holy Spirit has already

theological perspective over another,

were

traiiung process was

leader"

therefore difficulties

this

study.

during

the

It

was

surroimding

not considered insurmountable.

"living

(172-173).

affected

demonstrated that he is not

Fourth, Barton demonstrated that vision formulation
also states that

drawn from

theological position on the authority of Scripture may have

responses. However, the

limited to

Much within the

a

The

can

take

numerous

life of personal devotion to God is essential for the

practice of spiritual disciplines

somewhat controlled

by

a

is

a

paths.

He

visionary

cmcial variable considered in

suggested regimen of spiritual disciplines

training process.

Fifth, other significant variables considered include previous leadership training,

mentoring,

and educational

such variables. Each

There

experiences.

participant carries

a

are no

unique past

controls available in this
and

theological

study

for

education into the
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process, and these items may have affected one's readiness to receive the

training process

favorably.
Finally,

variables

including gender

African American, Asian,

leadership
wider

in

or

and cultural

Hispanic pastor may view

slightly different ways

than this

and

experience vision

An

and

Anglo-Saxon researcher. Fortunately,

the

body of leadership material available today takes ethnic nuances into consideration.

Gender and the male-female differences in
a more

processing information may have represented

significant variable than ethnicity.
Data
In

a

study

such

as

Analysis

this, it is impossible

to obtain a random

depends heavily on self-selection of participants
admitted into the

study.

interview represents
and

background were considered.

practices

unreliable

as

a

assume

limited and

of Southem New
this

population),

exists

my

no

knowledge)

to

generalized portrait of the

on

or

this

no

current

to and

the

pre-seminar

leadership

attitudes

As insubstantial and

guarantee this subgroup represents

subject

visionary qualities

and
in

no

standardized instrument

pastoral

including the

first interview

and

after the

growth that occurred during

The second

including

Jersey United Methodist pastors.

measure

Therefore, the data collected up
in judging any

that data collected up to and

data base exists

The researcher

and the selection criteria of those

picture may seem (since there is

the entire

(to

I

sample.

shortly

or

secular leaders.

represented

a

baseline

training process.

post-seminar interview probed for perceived effects of the training

seminars, assigned readings, and spiritual disciplines. Data collected during this
interview reflected personal

subjective.

perceptions

of each

The individual responses from each

participant and therefore was highly
participant were compared to

initial
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responses at the

participant's

beginning

attitude and

of the

study.

If notable

leadership practices,

the

positive change occurred

m

the

training process was deemed useful

for

that person.

post-seminar written evaluation

The two
each

participant.

received

during

forms

Data collected from retumed forms

the

post-seminar interviews.

were

mailed in mid-December to

supplemented

and clarified data
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CHAPTER 4

Visionary Leadership Training

Developing
leaming pursuit.

leaders is

a

No shortcuts,

complex
no

philosophy or methodology work
motivation to do so,

along with

Moving from management

to

magic

and time
or

leadership

affecting thinking, feeling,
In

or

participants

would

40 percent would

would

Becoming

from

a

requires

and

(4)

believed newer,

a

a

experience

behavioral

an

no

requires

fimdamental

single

the

paradigm

change

10 to 20 percent of

and little increased awareness,

expanded conceptual understanding, (3)

10 percent would

holistic

and

well-designed leadership development

roughly resemble the following: (1)

display no

more

leader

lifelong

and behavior.

experience both expanded conceptual understanding

change,

a

a

traditional pastoral role to that of a

leader

Conger's study he concluded that in

program the resuhs would

consmning endeavor,

patience and persistence to practice new skills.

twenty-first century transformational pastoral
shift

Findings

neatly packaged formulas,

for everyone.

the

Process

and

some

(2)

30 to

25 to 30 percent

positive behavioral

experience significant behavioral change. Conger

approaches might heighten the

effectiveness of leadership

training (181).
Using Conger's categories
Process

as a

combination

one

personal growth, conceptual approach (mostly conceptual).

few elements of skill-building

were

(considering my postponed attempt
Conger's findings

might classify the Visionary Leadership Training

included, and
at

developing

a

a

feedback process

visionary

indicate that if the VLTP results enabled

was

awareness

clergy

A

intended

inventory).

to increase

awareness
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of visionary

leadership

begin to change behavior,

skills and

then this

training approach

could be usefiil.
In the

could tell

post-seminar interviews,

me one

what would you

I asked every

participant this question:

thing that this visionary leadership training process has

"If you

done for you,

say?"

One pastor

(Participant S)' confessed,
It has

changed my perspective on myself in the practice of
ministry.
[in] how I perceive myself as. an ordained minister
of the Gospel. To me it was that self-perception that has begun to
change other things, but that was the key thing. Just before
beginning the seminar with you my perception of myself was that I
was at the end of my ministry. I ahnost feel like I am at the
beginning of my ministry. Not that what happened before was
useless because I had to go through that to get to this point. They
are all building blocks. To me it's the perception of myself as an
ordained minister. That to me is the main thing that this process
has helped me to see that as an ordained minister I am a leader.
.

Participant
the

majority

compounds
to

a

an

the

example

only is leadership

day-to-day stmggle.

majority of participants

seemed

This

was

as

a

complex issue,

all twenty

a

in

ministry,

this

painful

discontent may

for

noble search for

inability to

during the

interviews

of the off-the-record comments before and after interviews.

persist

ministry

of their

aware

evident

but

participants hoped

More than just

painfully

not

.

of the below-the-surface frustration extant in

complexity. Understandably,

meaningful, lasting change.
some

.

extreme

of participants. Not

context to their

give

way,

S is

.

serve as a

someone

a

better

effect
as

If clergy

powerfiil impetus

it

are

for

was

in

able to

personal

change.

For purposes of confidentiality, no participant's name will be used in the text of this
report nor will references be made to that participant's church or specific location.
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chapter is

The purpose of this

to

interviews and post- VLTP interviews,

information forms and

interview

as

well

as

supplementary data from personal

participant evaluation forms. My personal

be interwoven with commentary

interpreting

report the data gathered from pre- VLTP

on

the VLTP.

observations will also

Supplementary data will

aid in

findings.
Profile of Participants

My overarching goal

explore the feasibility
leaders

capable

desire

an

rigors

to determine which

expanded, might build

thinking

and

of twenty-first century

undertaking would

overwhelm such

training components
to become

(i.e. building awareness)

fiirther

Visionary Leadership Training Process was to

of training traditional United Methodist

of meeting the

enormity of such
study was

for the

a

visionary,

foundation for

ministry.

project

as

Because the

this, the focus of this

most usefiil toward

inspiring the

and which components, when

lifelong leaming in transformational

practices.

Twenty participants completed the
conference- wide

mailing

on

the first

days

VLTP. The program

of September and

December 1998 with the last interview. The word

every

are

a

clergy to become visionary

participant requested

collection and

analysis,

began with

was

"completed"

completed

should be

that the VLTP continue. For purposes of this

the VLTP is

complete.

In

reahty,

a

on

21

qualified,

study,

since

data

the VLTP will continue into

1999.

Age

and

Ministry Experience

The

mean

age of clergy

participants was 45.7

twenty-seven years old while the oldest

was

sixty-six

years. The yoimgest

years old.

participant was

The average

participant
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has

engaged

twenty-six.
reports

as

the

is 267.2

were

(ranging

served 3.6 churches.

of the

from 91 to

statistics

work in frill time

participants

were

are

on

1997

year-end

average church

596), and the average worship attendance is

combined for both

cases

of clergy

pastoring two

churches.) Nineteen (95%)

appointments, only one (5%)

is part time.

of

Eighteen

ordained elders in the SNJ Aimual Conference, two

(10%)

local pastors.

Education and

Leadership

Oriented

Training

Every participant was asked to list previous education.
one

Based

participants'

300). (It should be noted that in

from 55 to

simultaneously,

participants

(90%)

for 14.6 years. Years of experience range from six to

participant has

The average

(ranging

churches

pastoral ministry

listed in the SNJ Annual Conference Journal,

membership
140.7

in

possessed both bachelors

taking college

courses

and masters

but did not

earn a

degrees.

This local

Five

degree.

All

participants except

part-time pastor reported

(25%) participants

held eamed

doctorates.
For the eleven who volunteered

things

as

specifics,

bachelors

degrees were

eamed in such

computer science, business management, Christian education and Bible,

psychology, biology

and

secondary education, religion, religion

and

philosophy, political

science, English and history.
Of the nineteen
more

than two

courses

seminary

generally

theology.

degrees,
One

master of divinity

courses on

followed

master of theology

of sacred

(95%)

a

degrees reported,

leadership and,

as

no

participant specified

reported by each individual,

those

management paradigm. Two (10%) individuals eamed

one

(5%)

a

master of social

(5%) participant

held

a

work, and another (5%)

master of business

a

master

administration.
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reporting

numerous courses

eamed doctor of ministry

participant reported

Leadership

Ph.D. in

oriented

Other

reported

long-range planning,
courses

degrees,

with

none

marriage

continuing

It should be noted that

participants.
leadership.

a

in human relations and management. Four

courses

and

as

leadership

oriented. One

was

reported by

seventeen

(85%)

participants considered church growth courses

included small group

only three or

(5%)

family counseling.

education

and creative church

tended to be vague,

described

(20%) participants

as

dynamics, conflict management,

strategies. Though participants* descriptions
four

reported

courses

of

dealing with leadership

development.
Considering
management
and worked

or

as a

all twenty VLTP

leadership training. Participant L
manager before

(prior to

the

VLTP),

mentor to you, and has

know about

understanding
most

seven

leadership

and nature, forces

order to discem which influences

now

B.A. in business management

and church management

an

continuing

Influences

Ministry, by calling

you

a

courses.

Major Leadership

behavior

eamed

entering ministry. Participant I graduated with

M.B.A.; Participant E experienced
education

participants, only three (15%) reported significant

I asked two

leadership,

over a

thinking?

practice

a

leadership role.

participant's leadership thinking

questions:

how have the

of leadership and the

or

individual into

taught you significant lessons

influential in yoiu-

another person

prevailed

an

Is there

on

following

someone

In

and

who has been

a

leadership? Considering what
elements contributed to your

of leadership, and which would you say is

The list of choices included:

(1) seminars/coiu-ses; (2)

mentor; (3) life experiences; (4) books; and (5) other.
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Nine

(45%) participants reported

did not. One who

reported

a

a

significant mentor relationship,
mentioned his

mentoring relationship

eleven

(55%)

disappointment when

he later leamed his mentor

actually displayed unhealthy practices. Several participants

commented that

one

more

than

person

helped them at different stages

of life

or

modeled

leadership.
While it

imderstanding,
even more

other

was

difficult to ascertain which element most contributed to

mentors would be ranked second.

influential than

little

mentoring relationships,

printed resources ranked

that while past seminars

help

in

praxis.

The average

participated (10%),

equally or

and ranked first. Books, tapes and

third, with seminars trailing the list.

participant directly stated,

It appears

and several

implied,

that

dialogue

clergy was also influential.

participant was white
one

Asian

participated (10%)

match the

close

seemed

and Gender

Ethnicity

women

as a

experience

helped to participants by providing information, they offered

One

with other like-minded

Life

leadership

(5%),

with

participation with the

population

and male. Two African-Americans

and the

remaining clergy were white (85%).

eighteen (90%)

male

current ethnic and

clergy.

An attempt

gender ratios

of the conference. Table 3 indicates this

was

found in the

study almost

Two

made to

clergy

succeeded in

meeting

those criteria.

Geographic
All

While
been

Distribution

clergy participants

an even

serve

distribution of four

ideal, this did

not in fact

in the Southem New

participants

happen.

Seven

Jersey Annual Conference area.

from each of the five districts would have

clergy

from the Northwest district
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Number

Needed

Gender/Ethnicity

No. of

%of

Clergy

Total

Actual

Participants
Completing

for

Study

%of

Total

VLTP n=20

n=20
78

16.2%

3-4

2

10%

404

83.8%

16-17

18

90%

Asian

15

3.1%

1

1

5%

African- American

39

8.1%

2

2

10%

Female Clergy
Male Clergy

Hispanic
White

8

1.7%

420

87.1%

1

0

16-17

17

0%
85%

TABLE 3

GENDER AND ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF VLTP PARTICIPANTS

participated (35%),

five

(25%)

from the Central

district, three (15%) from the Southwest, and
Research

What
the pastors

are

prior to

Question
results.

this

the

Question

Southeast district.

One

and the

visionary leadership

awareness

of

training process?

1 establishes

a

pre-treatment base line for comparison with VLTP

Many subordinate questions flow from the main research question and will guide

analysis

of each

participant

Pre-seminar interview
data in order to

answer

evaluated based
based

(5%) represented the

one

leadership characteristics

the

district, four (20%) from the Northeast

on a

interview.

on

and the entire group.

questions (see Appendix C)

the first research

question.

Each

the definitions and concepts cited in

subjective

assessment of explanations

one

through eight provided

participant's responses were
Chapter 2. This evaluation is

provided by

each

participant during the
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Do SNJ Annual Conference

clergy

How do

leadership paradigms?

know the difference between management and

they perceive themselves?

A survey of the first interview

transcripts reveals

clergy participants operates solidly within
is

and

thinking

like

acting

a

in

but frustrated and

style,

conceptual understanding
leaders

emerging
unsure

interesting observation
and

growing

the

on

to be

die

a

group."

bring

While

believes that
The

to

a

church affairs

A

and

a

leader

as a

a

a

they hope to

"quagmires where you get one

side

I term

like leaders but

denominator among

see

happen.

One

leader; each seemed

content

eighteen participants

all

.

.

leadership

sohdly in

a

managerial

is "to set the standard and then

accomplishmg whatever the goal may be

for

Pastor C's definition becomes clouded. He

of a system and then the

but

Their

participants

acting

whereas the other

and

"paradoxical setup.

running smoothly,

continuum

continuiun follows.

"guide"

guide.

(5%)

samphng of participants illustrating various

others into the fold.

leader is

other

on a

leadership.

common

senior member of the VLTP, operates

ministry is

managing

paradigms.

paradigm of choice

management-leadership

He defined

guide

toward

about the clear manager and the clear

in the

Participant C,

paradigm.

move

articulate what

indicated various level of frustration. A

positions

to

of leadership tends to be weak. Other

inability to

one

(5%)

potential leaders (7/20, 35%), mostly

(1 1/20, 55%), showing signs of thinking

leaders is the

out of twenty

lie somewhere

participants

wanting

how to break out of management

emerging

living

are

one

management paradigm, and

leader. All other

between these two individuals. Some

managerial

a

that

.

.

pastoral

the

care

marriage of two
of the

being pastoral helps

against

different fimctions.

system." Managing keeps

you stay out of those

the other side." He equates

pastoral

care as
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leadership.

In

choosing

word that most describes himself, he says,

a

much of his time in visitation. He pastors two small
growTi

modestly

his present

While

setting,

managerial

congregation.
role)

under his relational,

on

not

in his

a

leadership paradigm.
leadership

best defined

as

influence

of individuals in the

leadership

was

..." For the last

direction."

same

the most

leadership

clearly

says,

His

a

good bit

pre-established

(a prophetic

couple of years,
He

he

of reading in the

thought leadership

added, "Recently I have

leadership is

the

ability to

a

area

was

come across

mobilize

a

group

conceptual understanding of management and

articulated of any heard:

management, by its definition, talks about

I think that

out

and then to differentiate between

His first words were, "I do

enjoy that

speaking

participant operates within (or very near)

(a la John Maxwell).

that I also

the lead and

settings.

I asked him to define

begin with.

[a definition]

churches, and those churches have

of ministry. He is content to remain in

reputation, taking

younger than average

and management.

of leadership to

spends

larger church requiring more administrative fimctions.

controversial issues in conference
a

He

ministry style, Participant C displays leadership traits beyond his

He has risked his

Participant Q,

one

wanting

caring style

"pastor."

course

of action.

Leadership

I

see as

already
bemg uniquely
an

different where the leader often times will be the one who establishes the
course of action for which a manager will follow. So I see leadership being
precursor to management. Often times a manager will be the one who is
able to corral people and move them towards a specific direction. I see a
leader as one who is an initiator of a vision and would set that course of
a

action. I think that

a

leader often times,

specifically

as

it relates to church

call, and has a sense of call upon their
ministry,
life. I think that [for] a person who has leadership gifts or abihties it
becomes a virtual impossibility for them not to lead.
is

Participant Q
one

who

preaches

also

one

uses

that demonstrates

the word

a

"pastor" to describe himself,

the Word of God and is

an overseer

of the

but

employs

it

as

people. Regarding the word
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it

"overseer," he describes

responsibility to
inside the
A

body

catalyst is

gently in

a

pertaining to

make certain that

people

"areas of spiritual

one

"who is able to invoke

giftedness.

using their gifts

are

of Christ." An extrabibhcal

pastoral

The

as

ft's my

and graces, and

descriptive word he

also likes is

change, perpetuate change

[and]

fimctioning

"catalyst."
to lead

context."

eighteen

other VLTP

participants

are

widely distributed between

management and leadership paradigms (see Figure 1). Ahnost all participants possessed
at least a

mdimentary understanding of the differences

Those whom I classified
stmctural

changes within

incremental

change,

as

is

seem

subjective

leaders

were

their churches. Their

change only. Emerging

but do not

participants

potential

clear

on

attempting significant cultural

leaders have shown boldness in

on

paradigms.
or

approach to leadership included

how to make it

and based

not

between the two

wanting significant

happen. Admittedly,

their responses and my

the

ranking of

impressions during the

interview.

eg
Q)

Sr

.2-

a)
3
W

Potential
Leader

�

Leader

jO

'

IP
goCTBSO
"3

Emerging

G

LAEFR

P

Qq

IMNHJ

DJ

K

FIGURE 1
PRE- VLTP DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICIPANTS

o
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Participant T,

a

potential leader,
to serve, to

pastor "who has been called

defined

teach,

word, by example." He said, "Management.

Participant T

hands-on type of thing." While
and

leadership

that

that's

understood

trying to

may be

more

as

(leadership),

is

holding

"but also

but at the

and

service.

of many smaller church pastors. The will to be
one

back

do,

the yoimger
most

clergy

so

don't

people

bug

us

While

same

Then states it is

leadership).

change.

"or

encouraging

and

of vision, he states

moving, pulling along

He is firistrated with

new

.

.

doing things

ideas." He is

a

moving the people

seeing the importance

time

He defines

overwhelming.

guiding" (leadership)

too much with

do not want to

seem

charge" (a management idea).

(management).

"serving,

worship

typical

"a person who is in

necessary" (management

want to

vague differentiation between

over

serves; their attitude is "we for years have survived.

we

a

along the

did mention conflict

desired end"

leadership

to be more

apt

by

though he

sounded traditional,

"servanthood role"
a

more

closer to God,

description of

leader exists, but the restrictions

along to

is

.

come

own

Participant B

first

guide people to

not articulate it. His

introduce contemporary music into his

leadership

to

in the traditional terms of a

management paradigms, he could

ministry practices

a

.

leadership

church he

one

ourselves and what

puzzled;

even some

of

He believes that the average short stays of

in the Methodist system circumvents

laity

fi-om

buying into

their pastor's

vision.

Several of the
cast

a

clergy appeared unaware that managers pull people,

vision that draws

conceptual

confiision

paradigms merge

people. Especially

as

to what constitutes

in their

thinking

and

and leaders

leaders there is

among the

potential

leading

managing. Frequently the

practice,

or

which

imdoubtedly confiises

a

the

laity

if
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they

As

serve.

we

spoke, Participant B clarified his view

on

management and leadership

differences.
to
Management connotes maybe a sense of maintaining the status quo.
to
to
and
a
little
maintain,
manage,
keep things together
maybe progress
.

.

Morejust dealing with things that are in place aheady. Tome
leadership means dealing with.
something that's making a difference
then encourage that, but if it's not unplug it and find out what's going to
work. It may mean restmcturing, changing the whole thing around.
To me, leadership is more a sense of innovation and creativity.
bit.

.

.

.

Also

typical

of potential leaders is the

demands management.

Participant

leadership. "Management
is

and what

.

.

.

Realistically

wasn't

a

a

good

servant's

broods

bring

new

thing

D possesses

a

of being

modest

leadership

God

at this church

is

might do."

being

a

trapped

modest

discerning the will

a

But this pastor

.

system that
of

growth. Management

of God to

admits,

"I

see

am a

good manager is paying the rent.

what God is

great manager.

I have to. If I

manager I would have been out of here my first year, ..." This pastor has

heart, and

wants to do whatever he does with excellence. A

within, but he feels the system he

serves

will not tolerate what

to it. He says, "You hear the message, take care of us, take

don't that's discemed
leader I know the
role is

in

conceptual understanding

mnning things, maintenance,

Whereas I think

efficiency.

doing,

is

feeling

.

as a

lack of love

chaplaincy role kind

paradoxical,

he believes.

on

your part and

of leaves

a

a

care

strong leader
leader

of us!

lack of wanting to

people where they

"People want chaplaincy,

might

Boy,
care.

are." The

if you

Yet

as a

pastoral

God wants you to be

prophetic."
Participant O,
differendation quite
and will be

a

another

as

potential leader,

does not articulate the

leader/manager

well, but by his acdons and self-percepdon indicates that he

can

strong leader someday. As others have shared, he also feels locked into

a
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dysfiinctional

church system. "Some of the chains that shackle

reach out to the lost and

he does not

see

himself as

the term CEO sounds

laity

for

ministry,

collar area,

a

bring people

chaplain, but more

a

more

culture that expects

but offered

an

more

emerging leader,
in his

depth

are

person

the job well.

...

He

was a

"A leader is

always

committed to

a

trained manager before

retreat from time to

a

someone

might be

who

inspires

and then also to set
a

and

example by that

follower somewhere.

a

lay person, but the

or

she has

a

a

particular task.

hoped for;

they refuse

to

he is

join

a

him.

.

.

their

vision from God; it

through

leader acts

on

it.

leader, however, may

different task. A leader may need to take

A leader thinks
at it

success

to do

now.

a

manager is

might be having to

again. Participant L

frustrated, probably because this is what he is having

congregation

an

leader follows

come

and

others to do what

a

time, regroup and then go

fiaiit of the labor he had

even

blue

a

ministry

step backwards in order to go another direction, where

accomplishing

directing;

create visible success.

explained that

vision, it may

not be the best manager because he

organization

people,

He wants to mobilize the

A manager attempts to get the job done the best he knows how. A

an

and

He lives and ministers in

A leader also has to be

person to follow is Jesus Christ." He
may not be the leader's

loved his

did not share the most concise definition of leadership

called to do whatever their job

doing

happen.

but it does not

answer.

probably better read than many.
they

shepherd, guiding

and

do-it-all pastor.

a

Knowledge certainly helps,

Participant L,

as a

appealing to him than caregiver.

but somehow it does not

really go

Though this pastor has

Christ."

to

lack of spiritual

A lack of any desire to

congregation.

lack of zeal from the

enthusiasm,

me are

seemed

He is not

seeing the

step ahead of his traditional, mostly elderly
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Participant
to

L

perceives himself as

Coach translates better into

shepherd.

He offered this

raising people.

helpftil

a

our

a

secular word he thinks is the closest

culture since

we are no

longer a sheep

comment:

I like to think of myself as.

well

coach,

.

.

a

player coach.

Someone who is in the

the side lines. I think what

coach does is to

help
called for in the church.
they
is part of leadership.
gifts [he].
can't
do
this
says, "you
Management.
job you're fired." A leader would
say, "I recognize in you, you have the ability to do this other thing very
.So in the
well, why don't we move you over here and be successfiil."
church you help people develop their gifts and use them where they are
game

as

as on

build people up in order to do the task
helping them to recognize where their
.

a

are

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

best fitted.

Emerging

leaders know

articulate the vision.
sense

of mission.

trying to

lead

He defines

is

us

setting.

to be

back into the Bible

Try

a

typical

leadership this

people to Christ, trying

have their compass
for

God-given vision when they see it, but cannot clearly

Participant F

of encountering Christ.

important

a

to lead

"I think

to lead

of emerging leaders,

.

.

people

example

biblically nourished people
I think I've

a

strong

way; "I would lean towards the idea of

into service and

by example." Emerging
by.

possessing

I

am

ministry

leaders like Pastor F

really holding up

Like John

result

as a

already

that its

Wesley we need

provided real good leadership moving

to

get

in that

direction, the spiritual and educational depth of the people." He has provided good

leadership,
leadership

a

broad-picture kind

of leadership. I asked him about differences between

and management. He

said, leadership is

moving forward with worship. Disciple Bible Study
picture, like the vision of Jesus [is] go make disciples

The

big, broad

of all nadons. I try
how
to hold diat out, I try to do that. Where management would be.
More
many bulletins get run off, what dates the pledge drive will be
of the nuts and bolts and details of doing that.
.

.
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Emerging
potential leaders

are

not;

congregation

leaders have

and for the most part the

with

inferior. What I did find, however,

a

strong personal

sense

of purpose.

are

listening

and

followmg.

necessarily better than others,

was

better

their

I did not find

hi

fact,

some

integration of leadership knowledge

practice.

Participant P
empowering,
I

purpose driven pastors. This is not to say

managed to communicate that purpose to

people

their articulation of leadership definitions
were

are

leaders carry

potential

some

Somehow, though, emerging

F

Participant

leaders like

and

immediately

illustrates this well. He

energetic emerging

best be described

the first

an

as a

relational,

leader. He is also the youngest pastor in this

discovered with Pastor P that I would not get

of leadership out of him. He is

leadership,

can

a

dictionary style definition

action oriented person. When

descriptive word he

used

was

study.

asking him

about

'servant':

Probably the first thing and the thing I stmggle the most with is servant. I
see that picture. Probably that's the toughest one for me to get a grasp on.
The

one

I have to work the hardest at is to be

a

servant first as a leader.

Someone who
what

they

graces

Participant P
church attendance is

provides the energy and gives people the fi-eedom to do
know that they can do. To find out what peoples' gifts and

are

is

and set them fi-ee to do that

new

to his

ministry.

church, four months

rising quickly.

at the time of the

I asked him to describe his

difference between managers and leaders. Instead he gave
The

previous pastor was

every

sermon

Though

a

scholarly"

scholarly

and

with

impression of the

his

own

real-life

the uhimate manager with every file and paper

refined, but the church

"voracious reader," and it is obvious
sermons

me

was

office, and somehow managed

to "hire" an

withering.

talking with him,

plenty of real-life examples.

interview, but

impaid secretary who

in its

place,

In walks Pastor P.

he

He claimed

clip

example.

preaches

"less

incompetence in the

works 25 hours each
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week. He

comes

in to

gifted administratively
out and find

as

be with them

much

That senior pastor
pews, and

by saying, "[Pastor P],

the them, for the

you

can

and

preach to them

sit in his office and

is another

ministry

and

was

leadership

answer

are

very

emerging leader,

is "first,

in

the

implement that

to

enabling

looking

here." His first Easter

people enjoyed it,

so

foreign to

eager for

helping people to

and to

see

how

to

as

your job is to go

best you

they'll

can

and

understand."

and order the

right

colored

me."

growth

see a

and

willing

to take a

vision of what God has for

acquire the

they develop

skills and the tools

their

own

spiritual gifts

them to do so." When he arrived at the church three years ago,

for

things,

for ways to kind of plug into the

they performed a play which was

out of that Pastor H

developed

a

a

resources

that

were

series of monologues. The

drama

ministry.

excitement generator for the church. Other ideas did not work

ministry.

senior pastor who is

way that

a

phone

church; and secondly, helping people

they need to begin

a

in and out of the church and love them

whatever, but "all those things

risk. He stated that

he said, "I

and who will set him fi-ee

as

can

Participant H

in

to work with

people

many

as

sign papers. His dream is

as

It has become

well, like

a

an

movie

His attitude?
I've been

that's tried to encourage people to see where they feel God
is going, things they feel they can get excited about, and encourage people
to try it, but realize that not everything is going to work. We still need to

try and

one

not to

get

too

upset if it doesn't work. It doesn't mean it wasn't

idea. It just may

good
happen.
Participant N

experience

and

is

a

She knows what

a

an

it wasn't

necessarily

the

right

a

time for it to

strong, emerging leader whose wisdom is sharpened by lifelong

quick wit, yet

ministers to and leads

mean

at

sixty-two

years old has

pastored only

six years. She

inner-city congregation, mostly comprised of senior citizens.

leader is.
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for

people. In my much
younger days I found you can't really manage people. You can help
people to realize their full potential. When you have a position of
leadership it is also a position of participation. When you begin to manage
people you take away their opportunity to become creative because when
you are the manager they are doing everything that you say to do. When
you cease to manage they cease to function. I see management is
controlling. Leadership is empowering.
I used to feel it

was

She describes herself as
She says

chaplaincy.
relational

a

well-being.

a

important

caregiver.

caregiver is

If she needs to

that

means

called

us

to

sheep,

being criticized,

But her

concemed about

she will do it. She also calls herself a
goes out and finds lost

poke

and

our

and

challenge

someone

to

burden bearer who takes the

clergy

could expect

given that

also those

experiencing

reporting the most
with

aware

are

and

get well,

initiative,

hurt. Sometimes

of the differences between

to a limited and

few leamed

anything

participants originally perceived themselves

as

varying degree�about

about

leaders

or

leadership

in

as

seminary.

at least wanted to be. In

recognized their operation out of a management paradigm
the least

frustration. This

(or slowest) growth in their congregation

and also

recognition may reflect the discouraging reality of

change resistant congregations. This limited study cannot possibly prove

this assertion, and it may be

fiuther

physical, emotional, spiritual,

do, get people up and moving into the kingdom.

as one

working

description is hardly the idea of

but that is part of bearing burdens. It's part of what God has

first interview, those who

were

a

manage

and bears the burdens of those who

management and leadership paradigms? Yes,

Most

prod

shepherd,

Were these SNJ Annual Conference

much

me

investigation.

an

interesting coincidence,

but it is

a

phenomenon worth
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Do

they

possess

bibhcal

a

understanding

Christ himself exemplified

book of Acts

the

garden

to be servants filled with the

were

of the Lord, the power to

that makes Christ real to others"
4:1

to flilfill a

1-12)

servant-leader model. New leaders chosen in the

a

is not easy to define, but you

"Spirituality

(31).

leadership

as

requirement
questions
one

Real biblical

shared vision

compelling,

tell when it is present. It is the

around you, the influence

leadership

empowers others

(Ford 14-16) which results

kingdom purposes.

servanthood

or

stated

or

the

be foremost in

Holy Spirit.

observations go

Having

leadership

kingdom things,

"leadership

is

God

do

might

is

Spirit-filled nature
a

Christian leader's

of Christian

a

directly ask

leadership,

thinking was rarely
practice,

but what

articulated in
but such

clergy participants painted numerous biblical

doing

we're called to be

disceming the will

Participant

alluded to

beyond the parameters of this study.

stated the above,

D said

or

I did not

conversation. What did not appear in conversation may appear in

do

in transformed

sacrificial in nature. Even fewer mentioned that

of a biblical leader is to be filled with

about servanthood

Participant

(Eph.

Is this the kind of leadership

(25%) participants (B, D, L, N, S) directly

might expect to

required

fragrance of

by VLTP participants?

five

Only

can

Holy Spirit (Acts 6:3). Sanders said,

change the atmosphere

lives and systems in tune with God's
demonstrated

of leadership?

"what God would have
a

us

to do.

.

.

.

allusions.

we're called to

part of the kingdom of God." Later, he remarked,

of God to

see

what God is

doing,

and what

new

thing

"

H tied

what God has for them,

leadership with vision,

[and]

for die church."

it is

"helping people to

see a

vision of

Similarly, Participant M, looking to

the
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fiiture said she would like
our

midst and where

leadership means

we are

emphasize

a

help "people

clergy when he said, "my

is

leadership

is

with Jesus

kingdom

calling us to

frequently was that of equipping the

equipping the lay people to

about

people thinking

do."

to follow

Jesus,

through prayer and Bible study.

Participant K spoke

were

participant

"building

the

saints.

do Christian

Participant A,

demonstrated

a

complained

about the resistance of their
be

participants

Participant

kingdom

ministry."

O

Most of

emerging leader, said he

an

of God

leadership

in

or

imleashing the

A

congregation to

leading their churches

stated, "Christ is going

believed it is the pastor's

Participant

C did not

responsibility to

really

answer

1 need to be out front.

what his will is for this

.

.

the

that

ones

into the future?

disciples

question. Participant

spending

For

become involved.

to lead us into the future

ensure

Several

light of the stmggle.

to stand up and be the church. In too many instances it is not."

point.

.

Participant

comprehensive biblical view of leadership.

frustrated with their churches defined

How will VLTP

got

.

for at least five

instance, four participants (B, D, L, O) who emphasized equipping the laity were
who

saying

of God."

No

who

..." Pastor R agrees

disciples."

his conversation revolved around that issue.

tries to get his

vision of where God is in

"showing people actually how

aim is to make

Another refi-ain voiced

"leadership

a

vision of what God is

followers of Jesus Christ."

we are

form

being called to join in that work.

meaningfiil relationship

that

declared that,

more to

give people the

"to

Pastor I stated that
how to have

do

to

D

are

The church has

Participant B
made for

Christ, and

declared, "I need

to ride

time with God, to coimect with him, to discem

congregation." Participant

E believed that

laity have never
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reached their fiill

potential

beheved it is cmcial

to

and

make

G intended to make vision

as

disciples
clear

help people redefine ministry so

discipleship,

Bible

team

as a

as

player he wants

and hold out the

possible

for his

study, and prayer, then provide

the

people

can

Gospel. Participant J envisioned his role

who coaches
a

experience the power of God

people to

vision for his

can

congregation. Likewise, Participant

using

their

Participant N stmggles

gifts

with her

of their tradition while

people

and talents,

a

"at the

community,

same

as a

administrators.
the sermon, is

time

People want

willing

to

spend time with
L

and

hope

was

into serious

playing harmoniously

"they [her church]

to go out and

worship

live

ministry and

people

so

they

for God.

and

help

can

willing

to

service that
a

speak

them follow that

through the week."

in their

brings them

challenge.

.

.

maintain

Pastor O intended

question where we are today

"someone who is

a

so

determined to pursue God's

Participant P rejected the notion that pastors

develop

of God,

the Lord and receive

and to orchestrate her

people to be

God, that lets them participate, that gives them

strength

by the Spirit

implementing new paradigm ministry."

calling

church."

set afire

Participant I

traditional, elderly congregation, but said the role

to lift up the vision of what Christ wants the

vision,

for service.

through

lives," and be powerful witnesses of

of the pastor is to be creative and to think of ways that
some

skills

tme to that vision no matter what the cost.

dreamed of new ways to reach

be like instmments

develops

who prepares others for

that end. Pastor K wanted to

vision, work it in the community, and be

Participant M

people

as one

Pastor F

people. Participant H wanted to

avenues

in their

they do.

broad, overall vision, and Pastor

each individual Christian

wants to build leaders with clear vision and "see

that

to see that

as a

society,

as

should be

owm

language

in

into the presence of

but also

gives

them

enough
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Participant Q desired to

create

hoped

that his rural church will become

keep

vision in front of the

a

not clear what his role

fiiture is
are

not

coming

as

good

people

and

should be and

church culture

a

a

whether anyone likes it

as

the fiiture

can

a

shared

vision,

and

countywide church. Participant R wanted to
where God would have

"go

was

surrounding

us

go."

Pastor S

obviously struggling. Participant T

or

not. The

be, and he intended

good

old

said the

days he kept hearing

to continue

was

reaching people

about

one

by

one.

Of all the responses,

only our clear leader Participant Q

participants appeared caught up

in the current

gave detail. Most

of ministry and

struggle

long-term thoughts.

The best evidence of long-term, fiiture oriented

behavior would be

positive

a

answer

to this

question:

the fiiture? Not satisfied with the direction of his

leadership

Are you

were

not

thinking

training new

thinking

and

leaders for

church. Pastor Q established

a

team:

I meet with these individuals

sometimes twice

a

monthly

month. We

are

for

a

period of four hours,
a dialog in all areas

involved in.

.

.

of

church, and do aspects of training with them. Practical aspects as far
leading someone to Jesus Christ, theoretical aspects of what happens in

the
as

church when there is conflict that remains unresolved.

.

.

.

I've

always

strong advocate of leading by example and so the aspect of
modeling, mentoring, and motivating people is something that I take very
been

a

seriously.
Do

they

have

they perceive

a

working conceptual knowledge of

themselves

Since the
and

as

of transformational

change things, I posed this quesdon:
or

leadership?

Do

change agents?

primary objective

of change? Whether yes

transformational

no, what

In your

leadership

opinion,

are

is to influence others

pastors called

theological reason(s) bring(s)

to be

you to this

agents
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conclusion?" I

hoped

traditional churches
All twenty

change.

A

to be

itself is not

kingdom
.

.

as

that is

.

.

as

possessed the passion to become transformational leaders.

of the most

Change

.

an

interesting

seems

in

opposition to

responsive
we

"to the

hearts around.

is God's love that

changes people.

...

change because

an

church that's

"trying to

an

.

.

.

of the

bring change,

spite of

It is

maintaining

"I'm

a

person for

change.

my model for

Basically,

agents of change for the sake
Pastor

Holy Spirif (Participant E).

Jesus is the converter."

"God wants
is the

agent of change

be, because it's

(Participant L). Change

"When you expose

leadings

and

in

hve out the values of the

(Participant B).

not called to be

sitting

Participant

not

people to

...

an

So

perfect

and

so we are

going

on

to

it

we are

agent of
was

to be

perfection"

brought (Pastor M); God

reality of Jesus Christ

uses

God's

through us (Participant N).

changes

them

it

Pastor K

He calls the church from what it

God's agents and he works

the

emphasized

Spirit of God" (Participant I).

is part of the message Jesus
we are

G

people to be transformed.

exercise of God's grace. "I think you have to be

God is

what God wants it to

are

change people, it

I can't

believed it must be

another."

a

.

day" (Participant A).

making

should be about the conversion and business of transformation,

changing people's

to

.

the world"

Jesus," remarked Pastor C. We

catalyst.

called to be agents of

are

it contributes to the betterment of someone's life.

F, declared, "I think

people

to be the order of the

agent of change "because.

are

of change, but be

the

leaders

comments follows: "Jesus Christ is

God's will." We must be about

doing

which

long

traditionally trained pastors serving

bringing the world into the kingdom through us, with us, for us,

us, sometimes.

important

discover if any of these

participants agreed that pastoral

sampling

He's

changes.

to

one

way

or
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While at least three

pastoral function, conceptually
themselves

prepared

individual could

clear

Do

they

On

a

not be

�

�

of the

question,

a

means

"Seeing

the

can

plays

in

of vision. The

striving

are

its not

leadership?

for.

something that

God"

it may not

.

,

is

reasonably
of their

"

new awareness.

.

goal

ever

be

reality.

.

.

.

for

(C).
a

particular context.

(D).
.

.

attaining the unattainable.

.

the

.

that to

possibility

come

about.

encompasses the past, present and fiiture.

.

.

"
.

of what

.

(E).

to which God wants to flilfill our lives and to fulfill other

hves, doing God's will" (F).
�

�

"To have vision is to dream.

"Vision is

a

glimpse

motivation for what
�

anything.

.

.

.

"
.

.

into God's
we

"The real vision has to

.

permanent" (Participant B).

focusing your attention on allowing

"The broad

a

following offers highlights

apprehending the unseen

something that probably
�

each

passion driving

pre-seminar VLTP participants indicate

"to be open to

visualizing.

be and

hnportant

"How would you define vision?"

the unseen,

"Vision is

An assessment of the

role vision

importance

Connecting with
�

key

changing thing,

Vision

a more

least, the majority of clergy participants consider

"Vision is the ideal that you
It is

caregiving remamed

accomplished in a single interview.

conceptual level,

responses to the

at

change agents.

realize the

understanding

�

to be

that

clergy hinted

do.

"
.

come

.

(G).

plan

for the world.

.

.

becomes the

defining

(H).

fi-om God. Man-made vision does not achieve

Vision is direction

given

fi-om God"

(I).
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�

"Vision is God's sent message of what to do

or

how to do it

at least the

or

inidal sketch" (J).
�

".

.

the
�

.As

a

picture

people

could joumey with you

"A vision is

within

us

in your mind where you want to go and then where you feel

a

dream that

that's

so

"The vision for

me

is to look at what I

�

�

only

"Vision is the

God is, of who I am,
�

�

"Listening to
"God's call

How

their

to yom-

The

leadership
�

God and

in my natural eye and

That

well

comes

the vision that I cannot see,

going

leading

from

a

or.

.

in your midst"

.

seeing beyond where we

are

am

serving" (Q).

right now.

Every participant considered vision

is vision?

following

list

"
.

highlights responses to

the

a

.

question:

key

(R).

.

.

.

You can't lead without it"

(B).

"I realize without it I'm gonna die and the church will die"

�

"We need to shoot for.

"very important.

.

.

"
.

.

what

we

(G, J).

feel God is

doing" (F).

element in

"How

role is vision?"

"Extremely important.

It is

be about

greater understanding of who

�

�

(P).

directing me to

the context in which I

as

through

.

where God is

.

carry it out. That is

[to ministry]" (S).

important

leadership.

as

.

of what God is

leadership capacity.

a

spirit" (N)

see.

picture

see

Something that's

(L).

helping me to develop

in my

ability to

"A clear mental
in

see

(K).

awakened state

hearts and minds"

our

prayer seek God's faith in

but it could

our

compelling that we know we have to

what God has put in
�

have in

we

to that same vision"

on

(D).

important
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�

"Probably the

what to do?"

�

"In order for

a

church to

"Absolutely

fiilfiUing one's

us

call to

"
.

�

"Vision is vital.
possess

Vision is
a

a

high on my priority scale" (K).
How would I know

(M).
it must have

move

biblical

more

a

"
.

really

feel

a

.

a

a

"

visions.

.

.

pastor without vision is

(Q).
not

really

are

leading toward" (S).

of vision?

preferred future that we

in their context. Vision is

Pastor K offered this

(N).

(T).

understanding

than

vision. If you don't know where

vision you don't know what you

motivational device. A vision

people

(H).

.

ministry" (R).

"If you don't have

than

very

.

to be able to articulate all our

essential. I

�

they

.

you won't know when you arrive"

"It's critical for

�

ingredient.

people.

(L)

"I would say it is crucial"

�

for his

central

�

you're going

more

most

to lead

"Extremely important because you v^ouldn't know

�

Do

shapes exactly how I try

"I believe it

�

given by

construct for

God is

a

ourselves,

or even

shce of the fiiture he intends

imparted through relationship

with God.

insight:

vision has been pretty clear for a number of years. The vision I
would see is the book of Acts. To me that is the church at its greatest

My

own

mark. I believe the Lord wants to have

a

church that's

moving

in

supematural power through the Holy Sphit. I think my aim is to leam
how to connect with the Holy Spirit in my own life and help the people to
connect with the

Spirit

so

with God's

that there's

an

intimate

relationship.

Out of that

and with the Son and the Father I think out

relationship
Spirit
of that we begin to hear God's voice, get his pictures,
relationship that vision is bom.

and it is out of
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While

the mark.

was on

most

Are

and

kingdom purposes

they seeking

it

routine that you find

that God

(172)

uses a

principle

credit, every participant mentioned

or

in God.

was

method for

disceming how aggressively

God's vision for their lives and

important to

helps

do

I

so.

variety

ministry; however,

asked, "Can

you

you discover God's vision for your

and must live

participants

avenues

a

or

ministry?"

numerous

impart vision (173).

each

explain the process

routes toward

life of personal devotion to God

of elements to

listening
or

at

a

stated

toward

devotional moments

home

source

connect vision with

He also foimd

(175).

I found that

receiving

diversity reflected

participants.
All

and

regardmg vision indicates that the

strongest emerging leaders, especially

discovered, visionary leaders follow

As Barton

in the

in the world. To their

exploratory study I had no

participants were seeking

God's vision

comments

vision from God?

a

participant thought

focused, his insight in formulating vision

Q. Roughly half of the participants did not

that vision finds its

In this

not

astute answers came from the

Participants H, K, P,

implied

was

Surveying the participant

theologically

God's

vision

Participant K's

were

or

inferred that

hearing

daily prayer and Bible study
(Although several

God's voice.

actually occasional

to God assumes numerous forms.

peaceful place like

a

had

or

admitted

their

regular

evaporated completely.)

Meditation

enjoy sitting quietly (A, B, J, P)

Some

camp in the New

are

Jersey Pine

Barrens. Another hears

and discusses the Lord in

men's

God's voice when he has devotions with his wife

(C),

prayer group. Two mentioned that

playing music opens their hearts to

(B, H). One enjoys hiking (B)

listening to

and another

or

communes

at

with God while

working

a

God

in his
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garden (O). Another does woodworking (J) and enjoys sitting back and daydreaming.
Six mentioned

they receive visionary insights

R, S). Three cited reading books

Q).

Another

listening to tapes helps

who

to maintain

Does this affect their

reported they remained trapped in
Are

participant

they visionary

one

fourth,

to cast that

to

strategize

participants

pictures

perceive

of a

confessed he

themselves

and

hoped-for
a

as

clergy

to

develop

implement plans
one.

fiiture for their

a

such?

and the

are

visionary leadership is first,

vision; third,

at least three

threatening their

were

Reading the
insightfiil

operating

the

as

above

definitions of

visionary leaders.

ability to articulate

shared vision among all

a

vision;

stakeholders; and

to move toward that vision. None of the VLTP

None claimed that their church had

developed

congregation. Participant D offered this statement,
our

Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ." He

developed this quickly because the district superintendent requested
it is not

a

congregational

leaders

even

vision statement and

discussed.

a

participants (I, J, N, R) provided vague

part of the kingdom of God in

Unfortunately,

leaders

potential

management paradigm.

statement of vision. Several

"We exist to be

(K, P,

practices the

him, but

was

vision? All three

importance of vision

have arrived at stage

clear, concise

a

seek

devotional life

a

leadership

to believe that VLTP

The best evidence of real

second,

or

comments about the

vision would lead

(E, L, P, Q,

them hear God's voice

intensity with which these clergy

pastors mentioned that their struggle

spiritual vitality.

other people

everything.

God knows the

Only

Hstening to

and time alone in retreat, and still another

enjoys writing

presence of God in

or

when

as

Pastor D

admitted, it is

not one

it.
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One of the better

Participant

pictures

of the fiiture church

was

provided when I

asked

R to describe what he envisions five years into the future:

continuing growth of the number of people being discipled in
study. I have visions of increasing the number of people on a
weekly basis that are taking a serious mitiative of getting into the Word,
both through corporate Bible study and personal Bible study at home. I
see a church that is totally open to welcoming all and continuing to preach
the saving Gospel of Jesus Christ. Showing that the Gospel is available to
all, but we are called to call people to repent, to tum around, to begin
again. So I would see a church that is continuing to be discipled, lay
people being discipled. I see a church that is growing, not only in
numbers, but in spirit. A church that is growing in its educational model.
I see a strong Sunday school where a lot of children are being affected, as
well as a strong youth program. A total inter-generational plan. I see a
church that is continuing to operate a seven-day-a-week model where the
small group ministries are growing. More people being united together
where they come and share together in covenant with one another. That
church becomes more than just a once a week experience or less.
I

see.

.

a

.

Bible

This

being experienced
visionary

worship
a

a

solid future view

elements here,

no

came

real

challenges

that would be

God in every aspect of life." He

people who

recognized
do not

it would be

really

knows what he wants to

like

see

a

doing that

happen,

visioning process.

anxious to get his

and skills.

developed

the

clarity

Many
so as

He

was

pastors

are

of them operate with

to make their vision

team to define

explained that these are
and row." Pastor

passion necessary to

without vision.

and their appearance in the VLTP, each wants to increase his
awareness

leadership

"just want to get in there

and evidences the

None of this is to say that VLTP

or

impossible without God.

tedious process. He

and

already

"Developing transformed people who

was

long,

what is

particularly compelling

the closest to the first step in the

off a temporary mission statement,

vision but

incrementally better from

at Pastor R's church. But there are no

Participant Q
operating

is

description

or

her

and

arrive there.

By their testimony

visionary leadership

visionary tendencies but

magnetic

Q

compelling.

none

The

have

clergy I
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label

as

potential

leaders consider

allowing themselves
clear vision.

Emerging

if they do not have
even

to be ruled

a

God-given vision to be important but

a

by

it.

Participant M,

leaders like her tend not

they

clear vision,

are on a

quest

not

emerging leader, hungers

an

only to

are

see

the

to find it.

importance
They

for

of it but

are more

a

even

driven

if they cannot articulate it.

So what

happens

to the vision? Where is the

offered this anecdote which

right now
wants

at

typifies

out of a

least, she operates

something more
I think I

in her

many would be

ministry,

passion to pursue it? Participant M

visionary clergy.

She confessed that,

management paradigm. She explained that she
but

get sucked into [management].

.

.

sometimes

getting too

tired to

It's like that poem about the hole in the sidewalk.
visionary.
down the sidewalk and you fall in, you don't know how it happened.
be

a

...

.

.

go

Then you go down the same avenue again and you fall in, but at least this
time you know you fell in. I've gotten to the point where I know I've
fallen in. I'm not

starting

falling

in

to go around it to a

easily. I'm getting up back out of it and I'm
degree, but I haven't chosen going down a
as

different street yet.
I said to

means

there's

her, "There's hope for you then. When you

hope."

She

responded, "Yeah,

lot, which of course makes you less effective
Had

Participant

D listened in

tired, too, feeling

at a

on

spiritual

Pastor M's

standstill.

I've spent
as a

a

and faithful pastor.

pastors, "I have

position that

no

I find

Participant

me

E best

to that realization that

lot of years

being bumed out

confession, he would have agreed.

Participant

S seemed ahnost numb,

to believe that every

encapsulated the

moment

He

was

verging on

(20).

participant was

an

earnest

sentiment heard fi-om several

aspirations for anything beyond doing the best ministry I
myself at the

a

person and less effective in the church."

the dreaded acedia that Shawchuck and Heuser describe
The pre- VLTP interviews led

come

doing the Lord's work."

can

in the

I also discovered that
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faithfulness does
meant to

Do

they

be

not

imply visionary

possess

as a

a

accept

through the

they willing to join God

new

Are

they

The best

required

In this

kingdom
confirm

in

even

kingdom
several

they willing

today's

above would be, "Are

I did not ask these

participant's

able to

they

led

by the

they possess the

they apostolic?"

The

period. Understandably,

few

surely God has provided the

questions but

looked for

own

signs

clergy

D possesses

regarding vision,

he

a

of a

in order to

conunentary during interviews.

regarding participants' concepts of change

Participant

do. Yet,

I find

vision worth

day-to-day observation was impossible

sufficient evidence that VLTP

participants

the

church.

I relied upon the

consciousness.

Do

a

they

to risk failure? Are

the New Testament

consciousness at work. Since

provides

lives for Christ? Are

transforming

would evidence all the above, but

The commentary above

vision

they possess

by the kingdom hope of glory?

during

exploratory study,

anything,

see

they evaluate the church, the

work? Do

kingdom

question summarizing the

anywhere

Do

they

they willing to proclaim the disturbing reality of the kingdom?

of apostleship is rare,

mdiments

in his

wine? Are

new

consumed

heart of a servant? Are

individuals

others must be considered: Do

eyes of the Great Commission and the purposes of

about

they passionate

wineskins for

Holy Spirit?

gift

question,

profoundly eschatological community?

for? Are

dying

did not know what it

guiding kingdom consciousness (or world view)?

culture and themselves

God? Are

participants

visionary.

In order to address this

church

aw^areness; most

agency and

fall short of a well-rounded

foimdational

kingdom theology;

remarked,

myself sucked in at times to my context, not taking enough time
family responsibilides, between just keeping the trains nmning

between

on
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time. I fmd it's real hard at times. I have to be intentional. I really
haven't had a church that wants to dialog about vision, so I haven't really
been

encouraged

His conflict is real and
and

discipling them

cited for

doing

so were

emerging

traditional.

so

participants

a

Most of the methods

larger vision of extending

are

front and

can

consider

impacting the culture around them?

"Do you believe that Christ is

Participant P,

their lives

There

Only Pastor Q reported

Christ

reach the county for Christ.

leader

who leads others

leading people to

priority (Participants F, I, K, O, Q, R).

Did any of the VLTP
asked

like other pastors, believes

typical. He,

is top

beyond his locality to

about vision.

be

changed?"

He

calhng

you to be

I

one

responded,

times when the pastor is called to be the prophet and stand out
point to the things that are evil in society. More often than not

the pastor is to live as an example and let people see the difference
between the evil structure and what should be in the church.
a stmcture,
.

.

organization set up by God to work for the benefit of the kingdom.
always work out that way. But to see the difference in the two
then people make their decision. Certainly change is a big part of it.
an

It

doesn't

and

Participants

A and O both mentioned that cultural

transforming power of the proclaimed Gospel.
challenging
Do

they

Others made little

should flow from the
or no

mention of

the cultural status quo.

possess

Kotter

a

discontent sufficient to motivate

provides

a

"Never underestimate the

help maintain the

experience

change

a

status

mle of thumb for those

magnitude

personal change?

wishing to instigate

of the forces that reinforce

a

change

complacency and that

quo" (Leading Change 42), If VLTP participants

paradigm shift,

Was there evidence of that?

then

they must believe that the

effort:

status quo

is

are

to

unacceptable.
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Discontent with the status quo assumed different forms.
his call to

ministry

deep frustration
pastors

were

and

consumed

was

by

a

spiritual battle,

One pastor

questioned

while three others

expressed

inability to effect change in resistant churches. Another three

with their

experiencing modest church growth yet felt dissatisfied with the mediocrity

of members.
It

most evident that

was

sounded like he

was

Participant

his voice

Pastor N,
an

on

the other

leaders who

hand,

are

was

leave

but she

traditionalism.

and

by becoming

on

was

eighteen

other

personal information

a

end of her

participants

change.

a

planting

patience,
in

a

I heard in

pastor.

at its end.

How does

later

spoke

making her life miserable.

about

thinking

Nearing the

identify

her personal information form, "The church

people friendly?" She

were

developing new paradigm ministry

the

fiilfilled just

wrote

yoimg

senior believers that

ministry

imable to

thought that maybe his ministry was

a

mean-spirited

The

lifeline; he was

old traditional church that does not want to

create/develop

on

in trouble. In the first interview he

served, and said, "That's part of my stmggle right

his vision

tone of resignation,

a

I pastor is

maybe

was

onto the VLTP for a

grabbing

vision for himself or the church he
now." He felt that

S

a new

She

a

pastor

about five
was

or

not about to

church to escape the trap of

she reached out

one

last time for

a

handle

highly resistant setting.

came

to the VLTP for less dramatic

reasons.

On

form I asked, "What would you most like to leam about vision

leadership?"

Participant

preaching,

and

D

six

said, "I

am an

administering.

.

midwife transformation and the

.

.

effective pastor in the old

What I lack

new

are

things that

paradigm

the tools for the

new

of caring,

paradigm to

God wants to do." Pastor I wrote, "In
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this

changing society,

trend[s],

to

equip myself with [a]

I would hke to

guide people

more

effectively,

and to be

a more

better

understanding of the

usefiil leader with

clear

a

vision for the fiiture."

Participant

O summarized the desires of the

I feel I have not made that jump."

praxis.

majority;

"To

move

fi-om

theory to

Later, when questioned about the vision of his

church, he indicated fiiistration with their complacency. Participant T agreed; "The real

challenge.
seen,

they

.

is to encourage the church to have

.

vision to their

Participant B
he

vision, h's difficult. From what I've

don't."

Like pastors O and T, most

change;

a

congregations,

participants wanted guidance on how to

and how to

related frustration with

was

implement the

vision

once

a

fi-esh

formulated.

of his churches which wanted

one

sell

no

thought

tired of folding church bulletins and other management chores and

growing increasingly

disturbed with

nonproductive meetings

whether these pastors wanted another

quick

of
was

and stmcture. I wondered

fix for their fiiistration,

or

wanted to become

transformed agents for the vision of God.
Are

they lifelong

Visionary
leaming process
each

learners?
leaders

lifelong

leamers. The fact of their presence in

indicates that the VLTP

participant signed

leaming

are

a

participants

covenant of participation,

an

extended

desired to leam. Before admission,

indicating the promise to pursue

a

process.

Out of the eleven
two

(18%)

also

reported

are

participants

potential leaders

more

reading

and

who

and nine

reported

(82%))

are

a

significant mentoring relationship,

emerging

leaders.

previous training in leadership

Emerging

and church

leaders

growth.

In
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such
are

a

small

of only twenty

sample

definitive conclusions

unwarranted but it suggests that the cumulative effect of mentoring

training

does make

a

difference in
there

Unfortunately,
education and the
Two
not

participants (20/482, 4.15%),

emerging

one

leaders

upwards

leader

extensively

as

another two who read

Participant P acknowledged that he was

issues and

leadership training

or

reported by participants

these

participants

a

were

a

great deal

voracious reader,

Participant Q,

enjoys dialogue with experienced

courses

management model,

formal

(T) both operate within a management paradigm.

of 200 books each year. Our leader.

leadership

participant (C) with the most

(E, L) who reported significant previous leaming experiences
as

and

awareness.

The

exceptions.

with the least

modeling leadership

Emerging

are

leadership

relationships

reads

on

their

were

own.

reading

extensively on

leaders. This suggests that the

L and E may have reflected

unable to

integrate

a

leamed skills

effectively.
Little

can

be concluded fi-om the

distribution of spiritual
the effort to

improve

gifts,

their

like

above, which may also be affected by the

leadership.

knowledge base

What

seem

can

most

be stated is that those who make

likely to

embrace

a

leadership

paradigm.
Is there any correlation between age and

visionary leadership

awareness

and

practice?
No correlation exists between age and demonstrated
awareness

and

practice. Among the potential leaders, the

the average age for
age of all

emerging

participants.

visionary leadership

average age is 45.8 years old;

leaders is the same, 45.8 years old. This matches the

mean
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It is difficult to say if this

exploratory study group fahly represents the enthe

clergy (N=482) population

of the SNJ Annual Conference. These pastors

motivated to seek

in

guidance

the first

were

becoming visionary leaders effective for twenty-first

century ministry. They may be unique. While about 25 percent of the participants

acknowledged their entrapment in
VLTP

a

management paradigm, the majority entered the

demonstrating self-perceptions

as

leaders

Research

What attitude

and have these

changed

Research

Training

2

Question

positive change.

guide my analysis

evaluation forms

subjective
well

as

Subordinate

questions

participant

visionary leadership skills,

and current

these

the

question

and the entire group.

questions.

In

one

through

seven

and nine

addition, written responses

following responses.

assessment of explanations

behavior, and

flow out of the main research

questions (see Appendix C)

answer

supplement

supplementary

in

ministry practices?

challenges mental models

of each

data in order to

training

explores potential paradigm shifts within participants.

Post-seminar interview

provided

Question Two

if any, result from

attitudes affected

is useless unless it

influences
and

changes,

higher than reality permits.

This evaluation is based

provided by participants during

on

VLTP

on a

the interview,

as

material in evaluation forms.

Are SNJ Annual Conference

clergy willing

to transform from

management

to

leadership paradigms?
The

awareness

simple

answer

is yes. All VLTP

and the desire to

categorized

in this

manner:

move

participants report a heightened leadership

forward toward

leadership. Participant responses

(1) Significant increase in leadership

awareness;

are

(2) Modest
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increase in

leadership

awareness;

(3) Perceivable increase in leadership

awareness.

(See

Figure 2)
in

Significant increase

participants reported
Participant

B

a

leadership

awareness.

significant increase in leadership

Eleven out of twenty

(55%)

Potential leader

awareness.

acknowledged,
lot of ways I still feel like a manager and a lot of that is related to the
fact that I do a lot of the stuff here at the church.
[But] I am not happy
In

a

.

in that role.

There's

.

.

to be some of that stuff you have to

always going
and because of my
disappear.
uncomfortableness with it I think I am going to be pushing to get more
I'm not being the best pastor I can be for the church,
away from it.
just doing something that everybody else can do.
do. It's

.

.

.

going

never

.

.

to

.

.

.

.

Participant

D

was even more

.

.

fi-ank in his response.

manager and I'm a good manager and I'm an effective
manager. With God's grace and through exposure, with things like
Experiencing God. I have a prayer to become a true leader. But really
I

see

myself as

a

.

.

a manager and I've really taken this church
little farther�as what a good manager can do.

I'm

I asked Pastor D what

leadership

attitude

changes

have

as

far�maybe

come

it could go

a

about for him?

study the kind of stuff that we studied together it helps me to
why at times I feel so finstrated. It's kind of given me a sense of
some ways, some ideas, how we can get from here to there.
My
attitude is, the more I expose myself to it the more that's bound to mb off
.

.

.When I

realize

.

.

.

on me.

Participant
emerging

H's response

leader. Instead, he

...

as

surprised me somewhat.

I

pictured him

a

leader, moving

as a

strong

perceived himself

somewhere in the

middle,

not

quite

away from

management style. Before we started I had seen a difference between
management and leadership and thought that I was leaning in the

things I leamed, there is more
of a difference than I originally realized between leadership and
management. I'm looking to move even fiulher towards the leadership
direction than where I had been going.
leadership direction,

but I think

one

of the

Reported

c

Increase in

Leadership

Perceivable

Modest

A-E-K-L-P-Q

C-F-R

Awareness

Sign

B-D-G-H-I-J-M

o

0)

B a

^

Leader

+
C

T

B

S

O

F

D

(0 LU

(0

Emerging

Potential Leader

J

I

Pre-VLTP Distribution of

(0
Reported

Participants

Increase in Vision Awareness

Modest

Sig

C-E-M-N-P-Q-R-O-T

B-G

Perceivable
A-D-K-F-L

K

FIGURE 2

Post- VLTP Results

as

Reported By Particip
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Participant
he

I

was

another

this

more on

new

leader. He

the leader side. I would like to be

his

self-perception changed
As

a

pastor and

When
tasks.

[we]

reported that

at

manager and leader. After the VLTP he

placed himself in between

"as

emerging

even more on

leadership

attitude? He

the first interview

pictured

himself

the leader side." How has

responded:

manager we tend to do more than is assigned to us.
actually [do] the duties, the responsibihties and the daily
a

end up being a manager. That opened my eyes that we need
direction and insight fi-om God, so that we can really lead
One thing that I leamed most fi-om the training is that as a
people.
leader I need to share the fiiture continuously with the people, so that I can
.

we

.

to receive
.

.

a new
.

inspire people.
Pastor G

now

feels

I

can

a new

actually bring

the

people

boldness to look into

in those ministries. Potential leader

Participant

new

to where I want to be.

ministries and involve others

J comments that before the VLTP,

if you could give percentages, I would say I was probably a little more
towards manager.
but.
wanting to be in the leadership. So there
were several areas in which I was probably
just a manager, making sure
...

.

things [were]
a

.

.

.

maintained and

leader. So I think

right

and with this kind of new

in which I

some areas

now

was

able to be

more

where I would like to be is the leader.

sense

and to be

more

free to have that

.

of

.

leadership

vision.
Pastor J said his thirst to seek the future

Participant

M would like to become

has been. "I tend to

leading.

see

I know in the

myself as
busyness

leader." Where does she

a

lot of people's

see

expectations

one

a

(and

be

visionary)

has been "rekindled."

much stronger leader and

visionary than

who tries to be in touch with God's presence and

of everything I often become the manager rather than the

herself falling into
rather than

managerial

being more

behavior?

faithfiil to

making

"By trying

to meet

that time and

space that I need for God."
Pastor N

was a

she

strong emerging leader before the VLTP. I asked her in the

second interview, "Where do you

see

yourself now?"

"As

a

leader,

not as

a

manager."
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Does she
relate

see

herself progressing

a recent

training

attitude

or

"Yeah, I'm
do it

right.

That's not

trying

a

new

.

.

It's

.

to control other

Participant

to

help

change your

to

behavior?"

That type of person.

good.

discoveries that would

I have to do it because I

do-it-yourself pastor.

a

do," and she proceeded

stronger leadership emphasis. I then asked her, "In the

process, did you make any

leadership

can

illustrating

event

the last few months? "I

over

good

I

people.

O found it

less of a leader than he

to

.

.

.

be able to control

saw

me

yourself,

that I'm

to

the

a

only

one

who

control person.

prevent yourself from

myself"

embarrassing

thought.

have told

People

am

to discover that he is more of a
manager and

He wants to break out of the management mold.

I guess I have always thought of myself more as a leader, but what this has
shown me is the actual working [which] the church expects. Meaning.
.

the local church that I

.

more of a manager than
they do a
of
the
situations
we
have
Having
managed there's
been management. There have been times of leadership, but in my mind

leader.

not

serve

looked at

expects

some

enough.

Pastor O wondered if his church would accept

leadership

did not

things passed.

come

Its not

Participant
But he

T

as

easily.
easy

was a

said, "I'm starting

as

"It took
I

some

might think

real

persistence

myself as

think of myself more in the

to look at

myself,

will he be

doing differently?

"I think I

am

more

vigorously

and

trying

to encourage

get

a

couple

of these

people

manager.

terms than

a

manager."

to be

to

management paradigm.
a

leadership

going

on a

of a leader than

spending

than I have been. Once the direction has been set forth I'm
more

to

it would be."

potential leader, leaning heavily

to remake

Recent efforts at

leadership.

come

a

going

along."

lot

more

to be

...

I tend

What

time in prayer

pointing

to it

a

lot
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The most dramatic

cited

in this

early

in

change

chapter. His

leadership

awareness

demeanor in the second interview

the seminar I

in

developed
was

S

Participant

transformed.

that I had been

practicing ministry as a
leader.
I would like to move
visionary
manager.
in that direction. I guess what has affected me or what has brought me to
that conclusion is that I agree with the evaluation that was put forth by you
and also through the readings, the daily devotional readings, and also the
Bama readings. I agree that what the church desperately needs now are
people that have a vision that can begin to lead [the] congregation in a
direction. I think that is the biggest problem for the church right now is
that we are floundering. We don't know where we are heading, what
we're doing. So we just keep doing what we have been doing. That's sort
of what has changed for me. I see that and I bought into that.
Through

...

came to see

I would like to be

a

.

Modest increase in

participants report
group,

a

modest increase in

Participant C,

thought

it

implied

confessed he has

elitism. He is

to create needless barriers.

development
the basis for

In

a

During

leadership

lies in the

an

awareness.

leadership

stmggled

Three out of twenty

awareness.

the VLTP he realized

emerging leader,

addidon, he said he feels

(15%)

The clear manager of the

individual who does not want

as a

leader Jesus

building large organizations.

building

of character and

now

was

grace, and is

"cutdng

about the

He concluded that

favors it.

realized his need to articulate vision

more

.

with the concept of leader because he

highly relational, caring

of people's character, not

Participant F,
clearly.

leadership

.

more

himself more slack." He
I need

does not need to be the manager of "every tack and every penny of the church

God calls

to do what

Participant R

myself sort
managing
more

me

is

to

do,

more

so

I

feeling fi-eer."

am

of a leader than he thinks, but he believes

of in the middle between manager and leader.

in order to create the

of the management

can

ability

to lead.

be turned

over

I fmd the

"right now

Offering leadership,
longer.

to others and more

.

.

I'm at this

leadership

I fmd

but also

point.

can come

.

.

my
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explained

way. Move towards that direction." He

coming together recently

to

Perceivable increase in

perceivable
been

a

increase in

leadership

leadership

of a leader than

more

him shift towards

help

a

whole lot of new stuff but it affirmed

to

see

that I wasn't wrong in my

how to tune

leadership.
Six

(30%) participants report

said

the VLTP is

as

lot of what I

approach

number of things have been

Participant A

As far

a

a

awareness.

awareness.

manager."

that

to certain

was

It gave

recognize

a

drastic

change,

to him

now.

Participant

role, where he would prefer
Sometimes balance is
L

Participant

to be

give

more

me a

but Pastor K said he

increased need for pastors to be leaders. He commented that

like to

always

concemed, "I didn't leam

already doing.

things.

"I've

It lifted

me

up

few handles

on

things up."

He also did not

important

confidently,

a

away the

to be.

E

pictured

Occasionally,

It all

required.

himself leaning

depends

a

clear vision is

more

he said, there is

team oriented.

Participant

now

P also

toward

a

more

leadership

a

need to be

a

leader." He would

a

manager.

upon the situadon.

remarked, "I've always felt that I have been
management chores

now sees an

expected

of him. He wants his

leadership

said,

changed, but I feel less
I think the seminar gave
permission to see myself
guilty about it.
more as leader and less as a manager, because that certainly is not where
times
my skills lie in administrative managerial style. It seems like many
that the pastor has that foisted upon them, so it has opened me up
I've

seen

myself as
.

I asked Pastor

strengthen

people

that

his

are

that and allow

me

leader. I don't think that has
me

.

L, "Where would you like

leadership

gifted

.

a

"while

in that

seeing

area

and

to be in the future?" He would like to

the need for managers in the church.

letting

them

use

to go ahead and condnue to lead."

their greatest skills and

Finding
gifts

to do
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The clear VLTP leader

He

Participant Q.

was

stated,

growing ministry often times I tend to be more managerial, but
definitely have a leadership style and leadership capabihty. I am in the
process of doing less managing and doing more leading. As for the aspect
of visioning and leading in that capacity I think its tough to go ahead and
put a percentage on that. That actually varies from week to week
sometimes. I think that I'm moving more towards being a leader than a
In

a

manager.

Q said growth for him is coming

Pastor

more

in

leaming

how to

implement the

information he has received.
Are

they

more aware

Again,
awareness

responses

the

of the

simple

importance

answer

is yes. All VLTP

of vision and the desire to grow in this
are

categorized

in this

evaluation is based

the interview

Significant

reported
in his

a

as

subjective

well

change

came

in

seeing
the

awareness.

realization; "Vision is primary

to

of leadership.

Participant

in vision awareness;

in vision

awareness.

the

(2)

This

participant

in evaluation forms.

Six out twenty

Participant B
were more

(30%) participants

made

a

theological

responsible

shift

for

gave it but "we sort of defined it." He said the

that vision is "a lot

Now I would say it is

intense than before."

awareness.

he believed that humans

importance

heightened

a

explanations provided by

supplementary material

vision, perhaps God

Regarding

important.

assessment of

increase in vision

thinking. Originally
the

as

key aspect

(3) Perceivable increase

increase in vision

significant

formulating

was."

on a

participants report

(1) Significant increase

manner:

Modest increase in vision awareness;

during

of vision?

more

defined in

Scripture

than I

of vision, he remarked, "Before I said it

absolutely important."
me.

.

.

[and] primary

Pastor G also

to my

thought

leadership

extremely

was

came

to

role.

it

.

a

.

more
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Further

theological enlightenment

Participant H,

came to

being the glimpse of what it is that God is revealing to us,
already doing. That invitation to join in what God is
doing. I see that pulling us into the fiiture. I see a key shift in
understanding how vision operates and pulls us into the future rather than
being the goal to attain. That's been [where]. my shift of focus has
been, how vision operates. Clearly pulling into the future by God as
opposed to something just hanging out there we are trying to attain.
I

vision

see

as

of what God is

.

Participant I experienced
vision is

because

similar

theological adjustment.

God

gives

to

we are

doing

God's work not human work

"something

important

a

us

to let

us

follow that. That

Participant

"helped

me

to find

keep things alive,
Participant
vision

plan

as

that

serving,
never

"a

gift

comes

J

a

but.

to

.

.

as

not

"the direction

as

what

what direction do

positive

as

God

came so

leadership. Without

we can

we

do

us

a

into

a

We

to

be.

are

today

me

to

or

.

.

that
It is

.

the

following
so

joumey."
what

just

that

we

join

no

awareness.

awareness.

The VLTP

we can

do to

to travel."

during

the VLTP. He defined
future. It's

positive, hope-filled

kingdom."

He then

him in his work. That

clear just with that

vision there is

modest increase in vision

should

myself, actually my congregation,

inviting
crystal

we

really want

direction toward the

Modest increase in vision
a

just

from God that enables

had articulated it

reported

vision

from God that draws

to move in that

us

fi-esh vision all the time

S made the most dramatic discoveries

whole bunch of things

key

pictures

vision

a

explained

me."

changed

now

He

know where he wants

direction of Jesus all the time. We need to receive
can

.

phrase.

.

.

.

a

specific

wherever I

admitted,
was

just

[Vision],

am

"I

like

it's the

leader."

Nine out of twenty

Participant

relational terms; "Vision is servanthood." He has

not

a

(45%) participants

C translated vision into

yet decided how important it is.
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But

a

fresh

going back

understanding

of vision and the

training

he received gave him

a

"sense of

to basics."

Pastor E

was

not

quite

sure

what in the VLTP made the

in the presentation "resonated" within. He felt

uplifted

even

difference, but something

in the

worship service,

others have noticed. He does not know yet what the vision is for his
that without it

they

will

see no

and

church, but realizes

growth.

Pastor M joined others in

affirming

that vision is discovered while

where

seeing

God is at work. "It's less what do I want to do and where do I want to go, where do I
want take the church. More of where does God want

and "I think the central

thing

of my

ministry

spirit,"

encouraged

and

her to put

Participant
and

doing things

have

a

God is

more

a

capacity

time into

N said vision

now

join him."

Vision is central
with God."

relationship

years. She has been

"wrestling

with it

to understand it. The VLTP affirmed her and

finding

her vision from God.

takes top

priority.

Without it you

without purpose. She understands vision

more

are

clearly.

floundering,

"Vision is to

purpose and that is to discover where God is and join God in the work

specific
doing.

she has

now

to

has to be my

Vision, she said, has been developing for several
in her

me

Not say where you want to be at and ask God to

join

you where you are,

but to discover where God is."

Participant
How God will

in the

use us

ministry.

"God shows

P has leamed that "vision is what God is

me

in

Vision

doing
helps

that."

Catching

God's vision is the

him know what to do without

how to love the

people

crying

out to do in the world.

only

buming

the way he would love me."

way to have peace

out.

Through vision,
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described vision

Participant Q
world." He

intrigued by

was

as

"taking steps.

.

with God's purposes inside

.

the concept of God's future

flowing

into the present, and

how that affected his current concepts of vision. This concept forced him to
many of the business world

going

to lead

experiencing

you."

looking

as

the Lord

a

don't want to do

perceivable
the

knows he is

on

"everything

to my

the

is

Holy Spirit

right

track. His

deeper."

us

obedient to God and

the vision."

vision

was

a

to him and

T revealed

Participant

There

are

times when his

Five out of twenty

Participant

awareness.

of vision has not

he

expressed

A felt affirmed. Now he

changed,

a new

(25%) participants

vision is still

confidence. Vision is "what

to."

my feet to the fire" about vision.

important but the

stronger

sense now

also what God wants the church to be."

vision

us

being

D commented that much of what he heard in the VLTP

Pastor F has

important

awareness.

sense

leadership role," but

him, but the training process "held

always thought

gives

God's eyes to where God's

anything."

increase in vision

leading

Participant

through

"gotten stronger" despite discouragement.

Perceivable increase in vision

reported

ahead

believes that "vision is

now

the presence of God

that his vision has

people "just

Pastor O

question

of vision that he has embraced.

perspectives

Pastor R found that "vision is

our

VLTP

helped

not new to

Participant K

"drive the nail in

that "vision is what God wants

Participant

was

little bit

a

me

L also feh that vision has

said he

to be and

always

been

indicated the value of the VLTP, but said little to indicate increased

awareness.

Vision

appear to hold

was

a

reported by

higher

all

participants

level of concem

as

cmcial to

regarding

vision

pastoral leadership. They

now

than before the VLTP.
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Also

offer greater

they

that vision is joining with God in his

acknowledgment

redemptive

work.
Not every

their vision

vision is
God.

a

actually blurred

event.

they wilhng

formuladon and

visionary

objecdves

the

was

they

his vision

same

believed that his

was

his

own

in

seeking

and not from

vision

more

God's vision is

discovering

purposefiil

"fiizzier"

now

product
a

reported that

clear,

a

it.

adopt visionary leadership practices?

of the VLTP

are now

All

was

to lead

participants

participants report

(if not before)

on

the

an

path

to the

path

of vision

increase in vision

toward

becoming

leaders.

As

a

result of the VLTP,

Participant

M

recognized

of competing forces. "I want to continue to be
overwhelmed at
K and P said

intends to

of vision. Several

result. Most indicated

reminded that

visionary leadership.

and believe

clarity

Participant B

now more

to learn and

One of the

awareness

K

Pastor J is

a new

recognized

reported

sharp. Participant

progressive
Are

C and O

somewhat.

he

good sign, since

Participant

but not yet

participant experienced

desire to lead

of the

reality

visionary." Despite feeling

dmes, she will pursue God's vision. Both emerging leaders, participants

they will

give

more

what she wants and the

vision

be

"moving

a more

purposefully

more

into that role of casting the vision.

prominent place

and will focus

in his

on core

ministry.

Pastor

Q

has

.

.

a

." Pastor K
renewed

values, and mission and vision

statements.

I did not expect to

following

see

significant

the final VLTP seminar

has "a renewed

understanding

shifts in

leadership behavior only

(10 November 1998).

of preaching and the

Pastor H

opportunity to

reported

one

month

that he

now

lift the vision up. I
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noticed there has been

Participant
more

J wants to be that

my

and

my conversations

In the pre- VLTP interview

role in

pastor's

"keeping
to "ride

leading

change

laity

for

not?" He wants to

in mental models is
I asked

a

the

.

.

."

in behavior.

"What do you

Responses varied, ranging

congregation" (Participant R)

ministry. During

even now

positive change

participants,

and "be out in front."

spend

vision. "And then, be able to go

about vision and the future.

the church into the fiiture."

point" (Participant D)
the

talking

(early October),

that vision before the

implied training

a

"Why

And try to get them to catch that vision. I'm

people that.

[in]

more

and attitudes towards it."

preaching style

who says,

positive person

The best evidence of a

I

change in

time in prayer to be alone with God to receive

back and tell the
more

marked

a

Only

to the

four

the

see as

from

pastor's responsibility

participants

mentioned

or

VLTP interview in December,

closing

asked, "How will you be leading your church into the future?" The majority of

participants reported that they will
awareness

not

of lay mobilization

specifically

responded, "Basically,

play

a more

ministry

stake in the

time

training the laity.
of the

your church into the fiiture?

develop

to

after

ministry here.

ministry,

more

hoped-for byproduct

leaders." One

more

training

admitting

his

will be "to get greater

Participant
my

leading

active role in

Participant D,
of future

was a

spending

An enhanced

training process,

but

was

addressed.

How will you be

he must

be

E has

a

it's not their

managerial entrapment,

participation,

deeper realizadon
but

important

our

realization

the manager,
came

to

him;

others for their work of ministry.

I guess that's what I'm

ministry,

Participant C,

to

get people.

starting to get

that "we

are

said

in

on

.

one

.

major

to have a

F

greater

my knees about."

ministry together.

ministry." Participant

element

vows

Ifs not

to continue
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"holding

out a

bigger picture

and to walk with him. To

important
.

make

to work

sure

everyone is

Pastor G said
see

and

a

serve

calling

him

doing their job
now

and their

be "to have

H remarked that he is

gifts

lie.

Using

them

them." Pastor I identified the need to

about the future and

Participant
leaders and will

mn

they

as

new

equip

K

them to

he has

reported

his

help

trained to

people

or so

courses

people who

"help people

the idea that the

leadership,

go

already begun

on

to

take

"pastor ought

same

.

.

.

multiplying.

.

see

the vision that

we

my aim is to prepare

congregation

they
who

can

are

towards

on me

to

helping people
do

to

for

everything

leam to think

differently

direction.

intentional in

more

looking

for

potential

to train them. Pastor L intends to prepare for

have

a

vision

board.

on

Preparing them

to

they have."

their

help people clarify

ministry.

to do it."

.

.

a

and grasp God's

empower them to get vision"

Participant

retreat with them to discem

vision

O will

begin working

together. Participant

with

S said

try and "identify where my practice of ministry is getting in the

laity practicing ministry."

functions that

on

relying

to

congregation

in the

that he will be

creative

by "bringing

way of the

of some jobs.

"leaning more

opposed

as

move

develop leadership

vision. She wants to

church

hfe to Christ

know how." He thinks "it's

quadrennium

now

with the vision and the visions that

erase

give their

ministry to accountability." Inner-city

Pastor M will immerse herself in prayer and

and

board to

on

leadership."

fmd where their

just

people

best

as

in this church. In the next

Participant

the future

all

delegation, working myself out

priority will

develop
for

people

the

on

and

Next he will

do best." He is also

leaders.

begin

beginning

to

"to train

people

identify people

to do those

in the
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Are

they willing

leaders?

Are

addition,

adopt

spiritual disciphnes

the

they committed

As noted

In

to

previously,

every

all

becoming lifelong

to

participants

participant reported that

routine about devotions. As noted

necessary to become

learners?

desire to remain within

she

during the

he will become

or

first

visionary

interview,

an

extended VLTP.

more

intentional and

every individual's

practice

varied.

Participant

admitted, "Believe it

A

or

not I

didn't do stmctured,

before. I did them whenever I could fit them in." That will
VLTP

challenged him
Participant

being

C

B vowed to do two

thought

church. He wants to

devotions

The stmcture of the

to take that dme.

intentional about

Participant

change.

daily

setting

a more

spend

things: First, spend

more

dme alone with God,

aside time, and second, look for where God is

intense retum to the

more

time

Scriptures

"connecting"

the concept of connecting. He intends to connect

with his

more

was

in order for him and his
Pastor D also used

people.

with God and

fellowship

oriented material.

with fellow pastors. He will immerse himself in

leadership

E confessed his prayer life is not what it

be, but is taking steps

ought

to

working.

to

more

Participant

remedy

that

problem.
Pastor F will continue his

and likes to exercise and
attend

more

retreats and

life and go back to the

daily

devodonal hfe. He has

a

"sweat

and camaraderie is

hog" spirituality,

refreshing.

He will

play golf

The

continuing

education events. Pastor G will continue his prayer

Scriptures

walking

to make sure his vision is in line with what God wants.

Pastor H intends to continue with his covenant group and set

more

time aside for prayer
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and silence before God. Conversation with other visionaries and pastors
on

where God

might

Participant
God with his

be

calling.

I will continue prayer and Bible

people. Participant

Pastor K thinks prayer and

Christian books.
my role

as a

devotions.

trying

on

L

disciplines

are

Experiencing

of prayer and

essential. He fmds

began keeping a joumal

God's

Prayer, meditation,

to be more

upon the Lord

He will share

study.

J will retum to the

waiting

Participant

leader and

him reflect

helps

on

fasting.

help

in

reading

leadership, "just reflecting

on

vision," he said. This is above and beyond his regular

and tapes

intentional about

on

spirituality help Participant M.

spending quality

and

quantity

time

Pastor N is

in the

listening

presence of God.

Participant

to him. Pastors

important

Participant Q

Participant

wants a

going
Are

more

S

was

community

to be

continues

a

often, and

getting

lot

to risk

a

more

on

to take

help

"being

to take

attentive to God" will be most

more

retreat as well.

a

time for

Participant

spiritual

retreat.

R intends to

segment of time each week

small group

"pull

to be alone with

together to study Experiencing

God. He

him remain faithful. Pastor T said, "I think I

am

time in prayer than I have been."
in the church?

becoming change agents

participants previously

following

and

O, P, and Q all intend

of support to

spending

they willing
All

spiritual disciplines

intends to take his leaders

aside to hear God"
God.

O said

saw

the VLTP. The

themselves

as

agents of change. That perception

majority reported

an

intensification

or

quality

change.

Participant
his church.

B said he has

Participant

an

increased

C believed he

now

sense

of urgency about

has better tools to be

a

bringing change

change agent.

in

Pastor E
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reported he
informed.
now

has

with

more

has

always perceived himself to
G said there

Participant
an

increased

desire

T also report increased

described herself as

God's love in action.

a

.

help people

to

sensitivity to

change agent
.

change agent,

change to be

their roles

through

but is

now

better

that he could not talk about with

as

and "one who

God loves

.

things

were

a

of vision he is brave

awareness

to

now

be

enough

"to talk about it." Pastor I

like Jesus. Pastors J, K, L, O, R, and

change agents. Participant M
plants

God's vision.

...

I

myself as

see

I think that love is the greatest

me.

others,

change

agent in the world."
Pastor N, said

regarding

herself as

Yes. It has intensified

caused

a

change agent.

greatly

so

over

the past two weeks until it has

really stop and ask myself the question, 'Do you want to
continue doing this'? I have been attacked so viciously. Do you want to
continue
.

me

was

in fact,

to and I've

Participant

S

Do

they

calling?

an

they

Conger's

participants

it's

to

idea,

but

came

changes

accept that fact." After all his
a

change agent?

in

on

early

calling

change.

I think so,

quite yet.

behavioral

changes aligned

or

though.

If

life.

sense

of

new

Do others notice?

training experiences

moment in

renewed

with

personal-growth style training programs

take away from their
or

recent

.

to the realization

has been

.

self-perception, self-confidence,

leadership thinking?

research

"Not

.

mn.

to."

going

demonstrate

particular stage

you

uncomfortable with the

honest. Are you

describe any
Do

was

are

agent of change. "I believe that's what God.

place yet

transformational

their

P said he

just been reticent

was

it hasn't taken

an

this? Or

going to be a wimp and tum tail and
agent of change, not by choice but by God's design.

doing

I'm still

.

Participant
that he

to

me

People,

"what

was

in essence, latch

revealed that

most salient for them at

on

to events or ideas
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that

help

them grow

personally

165-166). Conger's finding
shared his

or

seems to

they

apply

was

changes

at

times remarkable.

as a

Participant

or are

study

facing" (Leaming
as

Every story

was

you

by

fresh

a

to Lead

well. As each individual

they had gained

result of the VLTP, I asked each

your concept of ministry been affected

What will you do,

are now

this

to

her situation and then shared what

correspondence
any notable

with issues

from the VLTP, the
In order to discem

unique.

participant this question:

understanding

of visionary

Has

leadership?

doing differently?

A stated,

I am trying to listen more to the
definitely been affected.
negatives, to the things that I don't feel that I own, to the people who
complain. I need to hear if God is speaking through them to me. 1 have
been affirmed in many ways to go forward with things that I have already
thought to be tme and that I felt. In another sense I was also challenged to
sit and rethink some things.

It's

...

Potential leader

where vision, not where it
me

that is

B

Participant
comes

extremely important."

remarked, "Yeah, definitely. Just in the graphing of

from, but the idea of it [coming from].
He said he will

spend

more

.

.

Scripture.

To

time in the Bible

purpose of seeing how that relates to the church today and
the vision that we should be working towards. I have taken some vision
workshops before, but your approach was one that helped tie in the

studying

with

scriptural

a

dimension to it.

.

.

.

Also, the laity need

to

see

the

scriptural

basis for vision.

Participant

developing

a

"what God is

doing,"

ministry.

ministry, that

now

wants to be

shared vision with his

Participant
in his

C

and to "seek

E told

He

me

reported

up undl

purposefiil

people.

being

he has

Pastor D mendoned

more

a

experienced

a

"reawakening

at an

time

see

chaplain."
appropriate

Charge Conference report

when you started with the

same

renewed desire to

of a leader and less of a

that "I wrote in my

probably

in what he does, while at the

on

time"

pastoral

seminar, that this had become

a
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job.

That is the way I feU.

then several sudden events left him
him
me

clarify

"what

the other

day.

was

.

.

'Have you been

to the emotion and

Its in their

theology, they

this because

we

Pastor F

who I

all

was

wondering

on." His

going

She said, 'All of a sudden you

referring

are

joy

attending

to

was

was not

up to. The VLTP

going

going
am

happy,

helped
.

said to

.

black church?' I said to her, 'No,

African American

we are

opposed

a

to sound like

starting

remarked, "I think I
as

what God

but he just

uplifted spirit communicated. "My wife.

"know how it's

know where

along,

ministry was going well,

His

.

.

a

black

pastor.'" She

congregations

to end."

to end up and

feeling more

why?'

was

often show in

worship.

They think,

"We'll get

praise be

God for that."

more

grace,

to

through

free to be who I am,

people's expectations." Participant G,

an

inner

city

pastor, believed that his "whole concept [of ministry] has been changed by that seminar."
Before the VLTP, he "used to do his

intentional about
succeed

waiting

by helping

Participant

important

even

work and not
because I

was

reinforced

so

that I

wants

us

me

can

own

upon God for

leadership

H said he is

re-evaluating ministry.

helped change Participant

actually caught
and

can

encouraged

up, I
me

was

be.

sees

the need to be

He understands

appreciate

stopped, wondering

to go back to my call to

follow Jesus all the time. And to lead the

only

gives.

Understanding that

I. "I

more

vision. He thinks that he will

others share in the vision that God

the joumey to the vision

ours

Now he

thing."

the

now

how

work is God's

our

training especially,

which way I should go. It

ministry

people

from the

beginning,

to be able to see what Jesus

to do."

Pastor J felt

Participant

"rejuvenated."

K summarized his

He wants to share the vision and mobilize the

thoughts:

It "has

come more

clear to

me.

.

.

laity.

the whole
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Christian walk I'm seeing is
with the Lord.

relationship
and then

being

mobilizing

them for

Participant

more

being

more

more aware

three-pronged: developing

sensitive
L is not

now

one

toward

and

feehngs easily but he

of things he needs to look for and to put into

leaders and

leadership training.

M felt reaffirmed. The VLTP confirmed the direction she felt God

her. The church often

Participant N said,

relationship,

developing laity

to reveal his

forgets

the vision God

gives;

We need to discover God's vision and leam how

to grow.

intimate

an

able to hear God's voice out of that

ministry. Participant

practice; namely, potential

leading

two,

.

.

and

obedient to it." He is

said the VLTP made him

was

more

instead

we as a

we

people

try gimmicks

can

live it out.

the VLTP

helped me to articulate and to define the frustrations that I have been
feeling with ministry over the past two years. It was at a point that I was
ready to walk away and start my own church. I felt like I was not being
effective. I wasn't doing what the Lord had called me to do. Going
through the material and reading.
just articulated what I wanted to say,
what I was feeling. Some of my frustrations were eased.
.

She

now

intends to train

as

many

lay

leaders

has

a

as

.

she

can

and get them to

multiply

themselves.

Participant
theologically
open to

means

both

now

giving up

"stronger

and

ministry.

Participant

already

He confessed that he

there" but that he has "been
the VLTP

P

"put

an

a

now

sense

feels

to feel

more

feels the

point" behind

I think for

me

it has to be

like, if God is leading

"permission to

some

That

persistent.

confident about

coward about." Pastor

exclamation

of being

being persistent.

God, but also being tenacious enough

don't let go of it."

in

O said he

Q,

a

of the

do

you then

getting laity

things

being

involved

that have been

well-read leader, remarked that

things

he is

now

doing.
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Participant
very

positive

me, what's

preaching

on

promises.

I had

VLTP. "I think it has been effective in

That's OK, that's

you?

hope

low.

were

.

.

good. They

People

.

see

are

a

saying to

it." He's been

he has discovered.

began forming

doing daily devotions,

changed by the

re-energized. My batteries

with

the fiiture

Pastor S

most

was

way. I'm

going

on

S

I wasn't

group to

a

study Experiencing

getting myself grounded

gotten away from all of that and

so

I

God with him. "I wasn't

in God's word and God's

am

this

using

as a

chance to get

back in there."

Participant
challenge
Are

to go

T said the VLTP

deeper

they wilUng

into his word and to

to formulate and be

One purpose of the VLTP
loose hidden

or

purposes. The

style.
as

represented

taken for

was

rely

The evidence cited

under which

time of renewal for him. "It's been

more on

to

challenge

one

a

possible

shift is

to read

likely

even

between the lines when

Participant
and his

perhaps

E remarked that

ministry. Blackaby talks

a

in

something

to the

God.'" Pastor E has

a

to do."

consciousness?
to shake

church, the kingdom, and God's

leadership

underway

and vision awareness,

work,

for

some

are an

indication that

individuals. It is

evaluating participant's

as

well

a

only

comments.

concept in Experiencing God "stuck" in his mind

about the crisis of belief that

with the call of God. Pastor E said, "I think he
He said

a

operates affect passion, vision, and leadership

regarding changes

or

me

participant's worldview,

about the

the renewed thirst to seek God and join him in his

paradigm

what he wants

guided by kingdom

granted assumptions

paradigms

a

effect of, 'If I think I

was

can

talking

face when confronted

about God-sized

handle it, it

building project looming before him,

we

as

probably
well

as

expectations.

was not

other

of

challenges.
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He has

struggled

for

he reahzed, "It doesn't matter." God
R

Participant
in

Experiencing

for

sunk in.

.

.

that

be greater than
a

a

.

living

." It

.

five

by

a

can

was

or

for

comments that

and

etemity

"a real

ten year

leading

Participant

D

was

to ask God to bless what I

of what God is
not have

a

we are

can

not created

of the
also

was

on

leading

for

revelation" for

new

picture,

handle this." Then

merely

but

a

over

etemity,

not

etemity.

several years. He is

basing

.

his

but

today,

it sort of really
for

leading

him, thinking that

vision for

on

.

for

a

today

to

vision could

Pastor R has

now

leadership

less inclined to

more on

the

Holy Spirit.

impressed by

going

doing?" Obviously,

plan yet

I

concept taught in the second seminar and mentioned

leadership transformation

and the

sure

handle it.

entertain the latest idea. Instead he is intent

Scriptures

"I'm not

said, "Even though that is something we know.

we are

get things done.

experienced

Blackaby

God.

Pastor R

etemity.

stmck

was

thought,

time with the

some

a

concept in Experiencing God. "Am I going

to do anyway,

he chooses to

or am

join

I

actively seeking

to be

a

part

God in his work. He said he does

how to fulfdl that in his life, but it is

now a

chief element in his

leadership.

Participant Q
pressing heavily

was

on the

future. "That caused

impressed by the theological concept

present, and that God's vision for

me

to

spend

a

bit

time

more

us

trying to

is

of God's fiiture

a

already

shce of his intended

ascertain his

thoughts

for

[this

church]"
Research

What

training components

visionary pastoral leader?

were

Question

most

3

effective in

creadng

the desire to become

a
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Research

through

question

3 is

predicated upon a positive

the VLTP and determine which components, if any,

wrote, "We do know from research that the

imaginative, cognitive,

and behavioral� are

powerful the leaming will
greatest leaming leading

be"

responses from

participant

questions. Supplementary

training components

The

awareness

comes

to create

a

Since the VLTP
as

with

leadership

styles

leaming
was

defined

were

a

leaming experience,

the

more

the emotional level.

on

question

interview, question eight,

as

and will

well

the information to

from statements

Conger

individual-emotional,

flow out of the main

provided

useftil.

He also commented that the

167).

most effective in

of the VLTP

setting.

variation of leaming

study

questions

necessary to become

participants

of any educational

nuances)

to Lead

evaluation forms
data

levels of an

engaged by

most

were

gleaned

as

guide my

written

answer

the

from other interview

responses.

conceptual

study

more

change happens

Data collected from the second

analysis.

What

(Leaming

to behavioral

A series of subordinate

question

outcome, and attempts to sift

represented

a

wide

variety

not within the scope of this

was

or

personality types. However,

environment that would

by Conger,

two

God, and

a

components

(2)

employ

it

were

daily experiential, spiritual,

training

and

styles, typical

to control for

within the

was

several

most

lecture. The lecture

of leaming

study

conceptual approach (with

seminars formed the backbone of the

workbook added

a

the motivation and

leader?

visionary

It

predominately

Experiencing

a

creating

avenues

some

design

of the

of leaming.

personal growth

emphasized: (1) personal

during

the two

process. The

cognitive

visionary

Experiencing

God

foundation for the concepts

offered during the lectures. A second book, Bama's The Second Coming of the Church.
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distributed

was

be read between the two seminars. While

as a resource to

nature, Bama's book

was

selected

to

reinforce the need for urgency in

indicates the training components cited

Experiencing
excellent

times

resource

during

for this

study.

their

It became obvious

participant.

as

joining

Participants

God in his work,

workbook does not address the

participants

during the

and the concepts

God's will, and vision.

ministry

King's book. Experiencing

While the VLTP

an

Table 4

was

final

God,

proved

cite the book

an

only three

indirectly referenced by
participant

interviews that

taught by the book challenged views

are now

much

Experiencing

of vision

subject

change.

in

by participants.

(Table 4), the workbook

spiritual discipline required

ministry,

and

Blackaby

the final interview

almost every
the

God.

most useful

as

cognitive

directly,

more

God

on

inclined to consider

emphasis.

it allowed

me

to

While the

build upon

concepts it introduced.

Participant
liked that

clarify

a

a

lot.

...

recalled, "I really liked the workbook. Experiencing God.

It said

even

something

writing.

A evaluated

rethink, reaffirm, and

reject

Six

churches

participants

said

they

some

on

had

God as,

of my

a

workbook at

really

helped

to

times, and the

"helpfiil, affirming, [and]

forced

me

thoughts, beliefs, [and] approaches."

final evaluation forms, every individual found

begun using

immediately following the study.

future.

at this moment and

to be said about

Experiencing

to

am

I

..."

eighteen participants responding

it useful.

near

lot of things to where I

of sitting down and

Participant

Of the

a

lot of issues. There is

discipline

to

E

or

planned

to

Four other individuals

use

the book in their

planned

to use it in the

A

Component

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

1

J

K

L

M

N

0

P

Q

Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant

Facilitator
Personal

Sharing &

Devotional Time
Lecture

Enthusiasm

Preparation
Creativity
Illustrations & Stories
Video
Notebook

Sm

(prepared)

Group

R

Discussion

Class Discussion
Exercises

(self-evaluation)
"Just being together"
Like-minds
Lunch
Other Resources:

ExDeriencinq God
Second Comina of the

Church

Visionary Leadership Training
Participant

Evaluation

Process
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Lecture. The lecture formed the backbone of the VLTP. Each

received
both

a

notebook fdled with almost 100 pages of notes and handouts

seminars). Significant concepts

Black-and-white

photocopies

concepts and understandings

hope,

from

Barker's

leadership.

The

transparencies

to my

to relate

attempted

own

using

unifying biblical

During

the

and

a

for the lecture. Nine

personal story

enabled them to

N summarized her

feelings

I think your

overhead

projector.

in each notebook. I

came

to

(total following

from frustration to

leadership

a

attempted

model.

During

concepts from Blackaby and Bama's books,

theological

renewed

closing interview,

an

joumey in ministry,

video, "The Business of Paradigms,"

than two hours of teaching about

appreciation

illustrated

management mental and behavioral model

a

the second seminar I
as

were

of color

to tie

well

participant

core

(80%)

concepts of visionary

of the VLTP

ecclesiology

sixteen

and

was

provided

in

more

eschatology.

of participants remarked about their

(45%) participants

emotionally

to the

as

commented that

connect with the

hearing

my

concepts taught. Participant

this way:

personal experience. I leam more from what people
said, this is something that I hungered for.
I heard was very significant. To know that there was

own

experienced.
Everything that
.

.

have

.As I

another pastor in the United Methodist Church that saw a need for this
type of visionary leadership training and to see other pastors, some of
whom I've had the
Because I

came

same

from the

discussions with, to see them affirm, that helped.
Baptist denomination helped me to understand

looking at it as a former Baptist, but I was looking at it as
recognizing that there is a need for change. When I heard
pastors such as yourself who is United Methodist and has been United
Methodist down through the years, and other people saying the same
identical things it reaffirmed for me that I was not off centered.
that I

not

was

a

leader and

Written evaluations

unanimous in

indicating

(see Appendix E) retumed by nineteen participants

that the lecture format

was

helpful

to them.

They

were

were

asked to
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evaluate the facilitator based
and

creativity.

All commented

Three videos

were

Business of Paradigms")
this video
save

was

helpful

preparation, knowledge

on

favorably.

planned

was

of subject matter, interest level,

for the VLTP

shown. However,

to them. The other two

seminars; only

one

(Barker's

"The

eight (40%) participants responded

videos, both by Bama,

were

that

eliminated to

time.

Five

(25%) participating pastors

particularly usefiil

and

Other VLTP

provided

noted that the

supplied notebook materials

were

much information for future reference.

teaching components

included

large

group and small group

discussion, stories, and illustrations. During both seminars, several self-evaluation style
exercises
While

a

were

planned but

eliminated to

give

more

time for lecture and discussion.

smaller percentage of participants cited these elements

noteworthy,

it should be remembered that these components

as

were

particularly
discarded

or

reduced in

number because of time pressure. Had these items been included, their educational value

might

have been

What

components should be eHminated, minimized

more

widely appreciated.

What components should be added that
VLTP

participants

were

more

sessions.

Participant

conference officials should
would like

to see more

expanded

for future use?

previously missing?

did not suggest any components that should be eliminated

minimized. One hundred percent of participants
into

or

A

thought

experience

small group

suggested

that the

bishop,

that the VLTP be

district

expanded

superintendents,

the VLTP. Five out of twenty

or

and all

(25%) participants

discussion, and three (15%) mendoned that

more

interacdon and discussion is needed between the facilitator and the endre group. One
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(5%) participant requested

more

stories and illustrations, and

additional videos would be usefiil. Four (20%)

"proven" visionary speakers would help

them

integrate concepts with practice.

that

them to

leaders. See Table 5 for details.

develop

as

visionary

ongoing coaching relationship

What kind of schedule would best

Sixteen out of twenty

expand

a

retreat

months

serve

the

participant

(80%) participants

the VLTP. The number of total sessions

the most

respondents suggesting

setting

shortening

the

original

integrate

to

made schedule

(20%) preferred

or

how to

on

from three to

nine, with

(10%) participants proposed

sessions

the material. Several

five-hour session to three

learning process?

suggestions

suggested range

Two

would best enable

and the

at least four sessions. Two

for the VLTP, while four

allowing participants

(10%) thought

participants believed that additional

(10%) individuals suggested

an

two

spread

over

several

participants proposed

four hours to reduce "information

overload."
A review of participant comments indicates

appropriate, meeting
would be

beyond

optional.

from 9:00

would be

more

completes

optional,

modest four-session schedule

Remaining

spaced approximately

the

in-depth analysis

of the

Visionary Leadership Training

presentation

of this

of findings for the VLTP.

training process.

the

path

toward

together

A

Process

Chapter

5 will present
can

asked: "Do you

visionary leadership?" Participant

G

coaching

to train other coaches.

The results of the VLTP

was

seems

month apart. Sessions

based upon the desire of the group.

summarized in the words of a participant. Every pastor

yourself on

one

for lunch

wise, given the researcher's time and ability

Summary
This

until 12:30 p.m.

Sessions would be

the fourth would be

relationship

a.m.

a

responded:

be

now see

A

Component

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

J

1

K

L

M

N

0

P

Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant Particpant

Class Discussion

Coaching
Illustrations and Stories

Other

Speakers/Pastors
Group Discussion

Small
Time

or

Added

Sessions
Video
Vision

Implementation

Help
TABLE 5

Visionary Leadership Training
Fall 1998

Additional

Participant

Suggested

(As reported

Future

Process

Evaluation

Training Components

in final interview and written evaluation

forms.)
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myself on that path, that road. Like I said earlier, the training. is
sure it was for everybody else. It is just like
very unique to me and I'm
somebody who knows how to drive and has a car, but has no key. Perhaps
some of us who are in ministry a long time and know how to drive, we lost
the key or the key was not given to us. The training that we received to
me was like placing a key in [my] hand. OK, you are set you can go.
That's how I interpret the whole seminar. I'm on my way, I am really on
the visionary road.
I

see

.

.

.

Twenty clergy, possessing from six

participated
and

in

a

vision, and

leadership

a

twenty-six

years of pastoral

on

leadership

Scripture. Twenty clergy reported heightened visionary

The VLTP demonstrated that

may prove usefiil

a

long-term pastoral leadership

preparing traditional clergy

.

experience

brought together spiritual discipline, teaching

fresh look at

awareness.

training process
ministry.

process that

to

.

for twenty- first century
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CHAPTER 5

Summary and Conclusions
Christian leaders

are

people in hot pursuit of a compelling kmgdom vision. They

accept any sacrifices it will take
God's

gifi;

in

represents

reality of that vision. This vision

and his work, and he invites believers to join him in it. Vision is

spiritual impression
promise

to actualize the

of the

Revelation, "I
than

more

a

reality of God's

am

anyone is in

making everything new!" (Rev.

promise

in process. Paul declared the

Christ, he is

fiiture not yet made visible. It is

of what God will

personal impact

a new

accomplish

of the

creation; the old has

21

is

a

mental and

a

result of his

:5). This proclamation

at the end of time, it is

now

kingdom's presence, "Therefore,
gone, the

new

has come!"

if

(2 Cor.

5:17; cf 2 Cor. 3:18; 4:16-18). Actualizing the vision is worth the stmggle. Christ
admonished the

seven

churches of Revelation, "To him who

overcomes.

.

I will give.

.

.

."

(Rev. 2:7, 11, 17, 26; 3:5, 12,21).
God
faithful

seems

working

to

give

a

slice of the fiiture to each of us,

toward the whole. Vision is the

in

of the

kingdom

every

overcomer.

There is

willing

a

chiu-ches prove it

our

province of the Spirit

they slowly waste

that

to clear away the clutter of tired
out diat

an

to prove

unveiling

passion of

away. United Methodists in the Southem New
same

groove of decline. God's

vision must be recovered and leaders must be raised up to

fiitiu-e, but history bears

us

leadership. Eighty-five percent of American

Jersey Annual Conference generally fit into

great sacrifice

and

midst. Vision forms the heart of leadership and the

dearth of visionary
as

allowing

paradigms

God is faithfiil to

champion

it. It will

kingdom

require

and reorient ourselves to God's

overcomers.
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Major Findings
gathered together twenty clergy who sought to become

I
not seek

what

visionary leadership training with the concept of overcoming in mind,

they received. My purpose was simply to guide them to
and

leadership
obstacles
In

ministry

preventing
an

us

effectiveness
from

A

sample

population (N=482)

conclusions
without
their

can

such

as

immense and

a

certainty and both

fiill blown

lives.

clergy to

This

and second,

and the

with

study

at least

Two obvious

investigation.

be demonstrated in other ways

can

study does, however,

we

likely to be

(4. 15%) compared

visionary leadership training process

expensive undertaking;

are

draw many conclusions with

manageable number for me,

considering the results of this study.

validity. First,

our

is too small

participants

in directions worth fiirther

be drawn with

path of visionary

this, the majority of conclusions

of SNJ Annual Conference
was a

the

but that is

together could joumey and overcome the

God's purposes for

size of twenty

authority. Twenty, however,
provides signs pointing

so we

fiilfiUing

exploratory study

generalizations.
the

They did

overcomers.

have

no

other

add substance to

would be

choice, it

an

must be

done.

First, if a fiill-featured VLTP is developed, what this research study accomplished

merely represents step

one,

developing visionary leadership

step, especially for traditional clergy who

were never

and have little exposure to real models of leadership.

awareness-building phase
leadership,
189).

is "an

it must be followed

important step

by

a

phase

awareness.

trained in

a

It is

an

essential

leadership paradigm

Conger reveals diat while the

toward

of deep skill

meeting new

demands for greater

development" (Leaming to

Lead
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Steps two, three,
and skill

training,

and

beyond would require

building. Existing clergy

leam

leadership. Beyond the unrealism

what

today's pastors need to

advocate

on-the-job training

extend well

beyond

This
This VLTP

study suggests

assignments

are

as a

of this

that

better way.

not be sent back to

notion,

most

consumed

and

conceptual

seminary in

seminaries

are

order to

teaching

not

Kotter and others

Conger favors "coaching mechanisms"

courses

a

major

approximately twelve weeks when

considered. One should note that all

($45

per

that

(196).

leadership development requires

this time into further sessions. The costs
an

theological

practice. Senge, Bennis,

leadership training

any

(step one)

know and

can

fiirther

all

participants felt

participant

a

investment.

reading
need to extend

in the Fall 1998

VLTP)

are

additional consideration.

Any attempts

clergy back to
development

where

to shortcircuit the

they

are

now�ineffectiveness.

cannot be viewed

simplistically.

"requires organizational mechanisms
leaming

shaped

events will not

one's life. For

provide

instance,

a

"seminar junkies," yet their

place

diem ahead of odiers who
an

It

Conger claims leadership

requires

to sustain and

a

long-term commitment

integrate its

few of the VLTP

calling

previous leaming experiences,

were

while

studying leadership materials

some

helpfiil,

on

their

intentional, lifelong leadership development process.

us

A few

(199).

participants were what

importantly, developing the spiritual disciplines necessary to
leaders God is

effects"

that

what is needed to break out of mental models that have

term

substitute exists for

leadership development process will drag many

to be caimot be mshed.

be the

would

did not

own.

No

More

Spirit-filled

servant
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Second,

we

have

no

other choice for the

shnple reason that nothing else works

this juncture of history. But better reasons exist. God is

kingdom work, yet

clergy do not know the basics

our

to act in

management paradigm and continue

light

calling

us

to

of leadership.

of that

paradigm.

join with him

They

all of these pastors

the

paradigm. They, however,

edge

that old

of the old and

stepping

paradigm methods

into the

to which

must let go. But what comes next?

training experiences

leadership,
required

but

for

they

still

Many

a

clmg

can

only

stretch

do not know. Some

their resume' and may demonstrate

these few do not operate

twenty-first century ministry

participant was
relating

even

on

new

in

in

a

Some of the

participants pastor slowly growing churches;

are

in his

steeped

are

at

leaders

emerging

so

are

on

discovering

far, and

soon

they

clergy list past leadership

some

of

knowledge

fully within the leadership paradigm

a

postmodem world. Only

one

clergy

clear leader. Much of what he knows he read himself or discovered

by

to those who are also leaders. This kind of self-motivated individual will leam

leadership

no

matter what the rest of the church does

or

does not

do, but he

or

she is the

exception.
The pre- VLTP interview indicated that most

concept of biblical leadership
mentioned

leadership

concept of the church

majority.

While

as

or

or a

for

kingdom

transforming people

concepts of vision expressed did

were

not show

or

adequate

participants

consciousness

not seem to influence or

for Christ

an

indwelling Holy Spirit;

pre- VLTP concepts of vision

well, their conceptual understanding did

passion

flmction of the

traditional and their

participants'

did not have

vision. Less than 25 percent of the

servanthood

was

participants

was

their

weak in the

expressed reasonably

integrate with their

challenging dysfimction in the system.

firm

theological roots; underlying

The

much of
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what I heard was, 'This is

vision / have to construct,

a

secularized view opposes the truth that God

fiiture / have to build." This

a

provides the vision

as a

gracious gift of his

love.
This may

Only

further

or

may not

study could

developing leadership

represent the clergy of the Southem New Jersey conference.

decide that. I do know it represents my

and vision

awareness.

participants evidently perceived themselves
one

participant (Q)

that he

was

developing ministry

meaning

(e.g. developing

a

vision statement,

strategizing). Others

were

as,

doing ministry

the

and

of even

to

do to make vision

in the

No

one

a

expressed

a

move

vision

along

shared vision,
around

a

vague

sense

right direction but their

for their churches

Only Pastor Q, though he had

happen.

help

developing programs

descriptions

dream.

some

leaning toward being

vision, developing

By their own report they were aiming

uninspiring hazy

least

at

stmctures that would

casting

five-year vision

the pre- VLTP interview

or were

of mission.

a

joumey in

operating with usefiil visionary behavior,

visionary. Only

was

During

own

were more

not

akin to

an

yet arrived, knew what he had

dream that would be

impossible

without God.

Unless

we are

VLTP is needed.

sold

on

Participant

As far

as

the

mediocrity,
A

simply is no choice;

spoke prophetically

answers are

rough road to try

there

in

our

form of a

final interview:

concemed I think that

and convince the church

some

we are

itself,

in for

not just this

a

really

church, but

changes are needed and necessary and beneficial.
We have some lay people diat are really.
and pastors for that matter.
don't quite agree and are holding on to old ways that don't help. It's
going to take a lot of denominational support. It's going to take a lot of
clergy relationships that need to be tightened up or established so that we
can have support
groups and somebody to soimd things off of, sounding
boards. Listening, sometimes just a friend there to share the hurts and the
joys.
die Church that these

.

.

.

.
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Signposts
Visionary Leadership Training Process is not a new idea.

The

leadership training organizations have existed
vision is

give

elusive art and

an

another person

trainee to

a

The

some

leadership skills

are

too

Teaching leadership

complex

to teach. No one

vision, and certainly not by teaching it. Training

stream, then encourage him

following signposts

information and direction and
to avoid the

for two decades.

places they wam

offer

we

or

In various forms

can

and

can

only guide

a

her to jump in.
for the joumey.

guides

Signs

are

either choose to go in the direction

about. These

signs

are

generalities

provided to give

they point

or

choose

drawn from this

exploratory study.
Sign
but

they

and

only

general

#1

are.

�

Pastors

No VLTP

one came

sense

are

preoccupied

participant

in this

close. Some have

of purpose, but the

Frequently participants

defined

with the present. Not that

study

frizzy

dreams of a

majority are

leadership

could express

in

of the

at that moment in their churches. Several confessed

drain the vision
This is

a

right out

daily battle before

stmggle

they

fiiture and many have

or

situations

allowed the

clergy

demonstrates that

asserts that "when

a

them.

they

faced

of them.

visionary may have overstated reality. This

group is

we are

that is

a

who

sliver of SNJ United

thoroughly institutionalized.

preoccupied wdth the present,

sign

Bama

correctly

it has become

institutionalized. The driving forces become territory and survival, rather than purpose
and renewal" (Second

Coming 199).

a

day-to-day grind to

warning sign. During the pre- VLTP interview, participants

considered themselves

Methodist

clear, compelling vision,

preferred

locked into the

light

a

they want to be,
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This attitude is not

book and
and

the

changing

culture

Scripture.

"forward

Christianity is hope

transforming

in

seen

Sign
Moral

vision-sharing

established
#2

�

a

so

face

our

or

events

to understand and

can no

(Bama

longer

Second

trained

or

under assauh in

as

leadership; management

is all

energies expended

we

leamed.

live is

under which

changes

increased.

so

the first.

diverse and values
a

single

a

now a

generalists,

problem.

reach out to

are

grab

Pastors must rediscover

flexibility, mnovation,

and

requirement.

of clergy

Only

experienced clergy

more

into account. Pastors who

one-size-fits-all

high percentage

they

awareness

warning sign follows

the book of Acts. The

the mission field is

The second obstacle: A

a

Coming 51).

proposes to solve

missionary mentality permeating
on

revolutionizing

.

flilfill every need and taste with

seminary models

are

almost any program that works

imagination evident

vision

obstacles. This

trained did not take any of the present cultural

the

are

.

God. Most notable in all of the VLTP results, when

nation. The culture in which

The first obstacle: Most

stmggling

moving.

participants were stmggling to spiritually

significant

highly that we

package of programs

VLTP

regular quiet time with God,

Clergy

relativity plagues

customization

and forward

thoroughly eschatological

do not understand with most of their emotional

just maintaining stability. Several

participants

looking

a

present" (Moltmann 16). Today's clergy

they

connect with their

The Bible is

an

were never

trained for

adventurous few will break out of

the mold.
The third obstacle:

Many traditional congregations,

past, expect management; they would hardly know how
five

participants expressed how restrictive this mentality

so

indoctrinated fi-om the

to cope with

is for their

a

leader. At least

ministry.
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The fourth obstacle: The

theological underpiimings

for

visionary leadership

is

lacking; clergy must gain a kingdom ecclesiology and eschatology.
The fifth obstacle: Some of the

church growth

by stretching the limits

clergy who now

of an old and tired

demonstrated that he is poised for transformation into
wants it and knows what it looks like but is not in

All of these obstacles became evident to

participants
Sign

�

motivation and talents
those who

were

explain why
leadership

are

to invest the time.

cmcial to

most motivated

every

and

willing

are

participant reported

visionary

leader led environment. Pastor N

degree

see

it

awareness.

can

work if

clergy

Conger notes

an

invitation and

at least some if not a

No

happen

that

are

an

motivated to

individual's

In this first

participated;

significant

leadership development process

matter of the heart and inner motivation

development.

Visionary leadership training is labor-intensive. Attending a
a

few books do not constmct

a

visionary

introduce

ideas, but it will probably not result in

produce

false

a

sense

a

person

of having dealt with 'the vision

(Letter to

the Author 30

personal.

New

skill

leader. Bama

July 1998).

leadership

building is ignored.

and vision
A

as

wise, involved

will

only

the

is first

a

few seminars and
can

vision. In fact, it may

George Bush called

The motivation of the trainee must be

awareness

as

noted, "A seminar

grasping

thing,'

this may

such

Visionary leadership

is cmcial for

VLTP,

increase in

VLTP existed in the SNJ Annual Conference before.

reading

soon.

among the VLTP

leadership development (180).

responded to

enjoying

paradigm. Only Participant Q

position to

a

are

leadership development process.

Visionary leadership training

make it work and

a

some

and must be addressed in any fiiture
#3

appear successfiil

it"

long-term

and

lead to fiirther fiiistration if

mentor is a must. This

coaching relationship
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will determine the

failure of leadership

success or

development.

Leaders

never

develop

in isolation.

Sign
does not

#4

Some benefit from

--

automatically guarantee a leader.

"Any process

be screened in

theirs-and
a

produce

some

manner

should become

complication

in this

questionable assumption that
to be leaders. This may not

Beyond motivation,
are

could not be

Lead

and

all

likely to

all

clergy

always be
a

an

regard to this particular study,

individual whom God has not

Bama is

traimng

should

wasting your time�or

likely correct in his

assertion

initial part of any future VLTP. For purposes
that barrier

was

could be trained, hi

participants

were

not raised in order to

addition, I made the

called of God, and

as

pastors

are

called

tme.

participanf s spiritual gifts, calling, talents, childhood,

affect the VLTP outcome to

expected. However,

even a

positive though

some

an

m

to ensure that you aren't

study, however,

test whether or not any or all SNJ

change"

Bama wrote

raising imreahstic hopes" (30 July 98).

of reducing

than others. Motivation to leam

frustration. The individuals selected for such

reasonable

screening process

heredity

more

that seeks to make vision clear within

called to lead will

and

training

10 percent

incremental

A uniform result

degree.

some

and

"significant positive behavioral

change,

as

Conger notes, (Leaming to

181) would make the VLTP wortii pursuing.

Sign

#5

-

Nothing

This

but the old will do.

sign is

others, and is larger than any. Every VLTP participant felt
basics of Christian faith. After their twelve week

in-seminar reviews of biblical
retiun to

authentic

eschatology

Christianity

is

a

must.

and

a

of a

more

certainty than

strong need

to retum to the

study of Experiencing God

ecclesiology,

Any attempt

there

was no

to discem a

and

question that a

leadership

vision
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disconnected from God who gives it results in

a

lunited and flawed

intuition and

imagination. Visionary Christian leaders

Jesus

and that

Christ,

Sign

#6

�

A

relationship

can

clergy person

product of one's

lead out of their

own

intimacy wdth

only be developed through spiritual disciplines.

must become

a

kingdom pastor.

This

sign

represents another certainty. Jesus began and finished his earthly ministry preaching the
of God

kingdom
church to

a

Any

personal

believed
become

in

VLTP must

challenge pastoral

leaders not to settle for

and corporate transformation. Before the VLTP all

change agents. They began to
the

imacceptable.

leaders, clergy must recall the

fact, they must develop that consciousness

they were change agents. Following the

proclaiming

the

4: 17, Acts 1 :6-7). As servant

kingdom consciousness;

themselves.

than

(Matt.

VLTP all

understand that

disturbing reality of the kingdom

As

an

are

participants

optional

eschatological community the church

is

less

clergy participants

challenging

not

anything

ever

knew

they had

to

the status quo and

and accommodation is

moving

forward under

headship of the King.
Sign

noticed that

#7

one

�

Trained leaders

of the most

others. While this concept
VLTP

beget trained

important tasks

was

not

leaders.

of leadership is

directly addressed,

it

During the VLTP participants
traiiung

was

participants were taught-leaders multiply themselves.

participants
Sign

indicated
#8

�

they would

soon

The connectional

pastors will always leam leadership

mobilizing

implied by most everything
The

majority of VLTP

begin training and mobilizing the laity.

system

on

and

their

can ensure

own

failure

regardless

or success.

Some

of what the system does.

They will surroimd themselves with books and tapes, they will associate

with other
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like-minded leaders, they will
with their God, and
hi

a

practice spiritual disciplines, they will remain connected

lead their

they will

people.

connectional system like United

conference in which they

serve.

pastoral leadership training.

But this does not often

Methodism, clergy

The conference

How is that?

can ensure

the

are

happen.

accountable to the

success or

failure of

Conger writes,

.The most

important culprits responsible for leadership training not
being as effective as it could be are the organizations who use the
programs. Deep dovm, many organizations do not want more leaders.
They prefer managers~and for simple reason: they are a known and
controllable quantity. Leaders are not. They take initiative, they challenge
the status quo, they encourage followings. For many companies, this is a
ftightening prospect. (Leaming to Lead 189-190)
.

.

Two altematives emerge. The conference

boldly training new

leaders

or

settle for the decline

trained individuals foimd it difficult to
not

implement

supported by their organization (161).

hindered imless the

can

In

we

new

instability

have

now.

leadership

and

growth while

Conger noted that
skills when

they were

addition, leadership development was

certain that

organization made

risk

ongoing coaching relationships were

established.

Sign

#9

environments.

fimdamental

~

Clergy

Visionary leadership

change

in the way

traditional management

support, and

a

of the future must network

one

paradigm

can

to

they

to life.

into the

of teamwork and

participants

felt relief "I'm not in tiiis alone."
came

responds

learning
and represents

Transitioning

a

between

a

leadership requires encouragement, on-going

non-judgemental atmosphere

interview, "When I first

in

intimidating to clergy

views and

last VLTP seminar, at the close several
that

be

together

team-learning. During

the

commented and all seemed to agree

Participant E

ministry there

later remarked in his final

was a

real

sense

of
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But

competitiveness."
that

noting the atmosphere during the VLTP,

'T didn't

competitiveness. They were genuinely concemed about affirming

room." This

lessening of competitiveness.

Pastor E

said, is

a

cultiu-al

sense

one

any of

another in the

change within the

conference, but was particularly notable during the VLTP.

Sign

#10

heart and the

participants

An effective

�

head, but

a

must teach

had of previous

do I do with it?" The

visionary leadership training

implementation. One of the criticisms

leaming experiences,

This is

at

implementation.

models to follow.

Today's clergy must become

a

Theological

all

humanity out

because

we are

two-tiered

of the grace and

created in his

The

gift.

as

compelling image

humanity, people

can

vision, is

of God. God

temporal significance. Any

leader

can

so

few

a common

gives

Vision is

all

sought

the intrinsic motivation

gift

as

The VLTP will

clergy have

leadership

from Giver, but the

level shared

humanity
at

tapping

of an ideal future. However, hke all the

disassociate

what

touch heart and head, but

soul of leader and followers. Ground level vision holds the power to

the

now

tomorrow's mentors.

level

image (Gen. 1 :27).

business world; there it is defined

that VLTP

Reflections

ground

goodness

knowledge,

implementation.

must since

continue and teach

a

"I received the

recently completed VLTP attempted to

two-seminar, time-limited experience, failed

Vision is

process will touch the

certain

by

gifts,

this level in the
into the mind and

light the

gifts God gives

gift continues

to

fire

within,

to

operate with

tap into this gift and with human knowledge,

intuition, and creativity make it work. Some marketplace leaders admit this vision verges
on

the

mystical;

it is almost

still bound by time.

a

spiritual

matter. The results

might be amazing,

but

they

are
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A

God's

died,
the

I

higher level

of vision, is

the Lord seated

and

of our

on a

impossible to

seraphs, Isaiah

consider.

we are.

a

fiightful thing,

a

.

.

.1

people of unclean lips,

Ahnighty" (Isa. 6:5).

am

an

unclean

One and

mined! For I

and my eyes have

Isaiah reahzed his unworthiness to

him, and he identifies with

people who

King Uzziah

clearer

recognition

point

atonement and reconciliation. Isaiah contributed

did it all

(Motyer 77-78).

saying,

Send me!"

Now Isaiah's

ears are

seen

die

opened,

This is

a

picture

ghmpse of the glory
compelling call
deserve, it is

a

of vision for every

and

to

gift

grace offers the

King,

lips,

die LORD

of

goodness

nothing

and he

to the

can

experience,

God

hear the voice of the

rephes,

"Here

am

I.

privilege of participatmg with him.

believing leader.

majesty of God can we hear his

Not until

voice and

join the Lord in his kingdom work.
administered

of unclean

of his confessed need,

"Whom shall I send? And who wih go for us?" And he

(Isa. 6:8) God in his

the

the cry of the

hearing

am a man

see

experience what was before

bringing

we

a

also do not deserve the

God. Then God in his grace touches the sinner at the

a

insight into

awesome,

Second, vision becomes

Upon seeing the Holy

cried out, "Woe to me!

and I live among

is

an

fears, fraihies, and fallibility (Shawchuck & Heuser 69). Whenever we

Holy God we realize who

Lord

first

throne, high and exahed, and the train of his robe filled

A vision fi-om God is at first

temple" (Isa. 6:1).

overwhelming,

etemity and is

pov^er, and holiness. Isaiah wrote, "In the year that

beauty, splendor,
saw

that touches

one

capture

never

Acts

a

have heard, it

once we

Vision is

by the Holy Spirit (Joel 2:28;

we

something that

2:17)

to fiilfill

God's purposes.
A vision from God has the air of etemity in

intimidating,

but

magnetic

and beautiftil. It

it, it is

comes as a

at once awesome,

larger-than-life gift

fearfiil,

from

and

beyond
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that calls

vision

us on a

heavenly mission.

Once

leader tastes

a

of time with him. Even if it fades, the leader will have

and

life just will not be the

intimacy with

has

exerts such

God wants to do in

and is

always

in the

seems

always

worth

background

(11:13-16) reminds

important to pursue
A

requires

a

from God

us

make

givmg

of our

attention. Sometimes the vision is just too

our

Even when

they

Spirit-filled

advances his

quite

cannot

This is

kingdom

God's visions
here. He told

a new

us

are

that all

earth, with

something

is

by prayer. Scripture,

people

see

faithful

to end of his

place.

risky,

seem

even

when

any

It

but it

one

okay,

kingdom

to

as

and Heuser

person

can

bring

they

else

something
as

the

more

72).

handle and

it about. A vision

are

by his

drawn

they march relentlessly forward

call.

in mission. For

done for sake of the

kingdom,

consciousness.

meant to be tumed into

things will

no more

time and

and may

(Shawchuck

cooperating

toward the

the end,

specific

for us, but this is

crying

or

be made

pain

or

reality. God's reputation is

new

death

and that there will be

earthly ministry,

Jesus

at stake

a new

heaven and

(Rev. 21:1-5).

Jesus Christ proves that God does what he says. He

beginning

that

lives to. The vision evokes

thinking,

Spirit-driven visionary servant-leader, everything is

not for ego.

sense

about the great heroes of the Bible, "It is

one's vision than to achieve it"

succession of the

a

sense

our

big

kingdom-sized vision is always larger than

always

gnawing

a

Or the vision grows, fiieled

picture of what

drawing power that it

author of Hebrews

the

same.

call attached to it. It does not

a

deep passion
has

she cannot let it go. The

God.

The vision is the

always

or

fade v^hen it is not nourished in the presence of God, when the heart drifts out

can

missing;

it, he

was

vision

preached the kingdom

personified.

and journeyed

From
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relentlessly toward the cross.
his

disciples

to

He

rose

again proving that God means business.

preach the good news of the kingdom,

them for the task. Jesus also gave his
make

more

same

mission, and the

disciples

disciples" (Matthew 28:18-20).
same

a

model. "I trained you,

And every

God's fiiture that he thinks best suits

it for

our

in want of the vision confronted

now

same

go and

Lord, the

captured by the

gives us

the slice of

We have

have

a

snatches here and

caught

could not be heard

generation of traditionally

dramatically

different culture

trained

desperately

over

clergy

in need of

leaders.

Vision is the most
dissolves.

the Local Church"

we

Intemet).

This is what the
re-connect

important element

Loughery comments,

envision will affect how

do

"How

we

nothing else,

in

our

leadership

and without it

The resuhs

speak

based

to

we

get" ("Transforming

push

was

designed for;

approaches

to

for the results God intends. The

experiment to build visionary leadership

it demonstrates that usefiil

we

for themselves.

Visionary Leadership Training Process

dieologically

leadership

view the world, the church, and what

and determine the results

ministry

pastors and kingdom vision and

was a

available.

a

and

Spirit to equip

us.

so we

by

we are

place

compelling kingdom vision contextualized for us

the din of distracting voices. And

VLTP

Once

time and

Unfortunately, we have not been listening.

visionary

disciple has the

compelling kingdom vision.

kingdom vision the Spirit contextualizes

there but the

and gave them his

He trained

to

building visionary

awareness.

leaders

are

If
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Limitations of the
Four

significant hmitations

of this

study

Study
be identified

can

(2) sample size; (3) composition of the sample; (4) spiritual gifts

(1) gender and race;

as:

and

personality type.

Gender and Race
While the

conference
have

gender

proportions,

Sample

composition

it did not match.

changed the results.

improvements

and racial

No correlation

demonstrated in

of the

However, I

assume

that

a

close to

match would not

appeared between gender or race

leadership

and

visionary

and the

awareness.

Size

sample size was limited to twenty participants.

The

been different with

a

larger proportion of individuals to

the SNJ Annual Conference. Since data collection

per

participant

the

sample.

Composition
This
New

study group was

and

mailing

and materials costs

study was composed entirely

may have affected the results. I

leadership development training

size

(N=482)

of

procedures required two interviews

were

high,

I

was

clergy

of United Methodist

forced to limit the size of

assume

is not

that what

was

However,

stance where

culture, and theology

leamed about

specific to United Methodism

of other denominations. There is

breadth of opinion.

clergy within the Southem

The United Methodist stmcture,

within Uruted Methodism, and this group of twenty

theological

population

of Sample

Jersey Annual Conference.

translate to

the

The VLTP results may have

a

larger number

and

but does in fact

spectrum of theological opinion

participants reflected some of that

VLTP results did not vary based upon

known. A

clergy

participant's

of participants and

a more
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geographically diverse group

may,

however, demonstrate less uniformity in VLTP

results.

Spiritual

Gifts and

Personality Type

Some authorities
abilities. I

visionary

are

convinced that

disagree, though I

Other research demonstrates that is

personality type can severely

admit that

no one

personahty type does flavor the vision.

set of personality traits makes

Therefore, this study intentionally did not take personality type into

gifting

is

more

important,

lead. In order to reduce
or

and

can

influence the

linut one's

intensity

a

leader.

account.

of vision and one's

complexity, this study did not consider spiritual gifts

Spiritual
ability to
in its

design

results.

Suggestions
The

following topics

development

during the

investigation

and may prove fruitfiil in the

topics

were

encountered

VLTP.
ciurent version of the VLTP

usefiil

needed in

a

of a

elongated

required

worth further

Study

of visionary Christian leaders. Each of these

First, the

more

are

for Further

represents only the first step in what is

visionary leadership development process.
and

comprehensive process?

What would be the effects

What would be the commitment

in time and financial resources? What would the attitudes of conference officials

be toward

Mentoring

creating
or

peer

a

long-term, high

commitment

coaching would be necessary.

leadership development process?
What kind of system would work best

within the United Methodist connection?

Second, what impact do spiritual gifts have upon vision and leadership

development

and

leaming?

How do

they limit

or

enhance the

leaming process?

What
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to use most often in

gift

mix does God

can

spiritual gift testing be used to
Third,

developed?

seem

can an

screen

participants

effective vision evaluation tool

What other

diagnostic tools

are

skills? How

imparting visionary leadership
for

or

usefiil for

leadership training?

diagnostic inventory be

disceming visionary tendencies

in

individuals?

Fourth, what impact does God's call
If God has not called

development?

waste of time and a

fiiistrating

an

to

ministry have

individual to

a

on

leadership

and vision

leadership role, training might be

a

endeavor.

Fifth, how do various leaming styles impact visionary leadership development
What

training?

training methods

particular training methods
since vision is

concept

an

best

group of diverse

that work best with

Are there any

styles?

specific subject matter?

elusive and "soft" concept, what

training methods

For

instance,

will best convey the

to others?

Imphcations
In the corporate

for the

design

and

Existing Body

of Knowledge

world, training organizations have attempted for twenty years

transform managers into leaders with
to

serve a

implement

a

varying and

limited

success.

This

study,

visionary leadership training process, is not a new

an

attempt

idea. It

differs, however, in several ways.
First, I have

specifically

not found any

for pastors. While

leadership material exists,
Conger,

an

significant visionary leadership training process

expanding body of visionary and transformational

little if any of it

directly references training

in his review of corporate world programs

leaders, does

not cite any programs

attempting to

benefiting nonprofit agencies

for

clergy.

tum managers

or

to

into

churches. Most
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training opportunities

(management).
develop

the

I have

This VLTP

conceptual

Second,

the

seen

v^as

available to clergy

designed to

times allusions to this in
it is not

a

anyone
seems

some

fiilly developed

theologians, speak

about God's fiiture

this is what vision
and mental

a

as

or

a

VLTP also used

and

so

of that fiiture

compelling

I

whole

as a common

the

well

at

as

but

other

not aware of

and worth

picture,

elements: one,

dying

for. It is

ft

a

kingdom of Christ,
but

a

sliver of it.

spiritual disciplines using
on

vision; and three,

The elements of spiritual

disciplines

conceptual approach somewhat,
The

personal growth techniques.

are

imparted to believers,

eschatological perspective and teachings

presentation modified

as

am

manifestation of the here but not yet

certainly not the

at least

Mohney (Vision 2000).

impacting upon the present,

conceptual approach to leadership development.

and the researcher's

clergy to

visionary leadership.

Pannenberg and Moltmann,

Third, the VLTP brought together three
an

toward

Harding

God-given picture

contextualized for each church. It is

Experiencing God: two,

older paradigms

does not mention vision

in

is, and what makes it

imaging

on

future orientation of Scripture. There

works, such

theme. While

connecting vision with

spiritual

move

existing body of knowledge

gift of the Holy Spirit nor connect it to the

based

fill this void and to enable

necessary to

aw^areness

are

so

the

hope was to put clergy on the path

developing Spirit-driven visionary leaders.
Practical
The intent of this research

As stated in

toward

Chapter 1,

a new

this

leadership

within the VLTP is

a

Applications

project was

project

to

develop something useful

grew out of my

and vision-oriented

resuh of that joumey.

for the church.

fiiistration, and shadows

ministry paradigm.

my joumey

Much of the

teaching
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This

project was designed

for the

clergy

of the Southem New

Conference. If the conference is serious about leadership
of on-the-job
know

or

expect. Of 482 active clergy,

effectively
new

clergy training will need to

in the

paradigm

twenty-first century.

churches do not

likely 400

a

long-term

commitment to

are

The VLTP proposes

depend upon seminaries

themselves. If SNJ United Methodism, dominated

traditionally trained pastors,

is to reclaim

a

visionary leadership training

guide

lead; they threaten the

others in the

status quo;

leadership training; 4) emphasize
disciplines;

2) produce

leadership leaming process; 3)

encourage

clergy

in every way to be

the

maintenance/management expectations

stmctures that resource

work; and 7)
new

chiu-ch

start as many

development

This research

of resistant

new

churches

as soon as

project

as

to

people

to

Christ, then

as

pastors

are

of trained coaches who

visionary
and

as

can

and biblical

a

retum to

connected with

long

possible

spiritual

God; 5) keep

in order to break

congregations; 6) develop

them with additional maintenance type

possible.

Move

as

many proven leaders into

possible.

demonstrates that

a

Visionary Leadership Training

is feasible and, in many ways, necessary. The process may

long-term commitment

Many growing

churches with

and win

a core

as

lead

pastors. They do it

1) risk change

intimately

clergy rather than saddling

solution.

a

Christianity

competent, emerging leader pastors in their locations

paradigm

is in order.

invest in

authentic biblical

ill-equipped to

by traditional

kingdom vision

a new

everything we now think we

to train their

The conference will need to take the bold step to:
trained to

development,

bmsh aside almost

most

Jersey Annual

assume

Process

other forms but the

lifelong leadership development is inescapable.

This is

a
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generation of pastors hanging

though

some see a

The most

the

edge of something new that God is doing,

and

even

need to jump to newness, others feel great reluctance.

practical application to

God and must seek to be

imderstanding

on

visionary

as

arise from this

much

of leadership will do little to

from the heart of God.

as

study

is this: Pastors must pursue

God allows. Even the finest

change hearts

if it is not

conceptual

inspired by vision
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Appendix

A

Letters from

Visionary Leadership

Authorities

Barna Letter
Easum E-mail
P. Lewis Letter

Malphurs

These communications
as

Letter

received

by the author
a result of a letter of inquiry regarding the plausibility
of a Visionary Leadership Training Process.
were
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Barna Research

Group

1998

July 30,

Pastor Lewis Hiserote
Marlton United Methodist Church
P.O. Box 1160

Marlton, NJ

08053

Dear Pastor Hiserote:

Please
about

forgive me for taking

respond

to all

14 months to respond to your letter. I try to be diligent
who write, but sometimes it takes longer than any human being

would expect.
I encourage you to tackle the project regarding vision development. I do believe that
leadership is the key to an effective congregation, and vision is the key to effective
leadership. Having grown up in New Jersey, I know what a desperate need exists there
for God's vision to become the centerpiece of church life and individual's lives. Let me
offer a few thoughts about your approach, based on our experience.
1

.

Any process that seeks to make vision clear within an individual whom God has not
called to lead will produce frustration. The individuals selected for such training
should be screened in some reasonable manner to ensure that you aren't wasting your
time or theirs and raising unrealistic hopes.
Any training must be labor-intensive. For instance, I do not ofifer any vision training
programs because I have leamed that to truly get to the core of the issue, one needs a
mentor who is both wise and intensely involved in that mentee's ministry context. A
seminar can introduce ideas, but it will probably not resuh in a person grasping
vision, hi fact, it may produce a false sense of having dealt with **the vision thing", as
George Bush called it.
Vision development usually takes a lot longer than one month. I applaud your
emphasis upon prayer in the process. But I would elongate the aggregate process to
allow God to shape the person's heart, as well as his/her mind.
There is not a good vision evaluation tool of which I am aware. We have created a
diagnostic tool, the Ministry Leader Profile, designed to assess if a person has been
called to be a leader, if they have the character requisite of a godly leader, and the
nature of their leadership capacity. It may be of some value in your work.
-

2.

3.

4.

-

I pray that God will use you to awaken the churches in your
within the United Methodist family of churches.

region and particularly
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Subject:
Date:
From:
To:
Lewis,
sure

doctor of mmistry
14

Wed,

question

1997 19:28:27 -0400

(EDT)

Easum@aol.com
lewjh@uscom.com

you pose interesting questions to which I dont know the answers.
does. The subject is the most important issue facing most

Freidman

says

the desert until

into

all

they get

one

needs

a

vision.

do

to

is

I

get

much email

so

when

i

respond

now

I

that

am

probably transformational
then

follow the

questions,

Subject:

take their Bible and go
teach a vision,

know you cant
vision and they
I

but you can grow leaders who see the need for
in the importance of being caught by a vision worth

that

Im

someone

denominations.
off

May

dying

can

be

trained

for.

several forums for this purpose so
You would do well to join one,
many people.
leaders,
go to www.easum.com and click on forums,
we

started

helping

instructions.

You

will probably get

some

response

to

your

bill

Re: Vision & D.Min.

project

Date: Mon, 19 May 1997 18:15:36 -0400 (EDT)
From: "Transformational Leadership" <transformational-leadership@mail.easum.com>
To :

transformational-leadership@mail.easum.com

from Bill

easum

issues is
convinced that for UMC one of the most important
This
to me.
write
who
of
the
people
majority
leadership training and so are
most pastors stop
afterwards,
means not only seminary but what happens
We need training modules for
now
is
necessarytime
Life
learning
growing.
from a small church to a
new pastors
right out of seminar, for pastors going
to
develop quite a bit of material
We are beginning
middle size church, etc.
fellow will be usefull to us
this
on this
subject. Any help others can give
I

have

all.

become
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May 30,

1997

Reverend Lewis J. Hiserote, Pastor

Marlton United Methodist Church
PO Box 1160

Marlton, NJ 08053
Dear Pastor Hiserote,

Thank you for your recent letter and compHments on Transformational Leadership. Your
comments conceming a lack of vision among clergy is definitely on target.
I know of

helpful

no

inventory tool
although they

to you,

like you need. But there are other resources that
would need to be adapted to fit the church:

might

be

Burt Nanus,

Visionary Leadership, (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers,
1992). ISBN 0-7879-01 14-8

Burt Nanus, The Vision Retreat, (San Francisco:
ISBN 0-7879-0176-8
I suspect that you

are

strategic visioning

Jossey-Bass Pubhshers, 1995).

very valuable work that could help revolutionize
Your proposal is inuiguing and could pay great

doing potentially

in the church.

dividends in the fiiture. In fact, I would be
seminar, if that was feasible.

happy

to

try and work with you in the training

In the meantime, may God give you the motivation to bring this project to completion for
degree. But more importandy may He use you to broaden the Kingdom

your D. Min.
vision.

Grace and Peace,

Phillip

V.

Lewis, Dean

School of Business and

Management

PVL:et

i-r

.-MoN-rA AvKM

t

�

PO Box 7000

�

Azlsa. Cu.iforma 9I702-7000* (81S)

<)()M- V4:U
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DALLAS THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
May 6, 1997

Rev. Lewis J. Hiserote
Marlton United Methodist Church
P.O. Box 1160

Plymouth

Drive at

Marlborough

Ave.

Marlton, NJ 08053
Dear Pastor Lewis,

Thanks for you letter and good word about my vision book. I have written
several other works that you might find very interesting: Values-Driven
Leadership (Baker Book House), Strategy 2000 (Kregel Pubhcations), and
Maximizing Your Effectiveness (Baker). The last one is aU about divine
design. However, Baker has taken it out of print but may bring it back.
view is that God has "wired"

some people to be visionaries and some not.
either
a
Consequentiy, you
visionary or you are not. The Myers Briggs
Indicator is the best tool that I am aware of to determine who may or may not
be a visionary (die N or intmtive preference). This does not mean that the S
or
sensing person caimot catch a vision. They simply go about it in a different
way. Since they operate through their five senses, they have to see, touch, etc.
it to get it. For example, if I (as an N and a visionary) want my board (that is
made up of Ss) to "see" my vision, I would need to take them to a church that
models my vision. By actually seeing it, they catch the vision. Sensing types
(Ss) see what is; Intmtives types (Ns) see what could be. Ss see through one of
the five senses; Is see things intiutively in their heads (a kind of sixth sense).

My

are

Again, I do not beheve
visionary (N). I would

that

we can

tum or

develop

a

nonvisionary (S)

into

a

take the approach of how one could help another
discover which he is. You might attempt to develop a separate inventory
using the S and N factors alone to test for vision. You could explore each of
these more in depth and see if you could come up with a set of questions.
You also need to vaUdate the tool since it is for a dissertation. I hope this

helps.

''"f,rtx^^^ ^^^^
3909 Swiss AVENUE

�

Dallas. Texas 75204

�

2I4\S24-3l�4
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B

Initial Annual Conference-wide Advertisement

Response Form
VLTP Participant Information Sheet
Covenant of Participation
Memorandum 30 September 1998
-
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Leadership
What do you
seei
"They 're either very solid
or

going nowhere.

"

Aegachurch Preams
OOR

TRAFFIC HetlCOPTeR REPORTS

Back-ups at parking lot
Entrances 6 through i8

What do
you want
to see?

Croons fioni Lodenhm. Smuaer 1994. Vol. IS.

Visionary headers
"...the
the

are

not

3

Ed Kodiler.

Oou(

Hall

horn...
few natural bom leaders.

of

?

There

significant indicators of the current

?

Leadership

?

Seminary never taught you these
skills. They taught you
management, not leadership.
Vision is a gift of the Holy Spirit, not

quality of pastoral leadership

most

madey

bo.

health and

potential influence

is

one

of the

Church in America."

George Bama, The Second Coming of the Church,

p. 29

?

are

limited to

Want to learn more? Be

sure

a

skills

can

be learned.

chosen few.

to read the cf///c c?r//7/

Size reduced to fit page.
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Visionary leadership TTraining Process

participate in a Visionary Leadership Devel
opment process during the Fall of 1998. Yes, it is a process, and
not a quick fix. Nothing really good comes so easily! But let me
tell you what is good. You will...
? be a different kind of pastoral leader when you complete
the training.
You

are

invited to

visionary and how to get there!
change in your church.

?

know what it takes to be

?

know how to introduce

?

know what is

?

receive 4.0 CEU's when all work is completed.
receive free books and lots of handout materials.

?
?

?
?

leaders.

ministry and leam to dream
again!
undergird your ministry with solid theology.
perhaps be one of those chosen 20 individuals who pave
the way for a whole new pastoral leadership training pro
discover new passion for

cess

?

required of 2 1 st century

in

our

Annual Conference.

most of all, discover afresh how to

demptive work in our hurting

join

God in his

re

world.

ailUngness io oommii to {Re entire training process. ^Ris
and is a doctoral researcR
visionary teadersRip training process was developed By a feUoa pastor,
eacR aeeR for 12
5
project S/ou aitl Be committing to: l) 20 minutes devotional aorR daily, days
Retd at
ooeeRs; 2) tao 4-6 Rour seminars (to Be soReduled in early �eioBer and mid-rStovemBer)
Jltarlton ^UMe, <Mart{on oftj; 3) read one BooR and all Randouts distriButed to participants; 4)
taRe
endure tao tS-CO minute interviews aBout teadersRip (iniervieaer will Be tRe researcRer); 6)
a teadersRip BeRavior/lraits inventory.
^our real cosi mil Be time, and your

Size reduced to fit page.
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You must respond quickly!
Only 20 individuals will be admitted.
Absolute Response Deadline: SentemliertS
Due to the
sure

nature

that you

are

of this research project,

able to

timing is important. Your rapid response is crucial,
complete the entire project before signing on.

but

please be

Participant selection will be on a first comej first served bssis. Please keep this in mind* In this training
process we are attempting to establish a representative sample of all the pastors in the SNJ Annual Confer
ence. We wish to maintain the same gender and ethnicity
proportions in the group as actually exists among
conference clergy. All this means that some who apply may not be able to participate. If you are selected
for participation, you will be notified immediately. Once you are selected, additional materials and more
specifics will be sent to you. You will be responsible for looking over the materials, filling out any infor
mation requested, and retuming it ASAP. If you need more details before committing to ^e process, please
feel free to call

me.

The PURPOSE of all this is to

develop a training process whereby pastors trained in an older paradigm of
of us) can discover new visionary leadership s/dlls. Leadership and church
authorities all around the nation claim that the leadership of clergy is absolutely crucial to church health
and growth in the next millenium. The problem is, there are few if any such visionary leadership training
programs for clergy. In many ways, this project is breaking new ground.
ministry (which

means

99.9%

so who is the "me" mentioned above? Lew Hiserote. I pastor Marlton United Methodist Church, in
Marlton, NJ. Vision and visionary leadership has become a passion for me, and I will explain why to those

Okay,

who participate. I desire to help my colleagues in ministry break free from the status quo and discover a
powerfiil new level of pastoral leadership. This is not to say I have arrived at such a level, but I am on the
joumey there.

Kerens What You Need to Do!
Take the enclosed response form and mail
it

fax it

i, e-mail

information. You
you like

m

5, or call ^

can

A >^ 1^ ^

in the

deliver it any way
, just return it by

September I5�

Size reduced to fit page.
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Visionary Leadership Training Process
Response Form
Please understand that due to the nature of this research

project, only pastors who are in an active relation
ship with the aimual conference, are currently serving a church, and have at least five years of fiill time min
istry experience will be placed in the selection pool.
Kindly supply the following information:
I wish to

participate in the Visionary Leadership Training

Process

as

outlined in this

upon the number of responses, I know I may not be able to participate
please let me know as soon as possible if I have been selected...

My
I

name

serve

is:

the

District

even

though

I

mailing. Depending
am applying. But

Age:

foUowing church(es):
Central

(circle one):

NEast

NWest

SEast

SWest

Mailing Address:

State

Town

Gender

(circle one):

Relationship

Female

Male

Number of years in full time

pastoral ministry:

to Annual Conference:

Local pastor
Is your

Probationary

appointment (circle one):

Ethnicity:

e-Mail:

Fax#:

Phone #:

Zip

_

(circle one)
Member

Elder

Full time

Other

Part time

Afiican American
To mall this form, drop it in
and send to:
Rev. Lewis Hiserote

Asian

Hispanic

envelope

Marlton United Methodist Church
PO Box 1160

White

Marlton, NJ 08053

Other

To fax it, dial:

To

Deadline: September

an

15, 1998

phone

609-983-81 63

the infomnation in: 609-983-9587

To e-mail it: lewjh@uscom.com
(please include all information requested)

Size reduced to fit page.
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Visionary Leadership Training Process
Participant Information

Sheet

Fall 1998
Thank you for desiring to participate in tiiis visionary leadership development process! Hopeflilly
this will be a rewarding experience for us all. To make this research project as helpfiil to you, to me,
and to our Aimual Conference, I need to obtain more background information firom you. Please
understand that this will remain confidential and used for research purposes only. Your name will
never

help

be mentioned in any report to any one without your written permission. This information will
develop seminar content most usefiil to you.

me

Name
Address

Office Phone
Home Phone

day(s) to schedule an interview with you (circle): Mon
a.m.
Best time(s) to schedule an interview:

Best

Tues

Wed

Thurs

Fri

Sat

p.m.

following questions, brief answers are sufficient. However, feel free to expand on any reply as much as you
wish. What I hope to find out is how your training and experience has shaped your cunrent leadership skills and

In the

behavior

College(s) Attended:
Degree(s) Received:
Did any of your

com-ses at

this institution include

leadership

or

management traming?
Yes

If yes,

briefly

describe the

course

No

content:

'Seminary/Graduate School(s) Attended:,
Degree(s) Received:
Did any of your

courses

at this institution include

leadership

or

management training?
Yes

If yes,

briefly

describe the

course

No

content:

Describe any other leadership courses/seminars you may have attended (In your answer,
describe briefly what you leamed that was useful and which course/seminar made the
greatest impact, if any.):

'

Include here any other

degree program,

e.g. Doctor of Ministry, etc.
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Is there

someone

lessons

on

in your Hfe who has been
Yes
No

a

mentor to you, and has

taught you significant

leadership?

If yes, what did you leam about

leadership

from this person?

Considering what you now know about leadership, how have the following elements
contributed to your understanding and practice of
leadership, and which would you j
most influential in your
thinking? Why?
Seminars/courses/classes
Another person

Life

or

on

leadership:

mentor:

experiences:

Books read:
Other

(please describe):

What would you most like to leam about vision and

Please retum in the

leadership?

envelope

provided to:

Rev. Lew Hiserote

303 N. Locust Ave
Marlton NJ 08053

Questions:

Call 609-983-9587

E-mail:

or

609-983-0072

lewjh@uscom.com
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Visionaiy Leadership Training Process
Covenant of Participation
In order to make this

leaming experience mutually beneficial, thefi^ll participation

and

cooperation of all parties involved is important Please read through the following covenant,
then sign and retum to Lew Hiserote. Iffor some reason you are unable to sign this covenant,
that will

disqualify your participation
understanding.
As the facilitator of this

?

Provide you, tlie
skills.

?

Help you
Help you
Help you
Help you
Help you

?

?
?
?
?
?

participant,

in this project for the Fall

of 1998.

Thank you for

Visionary Leadership Training Process, I will...

with the best training I know how in

developing your visionary leadership

know how to introduce

change into your church.
discover new passion for ministry and leam to dream again!
know what is required of 21 st century pastors.
receive 4.0 Continuing Education Units when all work is completed.
discover afresh how to join God in his redemptive work.
Provide all training to you without financial cost or obligation.
Maintain the confidentiality of all participants.
Lewis J. Hiserote

(Date)
As

?

a

participant

Commit to the entire
28th

?

in the Fall 1998

Visionary Leadership Training Process, I,
(participant name) agree to...

Visionary Leadership Training

process, which includes the time period of

September

December 1998.

through
Commit to using the

Exoeriencina God workbook, completing each day's assignment on the appropriate day.
a 12 week, 5 day per week experience. If a day is missed, I will review that day

I understand this will be
as soon as
?

?

?

?

I

can.

assigned to me, including George Bama's The Second Comina of the
Church, and other handout materials provided by the facilitator.
Submit to two 45-60 minute interviews regarding my leadership knowledge and practices. The first interview
will occur in September or eariy October 1998. The final interview will occur in late November or eariy
December of 1998. The interviews will be either face to face or via telephone.
Attend two 5 hour seminars (tentatively October 1 3, and November 1 0). I understand that travel to and from
the seminar site (Mariton UMC, Marlton NJ) is required; I will bring my own lunch for each seminar
(beverages and dessert will be provided).
Commit to read all other materials

Give my consent that above listed interviews and seminars may be tape recorded for research purposes
only. I also agree that interview recordings can be accurately transcribed and the audio recording will
then be erased.

?

Commit to small group

participation and

discussion

during seminars.

(signature)
(Date)
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MailionUniiBil
MeUiodistCliufcli

Marlton United Methodist Church
PO Box 1160
Plymouth Dr at Marlborough Ave

Marlton, NJ 08053

Phone: 609-983-9587
FAX: 609-983-8163
email: lewjh@uscom.com

Memorandum
To:

Visionary Leadership Training Participants

From: Lew Hiserote
Date:
Wednesday, September 30, 1998
Subject: Exmriencins God workbook, etc.

You will find enclosed
this

a

day a week

5

a

copy of Experiencing God,

event. It wiQ

several weeks you will

begin

serve

leadership. If you happen to miss
you

are

like

myself and

weU

day,

a

might dovetail with the concept of vision and
guilty, just go back and review it. If

don't feel

many others who do this

read the hardback edition of this book,
more

as

to see how this

by Blackaby and King. Make
a personal spiritual discipline. After

please

study, it wiQ change you! If you have

do this

study anyway. It is

a

different and

meaningful experience. If you have already conquered all the work in Experiencing

God, please review each section for

a

few moments each

day. The concepts

important to understanding what I will be saying to you. In the

workbook

are

seminars,

I will not review much of Experiencing God, but I wiU be

very

You wUl also find enclosed

a

set of directions to Marlton

list of participants. Feel free to contact
I will be

in the

getting back to

someone to

you within a few

share

days

a

referring to

UMC, and

a

it.

preliminary

ride.

to schedide

interviews,

so

listen for

my call! Thanks for your wonderful cooperation.

Please start the Experiencing God workbook
another book for you at the first seminar,

on

as soon as

October 13.

you receive it! I'll have
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C

VLTP Pre-Seminar Interview

Questions

VLTP Pre-Seminar #2 Memo
VLTP Post-Seminar Interview

Questions
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Visionary Leaderslnip Training
Pre-Seminar Interview

(Early October 1998)
I am forwarding these questions ahead of time so you can ponder them for a
day or two.
Please do not look up any information in books or other materials. I am not
looking for
scholarly answers; rather, I am seeking the thoughts and feelings (on vision and

leadership) through which you operate

on a

base is sufficient! This interview is not
any

day-by-day basis.

Your current

knowledge

test, and I will not challenge or judge you on
I will simply ask you for clarification when needed. So please relax when I

answers.

a

calling. My prayer is, that together we will be able to: 1) make a positive impact on
your pastoral leadership skills; and 2) build an effective visionary leadership training
come

process for the fiiture.

Please

note�

this is

a

tentative set

of questions; I may edit them slightly,

information I am seeking will be the same.
Interview
1

.

but the

Thanks! Lew Hiserote

Questions:

In your own terms as a pastor, what is your working definition of leadership? Can you
share several examples from your ministry that are typical of your leadership

practices/behavior?
2. Do you see any difference between management and
difference?

3. There

are

many terms

we can use

If so, what is the

leadership?

to describe our various roles as

clergy,

words like:

pastor, shepherd, chaplain, prophet, coach, care giver, missionary, priest,
words, either secular or sacred, would you use to describe yourself?
4. What do you

see as

the

pastor's

role in

5. How would you define vision? How

leading

important

the church into the fiiture?
to your

leadership

role is vision?

6. Do you have a clear vision for your ministry, and your church and its
you articulate that vision in a few sentences?
7. Can you explain the process or routine that you find
discover God's vision for your ministry?

ministry?

helps (or might help)

opinion, are pastors called to be agents of change?
theological reason(s) brmg(s) you to this conclusion?

8. In your

etc. What

Whether yes

Can

you

or

no, what

leaming tool(s) (lecture, video, small group discussion, one on one discussion,
play, reading and studying alone, problem solving, etc.) seem(s) to be most
effective for you?

9. What
role
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Visionary Leadership Training Participants
Session #2, November
9:00

a.m.

10, 1998

until 2:00 p.m.

at Marlton UMC

For fax

recipients:

There is

only

one

page to this transmission.

From: Lew Hiserote, Marlton UMC
609-983-9587

lewjh@uscom.com
fax: 609-983-8163

What to

bring

with you:

Notebook distributed 1st session
Bible
Bama's The Second

Experiencing
Bag limch

Coming of the

Church

God workbook

Enthusiasm
Lots of Questions
Your

thoughts

Please write out

Regarding

on

one

the

questions below.

thoughtfiil paragraph

Barna' s The Second

Coming

for each of the

following

sets of questions:

of the Church:

Assuming Bama's analysis of our current situation is correct, what must you do
differently as a pastoral leader? Considering the entire book, what thought(s) impacts
your life most significantly, and why?

Regarding Experiencing God:

King speak about our need for a kingdom
consciousness. Re-examine pages 47-49.; look particularly at the section, "Created
Not for Time, but Etemity." Then examine the next section, "Investing in the
Future." What impact does this have on your vision for miiustry and your leadership
While not

behavior?

using these terms, Blackaby

&
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Visionary Leadership Training
Post-Seminar Interview
December 1998
I

forwarding these questions ahead of time so you can ponder them for a day or two.
Consider all that you have leamed from: 1) the Visionary Leadership Semmars you attended; 2)
Bama's book The Second Coming of the Church: and 3) Experiencing God. Now that you have
had some time to reflect on these experiences, what have you leamed? How has it changed (if at
all) your thinking and leadership behavior? (I am well aware that this change will be a lifelong
process.) Just as our last interview, this interview is not a test and I will not challenge or judge
you on any answers. I may ask you for clarification when needed. So please relax when I come
calling. My prayer is, that all we have experienced together and all the time you have spent
reading and reflecting will make a positive impact on your visionary leadership skills and the
kingdom consciousness through which you do ministry.
am

Please note� this is
am

a

tentative set

of questions;

I may edit them

slightly,

but the

information I

Thanks! Lew Hiserote

seeking will be the same.
Questions:

Interview

1)

In the first

visionary leadership seminar, we discussed the differences between managers and
a pastor, where do you now see yourself, and where would you like to be? Have
discoveries changed your leadership attitude or behavior?

leaders. As
any

2)

new

How will you be

leading your church into the

fiiture?

3) Given what you now know about God's purposes in this world. His invitation for you to join
in his work, and the fiiture orientation of Scripture, how do you define vision? How
important to your leadership role is it? Has this changed for you?
4)

Has your concept of ministry been effected by a fresh
What will you do, or are you doing differently?

5)

In the first

6)

What routines

of visionary

leadership?

I asked you, "Do you have a clear vision for your ministry, and your
church and its ministry? Can you articulate that vision in a few sentences?" How do you
respond to that question now?

vision

7)

understanding

interview,

practices
for your ministry?

Do you

see

8) During the

or

yourself now
two

will you follow in the fiiture, in order to discover

as an

agent of change?

seminars, you experienced:

personal story of the presenter

�

the

�

devodonal

�

lecture

moments

or

reaffirm God's
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�

�

�

�

�

illustrations
discussion
self-evaluation (e.g.. management

vs.

leadership self-evaluation)

small group interaction
a video
presentation Joel Barker's "The Business of Paradigms"
-

Things
�

�

�

that I

planned but we did not have time for during the

seminar:

added small group discussion
additional videos by George Bama
several

"right brain" (self-discovery) exercises

Things that I planned but could not accomplish due to schedule conflicts:
a time of sharing and dialog with a "confirmed" visionary
pastor and leader
�

Which of the above items

about, and encouraging

was

you to

helpfiil (or would have been if presented)
become a visionary leader?

most

in

leaming

9) Leaming to be a visionary leader takes a long time. If you could tell me one thing this
visionary training process has done for you, what would you say? Are you now on the path
toward visionary leadership?

10) I gave each member of the
Blackaby' s Experiencing God.

group two resources: Bama's Second Coming of the Church and
Were these two resources helpfiil to you?
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D

Fall 1998 Seminar Narratives
An Inventory of Vision Awareness

VLTP Seminar One Notes
VLTP Seminar Two Notes
Charts and Graphics
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Visionary Leadership Training Process
Fall 1998 Seminar Narratives

SEMINAR ONE
13 October 1998

Tuesday,

refreshments and directed to
contained

approximately fifty pages

opened the
search for

pickup

session with

a

coimected them to my call to
of the

Awareness

the

inventory for the

clergy participants entered, they were

researcher

I

The notebook

I related six biblical passages of hope and

I

anxious

promise,

and

ministry. Following prayer, I briefly explained the

was

developing.

rough

a

While later

leadership crisis.

We

draft of the Vision

deciding not to

current VLTP group, it was usefiil in

theme of a

offered

of notes and other materials for the first seminar.

begging for consideration. During the first hour
developed the

designed notebook.

At 9:32 a.m., I distributed

moming.

Inventory that

a

As

personal testimony and devotional, highlighting my

ministry effectiveness.

objectives

~

further

stimulating thinking

and one-half (9:55 to 1 1 : 1 8

explored perspectives

develop
in

a.m.)

areas

I

from both the

corporate world and the church, and explained why we need to do leadership differently.
We reviewed the

clergy.

After

changes

in American culture, then

highlighted the devastating

analyzing the problem, I suggested that

Following

a

10:35

a.m.

a

At

approximately

one.

I

question,

break, I presented die dire need for

1 1 :20 a.m.,

are we

we

called to transform

shifted jfrom

a

on

way out exists.

eschatology, expanding upon thoughts jfrom CS. Lewis
then considered die

effects

a

renewed

and Richard John Neuhaus.

our

world

or

We

accommodate to it?

dieological perspective to

a

philosophical

highlighted the significant differences between management and leadership

paradigms,

and related such to the way

we

do

ministry. During

a

brief exercise, I

Narratives 1
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her

in

challenged each participant to

evaluate his

paradigms.

1 1 :40 a.m., I introduced the

At

approximately

summarizing Joel

or

ministry

Barker's concepts. Aroimd noon,

transformational leadership and described what

a

we

light of the two ministry

subject of shifting paradigms,

examined the concept of

transformational leader looks like. We

broke for lunch at 12:20 p.m.
After lunch

(12:50 p.m.), I opened the aftemoon session with

element in transformational

the

key

the

planned video,

leadership.

"The Power of Vision: How

Ministry" (by George Bama). Instead,
effective vision. Last,

his Church. I

we

took

Findmg

focus

a

by a compelling vision.

as

viewing

God's Vision Can Transform

inspirational

vision

vision

on

from

kept us

defined vision and examined the

cursory but

since God is

suggested that

Church to be driven

a

we

Insufficient time

a

of

look at what God intends for

sharing God,

We finished

qualities

our

and that he expects the

first VLTP seminar at 1:50

p.m.

During the
pastor

can

be

first seminar, I

teaching

pressured to ignore
I did not

other pastors. There

some

of my

planned
but

slavishly follow my notes,

questions

and

fielding questions

could remember to illustrate

exercises to do

During

attempted to be

points.

during the seminar,

the entire seminar the

lunch. One

from
I

as

was so

inspirational

and relational

much information to

cover

Despite what became

activities.

a

as one

I felt

lecture

format,

attempted to be challenging, asking rhetorical

participants.
prepared

I

provided as many illustrations that I

several small group and individual

but set them aside in favor of covering

participants

seemed

more

material.

imusually responsive, except after

drowsy individual remarked following

our

dismissal, "Lew, it was

not you. I
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am

diabetic and I always get like that." Another admitted in

ADHD,

and

our

final

interview,

"I

am

began to phase you out afi:er lunch."
SEMINAR TWO

Tuesday,

10 November 1998

aroxmd 9:20 a.m., and
we

following

had been and where

we were

a

~

Afl;er coffee and

donuts,

gathered together

we

brief devotional spent several minutes

going.

At 9:30

a.m. we

reviewing where

viewed Barker's video, "The

Business of Paradigms." The video stimulated 15 minutes of discussion. In order to
move

forward,

at 10:20 a.m. we tumed our

46-49) in Experiencing
a

break,

at 1 1 : 17

Biblical and

a.m.

we

I introduced the

a

survey of vision

a more

discussed the

calling

us

as

and

We examined the

rooted in Old Testament

We then considered the

or

is

and

promise

of glory. We

into the fiiture. At about 12:28 p.m.
we

considered the

Unfortunately,

see,

as

we

some current

as

paid close

and

noon

fiiture, and the

I asked the group,

history shaped by the power of
ahead of us

broke for lunch.

instigates

Christian

hope.

eschatology (and kingdom

disturbing reality
well

of hope,

of God. At 12

Tying together the New Testament teachmgs,

hope contradicts the despair we

the status quo.

hope

necessity

highlighted die key to visionary leadership-God is always

Following lunch,

pages

theme, "Reaching Toward the Future: The

"Does the historical process evolve out of the past

and

(Unit 3, Day 2,

theological importance of the intermingling present

of Paul.

the fiiture?" We

section

preaching of the akeady/not yet kingdom

kingdom consciousness of Jesus.
consciousness)

a

in-depth discussion of vision. Following

coimected vision with the New Testament

attention to Christ and his
we

pertinent to

Theological Background of Vision."

then laimched into

Next,

God

attention to

of Christian
unrest and

hope. Faith

impatience with

diinking regarding

vision is weak,

Narratives 3
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and

we

examined those

errors.

We concluded

our

theological discussion, emphasizing

that, "Vision is not optional; it is linked with the push of God behind all history and the
strong pull of the

new

heaven and the

new

earth God

promises.

Vision

implies

transformation of the world."

Lacking time, we skipped the planned video, "Tuming Vision Into Action," by
Bama. We

glossed over marketplace ideas

Christian thought
words like

about the

regarding vision formulation.

source

of vision, and discussed

We defined and differentiated between

vision, mission, values, goals, strategies and tactics.

regarding change:

need to motivate

political dynamics

of change. We looked very

change,

The session ended at 2:10 p.m. Much

While concemed about
more

relaxed and invited

more

laughter together,

experienced

was

to manage

quickly

transitions, and to shape the
at

fi-om vision to action.
was

survey of material listed

considerably more discussion in
more

moving

covered, and much more

completing the

witnessed

We then examined issues

passion

left to do.

above, I

Semmar Two. We

was

far

enjoyed

for joining God in his work, and

almost universal interaction.

Narratives 4
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An Inventory of
A

Visionary Awareness

Leadership Assessment Tool for Christian Clergy

(unfinished)

depth

Vision is the heart and soul of leadership. This inventory will aid you in determining the
visionary awareness and the strength of your leadership vision. It makes no

of your

attempt

compensate for personality type influences. Yom- ability

to

to

step back and evaluate

will allow this assessment to

more accurately reflect your
yourself objectively possible
current visionary awareness. Remember that vision is dynamic, and changing, and you will
never be "stuck" where you are. Vision grows or withers depending upon numerous factors.
Keep in mind that vision can be either personal or corporate. In ministry, a pastor's life
is so intertwined with the church body that personal and corporate visions tend to merge. Please
consider the following statements referring to your vision as your ministry vision, which includes
your leadership of the church and your dreams for the church. If you happen to pastor a
congregation that seems to have little or no vision of its own, answer regarding your hopes for
as

as

the church.

Please read the
1

.

following definitions before responding to inventory

statements below.

The term vision, as defined by George Bama is a "clear and precise mental portrait
preferable future, imparted by God to His chosen servants, based on an accurate
understanding of God, self and circumstances" (Tuming Vision 35-36). In other words,
vision is a snapshot of God's future, appealing to the heart and mind, and serves as a catalyst
or force for change. Vision represents a highly desirable destination, a place where God
wants to take us. It is a gift revealed by the Holy Spirit flowing from a foundation of faith
and hope.

Vision

~

of a

The term leader refers to a person of influence, inspiration, and sacrifice who casts
clear vision of a better fiiture for those he or she serves, and dien seeks to guide followers
toward realizing the vision. Christian leaders are agents of transformation who, through

2. Leader

~

a

building relationships and empowering the church for ministry,
provide.
3.

Visionary Leadership

~

Visionary leadership

is

a

pursue the fiiture God will

fiiture-ori ented

style of leadership which

empowers people to pursue a shared vision and act as if personal and corporate
transformation is at the heart of its work (Easum Transformational Leadership 10-1

(Tuming

a

selfless

the fiiture. (Tuming Vision

o

Strongly
Disagree

36). 36-37).

e

O

0

Undecided

Agree

Strongly
Agree

o

Disagree

Neither agree
nor

disagree

Vision Awareness

� 1998

1).

It

leadership favoring complete abandonment to the purposes of God.
Vision 36-37). Visionary leaders appreciate the past, live in the present, but think in

aims to be

Lewis J. Hiserote

All

rights

reserved.

Response

Choices
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Using the numbered scale of response choices above,

fill in the

appropriate circle that

matches your response....

� (D (D (3) (D

I

� � (D � CD

I believe others

� � (D � (D

I think about my vision every

� (D (D � (D

My vision influences everything I

� � (D � �

I communicate my vision

firequently, widely,

� � (D � (D

I

logic, clarity,

��(D�(D

lama fiiture-oriented thinker.

� CD (D � (D

The vision I share with others is infectious and

� � (D � (D

Ministry disappointments and personal criticism have dulled (or
destroyed) my sense of vision.

� � (D � (D

I tend to reminisce about past

ministry experiences.

� � (D � (D

My ministry vision is largely

a

myself as

see

a

visionary leader.

state my vision with

can

visionary leader.

see me as a

day.
say and do in

and

and

enthusiastically.

simplicity.

of my

product

ministry.

assumes a

ovm

life of its

own.

reflection about life,

past experiences, and fiitiu-e possibilities.
� (D (D � (D

My vision is hke

� � (D � (D

My vision dominates my thinking.

� 0 (D � (D

I cannot

� � (D � (D

I

� � <D � CD

I listen for the voice of God

� (D (D � (D

I believe God has

an

unforgettable photographic image

identify a preferred method one should follow when
formulating a vision firom God. I just know what works for me.

am

able to look at events and circumstances in

to

a

new

and fi-esh ways.

speaking in a variety of ways.

fiiture for my church and

me

and desires to reveal it

me.

� � (D � CD

I look for ways God is

� � (D � (D

I

� � (D � (D

I beheve God

� � (D � �

Vision is

� � (D � CD

I seek to live

� � (D � (D

I seek the heart of God for my

ministry vision.

� (D (D � (D

My vision is not my own, it is

a

� (D (D � (D

My vision is

� � (D � (D

I often share with odiers die vision God

� 1998

of the fiiture.

working through circumstances

and

people.

regularly practice personal spiritual disciplines including Scripture
reading, prayer, and meditation.

Lewis J. Hiserote

a

speaks to

me

result of patient
a

a

All

through the Holy Spirit and intuition.
listening

and openness to God.

hfe of intimacy widi God.

gift from God.

daily prayer concem

rights reserved.

for

me.

gives me.
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� (D (D � (D

I seek other's

� (D (D � (D

My vision is influenced by my relationships with others in the local

input to help shape my vision.

church

� � (D � (D

It would be reasonable to say that my vision is shared

by many in the

congregation.
� CD � � (D

I

� � (D � (D

My vision has

can see

that

a

shared vision

caused

me

actually creates community in the

to be

church.

completely abandoned to the purposes

of

God.

� @ � � (D

I have

� (D (D � CD

My vision has evolved

(D (D (D � (D

I believe my vision is

� @ � � (D

I believe my vision arises out of God's

� (D (D � (D

I do not know the details of how my vision will be carried out.

� (D (D � (D

My vision coincides with

� � (D � �

Vision is

� � (D � CD

My vision has

� (D (D � (D

Vision allows

� � CD � (D

My vision is essentially

� � (D � �

My vision arises

� � (D � (D

I believe it is the nature of God to share vision with

� � (D � (D

A

� � (D � (D

I take what I leam about this world to God and ask what He wants

a

vision from God that

a

suddenly.

lengthy period of time (months years).
-

sufficiently clear and finalized.

God's

become

us

major driving

a

to see

plan

signs
a

of the

for

saving

a

lost world.

for this world.

plan

of what God wants

picture

me

over a

came to me

(the local church)

to become.

force in my life.

kingdom

of God at work.

cooperation with God.

out of my encounter with the

Living

God.

people who

desire it.

rhythm of listening to God and engagement with the world helps me
to discem the will of God for my ministry.
me

to

do.

� (D (D � (D

I

� � (D � (D

My vision is

� (D (D � (D

I believe obedience to God is necessary before He will share the
vision with me.

� (D (D � (D

I expect my vision will stretch

synthesize what I discover about my
prayer regarding it.
not

a

enviroimient and seek God in

product of my own personal

me

ambitions.

beyond anything

I have

ever

accomplished before.
� (D (D � �

I

(T) (D (D � �

My vision has stretched me in every dimension-intellectually,
spiritually, and emotionally.

� (D � � (D

My vision is bigger dian I

� 1998

recognize that becoming visionary is

Lewis J. Hiserote

All

rights

can

reserved.

handle

a

or

leaming process.

accomphsh alone.

gift of
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� (D (D � (D

In

� � (D � (D

My vision is worth dying

� � (D � (D

I feel I must

� CD (D � (D

I first found the vision God gave

� (D � � (D

My vision forced me to reorient my priorities.

� � CD � (D

I live in

� � (D � (D

I beheve God's vision for

me

� CD (D � (D

In

I have

pursuing God's vision, I feel that anything less than complete
obedience to his particular path would mean settling for a less
meaningfiil, less fiilfiUing Hfe.
for.

relentlessly pursue my vision.
at odds with my own

me

harmony with my vision. People
consistent with the vision I espouse.

pursuing
that

God's

were

vision,

available to

is not

me, and

they see my life

as

always logical.

ignored

some

attractive

opportunities

me.

� � (D � (D

I continue to pursue the vision God gave
conflict with others.

� (D (D � (D

Even

through times

see

desires.

of ministry

pursue the vision God gave

me

despite opposition or

discouragement or personal depression,

I

me.

� � (D � �

My vision is uniquely my

� CD (D � �

My vision resonates deeply with the

own.

needs and

longings of the laity in

my local church.

� @ (D � �

My vision would take years

� � � � �

Vision encourages

� 0 � � �

My vision inspires hope in others and myself

� � � � �

My vision

� � � � �

My vision will benefit other people more than myself

� 1998
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me

to fulfill.

and the church to take risks and

creates a sense of urgency and I feel

All

rights

reserved.

experiment

compelled to

act upon it.
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Developing Visionorv
Seminar #1

--

Postorol

October

Leadership

13, 1998

until 2:00 p.m.
Facilitator: Rev. Lew Hiserote, Marlton UMC
9:00

a.m.

Key Scripture Passages for this Seminar
Proverbs 29:18 Where there is

happy is

he.

Where there is

keeps
Joel 2:28-29

no

the law.

no

revelation, the people cast off restraint; but blessed is he who

(NIV)

"And afterward, I will pour out my Spirit on all people. Your sons and
daughters will prophesy, your old men will dream dreams, your young men
see

visions. Even

in those

on

3:20
do far
our

my servants, both

"Now

glory

more

than

to their number

be to God who
we

would

ever

by

daily

and women, I will pour out my

his

Now to him who is able to do

according

those who

mighty

dare to ask

highest prayers, desires, thoughts

Ephesians 4:1 1-13

men

will

Spirit

days. (NIV)

Acts 2:47b "And the Lord added

Ephesians

vision, the people perish: but he that keepeth the law,

(KJV)

or

being

saved"

(NIV).

power at work within us is able to
dream of infinitely beyond

or even

�

hopes." (TLB)

immeasurably

more

to his power that is at work within us...

"it

were

than all

we

ask

or

imagine,

(NIV)

he who gave some to be apostles, some to be prophets, some
evangelists, and some to be pastors and teachers, to prepare God's people
for works of service, so that the body of Christ may be built up until we all reach
unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of God and become mature,
was

to be

attaining
Revelation 21:5

to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ."

"He who

Then he said,

the throne said, "/ am making everything new!"
"Write this down, for these words are trustworthy and true."
was

seated

on

"A blind man's wodd is bounded by the limits of his touch. An ignorant man's
world is bounded by the limits of his knowledge. A great man's worid is bounded

by

the limits of his vision."

Introduction:
Welcome

Workshop

Agenda

Structure

and

Logistics
Inventory

Vision Awareness
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E. Paul

Harvey
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I.

The Leadership Crisis
A secular

Bennis and Goldsmith

perspective:

alarming and persuasive. Witness the changes in leadership and direction in many of
leadership
our most
respected corporations. In politics, it is the same. The mood of the populace has deteriorated and become
more
angry, cynical, sometimes foul, and in a few horrifying cases even murderous. Those who ostensibly lead us only
agree that things are getting worse, without providing us with convincing programs to make them better. We don't
recall such a widespread loss of faith in our major institutions, even during the tumultuous 1 960's.
The

signs

of

crisis

a

are

One of the most obvious

challenges facing leaders today is the incredible change taking place in technology and in
globalization.
changes affect all corporations today and-are creating great confusion. One CEO told us, "If you're
not confused, you don't know what's going on." We are also having a harder time
implementing change-partly due to
the immense size of our corporations and government agencies, which limit our creativity and bureaucratize our
imagination...
These

...The issue of failed

leadership

extends

threats: the threat of annihilation

as a

beyond

our

cities.

Around the

result of nuclear accident

or

globe, humanity

faces three

extraordinarily potent
plague, and the threat

war, the threat of worldwide

ecological catastrophe. These dangers raise a fourth threat the failure of leadership to address these concerns.
Although plague, nuclear holocaust, and ecological catastrophe are serious problems, the failure of leadership is in many
ways more urgent and more dangerous because none of the other problems we face can be solved without it, and
because it is insufficiently recognized and little understood.
Bennis, Warren and Joan Goldsmith.
of

Leaming

to Lead.

Reading,

MA: Addison- Wesley, 1997.

See also the handout copy of NETFAX. "The Critical Issue Is
1996

11.

Leadership", #50, July 22,

The Case for Change...
A.

...in the Way We Do Business

Why change? The bottom line for American corporations is
profit, and in the 1970's those dollars began slipping away into the
hands of foreign competitors. Michael Hammer and James
Champy, gurus of the "reengineering the corporation" concept,
explain:
Corporations do not perform badly because~as some critics have claimed-American workers are lazy
and American managements are inept The American record of industrial and technological accomplishment
over the past century is
proof enough that managements are not inept and worken do work. The ironic
truth is that American companies are now performing so badly precisely because they used to perform so
well.
For

hundred years, American entrepreneurs led the world in creating business
that set the pace for product development, production, and distribution. No wonder that

more

than

organizations
these companies
That these

one

served

10/13/98

evolve.

adjust
eariier

era

but

The

can

be

organizational

models for businesses around the

and their descendants

globe.

.

no

.

.

well isn't because of

longer perform
worid in which they operate has changed beyond the limits
principles on which they are organized were superbly suited
stretched only so far.

companies

flaw; it is because the
or

as

some

of their
to

intrinsic

capacity

to

the conditions of

an
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Advanced

technologies,

the

of customers who

expectations

disappearance

now

have

more

of boundaries between national markets, and the altered
choices than ever before have combined to make the
goals,

organizing principles of the classical American corporation sadly obsolete. Renewing their
competitive capabilities isn't an issue of getting the people in these companies to work harder, but of
leaming to work differently. This means that companies and their employees must unleam many of the
principles and techniques that brought them success for so long. (10-11) [written in 1993]
methods, and basic

"Only

a

company with a real mission or sense of purpose that comes out of an
spiritual dimension will capture people's hearts. And you must have

intuitive

or

people's

hearts to

Aburdene

B.

inspire that hard work required to reahze

a

vision"

(Naisbitt

and

20, 22).

...in the Way We Do Church
1. Our situation

hi

~

1986, Southem New Jersey pastor and historian Robert

Steelman commented:
Decline has been

permanent feature of the Conference since i 966. In spite of celebrations and the
merger with the Evangelical United Brethren Church, every year since 1966 church membership has
decreased.

a

Sunday

School decline has been

added two districts then took
but still declined.

God will do.

even more

dramatic

We

changed

our

Conference structure,

away, welcomed new bishops, raised a lot of money for worthy causes,
Yet, this is God's Church. The work is His. If we are faithful we will again see what
one

(298)

1965
1975
1985

1995
1996
1997

Church

Average Worship

Membership
113,777
98,996
86,507
77,702
74,947
72,568

Attendance

43,591
not available

35,910
35,562
35,516
36,456

SNJ ANNUAL CONFERENCE VITAL STATISTICS
85 percent

ofAmerican

churches

(Malphurs
a.

are

either not growing

Vision for Ministrv

Wesley's prophecy John Wesley, in his
Methodism," wrote...
~

or

in decline.

37).

1786 tract called

"Thoughts Upon

Europe or America.
But I am afraid, lest they should only exist as a dead sect, having the form of religion without the power
And this undoubtedly will be the case, unless they first hold fast both the doctrine, spirit, and discipline
with which they first set out (Emory
315) [Italics mine]
I

10/13/98

am not

afraid that the

people

called Methodists should

ever cease to

exist either in
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b. Our

'^squozilogical" understanding

of leadership

Kennon L. Callahan says denominations have been preoccupied with institutional
welfare and have adopted a "squozilogical" understandmg of leadership (which means
"our thinking has become squeezed, tiny, and frozen") rather than an "eschatological and
missional understanding of the nature of leadership" (18). Our fond reflection upon the
long-lost churched culture of the 1940s and 1950s must be surrendered. We are now
immersed in

a

mission

field, and

a

mission field is "neither

peacefiil nor

secure" and is

"frequently noisy, disturbing, challenging, uncertain, chaotic, and hostile" (17). The
effective pastoral leader is a missionary who draws on "powerfiil imagination, unusual
discernment, and foresight" (Callahan 78).
c.

Changing

social context

Changing values distrust and skepticism of followers loss of hope
profound hurts are not forth coming scandal among popular religious
negative bias of media rising cynicism toward organized religion.
~

~

~

~

answers to

authorities

~

~

The trend

�� a
more

individualized, personal relationship with God (however one
God) (Shawchuck and Heuser 18-19). The church is not an island
isolated from the rest of society. "As the culture changes, the church changes"
(Anderson Dving for Change 43).
cares

to understand

Loren Mead

tinkering
very

shifts

occurring in our culture mean that cosmetic changes or
with the church program will not suffice. Transformation must occur at the

core.

~

paradigm

(70).

d. External social pressures

~

Alan E. Nelson summarizes those

changes:

1) Our civilization is undergoing incredible changes. Change is no longer the

exception, but the rule.
2) Institutions have not provided for leadership training; only

outmoded management
models.
3) The fragmentation of society has made leadership much more difficult.
4) Leadership paradigms have changed. The Great Man theory, a leadership style that
was more

hierarchical, top-down, and authoritarian, and is now outmoded

in

a

postindustrial age.
5) Leaders are feeling higher demands and fewer rewards. (Nelson 21-22).
e.

Internal pressures also force

change.

1) People in our churches, stressed by their own interactions in a rapidly changing
society, want a leader who will help lead them out of the wildemess.
2) At the same time, the rise of the lay movement requires pastors to become trainers
of leaders. They must move from hands-on, caregiving ministry to a ministry of
recmiting and equipping.
3) The consumer mentality of Baby Boomers creates a need for more specialized
ministries found only in larger, more resourced churches. The size of these churches
10/13/98
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requires a pastor to move beyond the personal ministry model and provide leadership
for expanding ministry (Nelson 25).
d. The effects

on

clergy

changes have wreaked havoc with pastoral leaders who

Massive social
and
to

confront the demands of a

mentally unprepared
ignore change, or worse yet,
to

to become

new

are

spiritually

world. The easiest route is

apathetic. Shawchuck and Heuser

comment:

places, effective religious leadership has been replaced by management of the status quo.
Managing get by does not seem to be a bad altemative to the heavy demands placed on a pastor who
chooses to lead in the spirit and pattem of lesus. Pastors can eventually wind up as caretakers, or
settlers-insipid and lukewarm-a peculiar dergy disease which the desert fathers called acedia. Described
as the "devil of the noonday sun" or "spiritual sun stroke," acedia was a common
malady among monks,
who
lived
under
the
and
desert
sun.
were
who
priests,
laypersons
They
penons
experienced spiritual
boredom, a loss of passion, wandering about listlessly with no goal in mind.
Acedia, as a clergy condition, still afflicts many religious leaders-those who have lost their passion.
No longer does the "fire bum in the belly." With hardly more than a whimper, such paston settle down
to get by until a better appointment or call comes along, or until their pension kicks in.
Colleagues
who succumb to acedia should be neither scolded nor scomed; they need our compassion. Ministry is a
tough, lonely vocation with few immediate rewards. (20)
In many
to

.

�

to death
�

�

Ages acedia
(Moltmann 23).

In the Middle

was

considered

a

sin

.

.

against the Holy Spirit which

led

Haggai observes that "failure to act on your vision can lead to personal stagnation,
a troubled spirit, and a critical attitude" (20).
Bama argues that lack of leadership explains why chm-ches have such a small
impact on people's lives. Only 4 percent of all pastors can articulate a clear
of growing
vision for ministry fBama Todav' s Pastors 117, 122). "Studies.
vision
with
that
indicate
die
nation
around
churches
passion are two
indisputably
faith
in Christ"
and
to
the
church
to
new
central elements to attracting
people
(Bama The Frog in the Kettle 46).
.

.

2. Who's to blame?
Persons called to

matter? We

can

ministry? Educational institutions? Ecclesiastical systems? Does it
only solve our leadership crisis if we are willing to take responsibility.

claims, "the decline of effective leadership is one of the key factors behind
the malaise and decline of mainline Protestant churches in the last generation" (28).
L. Weems

Clergy struggle for two reasons:
a) Clergy no longer possess an operationally fimctional understanding
They

were

trained to deal with matters inside the church, but
an unchurched culture.

out and deal with matters outside in
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of leadership.
called to move

now are
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b) Life

out in

the world is

ambiguous

and

A

complex.

missionary mentality is required

confiision, disturbance, disorder and disarray evident today
Few
(Callahan 20).
pastors possess this mental model.

to deal with the

Our decline is not the result of bad intentions

merely convinced ourselves that who we
(Dancing with Dinosaurs 19).
Carl F.

George,
As

in

Prepare Your Church for

consultant who deals with churches

a

are

across

or

intentional imfaithfiibiess. "We have

today is who

we

have

always been"

the Future, comments:
several-dozen denominations, I

rarely

encounter

laziness

or

insincerity. Most church leaders, both lay and professional, are highly motivated, faithful, gifted,
hard-working people. Why, then, has their problem not yielded to their efforts? Frequently I fmd that
they've misread the difficulty. They're putting their whole hearts into ministry, but are giving attention
the wrong trees in the forest of possible concems. (153)

It is best to

assume

that

our

leadership deficiencies are

more a

benign mixture of "I

to

want

how!", lack of appropriate training, normal (though not healthy) loss
of enthusiasm, misunderstanding of culture, misguided sincerity, lack of intimacy with
God, and deficient theology rather than outright negligence

to but don't know

3. A

problem

of human nature

Senge discovered that few organizations encourage personal growth of their
people. He quotes Bill O'Brien, CEO of Hanover Insurance, who observes:
People enter business as bright, well-educated, high energy people, full of energy and desire to make a
difference.
By the time they are 30, a few are on the "fast track" and the rest "put in their time"
do what matters to them on the weekend. They lose the commitment, the sense of mission, and the
little of their energy and almost none of
excitement with which they started their careers. We get
their spirit (7-8)
Peter

to

...

.

C.

.

Analysis of Our 'Problem'
Recipe

for failure: Follow the

fading ministry paradigm.

"Little has

changed since

the seventeentii century in terms of the overall pastoral paradigm" when die pastor
served solely as resident theologian, teacher, coimselor, and church manager (Nelson

19).

-"everything rises and falls on leadership" (Developing the Leader
ii). The effectiveness of a pastor (or any leader) will never rise above
ability to lead and influence others, and vision is crucial to leadership ability.

John Maxwell
Within You
her

Is visionless
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leadership simply giving

in to fallen human nature?

his

or
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Every organization whether religious or not has experienced similar cultural
dynamics and has faced the need for transformation or burial. Our struggle
for church growth and reaching people for Christ is not unique. Clergy are
human too(!) and fall prey to the same status-quo pitfalls as others. Pursuing a
vision requires more energy than we may be willing to expend.

Note:

In

an

electronic mail

dialogue

with Bill Easum, I

possibility of training pastors to become
response, he wrote...
Lewis, you pose interesting questions
does.

The

to whicli I don't i(now tiie answers.

is the most

subject

posed several questions in regard to the
visionary, transformational leaders. In

important

issue

facing

I'm

sure someone

most

denominations.

Freidman says all one needs to do is take their Bible and go off into
the desert until they get a vision. I know you can't teach a vision, but you can grow leaders
who see the need for vision and they can be trained in the importance of being caught by a

vision worth

dying

for.

(14 May

1997 19:28:27

(EDT)

From:

Easum@aol.com) (emphasis mine)

Points to Ponder...
?
?

The issues confronting us 3re theological, relational, and attitudinal.
if Christ is really building his church, then institutional maintenance Cor

acceptable option.
Individuals who have a kingdom ecclesiology and a healthy eschatology will
always evaluate the church, the culture, and themselves through the eyes of the
Great Commission and the purposes ofCod^ (Henderson 55).
if the individual enjoys proper and intimate relationship with God, then he or she
has no choice but to desire to join God in his work. Since God has allowed
great culture change, than thought patterns and attitudes ought to reflect a
willingness to adopt new wineskins for new wine. The risk-taking flexibility of
the early church established the pattern for confronting the existing culture
preservation)

?

?

is not an

with the claims of Christ.

d.

Seeing the Way Out
Jesus Christ is Our
�

Even while

�

He remained

�

He

�

He

Supreme Example...

facing hostility,

stubbornly refused to set aside his

mission.

clear about his identity and parpose.
stated unequivocally that he had come to do his Father's work Oohn 5:17, 19).

pushed

relentless toward the

51-55; 15:22; 18.51).
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he

He Models Vision

cross

awaiting him

in

Jerusalem (Luke 9:51,
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Two Authors of Note...
CS. Lewis & "The Weieht of Glory"

(in 1974)

�

We dilate the joyful truths of the New Testament.

�

given every person a "pointer to heaven," a spiritual longing for
something beyond current human experience. "If we consider the unblushing
promises of reward and the staggering nature of the rewards promised in the
Gospels, it would seem that our Lord finds our desires, not too strong, but too weak.
We are far too easily pleased" (Lewis 1-2). Lewis suggests that many elements
have conspired to silence the "shy, persistent, mner voice" which proclaims human
good is only to be found in heaven (5).
God has

.

�

.

.

We have

passion for something far greater; no natural happiness will be able to
satisfy
yearning which Lewis identifies as "the desire for glory." Glory is the
gift of God and the work of Christ... the gift of his presence, the mark of his
appreciation for us, and the destiny of his people who shall be with and like Christ
Himself Glory is a beauty or splendor we yearn for, a wish to be united with and
to become a part of
receive into ourselves, "to bathe in.
(13); it means
God
(11).
acceptance by
a

this

.

�

.

.

spirit can sense the freshness
coming day, but the day
purity
remains beyond our reach on the outside of this
world. "We cannot mingle with the splendors

.

The human

Other authors like

of a

and

we see.

Ziglar

Maxwell offer

But all the leaves of the New

Christian

rustling with the rumour that it
will not always be so. Some day, God willing,
we shall get m" to that world of glory
experienced only in the presence of God (13).
Even now, inanimate nature points to a future
reality in which we shall "drink joy from the
fountain of joy" (14).
Testament

are

on

Zig

and John

healthy

perspectives

attitude.

Retrain

your mental models
you

can

good

begin

more

to

so

see

than evil.

Remember...

Ephesians 3:20

Read CS. Lewis' The Great Divorce

Does This Sound Familiar?
I first read Lewis' essay, "Tiie Weight of Glory," during tfie idealistic days of college. Young
in faith and naive, I expected every Christian to be driven by the joy set before us {Phil.3:14;
Heb. 1 2:2). Little did I know that ministry itself could obscure the hope of glory and smother

passionate striving for God's future. Entering ministry, I did not expect to see the
rejection of hope or the cynical attitudes of battle-scan-ed clergy and laity. I soon realized

the

how sheltered my life had been.
'

Richard John Neuhaus Freedom for Ministrv
In

talking

our
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about the Church and

visions of the way

ministry we
things ought to be in

healthy respect for the way things are, holding
tightest tension with existing reality. (5) The Church in

should show
the

(Jan. 1995)
a
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profoundly inauthentiq
within this community is

ail its forms and manifestations is

gracious
of

And each person

God.

our reverence.

it is made authentic
a

center of

(9)

Then Neuhaus says whatever the church is, institutional

.

.there is

.

truly

no

other church of historical

or

social

seen; it is this Church transformed in the

collapse

the

witness to the Risen Lord.

otherwise,

or

significance (10).
perspective of hope,

of this so-called institutional Church.

look for the

apostolic

only by the judgment of a
mystery deserving of our respect-no,

.

.

.

The true Church is the Church

based upon divine promise. I do not
It bears through history, however inadequately,

(II)

We must view the church

through eschatological eyes... The Church, no matter how
is
Christ's
and
is
not to be surrendered to the powers that be. The Church is
imperfect,
true to its vocation only if it anticipates the destiny of all htmiankind; it is a
profoundly
eschatological community pointing to and celebrating the coming kingdom of God.
Someday it shall be the radiant Bride of Christ.

One must view the church in terms of possibihty and promise, "not to depart fi-om
reality but to encompass the greater reality" (14). The real church is in continuity with
and inseparable fi-om this empirical, existing Church with which we are so deeply and so
rightly dissatisfied (15). Neuhaus then comments, "To love the Church, then, is to help
it become what it is" (15). He quotes Martin Luther King, Jr. as saying, "Whom you
would change you must first love." We must see greater potential in other people than
they see in themselves if we are to help them in becoming what God wants them to be
(16).

FUTURE

\

present

\

reality
world

c^^y^\ God's Kingdom

^^"^^^^
/

existing

\

church

REAL

\
/

\

Bride of Christ

^

V
The Church will not be

satisfactory

the world of which the Church is
God's rule.
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a

and cannot be embraced without

part is

satisfactorily

ambiguity

until

ordered in the consummation of
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We are closer to what is REAL than the first Apostles. Our goal is not to seek a
restoration of first century Christianity, but a renewal of twenty-first century
Christianity directed toward the end time in which all centuries find then- meaning. We

called to be the faithfiil Church bridging into the twenty-first century, obeying Christ
now. Our perspective should not be one of restlessness over the distance fi-om ourselves
are

to the historical Jesus in the first

Kingdom

century but

of God to which the Church is

the distance between ourselves and the
called to witness.

over

now

The Church is a community of hope that will be vindicated by the future. Jesus
modeled this fiiture orientation when he looked at people with an eye toward what they
could become, not what they were. Eg. Jesus renamed Simon son of John and called

him

Cephas (or Peter, meaning rock) (John 1 :42).
Neuhaus comments that commitment to the Church "for the sake of the Kingdom"
acknowledgment of the scandal of historical Christianity in the

allows for the "candid

lively hope that the grand things we affirm
coming of the Kingdom" (61-62).
Transformation

or

The Accommodation

about the Church will be vindicated in the

Accommodation?

Temptation:

"let's just try to get

One of the

by" "keep it status-quo"

greatest temptations of the battered church (or pastor) is
degenerate into merely coping with the world as it is. The ministry of

to

reconciliation

given by Christ deteriorates toward the "superficial business of trying to
things together, to contain profound conflict under the veneer of harmony, to
make the intolerable tolerable, to substitute an accommodation for the consummation
we are to seek" (73).
hold

Ours is

a

ministry

Kingdom come."
way they are.

ministry supported by the prayer "Your
satisfied with a ministry resigned to keep things the

of reconciliation,

We cannot be

a

ministry of reconciliation means transformation,
heavenshaking change, transformation both cosmic and personal"
"earthshaking
is
(74). Ministry significandy more than helping people merely endure life or find
consolation; it is moving them to place their hope in the promised fiiture in which all
things shall be made new. Neuhaus points to God as the example. God has not
resigned himself to accepting "this botched creation as it is" (75), nor has he adjusted
his original expectations to fit within the limitations imposed by human nature or
history. God is reconciling himself to us, not reconciling himself to the world the way
it is now. His desire is to move us to the reality already established in the life, death
Neuhaus claims that the

and

and resurrection of Jesus Christ.
If this is true, then I have every right to expect more from the people I lead and
myself Even in pastoral counseling, my agenda should not be merely to help

from

meet the

coping needs of an individual, but in the formation of his or her character.
apologize for lovingly trying to shape character, nor trying to explain away
a person's behavior, or making excuses for him or her. "The most elementary
respect
I need not
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requires an acknowledgment of that
person
responsible agent" (94).
Clergy are given the mmistry of hope, reconciliation,
and transformation. Are we not also responsible agents who
should be held accountable? As leaders, are we not
expected to be on the cutting edge of a God-given dream?
for another person
as a

How

maintenance
mode kick in
for

clergy, when we are hurt, maintenance mode kicks in
quickly and survival becomes our priority. Henderson pictures
the wreckage of dying dreams this way:

quickly

does

you?

As

The

prince

God.

of darkness

cleverly

filters

This leaves the church and

making the church an expression
reign. (Henderson 22)

out

the radical otherness, the

Are you there

eschatological

now?
nature of the

kingdom

of

pastoral ministry v/ith the form of Christian faith but not its power,
of this evil age rather than serving the age to come, which is God's

The church's servant leaders must recall the church to kingdom consciousness, and
willing to "redefine pastoral ministry in terms of deliberate martyrdom, of conflict in
a redemptive warfare, of the thrilling adventure of walking the
boimdary between the
death
and
the
to
and
of
and
the
church to its kingdom
come,
age
calling
age of
recalling
consciousness (22).
be

"

For the

pastoral leader, visionary leadership
well defined

Not there

is the result of

a

Kingdom Consciousness.

yet?

leaming process. Peter Senge believes "leaming
people to expand their capacity to create the results
organizations"
they desire, where new pattems of thought can be nurtured and shared vision is set free,
and where people continue leaming how to leam together (3). If this type of leaming
process can be accomplished in the marketplace, siu-ely it can find its way into the
church and its pastoral leaders. God's revelation is a progressive affair for his people
and so is the impartation of vision. God does not dump it on the hearts and minds of his
people all at once (Bama Timiing Vision 13).
Fear not. This involves
can

a

be built that allow

Hfelong leamers, always looking forward and
willing to shift ministry paradigms when the old becomes ineffective.
It was hard even for the Spirit-filled first disciples, as the hook of
Acts testifies, but it can be done!
We must become
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111.

Management
"Managers

are

or

Leadership?

people who do things right and leaders are people who
thing" (Bennis and Nanus 21).

Bennis and Nanus observe that

failing,

"tend to be

organizations, particularly
overmanaged and underled."

do the

those which

right

are

Leadership

Management
bring about, to accomplish, to
charge of or responsibility for, to

"to

have

"influencing, guiding in direction,
action, opinion."

course.

conduct."
�

current

�

leadership implements change to gain.

�

leadership

creates new ctdtures.

�

thrives

crisis.

�

a

systems fimctioning with

efficiency, effectiveness.
�

perpetuates organizational cultures.

�

strives for

�

A

stability.

manager's

power Hes within

planning, organizing, budgeting,

and

�

�

exists to set up the

10/13/98

change.

machinery
to

the vision of the

organization.

is settmg

a

vision, building
and

motivating.

objectives prescribed

accomplish

interaction with

relationships, creating strategies,

controlling

does not encoiurage

and

or

followers.
�

is

leader's power lies within

relationship

position.

�

on

of goals

�

demands

�

exists to make
for all

change.
a

better fiiture

possible

involved, reflecting the heart of

the mission and values to which all

committed

are
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The

Manager...

The Leader...

>

administers.

>

innovates.

^

is

>

is

>

maintains.

>

develops.

>

accepts the

>

is

a

copy.

status quo.

an

always questioiung and challenging

the
>

focuses

>

relies

on

>

has

short range view.

a

on

the systems and stmcture.

control.

original.

"gospel."

>

the leader focuses

>

the leader relies

>

the leader has

a

on

on

people.

tmst.

long

range

perspective.
>

imitates.

>

the leader

>

implements.

>

pursues

>

concentrates

>

follows vision to Z.

>

fiiture oriented.

>

operates

how to get from A to

on

a

originates.
vision.

Z.

>

present oriented.

>

operates
the

>

on

the

physical resources of

organization.

help leaders

on

the emotional and

spiritual resources

cope with the

complexity

>

are

agents of change.

change produces.

>

>

asks how and when.

>

asks what and

>

eye is

>

eye is fixed

on

>

is the classic

>

is his

own

("Bennis

always

on

the bottom line.

good soldier.

"Introducing Change" 10; Leaming

to

of organization.

or

her

why.
the horizon.
person.

Lead.

9-10)

Overmanaged organizations are overly concemed with policies, practices,
and mle books, whereas a well-led organization is more concemed with
empowerment, tmst, mission, and an overarching and compelling vision (Bennis
"Introducing Change" 10).

procedures,
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Well-led organizations anticipate ftiture changes, are flexible in
markets, and responsive to the needs of all stakeholders.

adapting to changing

leadership as "the art of mobilizing others to
aspirations" (Leadership Challenge 30).

Kouzes and Posner define

struggle for

shared

want to

The leader's role is to take

us to new places, to discover
ways to break the status
processes and new things. Leaders do what has not been done before,
so leaders are by nature future oriented (Kouzes and Posner The Leadership
Challenge
36). Visionary leaders occupy themselves thinking about the future and must

quo, to create

new

sharpen
ability to envision the fiiture at least three to five years ahead (100). They must feel
positive about the fiiture and communicate positively to others. "The vision of an
organization acts as its magnetic north. It possess the extraordinary ability to attract
human energy. It invites and draws others to it by the force of its own appeal" (118).
their

Every segment of society is experiencing change in the concept of leadership. It is
surprise that a new pastoral paradigm is emerging requiring pastors to act more like
leaders than mere spiritual technicians and church administrators.

no

Leadership is inherently a spiritual endeavor. Leaming the ways of leadership is
undoubtedly important, but real leadership relies less on effort, education, or experience,
and more on judgment, feeling, sense, values, and intuition. This kind of discernment
can be understood only in spiritual terms (Weems 22).

Scripture
spiritual gifts.

seems

distinguish between leadership and management in terms of
leadership in his Romans 12:6-8 spiritual gift list, and
list to the Corinthian church (1 Corinthians 12:28). Malphurs
to

Paul includes

administration in his

thinks administration is the

same as

management. He believes that

gifted with the combination of leadership
odier(192).

Make

a

and

list of people who you would

administration,

identify

as

or

an

individual

possess

one

can

managers and leaders.

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
Is it easier to identify managers or leaders in your church/orgainization/group?
1
2. Did you have more people in one category that the other? Which one and why?
3. Does your church/organization tend to support managers or leaders to a greater
.

extent? Why?
4.

If it does support
does this.

one

set of behaviors more than the

Questions adapted from Bennis
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and

other, describe the ways it

Goldsmith, Leaming

to

Lead, pp. 12-13.

be

without the
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IV.

Shiftmg Paradigms
(a fiiturist): In the 21st century, all effective organizations will do three things
They are the three known keys to the fiiture.

Joel Barker
very well.

without it you will not survive; Willow Creek church obsessed with
excellence because their target group expects it.
B. Innovation
getting out in front with an advanced product or service; it is needed

A. Excellence

~

�

in volatile times of great
C. Anticipation
you need

change
anticipation of the future in order to innovate;
mechanism that enables us to anticipate is the paradigm."
~

"the

Definitions for the word "Paradigm":
1. "A set of assumptions about reality, or a part of reality." Adam Smith
2. "A framework of thought." (Marilyn Smith) A frame of reference to view reality.
3. Synonyms: A paradigm can be thought of as...
a.

a

pattem

b.

a

lens and

c.

a

map

d.

a

image
astonishing
an

~

filter
secular person has

a

mental

picture of Christianity that can be

simplified model in the mind of a more complex reality
paradigm is any set of mles and regulations, whether they are written down or not."
They do two things...
They set boimdaries.
They tell you what to do inside the boundaries to be successfiil.
"A paradigm is a set of deeply held mles and regulations surrounding the way people
see and do things, and how they find reason to continue doing the things they do in
the same way." (Shawchuck and Heuser, 222).
A paradigm could also be understood as a large mental "framework by which we
perceive reality and organize new ideas" (Nelson 19).
e.

a

model

~

4. A

5.

6.

asked: "Is a paradigm the same as a worldview?"
Response: "No, a worldview is a forest of paradigms." Your world view is your whole
subjective world in the way you view it.
Barker

Examples
A.

was

of paradigms

Etiquette

B. Tennis

C.

Rugby

D. A doctrine

~

is

a

paradigm; doctrine of the Trinity

is

our

most

profound paradigm on

the nature of God
E. Model of a "Christian"

Related terms to Define:
A. The

B.
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effect"

influences you can see easily
"Going back to Zero" when a paradigm shifts, you go back to zero; past experience
means nothing; the person who had an advantage no longer does; e.g.. if a band

"paradigm

~

~
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replaces the organ in a worship service, the organist goes back to zero (the
practitioner of the outmoded paradigm)
Paradigm paralysis "my way or no way", blinded by old paradigm can't see value in
the new; a terminal disease of certainty; those who say it cannot be down should get

C.

~

of the way who want to get it done.
D. Paradigm shift
exchanges on views of reality. A paradigm shift is a "change to
set
of rules" (Barker 37) or a major adjustment in the way one
a
new
game,
out

�

E.
F.

a new

perceives, understands, and interprets the world (Lewis 7).
Paradigm shifter person who first conceives of a new way who look at reality
Paradigm pioneer one who champions new paradigms in a community that has not yet
sense the need for a new paradigm; paradigm shift in the automobile business, cars
had designed obsolescence, now they are built with quality to last longer. Paradigm
pioneers are courageous, since they have no data to operate on. Great courage and
trust in their own judgment.
~

~

�

People have always resisted change Galileo was
theory, but met stiff resistance.

�

What prevents

~

an

advocate of Copemican

seeing, accepting new ideas? It all has to do with
paradigms; paradigms establish boundaries; they show you how to be
us

fi-om

successful within these boundaries.
�

Must

recognize old paradigm

appreciate the

in order to

New rules

are

almost

people who
paradigm.
�

You

can

are

choose to

world from
�

Paradigm

our

traditional

new.
�

Are

shift

always

written at the

edge by

ministry
paradigms

not invested in the current

adopt new paradigms

and

see

a new one.

question:

What

still

the

effective?
today

is

impossible

to

do, but if it could be done, would fimdamentally

change

what you do?

Say Good-bye

to the Old

Paradigm...

Parable of the Lobster
very new... there was a certain lobster who determined
mistake. So he set up an appointment to discuss the matter.

Long ago, when the world

was

that die Creator had made a
"With all due respect," said the lobster, "I wish to complain about the way you designed my
shell. You see, I just get used to one outer casing, when I've got to shed it for another. Very

inconvenient and rather a waste of time."
To which the Creator replied, "I see. But do you realize that it is die giving up of one
shell that allows you to grow into another?"
"But I like

myself just the way I am," the lobster
up?" the Creator asked.

"Your mind's made
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said.
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"Indeed!" the lobster stated firmly.
"Very well," smiled the Creator. "From now on, your shell will not change.. .and you
may go about your business just as you are right now."
"That's very kind of you," said the lobster, and left.
At first, the lobster was very content with wearing the same old shell. But as time
passed, he found that his once light and comfortable shell was becoming quite heavy and

tight.
After

a

while, in fact, the shell became

so

cumbersome that the lobster couldn't feel

anything at all outside himself. As a result, he was constantly bumping into others.
Finally, it got to the point where he could hardly even breathe. So with great effort,

he

went back to see the Creator.

"With all due
not remained

"Not at

the

respect," the lobster sighed, "contrary to what you promised,
It keep shrinking!"

my shell has

same.

all," smiled the Creator.

it has remained the

same

"Your shell may have gotten a little thicker with age, but
happened is that you have changed-inside, beneath

size. What's

your shell."
The Creator continued: "You see, everything changes... continuously. No one remains the
same. That's the way I've designed things. And the wisest choice is to shed
your old shell as
you

grow."
see," said the lobster, "but you must admit

"I

it is

occasionally

inconvenient and

a

bit

uncomfortable."

"Yes," said the Creator, "but remember, all growth carries with it both the possibility of
discomfort... and the potential for great joy as you discover new parts of yourself After all,
you can't have

one

without the other."

"That's very sensible," said the lobster.
"If you'd like," offered the Creator, "I'll tell you
"Please do," encouraged the lobster.

something more."

"When you let go of your shell and choose to grow," said the Creator, "You build new
strength within yourself and in that strength, you'll find new capacity to love yourself ..to
love those around you... and to love life itself That is my
From W. James

plan for each of you."

Cowell, Extending Your Congregation's Welcome. (Nashville: Discipleship Resources, 1989), pp.
11-12.

Matthew 9:17 NIV
pour new wine into old wineskins. If they do, the skins will burst, the wine
out and the wineskins will be ruined. No, they pour new wine into new wineskins,

Neither do
will

run

and both

men

are

preserved."
1 Corinthians 4:1-2 NIV

So then, men ought to regard us as servants of Christ and as those entrusted with the secret
things of God. Now it is required that those who have been given a trust must prove
faithful.

V.

Transformational Leadersliip
major forms

of leadership exist in American corporate structures: transactional and
Mac(jregor Bums Leadership. 1978):
Transactional leadership involves day-to-day management concems, that is, the

Two

transformative (James

1)

transactions between
10/13/98

a

manager and

a

follower in order to get work done.
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2) Transformational (i.e. transformative) leadership involves "defining the
organization's fiiture, articulating and communicating that vision to stakeholders,
challenging them to pursue the vision, and insisting the mission/vision be met at all costs"
(Jacokes 15). The goal is to transform people and organizational systems by changing hearts

and minds and by
who intends to be

problems

are

making behavior congruent with beliefs, principles, and values. A leader
a change agent must aim to "provide
people with a sense that current
soluble" (Theobald 59). In so doing, the leader must deal with two
simple

rules of human behavior:

First, people operate in their perceived self-interest, given all the circumstances of which they are aware at
they make their decisions. Second, people change their thinking, action, and behavior when they

the time
see

the

possibility

for

more

satisfying

choices.

(Theobald 59)

Transformational leaders empower people to transcend their own self-interest for
organization. They change or reinvent reality by constructing on the
human need for piupose in life. This proactive,
people-oriented leader focuses on values and
the benefit of the

enduring principles (Phillip
it is

rational,

Lewis 6). Transformational leadership is
and at times defies qualitative study (Bass
295-300).

Transformational Pastoral

as

much emotional

as

Leadership

J. Oswald Sanders wrote that those who have most
powerfiilly and permanently
influenced their generation are those who are "seers," those who have seen more and

farther than others. These

people

are men

and

women

of faith, for "faith is vision"

(55).

William Easum claims that the process of church transformation almost
always
begins with the pastor (Sacred Cows Make Gourmet Burgers 142). The pastor becomes
the role model, willing to abandon obsolete leadership styles and become a
leamer. Like it

lifelong

or

not, church tumaround will

not take

place without

a

pastoral leader

who:

1) intentionally or imintentionally decides it is time the congregation gets moving;
2) articulates a new vision so clearly that is becomes a shared vision;
3) gets enough people to share the vision that organizational inertia is overcome;

4)

and
often leads the congregation in a quick and decisive victory that develops a "can
do" attitude and begins to reshape the culture within the church. (Sacred Cows

142-143)
Most churches
Leaders

are

over-managed

and underled.

about

change, and every congregation is about change. Through the
by Christ himself, churches are places where people change.
Secular literature indicates that transformational leadership is strongly relational. Genuine
change can only take place in the context of positive relationships and tmst (Phillip Lewis
46-47). Unlike management which attempts to control what is, leadership is a
fiiture-oriented relational process in which one person influences others to pursue change
(Malphurs 191, Nelson 49).
are

Great Commission mandated

Definitions of Transformational

secular definition of transformational
to that modeled

10/13/98

Leadership Christian literature builds on die
leadership. This style of leadership may be closest

by Christ himself. His servant-leader model attempts

to

get others "to
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accept ownership and accountabihty for the well-being of the church" and the mission of
Christ in this world (Phillip Lewis 31). Transformational leadership empowers others to
flilfill a compelling, shared vision (Ford 14-16) which results in changed lives and systems
in tune with God's

A

leader.

.

kingdom purposes

composite sketch

and

practices.

of transformational leader traits. A transformational

.

a direction setter who has a sense of purpose, a vision as the driving force for all
the leader does. Vision is the heart of the transformational leader, and a road map
for status quo challenging action. He or she is able inspire others by clearly and

is

1)

frequently articulating the vision,
2)

and is

fully committed to it him/herself.

is the embodiment of the vision who lives it in all he

spokesperson

or she does, and is a skilled
and chief advocate for the vision for both intemal and extemal

constituencies.

principle centered, operating on the emotional and spiritual resources
organization.
4) perseveres and is willing to invest the work and time necessary to realize long term
3)

is value and
within the

solutions. Leaders have

a

strong bias toward action.

change agent helping others see the need for change.
5)
He or she clearly understands personal strengths and weaknesses,
is
self-aware.
6)
knows who he/she is as a human being, and capitalizes on strengths while
minimizing weaknesses.
7) thirsts for knowledge and desires to be a hfe-long learner. Effective leaders reinvent
themselves as they go along. They grow in knowledge and character.
8) tmly enjoys work. Work is viewed as a labor of love.
9) is a concerned, empathetic listener, treats others with dignity and respect, is
sensitive to follower's needs and perspectives, tmsts people and delegates
responsibilities widely. Through caring, transformative leaders generate tmst.
is
10) a role model for others and is frequently, if not unconsciously, imitated by
is

a

subordinates.
1

1)

is

a

risk taker who views mistakes

as an

opportunity for growth.

Failure is not in

the transformational leader's vocabulary.
12) always keeps a greater good in mind which replaces self-interests.
13) is a coach, a mentor, and a team builder who empowers others within the
organization. The transformative leader converts followers into new leaders, who
also become agents of change.
14) projects self-assurance demonstrated dirough relationships with others. (Buhler

24-26; Bennis and Nanus 3, 92; Nanus Visionary Leadership 12-14; Behling and McFillen,
168-170; Bennis "Leading for Results" 9; Bennis "hitroducing Change" 10).

primary task of leadership today is to "create an
which people are encouraged to give birth to the potential

Easum believes that the

environment of change in
within." Such leaders:
1

)

exist to set

2) exist

3)
10/13/98

act

people free;

to assist

as

people

on

their

spiritual journey and

not to take care of them;

if transformation is at the heart of their work; and
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4) do

not take care of

people,

but

help people grow (Transformational

Leadership 10-11).

^

The leader must "see

a

vision which addresses

question, 'What are we trying
whom?'" (McKenna 78).
the

to do for

Nelson claims that pastors cannot
assume they are
leading just because

they occupy a position
or
authority. Position
one

^

The leader is

responsible to accurately

Reality

communicate this vision to followers.

>

McKenna believes "an incamate Christian
leader has one priority task. It is to keep the
strategy for the Christian organization on
the razor's edge of being vision-directed,
mission-minded, and environmentally
tuned" (McKenna 79).

>

relational influence

of

responsibility
give

does not
over

others.

indicates that the leader is

one

who possesses the most influence, with
or without an official
position in the
church

(56). This person may not
be the pastor, and may actually have
an adversarial
relationship with the
pastor.

Bama writes that

visionary pastors are leaders
glory and have
surrendered personal ambitions and self-aggrandizement (Bama Power 33).

driven to seek God's

>

The

primary objective of leadership
called

a

leader if he

or

she is not

is to

change things, therefore
attempting change.

a

pastor

cannot be

Vision: the Key Element in Transformational Leadership

VI.

John Kotter contends that

sensible vision is the most

important element in
plays key
by helping to "direct, align, and
actions"
of
numbers
of
Without
a vision, a change effort will
large
people.
inspire
a
of
"confusing, incompatible, and time-consuming projects
disintegrate into managerie
that go in the wrong direction or nowhere at all." (Leading Change 7).
a

successful transformations. Vision

a

role

A leader's charisma is not enough, nor are financial incentives and increased profits
sufficient motivators. Something else must pull the organization toward its desired fiiture
state; this is the role of a powerfiil, shared, and compelling vision (Hersey, Blanchard, and

Johnson

93).

leadership classic. Spiritual Leadership, Sanders emphasizes that those who
powerfully and permanently influenced their generation" for Christ were
"seers" who allowed their vision to lead them forward (55). "Vision is the basis for the
best kind of leadership," notes DePree (Leadership Jazz 39). A leader is a vision caster,
placing an unforgettable, almost photographic image in the minds of followers. That
image infiises enthusiasm, helps people see their potential and "guides a pilgrimage to the
goal it projects" (Miller 29, Nelson 35). Vision is in the center of human motivation. It
induces action and destroys complacency (Haggai 14). Where success is found, vision has
created it (Miller 29).
In his

have '^'most
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A.

Definitions of Vision.
1. Secular definitions

�

Reed defines vision

Senge

"the fuel

through

which information is converted

energy" (Reed 143).

into creative

individual's

as

says vision is a calling (142) related to one's idea of purpose ("an
sense of why he is alive" 148) and what one truly wants (149).

All authors admit that vision is a matter of heart and soul. As Kouzes and
Posner point out, intrinsic motivation must be present if people are to be their
True leadership taps into people's
best; "what is rewarding gets done.
hearts and minds, not merely their hands and wallets" (Leadershitj Challenge
.

.

.

40).

Covey and the Merrills picture vision as the "best manifestation of
creative imagination and the primary motivation of human action. It is the
ability to see beyond our present reality, to create, to invent what does not
yet exist, to become what we not yet are. It gives us capacity to live out of
our imagination instead of our memory" (103-104). Vision can be so forceful
that it "becomes the DNA of our lives. ." and "the compelling impetus
.

behind every decision

we

make.

.

.

it's the fire within.

.

."

(105).

Nanus believes vision is "a realistic, credible, attractive future for your
organization." It is our verbalization of a greater and more successful future
than what currently exists for our organization. (Visionary Leadership 8).
Kouzes and Posner define vision "as

future" (Leadership

an

ideal and

unique image of the

Challenge 95).

Note in all definitions is the implication of dissatisfaction with the
present and an emotional or spiritual appeal to move forward. A vision
imagines a desirable future state, but does not describe the process for
getting there. Senge indicates it is not as important what the vision is, but

what the vision does
2.

Christian

definitions

(154).
�

George Barna defines vision for ministry as "a clear mental image of a
preferable future imparted by God to His chosen servants and is based upon
an accurate understanding of God, self and circumstances" (Power of Vision
28). "Vision. becomes a bold reason for living. It is a badge of purpose that
the bearer wears proudly and courageously" (Power of Vision 98).
.

Episcopal priest Terry Fullam contends that "vision is the product of God
working in us. .Vision arises out of our burden to know the will of God, to
.

become whatever it is God wants us to become." Vision is not a matter of
one's own self-perceived list of goals to accomplish. Vision answers the

question,

"Where does God want to take me?"

(13-22).

"Vision represents destination," observed Lyle Schaller ("How Your Church
Can Plan for the Future" 23). Vision becomes the driving force of a Spirit-filled
church or individual.
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ability, or the God-given gift, to see those things which
yet becoming a reality.
long before it is." (Galloway 29)

"A vision is the
not as

Aubrey Malphurs
challenging picture
can

and must be"

are

.

.

defines an organizational vision as a "clear and
of the future of a ministry as its leadership believes it

(31).

United Methodist Bishop Rueben P. Job who summarizes and describes
vision in this way:
Vision is
allows

a

gift

up,' captivates
unknowable,

the visible,

beyond
compels

and

beyond

act

us to

in

kingdom
draws

forward.

Vision is what

Vision

midst

our

disciplined, faithful,

gives

experience
us

and

patient listening

the barriers and obstacles to

Vision is the

think the unthinkable, to

to

now

us

It is the reward of

from God.

us to see

our

to

God. Vision

mission. Vision 'catches

us

of eyes of faith to see the invisible, to know the
the not yet Vision allows us to see
signs of the

gift

focus, energy, the willingness

to

risk.

It is

our

vision that

(39-40)
a

person is

wilhng to

die

for, Easum maintains.

A vision is not..

1)

a

dream. Dreams

are

the initiators of vision, and

so are

much broader and

fiizzier than visions.

2)

a

objective. Goals or objectives are cold, abstract statements of
strategic visions will be implemented. Vision is warm and carries the
potential to melt the coldest heart.
goal

or

how

3)

B.

VIDEO

a

--

purpose. A purpose
question, What?

answers

the

question. Why?

A vision

answers

the

''THE POWER OF VISION: HOW FINDING GOD'S

VISION CAN TRANSFORM MINISTRY"

(from the Leading Edge

Church

--

By George

Barna

Leadership Series, Gospel Light, 1996)

INTRODUCTION
In

given

George Bama's words, "God changes
His vision." Yet how do

vision for

our

video seminar

discovering

the world

Bama offers

George
communicating

and

time. He includes

us

through the people to

define what that vision is? How do

lives and ministries? And how do

Bama first reminds
our

we

answers

we

whom He has

discem God's

articulate this vision to others? In this

to these and other

vision in the

we

settings

questions related to
placed us.

where God has

of the visionaries who have

examples

shaped the world before and during
as well as guidelines on how we,
a well-known market researcher, George Bama brings

of biblical visionaries

too, may discem God's vision. As
to diis series a clear and authoritative grasp of life in our times. Bama is the author of
several best-sellers including The Power of Vision, The Frog in the Kettle, User Friendly
Churches and Evangelism that Works.
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A. Visionaries who

shaped

our

world

1. Alfred

Kinsey
Benjamin Spock
John Dewey

2. Dr.
3.

4. Bill Levitt
5. Ray Kroc
6. Earl Warren
7.

Ralph Nader

B. Visionaries God relied upon
1 Moses
.

2. Josiah

3. Nehemiah
4. Paul

C. Definitions and distinctions
1 Vision:
.

2. Mission:

3. Values:
D. Levels of vision
1 Micro-vision
.

2. Mezzo-vision
3. Macro-vision
E. Discernment of God's vision
1 Understand your
.

ministry

environment

2. Know God
3. Know
4.

yourself
Engage in prayer

5. Sohcit wise counsel
F.

Checkpoints
1

.

for true vision

Consistency with Scripture
by tmsted advisors

2. Confirmation

3. Awe at the scope
4. Personal excitement

5.

Partnership between

you and God

G. Articulation of your vision
10/13/98
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1 Extended documentation
.

2. Vision statement

3.

C.

Communicating the vision to others

Qualities of Effective Vision.

If a vision is to become reality it must be so articulated that others "see in it the
possibility of realizing their own hopes and dreams" (Hersey, Blanchard, and Johnson
543).
An effective leader uses strong unagery and metaphor to describe a desirable
fiiture state. Participants picture what the organization will look like, feel like, and be like.
A strong vision generates and focuses human energy, guides the
way, and helps a work
team make the proper choices toward the future state, and
encourages peak performance
(Hersey, Blanchard, and Johnson 544). As Jesse Stoner relates, "compelling visions are
about more than just survival. They are about being great, going for die gold, and
stretching beyond what is easily achievable" (13).

Kouzes and Posner believe "visions

are like lenses that focus unrefi-acted
rays of
To
enable
concemed
with
an
to
see
more
what's
ahead
light.
everyone
enterprise
clearly
of them, leaders must have and convey a focus" (Leadership Challenge 109). They
suggest four attributes of vision:

The Pursuit of Excellence

Visions are about possibilities, about desired
They are ideals, standards of excellence. They are expressions of optimism
and hope. Our ideals reveal our higher-order values preferences. They represent our
"ultimate economic, technological, political, social, and aesthetic priorities."

1) Ideality:

-

futures.

2) Uniqueness: Pride in Being Different Visions communicate what makes us
singular and unequaled; they set us apart from everyone else. Visions differentiate
us from others enabling us to attract and retain employees, volunteers, customers,
clients, donors, or investors.
-

3)

Future Orientation:

looking

Looking Forward

and have direction. Visions

are

People

�

want their

of our labor; and must be future oriented and made real

4) Imagery:

Pictures of the Future

~

leaders to be forward

statements of destination, of the end result
over

time.

Envisioning the future requires that we
images. (Kouzes and Posner

that very natural mental process of creating
"Envisioning Your Future. ." 15-16)
.

In

addition. Nanus says

an

effective vision

(the "right" vision)

has certain other

properties:

10/13/98

5)

It is

6)

It clarifies the purpose and direction of the

7)

It

8)

It is well articulated and

appropriate for the organization and suitable for the times;

inspires enthusiasm

organization;

and encourages commitment from all

easily understood;

stakeholders;

draw

on
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9)

It is ambitious. (Visionarv Leadership

Other Qualities of Effective Vision

(as

25-29)

listed

by

Christian authors

Malphurs

and

Weems):
1)

challenging. It must energize
easily attamable.
target

vision must be

2) the

aim at

3)

people if it is not clearly understood.

it is clear. It does not motivate

it is

an

a

and

catalyze others

into action and

not

attractive, inviting mental picture. A good vision probes the imagination

and stimulates visual

4)

it is the future of the

5)

it has

6)

it is

representations

in the mind of an

It is mental

ministry.
exciting possibilities.

picture

appealing fiiture.

of tomorrow,

a

future view of

potential� it can be. The vision rests on the bedrock of reality.
must provide a reasonable hope of success.

A vision

unique. Unlike a mission statement which could easily be transferred from one
another, a vision fits only one particular church at a particular moment
in history.
church to

7)

it must

A vision represents

inspire hope.

a

belief that

people

can

make

a

difference.

8)

it must create
one's

of urgency; it must grab and not let go. It must dominate
and refuse to allow rest until the ministry moves in the direction

a sense

thinking

of the vision. It is
God is in it;

b)

accomplish the vision;
31-39; Weems 41-45).
9)

a

10)

several variables in its conviction: a) the belief that

guided by

the view that God has chosen this

and

c)

particular person or group
people. (Malphurs

compelling vision appraises reahty positively (Cueni 38).
importantly, the best visions seek to be faithful to the Gospel. The pastoral
gathers people to seek God's will for what he intends the Church to be
(39).

Most

leader

Another description of vision....
A \/ls,lo\A is, tht dov\Ai\/ia\A,t fciotor that governs ijour
It

deteKi^liA^es all tht choices

you

are

lift.

m.a\zi\A,^.
peeLed away

Lllee aiA. o\/do\A,.
Layers
C-LliA.gLiA-c) LLfee gLue to the liA,slde of your rib cage...
It's what
your nA.li/vd iA,aturaLLy gravitates toward whei^. It Is lA^ot Legltlm.ateLy
It's what's

Left after

coi^ceiA-tratli^g
It's... what

all the

o\a,

dettrvMMs,

are

soniethli^

else.

your frle^vdshlps aiA,d i^our reLatloiA^shlps

that

you

are

cuLtlvatliA^...
It's what

ijour -^raijtrs,

art

toward. Phil Grant
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to

that the vision will benefit

about�what
-

Leadership

you drea^w. about

a^vd

are

glvlt^g m.oiA^y
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"People who have a small God have small visions. They do not see
accomplishing great things, because they have missed who he is.
Here, interestingly, their vision serves as a barometer of their doctrine
him

of God."

Right Brain Exercise

A
DREAMS

fMalohurs, 66)

-

THE FLOWER BED OF VISION

A. Take five minutes and

answer this question in
writing:
"If all my dreams for my church become true, in five years

B. Choose

a

partner and share with him/her what you

C. Dreams should be

1)

probed with

constant

questions,

see

will see..."

in your dream.

question your dream:
People can not be expected to

so

Is the dream clear? Can others understand it?

accomplish what they do not understand.

we

A clear dream

can

be articulated in

five minutes.

2)

Is the dream

challenging? When people in your church hear the dream, are they
inspired? (Or are you perpetuating the same old thing and merely propelling the
status quo into the fiiture? "If it ain't broke, don't fix it!" no longer applies.

Better�"If it ain't broke, fix it!")

3)

Is the dream visual? Does it create

book Hey, Wait

a

vivid mental

picture?

In John Madden 's

Minute, he says he asked Vince Lombard! about the
differences between good and not so good coaches. Lombardi said, "The best
coaches know what the end result looks like, whether it's an offensive play, a
defensive

a

defensive coverage, or just some idea of the organization. If
you don't know what the end result is supposed to look like, you can't get
tiiere."

4)

play,

a

Is the dream future oriented? Visions create mental

pictures of what

tomorrow

will look like.

They leam from the past but do not live in it. They are bridges
from the past into the fiiture. A dream that tries to regain what was once lost or
rehash the "same old same old" is not vision material.
5)

Is the dream realistic

enough yet stretching? This is difficult, and requires a
tightrope
balancing challenge with reality. The dream must be big enough
to inspire people, but realistic
enough to maintain credibility.
walk

6)
10/13/98

Is the dream

culturally relevant? You must reexamine the people in your target
group. Does it propose solutions to the felt or real needs of the people? Does it
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take into consideration their values? Does it

understandable and

employ language that is

socially acceptable?

The Future of the Church

�>urovoaQ ^lOamtenatice?
"Where there is

no

vision,

the

people perish..."

Proverbs 2918 kjv

or...

A Church that Prevails!
A Church that Transforms Lives!

God promises

Jesus

said,

His Church will prevail.

us

"I will build

My church, and the gates of hell
Matthew 16:18
against it.

will not

prevail

"

.

.

The Seven Churches of Revelation
2:1-3:22

~

Two

good,

Two

Ugly,

"To him who overcomes, I will
"The church is the

For I know the

hope

Two

Bad, yet...

give..." (NIV)

of the world, and its renewal rests in the hands of its leaders!"

I have for

Jeremiah 29:11-14
you," declares die LORD,

plans
plans to give you hope

prosper you and not to
future. Then you will call upon me and come and
I
will
and
listen
to
you. You will seek me and fmd me when you seek me with all
pray to me,
your heart. I will be found by you," declares die LORD, "and will bring you back from
harm you,
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and

a

"plans to
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captivity. I will gather you from all the nations and places where I have banished you," declares
the LORD, "and will bring you back to the place from which I carried you into exile."'
This is His

promise.

To EQs Church. To its leaders. To you and your team.

"Think what

a local church would be like if its people were
radically devoted to Christ,
committed
to
each
and
dedicated
to
irrevocably
other,
relentlessly
reaching those outside God's
family with the Gospel of Christ. It would be a church against which the gates of hell could not
prevail! It would be an unstoppable force for good in the community, an inspiration to other

churches and
~

Bill

a testimony to God's unfailing grace."
Hybels, Senior Pastor, Willow Creek Community Church

"For too

long many congregations have suffered from a myopic image of death and
decline,
destroyed their vision, emasculated their power; and thwarted the efforts of
dedicated
believers who have tried to rise above this paralyzing concept. Vision 2000
deeply
comes to affirm the words of Jesus when he said, "The time is fiilfilled
(now). The kingdom of
God is at hand (now). The fields are already white for harvest (now)."
which has

Harding,

Joe

A, and Ralph W. Mohney. Vision 2000: Preparing for Ministrv into the Next Centurv.

p. vi-vii

A Church Driven

by Compelling

Vision!

Proverbs 29:18 KJV
"Where there is

no

vision, the

people perish:

but he that

keepeth

the

law, happy

is he."

Isaiah 43:19

"See,

I

am

doing

A re/ vie/
"God is

a

a new

up; do you not perceive it? I
the desert and streams in the wasteland."

thing!

un/ tKe^

vision

Now it

springs

am

making a way in

Yviid4it of tKe^ Se<xmd/ Kefcn^-matCon/?

sharing God. It is the nature of God to share vision with people who need
Valley of the Dry Bones 37: 1-14 (cf Ezekiel's task of preaching with
the task of the pastor and church today.)

direction." See Ezekiel's

Harding, Joe A, and Ralph

W.

Mohney. Vision

2000:

Preparing

for Ministrv into the Next Century,

p 1.

Joel 2:28-29 NIV
"And afterward, I will pour out my Spirit on all people. Your sons and daughters will prophesy,
your old men will dream dreams, your young men will see visions. Even on my servants, both
men and women, I will
pour out my Spirit in those days." See Acts 2:1 7-20

Romans 8:18-22 NIV
"I consider that

revealed in

us.

our

present

sufferings

are

The creation waits in eager

not worth

expectation for the

'Unless noted otherwise, all bible references are taken from
Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House) 1984.
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comparing with the glory that will be
sons

of God to be revealed... We

The New International Version,

(Grand
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know that the whole creation has been groaning

as

in the

pains of childbirth right up to

the

present time."
Zechariah 4:6 NIV
Must Be Spirit Led!
So he said to me, "This is the word of the LORD to Zerubbabel: 'Not
by
but by my Spirit,' says the LORD Almighty."

might nor by

power,

Romans 15:13 NIV

"May

the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace as you trust in him,
overflow with hope by the power of the Holy Spirit."

Perseverance and Focus
since

Required!

�

so

that you may

Hebrews 12:1-5 NIV

surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let us throw off
"Therefore,
everything that hinders, and the sin that so easily entangles, and let us run with perseverance
the race marked out for us. Let us fix our eyes on Jesus, the author and
perfecter of our faith,
who for the joy set before him endured the cross, scoming its shame, and sat down at the
right
hand of the throne of God. Consider him who endured such opposition from sinftil men, so that
"In your

we are

stmggle

you will not grow weary and lose heart."
against sin, you have not yet resisted to the

point

of shedding your

blood."

Philippians 3:13-14 NIV
"Brothers,

I do not consider

what is behind and

have taken hold of it. But

myself yet to

straining toward

what is

which God has called

ahead, I press

me

on

thing I do: Forgetting
goal to win the prize for

one

toward the

heavenward in Christ Jesus.

"

No-Vision Churches Vs. Visionary Churches
A. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF NO-VISION CHURCHES
1. No vision churches become

leave

people

lukewarm and

2.

Congregations with no
God's gracious gifts.

3.

Congregations

complacent, stagnant,
apathetic.

vision

are never

grasped by

with

no

vision cannot really

4. No vision churches

are

blind to human need.

5. Visionless

and

see

boring. They simply 'exist,'

awe

and

gratitude

and

for the wonder of

Jesus Christ.

congregations tend to see the church as a problem and most members as
apathetic, disgrunded dead weight. They almost always suffer from low self-esteem.
They are convinced they are too small, too poor, too weak, and too poorly located. This
negative image is contagious and repels people.
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B. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF VISIONARY CHURCHES
1

A

.

visionary church consistently affirms and lifts up the vision;

an

2.

exciting, dynamic, energizing

Visionary

churches

are

this church will

always be

center of hope.

responsive

to human need

both inside the church and outside

within the

community. Involved in missions: "We cannot do it all, but
something. What we can do, we will do, by the grace of God."

we can

do

3.

Visionary congregations experience the life of faith as an inspiring joumey, rather than as
a
depressing obligation. Tliere is a joyfiil contagion. Enlist significant numbers of
people in committed Bible study.

4.

Visionary congregations welcome

5.

Visionary churches understand the

the presence of the

Holy Spirit in the

life of the church.

connection between the presence of the Holy Spirit
and prayer. Examine Luke 11:13- "Ifyou then, though you are evil, know how to give
good gifts to your children, how much more will your Father in heaven give the Holy
"

those who ask him! Vision receptive congregations are not surprised to leam
that God's Spirit is joyflilly and dynamically active in leading and empowering the

Spirit

to

church

today!

Visionary churches

6.

see

church members

Corinthians 5:16-17 Paul says:

of view. Though
anyone is in

we once

Christ, he is

through the

"So from

regarded Christ in
a new

eyes of apostolic

hope. In 2
regard no one from a worldly point
way, we do so no longer. Therefore, if

now on we

this

creation; the old has gone, the

new

has come!

Visionary churches are knowledgeable about spiritual gifts, and seek to use them in
ministry. See 1 Corinthians 12, Ephesians 4, and Romans 12. This church is excited
about the potential and use of lay ministers. The church is not viewed as a
denominational franchise; it is the front line of God's vision and purpose in this world.

1.

visionary church does not see itself as defeated and dying, but as moving and
aggressive in its fight to defeat the destmctive powers and stmctures of darkness. Jesus
said to Simon Peter, (Matthew 16:18) "And I tell you that you are Peter, and on this
Note: the
rock I will build my church, and the gates ofHades will not overcome it.
church is on the offensive, not defensive!

8. The

"

visionary church handles failure as a signal to regroup and develop a new strategy or
approach. Failure is not seen as a disaster. Visionary people leam to fail
forward. Most visionary congregations can pint to a long list of failures, mainly because
they are willing to try so many new approaches.

9. The

altemative

10.

Visionary churches keep trying new ideas.

11

Visionary churches

.

are

sensitive to the sections of the

community that tend to be

ignored.^

-

The above lists

are

adapted

from: Joe A.

Ministrv into the Next CenUirv. Nashville:
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Harding & Ralph W. Mohney, Vision 2000: Planning
Discipleship Resources, 1991, 1994; pp. 35-43.

for
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Top

Ten Features of the

(from George G.

Hunter

Apostolic Congregation

HI, durch for the Unchurched, pp. 28-34)

Dr. Hunter suggests that the first four in the
between the traditional congregation and an

followmg list account for
apostolic congregation.

80% of the difference

Apostolic congregations...
1

take

.

2.

a

redimdant

disciplined

are

approach to rooting believers and seekers m Scripture.
Prayer, and they expect and experience God's

and eamest in

action in

response.

3.

understand, like, and have compassion for the lost, unchurched, pre-Christian people.
obey the Great Commission�more as warrant or privilege than mere duty. Indeed, their
main business is to make faith possible for unreached
people; evangelization is not
merely one of many more or less equally important ministries of the church.
5. have a motivationally sufficient vision for what
people, as disciples, can become.
6. adapt to the language, music, and style of the target population's culture.
7. labor to involve everyone, believers and seekers, in small
groups.
8. prioritize the involvement of all Christians in lay ministries for which
they are gifted.
9. receive regular pastoral care. They are in regular spiritual conversation with someone
who is gifted for shepherding ministry.
10. Engage in many ministries to imchurched non-Christian people.
4.

Vision is fundamental to all leaders! It is the leader's

vision, communicate that vision to
build support for

achieving

others,

the visions.

responsibility to

coach others to create

create a

visions, and

(Lewis 96)

The Role of the Pastor in Tum Around Churches
Bama, George. Tum-Around Churches. Ventura, CA: Regal Books, 1993.

In Turn Around Churches

ranged

from

Bama reports on 30 tumaround churches he studied in 16 states. Church sizes
current attendance of 135 to 3,300 and included a wide spread of Protestant denominations. His purpose was to

a

George

discover characteristics critical in the successful transformation of traditional,
results
nose

dies

dying

churches.

Bama does not claim that the

provide comprehensive perspective into the tumaround process. It is Bama's observation that when churches take a
dive in attendance or membership, they generally do not make a comeback Once losing momentum, the church either

or

a

stabilizes

at a

much smaller size

(17).

Bama identified eleven factors present when a dying church was restored to wholeness. First, and key to
spiritual revival of any kind 'Ms the presence of the Holy Spirit and the openness of the

people

to do the

working

of God's

Spirit" (42). Any

effort to influence other's

thinking

and behavior will fail

without this condition.

of

tmst

Numerous factors involve the pastor. The most basic
requirement for tumaround was the pastor establishing a bond
the
must
also
congregation (43);
pastor
"radically love his people" (45), creating a bond of credibility and

with the

The successful tumaround
pastor must be a strong leader. Bama reminds us that "dedining
churches that hired caretakers, healers, managers, administrators, teachers or consensus builders failed to gain ground" (50).
tme
why, he says, churches are like any other
tmst within the

Explaining
10/13/98

congregation.

organization, they require

leadership.
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Noting

the

personal

transformational leaders. He
stable churches.

attributes of tumaround pastors he studied, Bama's portrait sounds very similar to descriptions of
that these pastors possess traits in common with other pastors successfully leading more

notes

He also discovered traits

unique

to

tumaround pastors.

Traits Common to Successful Pastors:
A team builder

people to take on responsibility and authority in ministry activity,
and delegates as much responsibility and authority as possible.
Provides vision
must constantly cast vision and clearly articulate it.
Grows spiritually
shows commitment to mner disciplines of meditation, prayer, and
spiritual retreat.
An encourager
recognizes what people are doing, acknowledges them, and celebrates
their growth.
A strategic thinker
must see the big picture; provides people with strategic direction and
tactical concepts that will propel the church forward.
Takes risks
understands that intelligent risk taking is necessary and takes swift,
aggressive action when the moment calls for it; pursues those that have the
greatest potential for success; risk intelligently.
-

prepares

�

�

~

~

~

Unique Traits
Youth

�

of Turnaround Pastors:

"Almost all tumaround pastors assumed the pastorate of their church before
had reached the age of 45." The task was so physically, emotionally and

they

spiritually draining that only youthftil person could endure it.
Tumaround requires a total commitment to the task of reviving the church.
Commitment
shows unusual devotion to seeking an intimate relationship with
Spiritual
God on a regular basis. Recognizes that revival of church could only come by
relying fiilly on God for "strength, wisdom, grace, guidance and power." "The
pursuit of God" becomes the "pinnacle of urgency" (70).
Strong Personahty is self assured and self-confident; not afi-aid to make tough decisions
and to forge imusual trails for the congregation to follow.
Workaholism

~

�

�

A Potential
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Visionary all successfiil pastors are visionary leaders, but tumaround pastors
generally had not given prior evidence of being visionary (61-72)
~
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Developing Visionorv Postorol Leodership
(Continued)
Seminar #2

-

November

10, 1998

until 2:00 p.m.
Facilitator: Rev. Lew Hiserote, Marlton UMC
9:00

Reaching

a.m.

Toward the Future:

The Biblical and Theological Bacl^ground of Vision

Vision is

natural and necessary result of Christian faith and hope and
of God's future upon our present. While vision is not listed

the

a

inbreaking
specifically as a gift or fruit of the Holy Spirit, it appears to be
out God's plan of redemption for humanity and all of creation.
to characterize every one of God's people.

I.

The

Necessity

CS. Lewis

of

a

flmction of the

As

Spirit working

such, visionary mindset ought

Hope.

spoke of hope

as a

theological virtue, meaning that...

looking forward to the etemal world is not (as some modem people think)
or wishfiil thinking, but one of the things a Christian is meant to do.
It does not mean that we are to leave the present world as it is. If you read history you
will find that the Christians who did most for the present world were just those who
his since Christians have largely ceased to think of the
thought most of the next.
other world that they have become so ineffective in this. Aim at Heaven and you will get
earth "thrown in": aim at earth and you will get neither." (itahcs mine) (Mere Christianity
118)
.

a

.

.a

continual

form of escapism

...

Lewis goes on to say that we find it difficult to want heaven because of our training,
"our whole education tends to fix our minds on this world.
Unfortunately, when the real
"

recognize it and that desire becomes buried in the stuff of
the reality around us. Our spiritual hunger, however, will never be satisfied on this earth. "If
I find in myself a desire which no experience in this world can satisfy, the most probable
explanation is that / was made for another world" (120).
want for heaven is in us,

Faith

+

we

do not

Hope

Vision
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"Vision is spawned by faith, sustained by hope, sparked by imagination and strengthened
by enthusiasm" (L. Ford paraphrasing Charles Swindoll in Quest for Character. lOOV
The ground of Christian hope

from the One seated upon the heavenly throne. *7
(Rev. 21:5)! This is God's ultimate promise, and a summary
making
of the essential vision found throughout the Bible (Rottenberg 2).

everything new"

am

The

new

comes

'

creation includes...

�

the

�

the consummation of the

�

the liberation of creation from death and

destiny of himianity (Rev. 21:3-4)
new

covenant

(Rev.

21 :3)

decay (Rom.

Hl&rOR.Y WIrw

rue.

8:21).
This

age began to dawn in the first coming of Jesus Christ
Luke 4:43) into the world, and will be consummated

new

(Mark 1:15;
when all things in heaven and on earth are brought together under
the headship of Christ (Eph. 1:10). God has ordained that all events
of history flow to this point.
Cosmic

redemption rests on the foundation of the living God's
sovereignty (Isa. 44:6-7) and his ability to save humanity and its
environment from oblivion. Faith "clings to the hope that the high
purpose of God to bring His creation into glory will not fail"
(Moody 237).

cyci_e$
MI$rOR.Y

of the clearest marks of authentic

Hope
Hope is proclaimed for...
�

one

A$

�

e.Y

lMA<5lueD

HluDU

AuD

ruiuKlucg.

l_�A>Ulvj^5
MOW

&e�

DO
iwj

CULTOCE.?

wirwiu

OrwcR.

\<\/uAr

we

oou

I&

PO&$i&i_e
rue

POPULAR.

the individual

(Rom. 5:4, 5;
1:3,3:15)

Heb. 6:19; 1 Pet

Christianity.

akjD

R.eiwaCAR.waA.rlOwj5

uope.

is

OF

1 Cor.

13:13; Eph. 4:4; Col. 1:27;

vs/OQ.i_C>VieW?

the future of the world.

**For in this

hope

we were

saved.

"
.

.

(Rom. 8:24).

hope "was one of the chief factors which gave early
in
the pagan world which was its mission field." It was
Christianity
'cutting edge'
to
think
remarkable
that human history was actually going somewhere worthwhile under the
John Lawson believes this
its

guiding

II.

hand of a

mighty God (Lawson 236-237).

Vision As Rooted in Old Testament Promise and Hope.
The entire Bible is

reality of the last
^

one

a

who

futuristic book

"anticipates

looking toward the last things

and the

living

the secrets of the fiiture and establishes the events of

Scripture quotations are from (unless stated otherwise) The New International Version, (Grand Rapids,
MI: Zondervan Publishing House) 1984.
All
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the

past" (Moody 14). Consequently, eschatology is not an
appendix to biblical theology. As Moody states, "all theology and
Christology are ultimately eschatology" (15). The fiiture is veiled
or hidden in the character of God, but grows more
conspicuous as
he makes his person and purpose known in Christ.
A

strong future orientation is initiated immediately
following the Fall. Li response to the serpent's deception and
human disobedience, God said, "And I will put
enmity between
you and the woman, and between your offspring and hers; he will crush your head, and
you
will strike his heel" (Gen. 3:15). This divine utterance set in
motion an expectation of human deliverance and the
judgment
of evil via

human

a

offspring of

In the old covenant

promise given

woman.

hope was

based

on a

threefold

to Abraham at his call:

The LORD had said to Abram, Leave your country, your
and your father's household and go to the land I
will show you. I will make you into a great nation and I will bless
you; I will make your
name great, and you will be a
blessing. I will bless those who bless you, and whoever
curses you I will curse; and all
peoples on earth will be blessed through you (Gen

people

12:1-3)
�

God gave to Abraham the promise of land.

�

God promised that Abraham's descendants would become

a

great nation (Gen.

13:16; 15:5).
�

God

promised Abraham

a

blessing upon himself,

his

descendants, and through them

all the nations of the earth.

God

repeated

the

promise

to Abraham

The deal: God fulfills the

(Gen. 17).

promises already made, and
obey God's will.

in tum demands that Abraham

and his descendants
The covenant

was

not

a

business contract but

a

relationship: "I will be their God and

they shall be my people" (Gen. 17:7) (Travis 12-14). Abraham received God's promise
tmstworthy and responded in faith. When God requested a major relocation to

as

Canaan,
By faith Abraham. .obeyed and went, even though he did not know where he was going.
By faith he made his home in the promised land like a stranger in a foreign coimtry; he
lived in tents, as did Isaac and Jacob, who were heirs with him of the same
promise. For
he was looking forward to the city with foundations, whose architect and builder is God.
(Heb. 11:8-10)
.

Of Abel, Enoch, Noah and Abraham, die writer of Hebrews
concludes:
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All these people

hving by faith when tiiey died. They did not receive die things
a distance.
promised; they only
People who
such
show
that
are
for
a
of
their own.. they were
say
things
they
looking
country
longing for a better country a heavenly one. Therefore God is not ashamed to be
called titieir God, for he has prepared a city for them. (11:13-16)
were

still

saw

them and welcomed them from

.

.

.

.

�

Anticipation

of God's future

puUed these people forward; their relationship to God
they shall be my people." This
for humanity. We are built for relationship with our Creator.

nurtured their faith and vision. "I will be theu- God and

summarizes God's purpose

The descendants of Abraham "looked back to him as the man in whom God had
begun
people fi-om a dark and chaotic world towards their true destiny. To him
God had given promises, and these promises became the source of Israel's life and
the task of leading

expectations" (Travis 13).

The Power of the Promise
Abraham's descendants
bad.
Good times: Even

hung on to

God's promises

through

seasons

of good and

David and Solomon's empire, the fonward yeamings were not
abandoned. The people did not consider God's promises to be fulfilled, thinking,
"we are now a great nation, we possess the land, and we are full of divine

during

blessing."
During the Babylonian Exile (587-539 B.C.), God's promises enabled the Jews to
maintain national identity and continue believing that God had a plan for them in
their promised land. Despite disaster and failure, a faithful God in his grace would
restore his people (Travis 13-14).

Bad times:

In the darkest moments of Israelite

history, prophets arose to revive the vision of
promised future of the Lord. Their message was desperately needed when Israel's
faith became focused largely on the past. Travis reminds us, "People looked back to the
Exodus in Egypt, back to the reign of David and to the building of the Temple in Jemsalem.
Amos, in the middle of the eighth century B.C., took them by the scruff of the neck and
insisted that the event which they most needed to reckon with lay in the future-the day of
the Lofxl" (15). The prophetic proclamation was a two-sided coin, containing words of
judgment and promise. The coming Day of the Lord would be a positive or negative
experience, depending upon either the trusting faith or apathetic laziness of God's people.
For those who were at ease and refused to obey God's will, Amos declared the Day of the
Lord would be doomsday "Woe to you.
." (Amos 5:18, 6:1, 11).
the

.

In

proclaiming the future,

Amos

.

the prophets denounced false hopes:

during a time of national prosperity; proclaimed imminent catastrophe
because of widespread imfaithfiilness to God, moral decay, and social injustice
-

(Amos 2:6, 5:18, 23f).
Isaiah

scomed attempts to find security in alliances with
neighboring nations, radier than tmsting in God.
-

.

.

more

powerfiil
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"Woe to the obstinate children," declares the LORD, "to those who carry out plans that
are not mine, forming an aUiance, but not by my Spirit, heaping sin upon sin; who
go
down to Egypt without consulting me... This is what the Sovereign LORD, the Holy One
of Israel, says: "In repentance and rest is yoiu: salvation, in
strength, but you would have none of it. (Isa. 30:1 -2a, 15)

quietness

and trust is your

Jeremiah

exposed the self-deception of the people of Jerusalem, thinking the temple
impenetrable haven protected from attack by God himself (Jer. 7:4-7).
This exposure of false hopes indicates "God's opposition to
all attempts to find satisfaction and security in anything less
than himself and his will for mankind" (Travis 17).
w^as an

But words of catastrophe and

judgment is never God's
final word. "The crashing of false hopes becomes the
Lord's way of pointing his people to a fresh beginning.
Until false hopes are put aside, there is no chance of real
hopes to be grasped" (Travis 17).

So the

promises
"The

of God remained.

.

.

.

days
coming," declares the LORD, "when the reaper will be overtaken by the
and
the
plowman
planter by the one treading grapes. New wine will drip from the
are

mountams and flow from all the hills. I will

rebuild the ruined cities and live in them.

nations,
Isaiah

even

nature

.

.

bring back my exiled people Israel; they will
." (Amos 9:13-14) Also including other

(Amos 9:7, 14).

beautifully describes the promised kingdom of peace

Jeremiah describes

in nature

(Isa.

1 1 :6-9).

period of catastrophic events when Judah, as a conupt nation
was captured by Babylonian armies, and when God's
covenant people continued to put their tmst in political process. Even so, Jeremiah dared
a

refused to refomi and Jemsalem

to dream of

a new

covenant when God's law would be inscribed on the hearts of his

people.
(Jer. 31:31-33)
Ezekiel

by

spoke about the people of Israel

in terms of a

the power of God could death be transfomied into

valley filled with dry bones. Only
life (Ezek. 37:1-14).

new

Isaiah prophesied about the Suffering Servant of the Lord who would bear the sins of the
people (Isa. 52:13-53:12), and the new heavens and new earth that God would create
(Isa. 65:17; 66:22).
thread emerges in the prophecies: The kingdom of God will not be
estabhshed by human effort but by the hand of God himself (Rottenberg 6). Israel's

A

common

persistent failure to obey God should have meant the end of her relationship with him
(Amos 5:1-2; 8:1-2; Hos. 1:4,6,9). Nonetheless, God's passionate love cannot give up
on his people. See Hosea 1 1 :8-9.
When Jerusalem

lay in ruins after die exile of 587 B.C., die autiior of Lamentations
remained hopefiil that God's love would persist. (Lam. 3:1 8-24)
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Other

reasons

why hope is possible...

hope rests on God's faithfulness to his promise, his commitment to the house of David
and to the Temple: (Isa. 37:35)
Ezekiel hope was possible because of God's concem for his own honor (Ezek. 36:22-23; cf Isa.
48:1 1 ). It was inconceivable that God the Creator would allow catastrophe to be the last word
Isaiah links God as creator and deliverer of Israel: (Isa. 43:1; cf. 40:27-31). If God's original
promise to Abraham was to stand, then he would need to find a way to bring fulfillment
through a renewed Israel. Israel then, still had a task to carry out, to bring a blessing to the
Gentiles: "I will also make you a light for the Gentiles, that you may bring my salvation to the
ends of the earth" (Isa. 49:6) (Travis 19).
Isaiah

-

-

-

The basis of hope for Israel

was

rooted in the character and

purposes of God which he revealed to his people through
historical events. Certain elements of Israel's past will be renewed

Tue.

(Travis 20-24):
�

*

PCOPwcrS

U5r�wj�D

G[OC>

Hope tied to David; a descendant would rule in peace and justice.
God's promise to David (2 Sam. 7:12-16) (Isa. 9:6f ; cf 11:1-9;
Jer. 33:15f.; Zech. 9:9).
Expectation of a new Jerusalem: (Isa. 2:2-4; cf. Isa. 12:5;
65:17-25; Jer. 33:16; Zech. 14:11, 16fO. (Mic. 4:4; cf Isa. 65:21;
Ezek. 47:12; Joel 3:18; Amos 9:13-15). Ezekiel foresaw a new
Temple in which the glory of God was present (Ezek. 43:2;

AUD

C�C�IV�D
UIM

A

TO

FROM

ViSlOW

OF

Fv/roce.

rue

48:35).
�

A

a future in which all his people have a new relationship with God. A
penitent people will emerge from the sun/ivors of God's judgment and exile.
"'At that time I will gather you; at that time I will bring you home. I will give you honor and
praise among all the peoples of the earth when I restore your fortunes before your very
eyes,' says the LORD" (Zeph. 3:20; see also: Hos. 2:14-16, 19; 3:5; Isa. 1:4. 25-27; Jer.
30:8f ; Amos 9:11-15; Mic. 4:6f). (Jer. 31:31-34). Ezekiel repeats the same promise in
different words, saying God will give his people a new heart:
new

Israel and

humbled and

sprinkle clean water on you, and you will be clean; I will cleanse
from
all your impurities and from all your idols. I will give you a new
you
heart and put a new spirit in you; I will remove from you your heart of
stone and give you a heart of flesh. And I will put my Spirit in you and
I will

you to follow my deaees and be careful to keep my laws. You will
live in the land I gave your forefathers; you will be my people, and I will
be your God (Ezek. 36:25-28; rf. 18:30-32).

move

Travis concludes fi-om Old Testament

prophetic passages
that men and women
of
God
is
overridmg purpose
in
be
wholehearted
and
obedient
should
relationship to him.
He will not rest until that goal is achieved" (23).

that "the

Travis draws three conclusions about the prophet's
convictions and expectations:

Carter suggests the Old Testament

prophets, or seers, moved beyond
simply revealing the omniscient
mind of God conceming the
future. "Apparently when under
the influence of die Spirit's
inspiration they were often
transported mentally into the
future,

as

time is known

and thus shared

to man,

temporarily

in

the transcendent, ome/ess

knowledge

of God"

(see

2

Kings

17:13; II Chron. 33:18-19; Isa.
29:10; 30:10; Mic 3:7) (59).
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*

First, it was fundamental

prophet's thinl(ing that God acts in history and controls
history. He works out his purposes through historical process, (egs. Amos 9:7f; Isa. 10:5-15;
Isa. 41:2-4; 44:28; 45:1) (25).
Second, the prophets were convinced that "there is both a continuity and discontinuity
between God's actions in the past and the future" (26).

�

>

God's purposes are steadfast. His plans for the world will not be worked out in
arbitrary
fashion but through methods consistent with his past actions. He will not
change direction or
renege on his covenantal promises. Since God reveals himself within history, Israel is told to
take instmction

>

to tiie

(and comfort) by remembering the past at all

costs

(Isa. 51:10.

However, because he is the Lord of history, God is not bound to the past He is free to do
surprising, dramatic, and new things (eg. Isa. 45:1). (Amos 9:11-15; Isa. 11:6-9;

65:17-25) (26).

Third, the prophets envision

�

a future in terms of
expanding horizons. God is expected to
things and is not "strait-jacketed in a rigid pattem of precise prediction and literal
fulfillment" (28). In revealing his love and justice to Israel and the nations, God interacts in
human affairs "in a way which does not necessarily fulfill the letter of the
previous prediction or
expectation, but does maintain the forward movement towards fulfillment of his overarching
intentions" (28). (eg. Isa. 55:3-5).

do

new

The hopes of the prophets summarized:

1)

God will

come:

in

judgment (Isa. 2:21;

cf 2:10-21;

deliverance
become

a

(Isa. 59:20; cf 35:4; 40:9; Zech.
part of his people (Zech.

26:21; 63:1-6; Zech. 14:3, 5) and in
2:10-13). His coming will cause Gentiles to

2:10f;cf lsa.66:18ff). After his

coming...
2)

God will be with his

people (Isa. 12:6;

Cf Ezek. 37:27f; 43:1-9; 48:35; Joel

2:27; 3:16f;Zeph. 3:14-20).
3) God will rule. The prophets affimi that
God already mles (Jer. 46:18), but they look fonward to the day when God's mle will be
completely acknowledged and its blessings fully experienced. The coming mle of God was
the object of prophetic hope (Travis 30-31).

]OEL: VISION SPREAD ABROAD...
Joel

reproduces the noble wish of Moses (Num. 11:19) that all the Lord's people might be
prophets. He proclaims that spiritual illumination would no
longer be the domain of a spiritual aristocracy. While the
Can all Spirit-filled people
in Joel 2:28 ("Your sons and daughters. .your
possessives
become visionary?
old men. .your young men") indicate the prophet himself was
not looking beyond the Israelite community, the New
a
Testament adopts broader interpretation. The Spirit's outpouring would not be limited to the
Israelites. In the newer dispensation of Pentecost, "a// of God's people who would be willing to pay
the full price of sun^nder to Him (Acts 5:32) and who would pray the Father in faith believing (Luke
11:13) would be enabled, yea, commanded (Ephesians 5:18) to be filled with the Spirit" (Payne 176)!
Aside from this limited perspective, Joel reports the startling news that all barriers of birth, sex,
and social standing would be removed from the influence and hope given by the Spirit.
.

.
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apostle Peter recognized immediately the fulfillment of Joel's prophecy (Acts
2:1 6f). Robinson comments that Joel's prophecy was fulfilled "but not exhausted. It is a promise
which was destined to receive a repeated and ever-increasing fulfillmenf (45).
While giving hope to those whose lives were devastated by years of locust plagues and
drought, Joel, wittingly or unwittingly, links the broad outpouring of the Spirit upon all believers (2:28)
with visionary experience (2:28-29) and the fulfillment of God's purposes (2:32) in the coming
kingdom of grace. Divine illumination would become nomial for God's people, and not merely
the province of a select few.
At Pentecost the

III. Vision As Proclaimed in the New Testament Hope of
A. Jesus, His Vision, and the already/not yet Kingdom.
His

personal

vision statement and

kingdom mandate

Glory

for his followers:

Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has anointed me to preach good news
proclaim freedom for the prisoners and recovery of sight for die blind, to release

The

to

to

the

year of the Lord's favor." Then he rolled up die sctoII, gave it back
scripture is fulfilled in your hearing." (Luke 4:16-21)

to

the poor.

oppressed,

die attendant and sat down.

He has sent
to
.

me

the

proclaim
"Today

.

.

this

placed him at odds with the status quo. Jesus connects himself to the
hope, then challenges his hearers to accept God's call for repentance. What
was the reaction to Jesus in Nazareth after he said the above? (Luke 4:28-30). Jesus
indicated his kingdom was breaking into human history.
Jesus' vision

OT Messianic

THE KINGDOM OF GOD

�

�

~

the central

motivating

theme of his

"

prefening the words "kingdom of tieaven, reports Jesus' preaching in the
synagogues, his teaching about the kingdom, and his healing ministry (4:17, 23).
Matthew

Mark

�

-

records that "after Jotin

was

put in prison, Jesus
'

good news of God. The time tias come, he said. 'The
and believe the good news'" (1:14-15).
�

teaching:

went into Galilee, proclaiming tiie
kingdom of God is near Repent

Jesus said, "/ must preach the good
news of the Kingdom of God to the other towns also, because that is why I was senf
(4:43). Most of Jesus' audience were cognizant of "kingdom of God" imagery, even
Luke

writes that after

-

ministering

in

Capemaum,

though the term is rarely used in the Old Testament (cf Ps. 103:19; Ps. 145:13). The Old
Testament scriptures throughout refer to God's sovereign rule over the destiny of nations.
God is pictured not only as the Lord of our lives, but as the Lord of the universe who will
create

�

John

-

a new

heaven and

shifts the

a new

earth

(Rottenberg 8-9).

synoptic emphasis from future expectation to the present reality of the

Spirit. "Whoever believes in the Son has etemal life" (John 3:36, emphasis mine). John,
while not devoid of eschatology, chooses to emphasize more the presence of the
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future of the Lord than the

combining

the

synoptics.

John's Revelation

supplies remarkable imagery

Spirit's illumination, kingdom conflict, and final anival of God's future.

Rottenberg agrees that the kingdom motif constitutes the unifying theme in the Bible;
God establishes the kingdom m our midst through the power of his Spirit (11). The
future of the Lord is

now

among

us.
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The Vision of

Jesus'

"Jesus began his ministry in the power of the Spuit" (15). Luke's Gospel paints a
picture of Jesus as the fiilfillment of expectations that go all the way back to Genesis
3:15-16. Christ was the fiilfillment of prophecy and the sign of a new age of the Holy

Spirit.
John the

Baptist said to

those around him

regarding Jesus:

powerful than I will come, the thongs
baptize you with the Holy Spirit and with fire."
one more

"I baptize you with water. But

of whose sandals I am

not

worthy

to untie. He

will

(Luke 3:16)

God has raised this Jesus to
you

Luke 3:21-22

Jesus

-

and the

opened
from heaven:
was

Jesus

life... the Father the promised Holy Spirit and has poured out what
(Acts 2:32-33)

and hear.

now see

"You

Victory

was

baptized like

Holy Spirit

are

Over

my

everyone else, then, '\..as he was praying, heaven
descended on him in bodilyform like a dove. And a voice came

Son, whom I love; with you I am well pleased.

Temptation

~

"

Read Luke 4:1-13.

victory because of the power of the Spirit within him. Satan tempted Jesus
with at least three possible pictures of the fiiture... "The temptation experience of
Jesus shows us his rejection of three false visions (15):
Jesus had

intermingling of present and future in the thinking
and practice of Christ provides the foremost model
toward making vision real in everyday life.

The

a) "The vision of a powerful leader who would gain a
following by providing food for the hungry multitudes."

b)

See John 6:16
"The vision of a miraculous leader who would astonish
the multitudes by spectacular miracles."

c)

"The vision of

victory

a

without

compromising leader who would gain
suffering, by special an-angements with

Satan."
In

rejecting

these false

visions, Jesus

was

able to retum to Galilee in "the power of the

Spint"(4:14)
Jesus First Sermon
This

sermon

~

Luke 4:17-21

set the vision that

"Jesus' vision looked

beyond

was

to

guide his earthly ministry (15).
quo." (16)

the status

This section includes references from Joe A. Harding & Ralph W. Mohney, Vision 2000:
into the Next Century. Nashville: Discipleship Resources, 1991, reprint 1994

Ministry

Planning for
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Jesus

Preachmg:
Kingdom

more

than 80 times Jesus

is the central

motivating

speaks

factor of his

of the

"Kmgdom of God." The
preaching, Luke 4:43. The Kingdom

also the central message of the resurrected Christ as well: Acts 1:3-8. Jesus
"looks beyond a narrow, self-serving vision to the fiiture of the church in the power

was

ofthe

Spirit" (17).

Jesus-Goal Orientation

~

Luke

9:31, 50-51; (cf. Isa 50:5-9 )

In the Book of Acts, "Luke makes it

life and

preaching
Php3:14 lPe4:l

ofthe church"

vividly clear that the vision of Jesus
(17). Ac 20:22-24 21 : 1 1-14

Vision is

"In obedience to

Jesus, the church is called to be, and
to
increasingly become, the sign of God's reign and fiiture
victory. Following Jesus' lead, the church is not the
kingdom, but it is the sign of God's fiiture reign over all
things" (18).

a

the

perceiving reality.
may be a supernatural
revelation from God or the

Reality

everyday

world in which

we

live.

In the pattem of Old
Testament prophets, a

before,

Pannenberg writes that it is the "mark of Jesus'
proclamation of the Kingdom of God that fiiture and
present are inextricably interwoven.... Jesus underscored
the present impact of the imminent fiiture" (53). The
present is not independent from the fiiture. Instead, the

m

way of

visionary may see
extraordinary things
witnessed by human

The Present and the Future Are Interwoven.

fiiture has

continues

or

never

eyes
may envision

unique penpectives on
commonplace things.

an...

imperative claim upon the present, alerting all men to the urgency and exclusiveness of
seeking first the Kingdom of God. As this message is proclaimed and accepted, God's
rule is present and we can now glimpse his future glory. In this way we see the present
as an effect of the fiiture, in contrast to the conventional assumption that past and present
are the cause of the fiiture. (54)

played out in the normal activities of Jesus' life. Ford imagines Jesus
standing in the Temple court of the Gentiles asking, "Father, how do you see this?"
Only then would he act to cleanse the Temple. Out of his intimacy and relationship with
his Father ". .Jesus the Son and servant saw how God wanted people and the world to
be" (106).
God's vision

was

.

Jesus

perceived reahty

as a

dynamic

tension between the current moment and the

presence of the future: "In Jesus' vision, history is a battleground, a stage where
historical events reflect the dynamic conflict of the kingdoms of this world and the

kingdom of God" (1 14). Jesus portrayed this
accordingly (cf Mark 13:33-37) (114-115).

sense

of conflict and set his

priorities
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The Kingdom Consciousness of Jesus
While Jesus did not mdicate the ecstatic experiences of the prophets, his knowledge of
supematural events appears first-hand (Mark 1:10-11; Luke 10:18; Matt. 16:13-17:13;
Mark 8:27-9:13; Luke 9:18-36; Mark 13:26). In his parables Jesus touched everyday
life. In his acted-out stories, such as eating with sinners, healing and forgiving them, and
withering the fig tree, he lifted up his profound and unique vision of what is real (Ford
102-103). His vision allowed the etemal to touch the everyday and to live life in the
reality of God's presence.
The

gospels portray Jesus' vision as wide in scope and compeUing, including the
world, all humanity and all of creation. Yet his vision was intensely personal as
demonstrated in the individual way he called each disciple
(Mark 1 : 1 6, 1 9; 2: 14). Christ's global-personal perspective is

entire

Paul reflects

apparent in the Great Commission:

the

All

in heaven and

authority

on

earth has been

given to me.

Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing
them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy

Spirit,

and

teaching

them to

obey everything

I have

commanded you. And surely / am with you always, to the
very end of the age. (Matt. 28:18-20; italics mine)

''already
not yet"
duality of
the kingdom
as taught by
Christ.
(Ladd 550).

The vision of Jesus

both reahstic and

radical; he knew
the power of evil and the potential for good: John 1 :42;
2:24-25; Mark 7:20-23; Mark 2:14; Luke 5:27-29; 19:2-8.
was

The radical nature of Jesus' vision "enabled him to
institutions to what

lay at the

heart of their

through tradition and
original intent" (Ford 112). Jesus
see

reverenced the past and never believed that tradition was bad in itself However,
when the religious establishment allowed tradition to create a system that twisted
law and resulted in

legalism and cmelty to people,

he did become angry.

Stephen

Neil comments:
way in which they [Pharisees, Sadducees, etc.] have
them and reality. .The whole of the ministry of
their
to
come
between
allowed
system
with
an
Jesus is filled
urgency.
trying to get men to see things in their stark reahty.

Jesus, the realist, is troubled by the

.

.

.He could

see

.

.

with dreadfiil cleamess the doom his

people

were

preparing

.

for themselves.

(Ford 149)
While Jesus cherished the past, he willingly criticized the existing order in the light
of his own vision of reality. He saw through the system and judged how it had

departed from God's initial purposes (e.g.. Mark 12:41-44) (Ford 1 14).
was hopeful, but not
optimistic (1 14).

Jesus'

vision

Christ's vision

was

the

"ethnic and national

kingdom
17-18).

as

not

cuIturaUy

bound. Jesus resisted

imperialism."

anyone's interpretation of
(Harding and Mohney

Acts 1 :6-8
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Even Creation

Participates in the Hope of Glory

Pgul 4oes not restrict this earnest longing io humanity ("the sons of
God" Rom. 8:19, 25). He speab of hope that penetrates the whole of creation.
Creation Ctbe material world) groans for redemption and yearns for freedom
from decay, as if in the travail of labor pains preceding a birth CRom. 8:19, 20,
22). Creation is not evil nor is it something to be escaped, but Is a good
has been subjected to the empty and
meaningless processes of this age and suffers under a destructive bondage. Man
was created as a living soul from the dust ofthe earth and the breath ofCodi. This
organic unity is so strong that biblical theology Is unable to conceive of a
complete redemption that does not include all of physical creation CRom. 8:22),
earth as well as humanity and the animals CMoody 24-6; see also Ladd 567;
Moody 257, 24.4.-24-5). Renewed people will need a new environment In ordier
to live eternally in the Kingdom with God (Travis 88).

corruptee^ and distorted by sin;

Jesus' vision of the

it

kingdom was

not limited to his own

small band of his earliest followers. As

Harding

earthly hfe or to
Mohney point out:

and

the

Jesus, the church is called to be, and increasingly to become, the sign of
reign and fiiture victory. Following Jesus' lead, the church is not the kingdom, but
the sign of God's fiiture reign over all things" (18).

"In obedience to

God's
is

The church is

obliged to anticipate

The church has

dual

and live the life and

fellowship

of the age to

two ages. We are

character, straddling
people of the coming kingdom and sinfiil mortals of this earth.
While we will not attain perfection in this evil age, we are responsible to display the
life of the perfect order in the coming Kingdom of God
(Ladd 115).
A.l_Q.�Ai:>Y
come.

simultaneously

a

the

AUD

B.

The

Eschatology (and Kingdom Consciousness)

kllU^COM TEACWIM^

CwQJ&r,

OF

of Paul.

COi;Pl_�D

Apostle Paul's preaching and teaching
centers on the fulfillment of God's redemptive purposes in
Christ and the future glory of God. On the one hand,
through Christ's death and resurrection he can declare "now is
the day of salvation (2 Corinthians 6:2). On the other hand,
Paul speaks of living a godly life in this world "while we wait
for the blessed hope�the glorious appearing of our great God
and Savior, Jesus Christ (Titus 2:13). This hope in the
appearing of Christ is the distinguishing mark of the Christian
hfe (Rom. 8:24; Gal. 5:5) (Ridderbos 488).
The whole of the
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gives at least two reasons:
First, in view of the approaching parousia of Christ, God's people are called to live godly
lives in this world (1 Cor. 1:8; Titus 2:13; Phil. 1:10; 3:20-21; 1 Thes. 2:12; 3:13; 5:23), and
to wake up and no longer participate in the sins of daricness (Rom. 13:1 1-13; 1 Thes. 5:2-8).

Why
�

*

live

a

life of expectation? Paul

Second, the coming of the Lord is to be the grounds for comfort in the present
"affliction," meaning the setbacks and difficulties faced in this present age preceding the
coming of Christ. It is this hope of glory that enables the church to endure the distress and
suffering it now finds itself experiencing (Rom. 8:18; 1 Cor. 15:43; 2 Cor. 3:18; 4:17; Eph.
1:18; Phil. 3:4; Col. 1:5; 1 Thes. 5:8; 2 Thes. 2:14; 1 Tim. 1:1; 2 Tim. 1:10; Titus 1:2; 2:13;
3:7). The apostle strongly accentuates the "not yef of the present. Ridderbos maintains that
"sparics shoot, as it were, to and fro between two poles" (Rom. 8:18ff.; 2 Cor. 4:16-18) of
present and future expectation. A living and "fervent longing supports and glows through all
the preaching ofthe apostle" (Rom. 7:24, 25; 8:23) (488-489). It is "in this hope we were
saved," writes Paul (Rom. 8:24).

Paul demands

a new

expectation-thinking

type of thinking about the world;
that

corresponds

to the Christian

Moltmann calls it, "an
hope" (35). Paul is able to put
as

the proper perspective on the sufferings and ambiguities of this present life. Assured of
God's love and redemptive purpose, we have the resources to face the disappointments
and trials which are necessary elements before the retum of Christ. (Rom. 8:31-39).
The structure of Paul's
who died and

people
we are

was

hope

is founded upon God's accomplished work in Christ,
goal is the perfecting and glorification of God's

resurrected. Its

recreated environment, in the presence of Christ himself As God's children
obliged to live out this hope in the power of God's Spirit now, before Christ
in

a

(Rom. 8:9, 12). While sharing in the suffering of this present age, our sufferings
"are not worth comparing with the glory that will be revealed in us" (Rom. 8:18) (Travis
88). The Holy Spirit has been given to God's people as the first fruits or guarantee that
we will receive what God has promised to his people (Rom. 8:23; Eph. 1 : 14). The Spirit
is the distinguishing mark of the Christian (Rom. 8:9) and the ground of our hope (Rom.
8:23-24). The effect of Christ's work and the Spirit's presence show that the present age
between Christ's two comings is not to be an age of finstrated waiting but of
experiencing the gifts of God made available to us (Travis 97).
retums

C.

Theological Perspectives.
Does the historical process evolve out ofthe
of the future?

past

or

is

history shaped by

the power

redemptively present in this world to bring about the new heavens and new earth
promised, and thus brings his fiiture to bear upon us now. God's renewal
promise and the presence of kingdom power through the Holy Spuit ensure that life is a
joumey and not an end in itself (Heb. 6:5; Matt. 6:10, 33).
God is

He has

We are

watching the future

now

in

progress!
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Our Problem > "So much of the Church's conservatism and lack of dynamics in its life
and mission is due to a loss of the vision of the ftiture" (Rottenberg 26-27).
An

adequate kingdom theology would help us recover the biblical priority of the ftiture
coming age (27). Herein lies the key to visionary

and live out the vision of the

leadership� God is always ahead of us and calling

us

forward.

Christian leaders must think, feel and act as if God s future is primary.

"From the first to last.

Christianity is eschatology, is hope, forward looking and
moving,
revolutionizing and transforming the present"
(Moltmann 16). Moltmann suggests that the eschatological is not merely one ingredient
in the mix of Christianity, but it is the soil in which everything else is
planted, or, to
use his metaphor, the "glow that suffuses
here
in
the dawn of an expected
everything
day" (16). The eschatological outlook filters through every aspect of Christian
preaching, teaching, and the everyday affairs of both individual and Church.
forward

.

.

and therefore also

The Sin of Despair
Moltmann believes there is great sin in despair. On the one hand, human sin is
wanting to be as God; on the other hand, such pride shows itself in hopelessness,

resignation,

inertia and

melancholy (Revelation 21:8).

Moltmann declares:

given him the prospect of life that is wide and free, but man hangs back
and lets himself down. God promises a new creation of all things in righteousness and peace, but
man acts as if everything were as before and remained as before. God honours him with his
promises, but man does not believe himself capable of what is required of him. That is the sin
which most profoundly threatens the believer. It is not the evil he does, but the good he does not
do, not his misdeeds but his omissions, that accuse him. They accuse him of lack of hope.
(22-23)
God has exalted

man

and

The Sin of Accommodation
Our sin is in accommodation to the culture. Willimon

remarks,

often Christians have treated the modem world

"Unfortimately,
fact, a reality to which we are obligated to adjust, rather than
which we might argue" (30).
too

a

as

point

if it

were a

of view with
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The world

provides ample

reason

to

suggest that hope

cannot be found in it!

The message ofthe coming kingdom of God implies that God in his very being is the
fiiture of the world. All experience of the future is, at least indirectly, related to God

himself (Pannenberg 61).

witness, however, "confronts us with something new and
with the hope of a fiiture given us by God" alone (Moltmann 16). Paul calls God, the
"God of hope" (Rom. 15:13). He is a God with "future as his essential nature" (16).
He is always before us, encountering us in his promises for the future in which we "can
only await in active hope" (16). None of this excludes God from the past or the present.
The Old and New Testament

Pannenberg insists that "as the power of the future" God "dominates the remotest past"
(62). Moltmann thinks a proper theology can only be constructed in Ught of the
future.
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Eschatology begins in the definite historical reality of Jesus Christ and his death and
proclaims the future reality of the risen Lord. Because Christ is our
of
hope glory (Col. 1:17), we can look at the world in terms of promise and point others
to the expectation of an outstanding fiiture he will share with us. (17) Because of the
promises given us, "the hidden future already announces itself and exerts its
influence on the present through the hope it awakens" (18).
resurrection and

The Disturbing Reality of Christian Hope

glory exerts

god-forsaken,

contradicts and
cross.

Because of the influential pressure fiiture
stands in stark contrast to fiiture promise.

the present, current reality
hope "brands the visible realm of present experience as a
transient reality that is to be left behind" (18). The future

on

The Christian

�

judges present reality, just

Because Christian

hope

is resurrection

as

glory

the resurrection contradicted the

hope,

the ftiture life and

offered

glory it

sin and death. This

hope
hope is a
passion for what has been made possible. It is an expectation of those things which
faitii believes have been promised by God and will one day be made manifest. (20)
Moltmann defends this hope, saying it is not an escapism, a fleeing ofthe world, or a
resignation. It is an historic future: "It sees in the resurrection of Christ not the
etemity of heaven, but the fiiture of the very earth on which the cross stands. It sees
in him the fiiture of the very humanity for which he died" (21).
to that

by
proposes and guarantees stands opposed
brings peace, not dissension, and righteousness, not sin. (18) Christian

This

hope

leads

in Christ judges current

existing reality

towards

reality and illuminates the reality which is coming.
the promised and hoped-for transformation God

It
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intends (18). Faith,
enUvened by such

God's Future
Slices of Vision

hope, instigates

�

Fellowship CMA
? Medford UMC
B Hope UMC
y Lutheran

unrest and

impatience

with the

status quo. It

no

tolerates

longer
reality as

it is, but
suffers under it and

attempts

contradict it.

Mariton UMC
14.5%

Lutheran
15.9%
ope UMC

Mariton AOG
18.8%

14.5%

to

(21)

� Marlton UMC
B Mariton AOG

edford UMC
11.6%

Fellowship CMA
24.6%

This

the

hope causes

Church to be

a

constant

disturbance in
human

society, salt and light rather than a stabilizing force in the midst of
current reality (22). One might conclude, then, that the church which
embraces the status quo is violating its true nature and calling.
By definition Christian hope embraces and transforms the thinking and actions of people.
Christian hope renders judgment upon all other hopes or Utopian schemes of improved
human freedom, of successfiil living, of justice and dignity for people as inadequate,
because in Christ we have "better promises" (Heb. 8:6). Nothing will be right until "all
things are become new" (Rev. 21:6) (33-35). Christian hope therefore, bears the
responsibility and the empowerment to bring creative transformation to society as we
know it (35).
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Many authors leave the reader with the
impression that a God-given vision is a God-given
spiritual and mental key that will unlock human
potential to make something positive happen. It
is as if this Spirit enabled vision will equip the
pastor to drum up hope and enthusiasm to stimulate
a bored congregation. That newly energized
congregation will spring into action and God's

kingdom will be blessed by their deeds.

In essence,

people shape the

future.

merely a sanctified version of secular vision, and while affirming
the vision source in God, it gives undeserved dignity to human accom.plishments and
purposes. E.g.. Tommy Bamett: "Human dreams are always subject to the ebb and
flow of life's ups and downs. But not God's dreams. They rise above trials and tests:

The Problem: This is
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They give direction to our lives and purpose to our plans" (italics mine, Multiplication
43).
The Truth: Authentic Christian vision is

gift

to receive and is

maintain

always
perspective:

tied to

something we propose or achieve, it is
kuigdom purposes. Blackaby admonishes us to
never

never find God asldng persons to dream up what they want to do for Him.
do not sit down and dream what we want to do ioi God and then call God in to

You

.

.

We

help us

The pattem in the Scripture is that we submit ourselves to God and
wait imtil God shows us what He is about to do, or we watch to see what God is

accomplish it.

.

a

we

doing

aroimd

us

and join Him

(66).

An authentic vision is ahvays iinked with tungdom ministry
and not our own plans.
Bibhcal

example: The resurrected Jesus confronted Peter and said to him, "Follow
interprets this as Peter's call "to participate in the ongoing life and ministry ofthe
One who was alive forevermore." Peter's responsibility now is to follow Jesus. Peter,
"It is not your responsibility to lead now or to carry on the work I began. I will go
before you. You are called to join Me in My ongoing ministry and to let Me carry out
that ministry through you" (Seamands 77). The
Christian's ministry is not ours, but Christ's. We are
an extension of the incarnation, of Christ's
ministry and practice. We join with him in his
work and the future he chooses to bring.
me."

2. Some Christian authors infer that

formulating a
discovering a potential future (as if a
menu existed from which we were capable of
choosing).
vision is hke

The Problem: Vision formulation is

discovering

the ftiture and not

a

possible

future.

The Truth: An authentic vision is real; it is real in the heart of God before it
becomes visibly real to us; It is a part of God's already existing fiiture. Every leader's
vision� if it is authentic�is

of Christ

a

minute shce ofthe

unseen

real. John calls the miracles

"signs," as if to say every
pointer kingdom reality. As Christ
provided more signs of etemity touching the present�or slices of fiiture reality-he
revealed more of his identity and the purposes for which he had come. Many misread
the signs and considered Christ an enemy and his view of reality distorted. Every
authentic vision given a leader by God represents a small but real picture of the
whole. This slice of reality, small as it is, arises out of faith and hope, both gifts from
God. If faith and hope are weak, the vision may be missed or warped.
one was a

to

Genuine vision is a mental and spiritual image of God's kingdom breaking into our
present. He will bring to us his ftiture. When Christ proclaimed the Kingdom of God
he declared that the present and the future are "inextricably interwoven" and that
the imminent ftiture impacts the present (Pannenberg 53). Authentic vision does not
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relate to modest improvements God cares to make in our environment; it is none other
than the invasion of a future kingdom reahty that already exists in Christ. As

obedient followers, it is up to
unseen visible.

us to

participate with God in his

work to make the

Eschatological events are not just speculative events lying somewhere in the
They are instead "redemptive events that have akeady begun to unfold
within history" (Ladd 55 1). The death and resurrection of Christ are the two most
noteworthy examples of realized eschatology. God Almighty, the great I AM (Exo.
3 : 14) is not restricted to the space-time world as we are. He is not restricted to the
succession and division of time into past, present and future. In other words, it is no
big
thing to expect God to take a slice of the fiiture and reveal it now to the prepared heart of
distant future.

a servant.

We should expect God's future to flood into the present The Church as God's
are people of the fiiture. The church is to model the new
humanity

chosen instrument

under the rule of God and his

Spirit. Blackaby reminds us that God created people for
get aquatinted with him, and for he to develop our
character in His likeness. If we live just for time (the here and the now), we will miss
the real purpose of creation. Living for time allows the past to shape our lives today.
Our lives as children of God must be shaped by the fiiture (what we will be one day).
"God uses your present time to mold and shape your fiiture usefiihiess here on earth and
in etemity" (56-57).
etemity,

not time. Time enables us to

Imphcations The mdiments of the visionary nature are already implanted within
as part of who we are in Christ. It should seem natural that the Christian

the Christian

leader is a visionary. Hope ought to be the mindset of God's people who cling to the
high purposes of God. Pannenberg reminds us that the early church understood itself as
an eschatological community
a community of high expectation and hope (74).
~

There is

theological justification for pastoral leaders who accommodate to this
by adapting themselves and the gospel message to reduce the disturbing nature of
the Kingdom. Compromise may exist for multiple reasons; many pastors are battered
and bmised and thus disillusioned by ministry. Some have forgotten or ignored the
eschatological underpinnings in their theology, and thus suffer firom lack of vision.
Jesus proclaimed that the kingdom of God is a present realization of fiiture things.
Vision is not optional; it is hnked with the push of God behind all history and the
strong pull toward the new heaven and new earth God promises. Vision imphes
transformation of the world. Christian leadership means being in touch with reality
while being powerfiilly pulled by God's fiiture (Miller 29).
no

world

TURNING VISION INTO ACTION: Defining and Putting into Practice the
Unique Vision God Has for Your Ministry
By George Barna

VIDEO

~

-

(fi-om

the

Leading Edge Church Leadership Series, Gospel Light, 1996)
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INTRODUCTION
The people in American churches today are hungry for godly, visionary leadership. Yet as
any
leader knows, the quest for a clear vision can be a life-long one and is by no means an easy
process. In this video seminar, George Bama expands on his previous commentary of this
cmcial subject by outlining numerous ways leaders may implement vision in their ministries.

Ministry

leaders will discover the importance of creating a vision-permeated ministry
environment and will be given guidelines on how to accomplish this. Bama also offers insight
into developing relationships which are influenced by vision and reminds leaders ofthe

dedication and commitment needed
A.

Effective leaders must
1

-

to

put their God-given vision into action.

rely upon

God's vision

Functions of leaders

a.

To motivate others

b. To direct others
c.

2.

To empower others

Necessity of vision within those

B. God's vision will
1 Vision
.

give

us a new

functions

attitude about life and

ministry

requires change

2. Vision redefines

success as

radical obedience

3. Vision

requires perseverance
4. Vision reflects God's ends, not

ours

5. Vision may scare or bewilder people
6. Vision Jfrom God is himibling

7. Vision

reshapes

our

C. God's vision will be
1

.

2.

ambitions

experienced differently than

we

expect

always appropriate but never comfortable
His vision unfolds progressively but in good time
His vision is

3. His vision is entmsted to individual leaders
4. His vision often outlives the

D.

Visionary leaders

visionary

must create a

1 Motivational communication
.

2.
3.
4.

Strategic decision making
Tmsting and relying upon God
Enabling people to succeed

vision-permeated

environment
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�. Vision-influenced
1

.

2.

3.
4.

relationships help implement the

vision

Encourage and reward the visionaries
Empower people to pursue the vision
Release the dead weight
Create partnerships for ministry synergy

5. Resolve conflict
F.

Visionary

leaders

implement their vision through

commitment to

outcomes

1

.

2.

3.

By developing more leaders
By accumulating the necessary resources
By constantly evaluating against high, predetermined

standards

specific
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IV.
A.

The Source of Vision
Marketplace Explanations
speculate that envisioning the fiiture requires drawing upon the
natural mental processes of creating images. Visions are the conceptualizations of
these images or impressions in the mind, and become real when leaders express

Kouzes and Posner

these

images

in concrete terms to constituents (Leadership Challenge

102). They
through intuition. While intuition or
vision (Kouzes and Posner use the terms synonymously) is not a mystical process,
neither is it logical. This "key managerial process" is complex, mysterious, and
draws on the most vague information while "using the least articulated of mental
processes." It appears to be a right-brain process that is "more rational and holistic
than ordered and sequential." It is difficult to study, explain, or quantify (104).
Intuition "is the bringing together of knowledge and experience to produce new
insights." Visions flow "from the reservoir of our knowledge and experience.
They mix with our conviction and are filtered through our assumptions. They
take form when we open the doors of opportunity" (109).
beheve the

raw

material for vision

comes

Burt Nanus compares visionary leaders with artists, being "astute and perhaps
idiosyncratic observers and interpreters of the real world" (33). They combine

instinct and judgment, and

artistically arrange the materials of people, processes, and
organizational structure at their disposal. Vision then arises from foresight,
insight, imagination, judgment, and "a healthy dose of chutzpah." The leader's
mind and dreams must be saturated with a lifetime of leaming and experiences, and
attuned to developments and emerging trends in the surrounding environment (34).
Naisbitt and Aburdene contend that vision "comes out of intuitive

logic

is not

everything,
(21).

that it is not all numbers

knowing; it says
Vision is the link between

dream and action"

Stephen Covey contributes a spiritual nuance speaking of vision and mission as
something "detected or discovered, not invented," as if an entity outside of oneself
offers it (Covey "Shared Vision" 9).
Corporate

literature

subconscious
leader's

B. Christian

own

seems

to

suggest that vision arises from both

a

conscious and

synthesis of knowledge and personal experience, product ofthe
intuition. It is a mysterious process, but self-centered.

Explanations

a

~

additional comments not covered in the above

bibhcal-theological treatment.
Haggai cites James 1:17 ("Every good and perfect gift is from above, coming
down from the Father of the heavenly lights, who does not change like shifting
shadows."), and believes any worthy vision comes fi-om God, whether it is a spiritual

John

vision

or

not, and whether

or

not the person with the

vision is

a

Christian.
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Referencing
therefore the

Augustine, he comments that all truth belongs to God who is
source of all worthy visions. "A vision for the kind of
change that will

St.

yield beneficial permanence for the group comes fi-om God whether the leader
acknowledges it or not" (Haggai 14-15). As Christ taught about the Father, ". .He
causes his sim to rise on the evil and the good, and sends rain on the
righteous and
the unrighteous" (Matt. 5:45). God rules over the affairs of mankind and
gives
wisdom and understanding.
.

Haggai

contends that vision must:

�

First start with

�

Second, the Christian leader must understand oneself and see one's personal
potential as God sees it. "He must see that God created him to be somebody,
and then he is to fulfill the vision God gave him" (17).

�

Third, the leader must be sensitive towards other people and understanding of their
real needs

Vision
created

an

understanding of God and one's dependence upon

Him.

(Haggai 15-17).

begins with what Haggai calls "inspirational dissatisfaction."
by realizing the difference

This is

between who you are now and
where you could be living at your

''A vision is not

fijll

an

dissatisfaction

purpose, not its direction. For example, the mission
of a fanner hasn't changed in thousands of years: it
is to grow food and bring it to market at a price

potential. Lispirational
prohibits a person
from making peace with the status
quo and instead urges one to see the
need for growth. Ultimately vision

arises when

God's will,

"leadership

grasps
clarifies it to the group,

then motivates the group to act
upon it" (Haggai 19).
Robert Cueni

remarks, "although the
congregation must be consulted,
committees do not generate visions.
vision-building becomes a

organization

has

a

a

mission. To

mission is

to state

state

that

its

that pays for all the costs of production and
provides an acceptable standard of living (or

profit)

for the farmer. However,

particular
might
passing on to his
children a farm with twice the acreage he cunently
has, while another may dream about opening a
canning operation on her property, and a third may
aim to be a pioneer in growing organic vegetables."
farmer

have

a

one

vision of

When

process done by the present
structures, frustration results.

Nanus, Burt. Visionary Leadership. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1992, p. 31.

Egalitarian group visions normally
duplicate the status quo. The responsibility of codifying the vision falls
leadership. ." (42).

to

.

The primary leaders of a ministry must walk through the
envisioning process first. Their visionary nature is what qualifies them to be leaders
in the first place. Once the vision is developed, it is presented to others so they can
place then- fingerprints all over the vision and feel some personal ownership. At this
juncture, others inject their own insight and creativity into the process, and become
entiiusiastic and challenged by the final product
(Malphurs 34).

Aubrey Malphurs

~
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Dale

Galloway Vision is imparted by the Holy Spirit. The Spirit comes upon his
people and plants seed thoughts of visions and dreams (3 1). The prophet Joel
(2:28-29) declares, "/ will pour out my Spirit on all people. Your sons and daughters
will prophesy, your old men will dream dreams, your young men will see visions.
Even on my servants, both men and women, I will pour out my Spirit in those days
(see also Acts 2:17).
Tim Barton, in a doctoral dissertation entitled "The CHiristian Leader as a Spirit-Driven
Visionary," studied thirty
visionary Christian leaders
Vision is a "picture of highly desireable future state, a
firom around the United States.
He identified seven major
picture of the end result not the process for getting
there."
It is more specific and tingible than just a vague
elements or axioms that
sense of "positive
indicate the operation of the
thinking." At Ford Motor Company, "lob
One"
is
the
in
the
lives of
prototype that comes off the assembly line.
Holy Spirit
It
has
to
be
perfect because it is the model that all
visionary leaders:
others are built against At Ford, "Quality is lob One"
creates a dear vision of what quality looks like. When
First, visionary leaders do not
people share a common vision, they share the same
follow a single prescribed
picture of success. For example, the shared vision at CNN
route toward catching
is for the network to be viewed in every country in the
God's vision. Barton
world in English as well as the language of that region.
~

"

�

describes vision

fonnulation

as an

Consider the vision of the

"idiosyncratic" or "slippery"
process. No fonnulas and
no definite steps are to be
followed in

a

specific order.

One must, however,
"remain open at all times

for God to
that

in ways
and different

speak

are new

from

previous experiences"
(172-173).

*

Second, God

uses numerous

impart vision.
Holy Spirit uses a core

man on

the

and focused

moon
an

our

project "to place a
picture generated

of energy.

of purpose that explains your
the question "why."

answers

held and

enduring view of what
specify in broad, general
we will achieve our vision. They describe how
to operate, on a day-today basis, as we punue

a

deeply

webelieve is worthwhile.

ways how
we intend

amount

statement

for existence." It

A value is

moon

1969." This dear

incredible

Mission is "a dear
reason

by

Apollo

Values

vision.

elements to

The

Adapted from Jesse Stoner, "Vision, Mission, and Values."
Executive Excellence. Nov. 95, Vol. 12, #11, p. 13.

of common elements for
imparting vision to his
servant leaders: Scripture, prayer, circumstances, people, the still, small voice,
and

reading

study ( 173).

�

Third, living a life of personal discipline and intimacy before God is essential for the
visionary leader. Intimacy with God increased the likelihood of disceming God's
visionary will for their lives and ministry (176).

�

Fourth, vision is formulated best in community with others. God gives vision "to
individuals and this vision is confimied, refined, and enlarged through the contributions
of others"

(176-177;

Bama Tuming Vision

75).
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�

Fifth, vision develops incrementally. Vision fonnulation is a process of progressive
revelation, something which evolves over weeks, months, or years rather than
something that is static or sudden (Barton 178-179; Bama Tuming Vision 13).

*

Sixth, vision
or

comes as

big picture, and is seldom discovered with all the details
going to be carried out (180).

the

how the vision is

Seventh, God "transmits vision along a Disengagement-Engagement continuum."
Disengagement from the world is necessary in order to pursue solitude, prayer.
Scripture, and listening to God. Engagement with the worid gives understanding of
needs, people, circumstances, and situations. "These encounters. .become the

*

.

say

of God's

visionary impulses
through them" (180-181).

avenue

The Christian leader must discover his

if one is open and sensitive to what God wants to

her

unique style of vision making. The
reliably duplicated by another. Becoming a
visionary is a leamed process. Barton recommends that the visionary leader gain a
thorough understanding of what God is accomplishing in the world before seeking a
ministry vision. This vision must flow out of God's plan for saving a lost world.
The Christian leader must pursue an intentional relationship with God through
spiritual disciplines. "If a Christian leader is going to find the heart of God for
his ministry vision, the heart of God must first be found." (200) Visionaries
leam to think in freeform, eclectic style. Visionaries must leam to collect and
or

own

methods of one individual cannot be

arrange the same data everyone else
new and unseen phenomena" (201).

Holy Spirit to clarify

the leader's

"in ways that allow them to conceive of
Prayer is crucial in providing a path for the

sees

perception

and

thought

processes

(202).

Obstacles Which Hinder Vision
doing the above!

�

Not

�

Maxwell claims tiiat when vision is hindered, it is
can be finstrated by a leader who is unable to cast
who refiises to think

�

Vision is wasted

security

on

creatively.

those who

are

dogmatic,

enamored with tradition,
when die majority will.

�

Otiier vision busters include those who

�

fear risk,

or

who

crave

comfort and

in life.

�

Some

"people problem." Vision
a vision or by an individual
a

are

too

or are

willing to embrace vision only

adept at seeing only problems, who
have a gloomy outiook, or who seek self gain (Developing the Leader Within
You 150-153).
Personality type factors tend to limit or influence tiie degree of vision within an
individual. Personality type does not prohibit vision, but does color how it is

expressed and how well

an

are

individual may be able to communicate the vision.

Contextual Elements of Vision
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(See Bama, George. Tuming Vision
A.

Perspectives

into Action.

Ventura, CA: Regal Books, 1996)

mission, vision and values in relation to your ministry 37
spelled out in the Bible for every Christian 38; mission is the "big picture",
the "territory within which you will operate. Tme mission reflects your
values,
priorities, and vision." 38
God has already defined the Christian mission: to know, love and serve God with all
your heart, soul, mind and strength (see Deut 6:5; Matt 22:37-39); the way we
pursue the mission may take a variety of forms. The mission ofthe church is to help
people to the above, 38; and to make disciples (Matdiew 28:19-20).
"Mission can't be mastered"
the 5 E's: evangehsm, exaltation,
equipping, extension,
and encouraging. 38; you will never be able to work hard
enough or live long
enough to accomplish your mission completely, 39

1) Mission

�

-

-

Definition of Mission: "the

2)

Vision

more

biggest view of your possible reason for existence." 47

focused and detailed; will be

specific and unique to you, 39 God will
138:8); "accepting God's vision for your life
a person of influence", 39 -makes the most
of your hfe; also allows you to declare war on Satan (Eph 6:12); vision means
you
have chosen your side in the battle, 39 tuming vision into reality is never
easy.
-"vision will stretch you in every dimension: intellectually, spiritually and
emotionally"
39; normal reaction to think "It is too big!"; it will seem overwhelming
-

customize it to fit who you are (Psalm
will transform you from a wanderer to

3)

Values

non-negotiable characteristics you want reflected in your life; "When you
consider values, you are determining who you want to be-that is, the kind of
character you wish to develop (See Phil 4:8,9)." 42 Most people have default
�

values; the
B.

essence

of the Bible is about

developing

Ministry Plans� goals, strategies and tactics flow

from

character

(Heb

perspectives

12:1-1

1)

42

37

4) Goals "the ends we wish to accomplsih within a specified time frame." -must be
measureable; identifies what it is we want to accomplish in some quantifiable form
and by what deadline. 43
-

5) Strategies

-

the

approach chosen to to reach desired outcome 43;

mission, vision and values; Answers the question: How
Give short term direction and not

6)

can

goals?

tmly measureable.

the implementation phase
what you do in a strategic fashion to meet your
Each
goals.
strategy requires mutliple goals. "Tactics are the specific, tangible
in
actions
which people engage." Must be consistent with strategy, developed to

Tactics

reach

�

�

goals, demonstrate person's values, emerge from vision and be compatible
designed to accomplish one part ofthe strategy to

with mission. "Each tactic is
which it is related." 43
C.

must be rleated to

I achieve my

Preparation

-

spiritual gifts,

natiu-al

talents, and life experiences

37
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7) Spiritual
to

Gifts

be used in

gifts

complementary matrix within the Body of Christ,
seamless web of interlocking efforts in the Church." Bible hsts 27

~

a

"meant to form

a

44

8) Talents God gives talents in
his objectives 45
~

an

intentional manner, like

gifts, for you to accomplish

provides you with "insights, skills, and resources that will prove
to your commitment to, and implementation of, the vision." 45

9) Experiences
crucial

Checkpoints to
1) Scriptural

~

evaluate the

test

~

veracity of a

potential

vision

conclusion you beheve is God's vision:

against God's Word ( 2

Tim

3:16-17);

God is

always

consist, vision must jive with his Word, 40
be accountable to others and

2)

Verified

3)

being God's vision for you (Jer 4: 19; 9: 1 ; 20:9), 40
Emotion
"It is impossible to receive vision from God and not become excited

~

gain

their counsel about the likelihood of vision

�

40; Vision generates

extreme enthusiasm and

by it."

of anticipation.

holy and wonderfiil thing; vision should be awe inspiring,
to participate with Him in changing the world; we are totally
given
inadequate to accomplish vision by self, 41 (Prov 1:7; 9:10; Isa 6:5-8; Jer 1:5,6)
5) Uniqueness like a fingerprint; no other vision exists quite like it since you are unique
(Ps 139:1-18); a ho-hum vision that is the same as others is not a worthy vision, 41
6) Difficulty God's vision is beyond what you can do on your own power; will stretch
you beyond anything you have ever accomplished (see 1 Chron 28:20; Phil 4:13);
pushes you beyond your perceived limits; 41
7) Worthiness Is vision worth dying for? Would you sacrifice your material and
intangible resources for it? (Phil 1 :20-24); will you devote everything you possess to
4)

Fear

~

God's vision is

sense

that God allows

a

us

~

�

~

fiilfill the vision? 42

VII.

Strategies

of

Change

(see

handouts Hsted

below)

"Open systems Planning for Change"model
"Behavorial Attributes of Change"
"Steps for Managing Change"
"Managing Change"

A. Need to Motivate

Change (Resistance Issues)
change....
Why people
1 People need stability and security, so may resist it.
2. People resist change that is imposed, threatens autonomy
resist

.

and desire for self

control;
3.
4.

5.

People with power like the status quo and do not want their power threatened.
May resist change for ideological reasons, beliefs argue against change.
People may resist change for rational reasons; they have seen many changes that
have not been good and produced a worse set of conditions; they know people
propose change for all kinds of covert reasons
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Actions steps: 1) Need to bring about dissatisfaction so people are motivated to
change; take a team of people to a church (that is growing) like your
church to observe�this experience arouses dissatisfaction.

participation in change� involvement leads to
commitment! participation builds ownership and helps people want
to make the change work. Get people involved in the goal and the
path to accomplishing the goal. If you do not involve people, you
will probably have enough opposition by people to sink the project.
3) Build in rewards for behavior in support of change give people
recognition.
4) Provide time and opportunity to disengage from the present
state� change experience creates a sense of loss and will need to
mourn for the old way of domg things. The
Principle of Unfinished
will
find
a
to
finish
the
business or pathology
business�people
way
will
result.
Allow
to
celebrate
the past, then
(eg. sabotage)
people
ready themselves to change; Eg. Church anniversary (history)
2)

Create

~

celebration allows
B. Need to

Manage the

a

release to

move

into the fiiture

Transition

(control issues)
implement change once you have unfrozen a
situation; so much effort managing change that ongoing work of organization is
ignored. Transition is always more complex than expected and takes longer than
planned.
It is often difficult to coordinate and

Actions steps:

1) Develop a clear image of the future
2) Use multiple and consistent leverage points; basic strategy in
growth is for the church and its leaders to structure themselves and
position themselves and begin acting like a church at the next larger
level, e.g.. create new Sunday School classes and begin outreach
efforts; make changes in the music program that reflects the quality
and excellence in a larger church.
3) Develop organizational arrangements for the transition develop
a transition change.
4) Develop feedback mechanisms� make sure you check and see if
changes have indeed been made.
�

C. Need to shape the Political Dynamics of Change (power issues)
change may upset
balance of power among groups, so political activity may increase; people don't
understand proposed change and try to imagine what might happen, fantasizing
-

about disaster, get people
Actions steps:

1) Develop

on

the

board with their view.

support of key power groups

�

4

bridges to a)

some

groups will agree with you ideologically, invite them to get on
board; b) some groups will agree to change if it enhances their own
power; you might have to show them how this will happen; c) some
groups will get

d)

some

on

groups will agree

bargaining.

participate in the goal and path;
with you through honest negotiate and

board if they

can
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2)

Use leader behavior to generate energy in support ofthe change
many ways to articulate the fiiture state, leaders must demonstrate it

3)

Use

-

themselves

4)

symbols and language never underestimate the power of a
new slogan, logo, symbol to mobilize people; somehow
people can
get behind things that are named or symbolized; as soon as it is
plausible, declare the project is a success; congratulate people
~

involved and mention the final steps needed to finish
stabiUty help people understand what is and what isn't
changing; part of leadership's role is to provide anchors of

Build in

~

stability~our mission isn't changing but our strategy to achieve
mission is because of changing environment
Simulation: chose

a

out of partners

partner; observe partner for

a

minute;

tum around

and make five

sight
changes
simulation: panic; lost; overwhelmed; frustration; mshed; anger;
paralyzed; embarrassed; determined; risk; amused; inadequate, put

changes; then tum around and try
your partner made. Feelings after change

to discover the

upon
Five Lessons

1)

a

the kinds of feelings that your people will experience when you
propose changes they do not understand and ask them to act in ways they
are

vision for /our organization is similar in many ways to these initial stages of preparing for an expedition.
sense of dissatisfaction widi die way
inner
strong
tilings are in your community, congregation, or company and have
belief
don't
be
tiiis
tiiat
have
to
tilings
way. Envisioning tiie future begins witii a vague desire to do
sti'ong

Discovering
You feel

regarding change:

The above

a

equally
something diat
an

would challenge yourself and otiiers. As tiie desire grows in intensity, so does your determination. The strengtii
of this intemal energy forces you to clarify what it is that you really want to do. You begin to get a sense of what you want
die organization to look like, fee! like, and be like when you and otiiers have completed tiie joumey. You may even write
down your image of tiie future or draw a model of it

Because you
same

want

product, provide

what you

die

same

After all, you want to
Yours is an ideal and unique
ideal.

Visions for
course.

And

achieve what

we

aeate to

service,

set a new

or

be

unique,

make tiie

standard of

you differentiate your organization or cause from otiiers tiiat produce the
promise. Yours is a distinctive vision, you believe. And it's also

same

perfection, beauty,

or

excellence. You

image
organizations or reformations or movements, as well as visions
don't necessarily follow such a sequential process for clarifying

no one

has

ever

want

yours

to

be

a

model for odiers.

of tiie future.

achieved

for
our

journeys, are more complex dian diis, of
visions especially if we're attempting to

before.

in any endeavor have no maps to study, no guidebooks to read, no pictures to view.
As it was witii tiie Vikings preparing for tiieir first voyage, explorers can only dream.

They

only imagine
possibilities.
experience for guidance, tiie first ones to explore may find tiiat tiieir dreams are fantasies or
difficult to attain dian they had expected. On die plus side, however, die lack of previous experience means that pioneers an
make up tiie kind of future diat diey wish to create or discover. Those in previous centuries who set out in search of new
The

pioneers

all tiie

lands

were

can

Witiiout any previous
diat tiieir visions are much more

often

not

very realistic.

Kouzes, James M. and Barry Z. Posner The
1995, p. 96

don't

own.

Leadership Challenge.

Need for

change

San Francisco:

Jossey-Bass Publishers,

must be well documented and

communicated
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first. An attempt to

change will yield more
personally.

than half negative

feelings,

so

it is natural and not to be taken
In

2)

3) No

trying to change, we rely upon our individual resources, and can manage.
But, we need to be taught over and over that many change proposals are
overwhelming if we are a collection of individuals trying to change.

given in simulation to revert back to prior state, yet most
people did try to change themselves back.. Unless you rejfreeze the
situation in your organization, it will revert back to its original state.
instruction

4) Many experience change as loss rather than gain. Your communication
emphasize what people will gain from their changing.

people withdrawal and refiise to participate or give it less than their
best energy. Illustrates that most people withdrawal from a change effort,
won't give effort or money to it if they assume it has not purpose. Might

Some

5)

think the
reasons

VIII.

must

Creating

a

change effort is silly or faddish,

therefore think there

are no

good

for

Change and Leadership Culture

Adapted from Finzel, Hans. "Creating the Right Leadership Culture." Leaders
Leadership, ed. by George Bama. Ventura, CA: Regal Books, 1997. p. 267.
"How does the leader create the culture that

success? It is

foster energy, forward momentum and
seven key strategies, which might be

can

accomplished by implementing
by using the word CULTURE as an acrostic.
strategies:

recalled

on

The letters stand for the

following

compelling vision.
U nderstand the culture you are leading.
L isten to your followers and foster a leaming atmosphere
T rust others with a piece of the action.
U nderstand your special role as a servant-leader.

C reate and sustain

a

espect every person on the team.
E mphasize your corporate values every chance you get.
R

IX. Moving From Vision to Action (a marketplace approach)
Adapted from Burt Nanus, "Leading the Way to Renewal." Executive Excellence.
Vol. 14, #l,p.

Jan

17.

Ten ways effective leaders generate support for their visions:
1. Grab attention with the vision. Announce it dramatically. Make it the focus of
meetings and retreats. Build a base of support.

97,
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2.

Express the vision simply and clearly.

Show

why the vision is attractive

and

achievable and what it means for the ftiture.
3. Show how

achieving the vision benefits everyone. Not only how it benefits the
organization, but also how it opens up new and exciting career opportunities as well
personal growth, fiilfillment, and self-esteem.

4.

Encourage participation.

as

Allow

to take risks. Seek ideas for

people to assume responsibilities to try out ideas, and
achievmg the vision from workers, customers, suppliers,

and others.

5. Behave

consistently with

the vision. Actions

speak louder than words.

Live the vision.

Walk your talk.
6. Make the vision less

the
7.

Reduce

uncertainty about die intent and meaning of

others to articulate visions for their

common

Support

threatening.

vision.

Encourage
the

8.

new

themes.

Expand

the vision to

Really listen to

areas.

incorporate

those who commit to the vision. Provide

usefiil

training,

new

them. Find

ideas.

resources, and

supportive

structures. Reward their efforts.

9.

Identify vision champions. Empower them to take initiative to
forward. Create

10. Track

a sense

the vision

acceptance of the vision. Look for evidence of new decisions
in

and

changes policies
practices,
pride, enthusiasm, and trust.

.

move

of urgency.
or

and attitudes that suggest commitment:

designs,
optimism,

MISCELLANEOUS
ITEMS TO INCLUDE IN A VISION STATEMENT:

George Bama believes that the KISS principle should be used in creating a vision statement:
Keep It Short and Simple. Aubrey Malphurs (69-79) suggests a vision statement can be
longer, and include some or all of the following:
a) A statement of purpose why the ministry exists and what it hopes to accomplish
b) A statement of values which clarify what is unique and different about your particular
church. Examples: our commitment to the Bible as God's tmth; small group
ministry; relevant evangelism.
of strategy the church will use to accomplish its purpose.
A
statement
c)
A
statement
regarding people: Whom are you attempting to reach?
d)
e) A statement of the place of ministry What is your target area? Demographics?
-

~

CREATING A VISION SLOGAN:
Most vision statements range from a paragraph or two to several pages in length. It is wise
to narrow the entire statement into a slogan. "Slogans primarily help people communicate

and remember the vision"

(Malphurs 86).
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Steps needed to shape the vision

statement into

a

slogan:

1) Capture the essence of the vision.
2) Express the vision in a few words, a single sentence, or as few sentences as possible.
3) Creatively choose words and sentence structure.
4) Use language that is familiar to the people in your church who will be living with the
vision.

5) Collect other vision

slogans for ideas. Don't set your slogan in
vigor by varying the wording without changing the

statements and

concrete. Add freshness and
essence.

Example:

"A great commitment to the great commandment and the Great Commission
a great church.
Saddleback Valley Community Church, Mission Viejo, CA,
"

will create

pastor Rick Warren.

Short, sharp corporate vision

statements:

3M: To solve the unsolved

Mary Kay:
Nike: To
Walt

To

give

experience

Disney:

problems inovatively.

imlimited

opportunity to

women.

the emotion of competition,

To make

Komatsu: Eat the Cat.

people happy.

wiiming and crushing competitors.

PASTORAL ROLES AND LEADERSHIP PA

CONTINUUM OF EXPECTED PERSONAL AND COR
In which of these functions/roles do you

Minimal

spend

most of

Expected

Change

Management
Efficiency

Shepherd
Guide

Chaplain
Care-giver

Pastor

Enabler

Comforter

Priest

Administrator
Present Orientation

Created by Lewis J. Hiserote

Pre-Jethro Moses
Mentor
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The Jpal of

/vr

T/oo

hv Lewis J.

Hiserote

History
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Our

Vision is

an

Perception...

attempt

preferred
The Present

to discover and achieve

future

on our ov^n.

strongly influences

the Future.

a
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And

Vision is

the TRUTH...

discovering God's future and joining
Kingdom work.

The Future exerts
our

now

him in

overwhelming backward pressure into
Hope of Glory and the Promise of God

an

present. The
penetrate

the darkness.
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Appendix

E

VLTP Further Evaluation

Questions

VLTP CEU Credit Form
VLTP

Participant Evaluations

and Comments
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Visionary Leadership Training Process
Further Evaluation Questions

(December 1998)
Please complete the following questionnaire and mail it to Lew Hiserote within the next
few days following your interview. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated! Your name
does not have to go on this evaluation ifyou wish to remain anonymous. Retum to:
Lewis J. Hiserote, 303 N. Locust Ave, Marlton, NJ 08053

1)

What

2)

do you have, that would make the
effective and practical in the fiiture?

suggestions

Process

more

Was there too much, too
seminars?
If there

was

too much

3)

a

(Bama's

subject

pastor to devote

Were the two

resources

just enough information presented during the

to such

Coming
suggest?

a

sufficiently?
training process?

go

following information will help me if I
my presentation during the two seminars:

do this

training process again. Regarding

presentation?

What did you like least?

Did the facilitator

seem

knowledgeable regarding his subject?

Did the facilitator

seem

prepared?

Did the facilitator hold your interest?
Was the material

presented with creativity?

What would you suggest to

Do

through the Visionary Leadership Training

The

What did you like best about the

one

visionary leadership training process helpfiil?
Blackaby's Experiencing God.)

of the Church and

4) Would you recommend other pastors
Process? If so, why?

5)

you think would be
How much time should

matter

used in the

The Second

you have others to

or

material, how many sessions do

necessary to cover the

expect

little,

Visionary Leadership Traming

improve the

level of creativity?
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Visionaiy Leadership Traimng Process
Fall 1998

Name:

How much

Continuing Education Credit should you
participation?
First Seminar Attendance^

.5

Second Seminar Attendance

.5

receive for your

Reading:
Bama

Second

Coming of the Church^
Blackaby Experiencing God
-

-

.75

2.25

Total CEU:

Below

possible dates for a third session togetiier. Please number (1, 2, 3) each
option according your preference. The session will be shorter (9:00 a.m. to noon),
and we will eat lunch together then go home.
are

Tuesday, March 23, 1999
Tuesday, April 6, 1999
Tuesday, April 13, 1999

Optional:

Could you vmte a two or three sentence coiu-se recommendation that might
be published? In offering this training process to others, I want them to hear
first hand

'

If you

experiences....

not able to attend

particular seminar, please add the time you spent studying the
notebook materials, etc. that I gave you. One hour is equivalent to .1 (one tenth) of CEU

were

a

credit.
2

If you

are

not finished either book, but will be able to finish

by December 31 please add the full
completed by Dec. 31 give yourself

amount of credit for each publication. If you will not be
partial credit per the formula above.

,

,
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VISIONARY LEADERSHIP TRAINING PROCESS
Participant Evaluations and Comments

1. What

suggestions

Training

Process

PARTICIPANT S

do you have, that would make the Visionary
more effective and practical in the future?

Lengthen to

-

a

3

Leadership

day format Beginning Middle (after 2 weeks)
-

-

End

(

at 4

weeks).
PARTICIPANT A We needed more time. That the videos, and feedback /
take place. Bishop, District Superintendents, & entire cabinet should be
-

listening, reacting.
PARTICIPANT Q
PARTICIPANT R

-

-

Narrow focus discussion for each session.
Extend to a 3 or 4 day training. Offer more visuals
-

questioning

interaction

part of training,

-

-

i.e. videos etc. Possible

guest speakers.
PARTICIPANT O

-

PARTICIPANT L

-

PARTICIPANT E
PARTICIPANT D

-

-

Accoimtability & application are the next steps in the V.L.T. Process.
I would suggest dividing it iato 3 sessions.
Provide more time or sessions. Initial time for
dialogue and small groups.
Perhaps working this through with a small group (they would need to be

developed carefully to avoid pitfalls) or a mentor would be helpful. Also, my sense is that
Visionary Leadership is a bit like language study, "use it or lose it." Also, ongoing exposure is
necessary and helpful!
PARTICIPANT F-I think the training process was excellent! What you did was
deeply
appreciated! I do wish (and understand) that we will have more sessions. I give it a sohd "A."
Here are some suggestions which may help. As I mentioned today, I would
personally find it
helpful if we became more "practical" in writing a vision statement. (Perhaps we could do it as
a group; point out the differences between vision and
mission; what is a weak statement;
strong statement. Perhaps hold up your church or another as an example of what to do and not
to do.) The last hour of the second session was wonderful, but just too short.
PARTICIPANT I

Increase the number of sessions and have

-

PARTICIPANT H

-

PARTICIPANT K

-

PARTICIPANT J
am

most

No real

Add

-

PARTICIPANT C

At least 1

Basically,

-

more

time for discussion.

seminar.

improvements

more

comfortable,

more

-

1

thought everj^thing

worked out very well.

time.
I found the process,

I stated in my

recommendation, to be where I
of
experiential process leaming. The only thing I might suggest
sessions as I felt that it was a considerable amount of material to be

to be

is to present it in more
a short time. I

absorbed in

as

an

am

able to

accomphsh this

to some

degree, but

some

may find it

difficult.
PARTICIPANT B

Add

third seminar /

workshop possibly shorten them by an hour.
lengthened to allow more time for dialogue
and sharing how material was implemented.
PARTICIPANT P Extend the number of days and cut the session to 8-1 1 :30 or 9-12.
PARTICIPANT G 1 would suggest that more video tapes be shown to let people see how this
program works in the hves of others. Also the lecture time and discussion be longer.
PARTICIPANT M I'd like to see two additional days added for the main training session and two
or three follow-up sessions (each spaced several months apart).
-

PARTICIPANT N

a

-

1 think the time frame should be

-

-

-

-

2. Was there too

much,

too

little,

or

just enough

information

presented during

the

seminars?
PARTICIPANT S Just right.
PARTICIPANT A No answer
PARTICIPANT Q Sounded as though you
-

-

-

Perhaps

another session?

were

well

prepared,

time flew

by.

Need

more

time.
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PARTICIPANT R
PARTICIPANT O

Too much for time span.
The information was most

-

-

interesting and

eye

opening.

I

am

eager to leam

more.

PARTICIPANT L The presentation and all material was just fine.
PARTICIPANT E Too much for time aUotted.
PARTICIPANT D At times it felt hke information overload; and yet I beheve this is the nature of
the material and its impact.
PARTICIPANT F There was a lot of material to get in 2 days. Perhaps at least 3 sessions should
-

-

-

-

be held.

PARTICIPANT I

absorb, but good enough if we have

Too much information to

-

PARTICIPANT H
PARTICIPANT K

-

Just

-

A lot of material but I'm

more

time.

enough.

glad to digest it over time.

PARTICIPANT J Too much.
PARTICIPANT C There wasn't enough time, particularly to get into small group situations. I
don't believe there was too much material, just more time. I would suggest at least six sessions,
-

-

maybe more, but six would be
PARTICIPANT B

the

About 1 hour too

-

least,

long.

I would suggest.
I found it difficult to pay attention and listen after

lunch.

PARTICIPANT N

The seminars

-

PARTICIPANT P

provided ample information, but not enough time to absorb.
one day. All the information was relevant, no fluff

Too much information for

-

here!
PARTICIPANT G There was just enough information present. People may need more
information.
PARTICIPANT M The seminars were excellent, packed full but not overwhelming.
-

-

2b. If there

material, how many sessions do you think would be
cover the subject matter sufficiently? How much time should
pastor to devote to such a training process?
too much

was

necessary to
one

expect

a

PARTICIPANT S An additional session would allow for more interaction and dialogue.
PARTICIPANT A 3 to 4 hr., 1 per week, 4-7 weeks
PARTICIPANT Q This might be difficult outside of a retreat setting. Also difficuh to convince a
pastor that this "blind-spof needs to be corrected.
PARTICIPANT R 3 or 4 days, spread over 3 months.
PARTICIPANT O 1 believe an every other month meeting for 1 8 months would begin to really
integrate the material. Of course, a number of these meetings would be led by the participants
who would do case studies of the material apphed to their churches. The participants should
-

-

-

-

-

involve

lay people

in the churches.

PARTICIPANTS H, L n/a
PARTICIPANT E Double the work sessions. Devotion dictated by commitment and involvement
-

-

of each pastor.
PARTICIPANT D 1 believe you had the right amount of time for this intensive introduction.
PARTICIPANT F See above.
PARTICIPANT I Maybe 4-5 sessions, 4 hours a session.
PARTICIPANT K The material was a lot, but it can be done in 2 sessions. Perhaps 3 sessions
would be better where we would have more opportunity to ask questions.
-

-

-

-

PARTICIPANT J Too much, 3-4 sessions.
PARTICIPANT B See above. As much as it takes to relay information.
PARTICIPANT N 1-5 sessions, approx. 6 hours per week.
PARTICIPANT G If there were too much material the pastors should have time enough, like 4-5
sessions, for training process. Also this will give die trainees time for study and apply the
-

-

-

-

training.
PARTICIPANT M

-

1 would add two sessions. It would

require

a

minimum of three hours

a

week.
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3. Were the two

resources

used

m

Second
God.) Do you have others to

helpful? (Bama's The

Experiencing

Visionary Leadership Training Process
Coming ofthe Church and Blackaby's
the

PARTICIPANT S

Very helpful.

-

suggest?

I would recommend

ongoing support and ideas.
PARTICIPANT A Helpfiil, affirming, forced
-

me

to

a

monthly pubhcation "Net Results"

for

rethink, reaffirm, and even reject some of my

thoughts/behefs/approaches.
PARTICIPANT Q

Great material. I could be mistaken but most material given and cited is rather
to the vision ofthe church the pastor

-

contemporary. Is there any "dated" material that speaks

having

-

-

vision?

PARTICff ANT R
PARTICIPANT O

Excellent resources.
1 like having the combination of spiritual material and educational material.

-

-

Excellent!
PARTICIPANT L

Very good.

-

I

thought your personal material was excellent,
aptitude with the computer.

terrific format and

creativity done. You have great
PARTICIPANT E Absolutely!
-

PARTICIPANT D

Blackaby's Experiencing God is a whole spiritual paradigm shift that goes well
teaching.
PARTICIPANT F The 2 resources were good. As I mentioned, Bama came across like a John the
Baptist. Blackaby's Experiencing God was also a helpful devotional book. I don't have any
-

with the

-

others to suggest.
PARTICIPANT I

-

PARTICIPANT H

-

PARTICIPANT K

-

Experiencing God, yes.
Yes they were helpfiil.

be addressed. I

The Second

Coming

of the Church,

The 2 books were very helpful and touched on different themes that needed to
thought Bama's 2 books could be very helpfiil resource books.

PARTICIPANTS J,N-Yes.
PARTICIPANT C Right at this moment, I don't have any additional
part of this is answered above.
-

PARTICIPANT B
PARTICIPANT P

no.

resources to

share. The other

Yes. No others to suggest.

-

Yes, especially the Blackaby book because

-

we

lived with it for

so

long

and let it

speak to us.
These two books are very helpfiil, but other vital aids like video tapes.
leadership handbooks will be necessary.
PARTICIPANT M They were both very helpful. I don't have any others to suggest yet!

PARTICIPANT G

-

Other

-

4. Would you recommend other pastors go
Training Process? If so, why?

through

the

Visionary Leadership

PARTICIPANT S Yes, because it will help those who have become stagnant and have lost their
creative ideas. I think aU pastors should go thru this process just to clarify holes.
PARTICIPANT A Yes. Much of previous seminary training inadequate. Many experiences of
ministry are fhistrating & deflating, leaving one with a sense of failure. The subject matter
to show the difference as cultural or social/ generational gaps on conflicts and pointed
-

-

helped

toward solutions.
PARTICIPANT Q Yes. The issues become (essential?) to lay the foundation which future laity
and clergy alike can build upon in a conventual system.
PARTICIPANT R Absolutely, I beheve very strongly that we need visionary leaders in the
church. For the church to be faithfiil to its call, it must be visionary.
PARTICIPANT O Absolutely, so much is changing around us and the local churches need this
information. We can not do it alone. The pastors must be vision casters but have support from
-

-

-

colleagues in the background.
PARTICIPANT L Yes because it couldn't hurt and it could even be valuable.
PARTICIPANT E Absolutely! The process provides hope for pastors educated in one leadership
style who have come to realize that diverse situations need diverse leadership styles.
-

-
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PARTICIPANT D

Yes, increasing exposure

-

to

visionary leadership is essential to the church of

Jesus Christ.
to go thru the process. It can only
help, sharpen and inspire others!
PARTICIPANT I Yes, it helps us to focus on God-Driven ministry to prepare for the future.
PARTICIPANT H Yes! Because it has provided me with excellent resources and a fresh
understanding of leadership. I also beheve it is what will be necessary to revitalize the United

PARTICIPANT F-I would absolutely recommend other pastors
-

-

Methodist Church.
PARTICIPANT K Definitely yes. It will help pastors to be more effective leaders and eventually
will touch others who will also become leaders.
PARTICIPANT J Yes. Get resources for 21st century. Evaluate style of ministry.
PARTICIPANT C Yes, I would recommend this to other pastors. One of the reasons, among
-

-

-

that many pastors don't know how to work with groups. They might have
Study or what not, but this really gives them a hands-on process to work with
in Bible Study, leadership administration, etc. So, Yes, I would highly recommend this

many, is the

led

a

sense

Bible

groups,
process.

PARTICIPANT B

Yes, vision is necessary for effective leadership.
Yes, it causes one to rethink how mimstry has changed, and pastors need new

-

PARTICIPANT N

-

paradigm for this time in our culture.
PARTICIPANT P Yes, because it is helpful in breaking the "look what they're doing" habit.
PARTICIPANT G- Yes, I would recommend other pastors because the training will open their eyes
and perceptions to new leadership role of the pastor. Visionary training will better prepare die
pastor how to lead people into the 21st century of the church.
PARTICIPANT M Visionary leadership helps free pastors from unreahstic and unhealthy
leadership models by affirming the importance of connecting with God's vision and joining God
-

-

in action.

Although moving from a traditional management style to a leadership style
laity, it isn't a style that churches will accept graciously.

will

empower pastors and

followmg mformation will help me if I do this training
Regarding my presentation during the two seminars:

5. The

What did you like best about the

process

again.

presentation?

PARTICIPANT S honesty/ truth/ context.
PARTICIPANT A Facilitator offered information as
directives. He also fielded feedback, well.
PARTICIPANT Q Variety.
PARTICIPANT R Excellent notebook of materials.
-

-

suggestions

and

possibilities

not

absolutes

or

-

-

PARTICIPANT O You are an excellent teacher.
PARTICIPANT L It was very mformative.
PARTICIPANT E The commitment of the presenter, the enthusiasm ofthe presenter, the
-

-

-

knowledge

of the presenter.

PARTICIPANT D You had excellent material.
PARTICIPANT F I liked your lectures, personal sharing, and the video the best. Lew, you knew
Latin and Outer Mongohan! You
your subject inside out, upside down, and sideways in Greek,
need to write a book! You absolutely held my interest. Your lectures were just fine. As far as
being creative, maybe more group discussion sessions, or tuming to another person and
answering a few questions, but that would lengthen the process.
-

-

PARTICIPANT I The contents ofthe lecture.
PARTICIPANT H The format and flow.
PARTICIPANT K It was clear and given with inspiration.
PARTICIPANT J Leaming together.
-

-

-

-

PARTICIPANT C

-

1

appreciated the thoroughness of the presentation and also the limited number

of participants, (not becoming overpopulated).
PARTICIPANT B Lecture style / sharing.
-

PARTICIPANT N

-

Its

simplicity.
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PARTICIPANT P Variety of presentation, content.
PARTICIPANT G 1 liked the lecture best.
PARTICIPANT M It was very well prepared, very organized, and presented with great
-

-

-

teaching

skill.

What did you like least?
PARTICIPANTS A, D, F, L, N, O, S n/a.
PARTICIPANT Q Lack of time to view some essential materials.
PARTICIPANT R Not enough time.
PARTICIPANT E Little dialogue between presenters and attendees.
PARTICIPANT I Nothing.
PARTICIPANT H Distance traveled to get there.
PARTICIPANT K Frankly I enjoyed it all.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

PARTICIPANT J
PARTICIPANT C

Speed had to move

-

The time. This

-

at.

was

not

anyone's fault. Certainly not Lew's.

We just needed

time

really.
PARTICIPANT B Length at workshop,
extra trip to add a 3rd session.
more

-

PARTICIPANT P

it

was a

lot of material to

digest.

After lunch session.

-

PARTICIPANT G

The discussion

-

PARTICIPANT M

-

Missing

Did the facilitator

was

not too

great. I think because of time.

the information and videos that time wouldn't allow.

seem

knowledgeable regarding

PARTICIPANTS B, D, E, H, I, J, K, L, N, O, S
PARTICIPANT A Defmitely!
PARTICIPANT Q Yes, nice job.
PARTICIPANT R Absolutely, well prepared.

-

his

subject?

yes

-

-

-

PARTICIPANT F
PARTICIPANT C
PARTICIPANT P

It would be worth

See above.

-

1 found the facilitator to be very

-

knowledgeable.

Absolutely.
PARTICIPANT G Very well, yes.
PARTICIPANT M Very knowledgeable.
-

-

-

Did the facilitator

seem

prepared?

PARTICIPANTS B, D, E, H, J, K, L, N, O, R, S, Yes.
PARTICIPAOT A Defmitely.
PARTICIPANT Q Very well prepared.
PARTICIPANT F See above.
PARTICIPANT I Yes, very well.
PARTICIPANT C Again, I found him to be extremely well prepared.
PARTICIPANT P Certamly.
PARTICIPANT G Yes, prepared enough.
PARTICIPANT M Very well prepared.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Did the facilitator hold your interest?

PARTICIPANTS A, B, D, E, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, R S Yes.
PARTICIPANT Q The topic as well as the presenter.
PARTICIPANT F See above.
PARTICIPANT C 1 would say that yes, he did hold our interest.
PARTICIPANT G Yes, he was interesting and captivating.
-

-

-

-

-

an
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Was the material

presented

with

creativity?

PARTICIPANTS A, B, D, E, G, H, I, J, K, M, N, O, P, R, S Yes
PARTICIPANT Q Took into account variety of presentations.
PARTICIPANT L 1 thought the presentation was very good.
PARTICIPANT F See above.
PARTICIPANT C In the workshop I attended, I would have to say yes, the material certainly
-

-

-

-

-

was

presented creatively.
What would you suggest to

improve the

PARTICffANTS A, H, J, & S n/a.
PARTICIPANT Q Possible media

level of creativity?

-

clips Characterizing the church ( unages we're trying to
overcome) Hollywood perspective. Thought the room was set up in a great fashion.
-

PARTICIPANT R

-

More visuals i.e. videos.
See #2 above.

-

PARTICIPANT O

-

PARTICIPANT L

-

Instead of the overhead projector have a couple of bikini-clad
cards up for you (not from the U.M.W. however) Just kiddhig.
PARTICIPANT E Small groups. Dialogue.
-

women

hold

-

-

PARTICIPANT D

Having [NAME OF VISIONARY PASTOR] (or someone else suitable) would
helpful piece to facilitate seeing the process in action and in seeing how many of
concepts were contextualized successfiiUy.

have been

these

-

a

PARTICIPANT F
PARTICIPANT I

See above.

-

Nothing.

-

PARTICIPANT K

training

me

No real way I

-

to be a better

PARTICIPANT C

can see

visionary

Yes, only in the

-

to

improve

it Lew. Thanks

so

much for your

help

in

leader.

areas

mentioned above,

more

sessions and

more

small group

participation.
PARTICIPANT B

?

-

PARTICIPANT N

More involvement of participants i.e.

-

material in their chiu-ch.
PARTICIPANT P

Nothing.
Using other material

-

PARTICIPANT G

-

PARTICIPANT M

examples of ideas
Bring back results if material has been used.

-

1 think Lew has

a

on

how

they

would

use

and stories

great gift

for

(illustrations) would be more helpful.
teaching in an interesting and creative way.

Optional: Could you write a two or three sentence course recommendation that
might be published? In offering this training process to others, I want them to hear
first hand experiences...
something I did not receive in seminary The
management-centered ministry and leadership-centered ministry.
Management-centered maintains the status quo. Leadership-centered seeks after the Kingdom

PARTICIPANT S

This seminar offered to

-

me

~

difference between

of God.
PARTICIPANTS A & Q N/A.
PARTICIPANT R No paper found.
PARTICIPANT O 1 enjoyed Rev. Hiserote 's teaching, organized presentation and insights into
visionary leadership. The paradigm shift into the new millenniimi will necessitate deep
Christian thought about new leadership styles and its imphcations for the local church.
You can't leam vision, but the visionary
PARTICIPANT L (I'm not really good at this.)
leadership training will teach you to recognize it when God gives you God's vision and what to
do with it after you have received it.
PARTICIPANT E Looking for something to "jump start" my ministry, this process provided the
-

-

-

-

-

initial

"spark." My

become

more

vision for

effective

as

ministry has become

well.

alive

again.

As

a

result,

my

leadership

has
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PARTICIPANT D

-

The material

the 21st century.
PARTICIPANT F Lew
-

presented is very helpful in facrag the challenges of ministty into

provides pastors with "Visionary" tools as

churches march forward into the

millenniiun. I wholeheartedly recommend this training process!
PARTICIPANT I This course helped me to refocus on my role as a pastor: a leader with a clear
vision that is given by God. Our chiu-ch needs not managers, but leaders who are caught by
God given vision and who can show clear direction and mobilize people to reach the Promised
new

-

-

Land.

PARTICIPANT H- n/a
PARTICIPANT K 1 highly recommend this course as a real stimulus to visionary leadership. Lew
imparted new ideas that started my thinking and caused me to see things in a wider perspective.
I am hoping that my enthusiasm will mb off on my church.
-

Visionary leadership training helped me take the time to see how I experience
everyday hving. I was introduced to new resources that awakened in me the hope and

PARTICIPANT J
God in

-

desire to lead the church as God instructs.
1 would recommend the Visionary

PARTICIPANT C

Leadership Training Process. I feel that one
the
as
move
actually experience
you
process
along in training sessions, which I found very
the
I
found
The
Second
of
the Church and Experiencing God
Coming
books.
helpful.
-

can

extremely helpful. The books seemed to blend right into the conversations and the questions.
(What we were asked to answer.)
PARTICIPANT B The course was helpfiil in understanding the effects of paradigms as related to
ministry. The practical impact... putting the vision into action, so often missing from courses,
-

was a

valuable part of this one.
This seminar has

helped me to articulate the vision that is buming within for
God's church. I highly recommend this training for all pastors who are serious about change in
their churches, creating new paradigms for ministry.
PARTICIPANT P The visionary Leadership Training Process gave me permission to dream of
what God wants for the church I serve without feeling guilty about what opportunities have
passed us by. It helped me focus on what God wants to do here, not what works other places.
PARTICIPANT G This visionary leadership training seminar has opened my eyes to the need for
helping other ministers to become visionary leaders. [Proverbs] says "Where there is no vision,
the people perish." So I would recommend that this course be offered at least once every two
"see
years to help other yoimg ministers coming into the conference to help their churches to
visions" and do better ministry.
PARTICIPANT M 1 would highly recommend the visionary leadership traming process led by
PARTICIPANT N

-

-

-

-

Lewis J. Hiserote. It is a well designed,
to be church leaders rooted in God.

excellently presented training

to

help

empower pastors
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